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FOREWORD

As one of the handbooks in the Army Engineering Design Handbook Series, this
Design Guidance for P ducibility was prepared in accordanc, with the goals of the
Series. In general, the Army Engineering Design Handbooks contain basic information
and fundamental data essential in the design ail development of Army materiel and
systems. They are authoritative references for practical and quantitative facts h elpful
in the design and development of matriel meeting the tactical and techaical needs'of
the Army. They incorporate sound and proven principles of design; at the same time
they direct attention to the consideration of production, maintainability, hun fac-
tots, and related problems during the design and development stages. The handbooks
contain much information which is not available in open literature;, they are revised
periodically to eilsure that their contents reflect the latest technologies.

One of the prime objectives of ths handbook on producibility is to reemphasize the
fact that the design agency developing a commodity has a distinct influence on subse-
quent production and logistics.

It is also intended to provide guidance to the individual designer t~rough whil & 'w
may reccgnize, at the earliest practical point in the design effort, those problemb of
production and support which, if eliminated from the design, will further the objectite
of creating a design w),ich can be manufactured using readily available materials, in
the shortest possible time, at the lowes, cost, by the largest possible segment of the
industrial base. It therefore prov'des a collection of pertinent information to aid in
designing for east of production, including the maintenance of required levels of
quality.

The user -hould recogize, however, that the handbook offers only guidance. Its
content is geieral. It i, intended to lead the designer to answers to his specific problems,
but not to provide them. For treatment of specific problems refer to the appropriate
handbook in the Engineering Design Handbnok Series, or to one of the several sources
of information listed in the appendice.

This handbook was developed by the John I. Thompson & Company, Washington,
13. C., under the general direction of E. F. Deady, Vice President Engineering. -
Manager and principal author was P. H. Bailey. Other contributors included W.

,,J1 T o, A (n ,\. C.. ,r41ehoL-"-, ad Id. D. Peterson. Prime contractor to the

U.S. Army for this and other handbooks in the Series is the Engineering lindbook Office
of Dike University.

The Handbooks are readily available to all elemen' s of AMC including person- J and
conti actors having a ned and/or requirement. The Anny Materiel Coramand policy
is to release these Engineering Design Handbooks to other DOD activities aed their
contractors, and other Government agencies in accordance with current Army Regula-
tion 70-? 1, dated 9 September 1966. Procedures for acquiring these Handboe s follow:

a. Activities within AMC and other DOD agencies should direct their req mts on an
official form to:

Commanding Officer
Lr.tcrkenny Army Depot
ATTN: AMXLE-ATD
Chan.bersburg, Pennsylvania 17201
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',: ..... b. Contractors who have Department of Defense contracts should submit their requesIts
through their contracting officer with proper justification, to the address indicated in
paragraph a.

c. Government agencies other than DOD having need for the Handbooks may
submit their requests directly to the Letterkenny Army Depot, 4is indicated in parm.
graph a, or to:

Commanding General
US. Army Materiel Command
ATTN: AMCAM.ABS
Washington, D.C. 203 i5

d. Industries not having Government contracts (this includes Universities) must
forward their requests to:

Commanding General
U.S. Army Materiel Command
ATTN: AMCRD-TV
Washington, D.C. 20315

e. All foreign requests must be submitted through the Washington, D. C. Embassy

to:

Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence
ATTN: Foreighi Liaison OfficeDepartment of the Army
Washington, D.C. 20310

All requests, other than those originating within the DOD, must be accompanied by
a valid justification.

Comments and suggestions on this handbook are welcome and should be addressed
to ,rmy Kestarch Office-Durham, Box CM, Duke Station, Durham, North Carolina
2"/706.

A
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PREFACE

In the past, periods of relatively rapid advancement in military hardware have
alternated with usually longer periods of relative inaclivity, during which time an
arsenal inventory has been maintained containing weapons which were lmrgely obsoles-
cent at the time they were needed. For example, little radical change in the military
inventory took place between the end of World War I and the beginning of World War
It. That change which did occur resulted more from the ability oI an advancing
commercial technology to offer and supply more effective and sophisticated weaponry
than from the demands of the military in' the interests of national defense. Indeed, much
mothballed inventory from the 1914-18 war, and even earlier eras, was pressed into
service in the earlier stages of the 1939-45 conflict.

This was the era in which industry speculated on a new weapon; aesigned, built, and
demonstrated it; and hoped that it would sufficiently impress the intended military
customer to initiate procurement.

Under these circumstances, the problems of producibility were almost nonexistent.
The term itself was virtually unknown-having found its way into the dictionary only
as recently as the mid-1960's. The design was intended to employ the materials of
commercial production, the facilities at hand, and the skills which were inherent in
everyday operations.

Producibility problems in the form in which thev exist today made their appearance
in ubsantalvolume with the industrial mobilization occasioned by World War II. "-

Shortages rapidly accumulated in materials, facilities, equipment, and skills. The exten-
sion of the production base met repeated delays through the nccessitj ,o reengineer one
company's design to permit its production by another. Troops placed faith in a weapon
if it was produced by company A and shunned it :f it was a product of company B.
Even more critical was the fact that the parts made by n would not fit into the weapon
made by A. Skyrocketing costs attended and were part of the overall problem.

World War II also saw the beginnings of what is now referred to as the "technologi-
cal explosion"-a rather poor description of the ever increasing rate of development
of new basic scientific knowledge, new materials, processes, and products. A large part
of today's military arsenal consists of weapons, systems, and equipment which, 20 years
ago, would have been beyond technological capabiliies of construction even in proto-
type form. These exist side by side in an inventory which contains devices which are

little changed from those of ihe World War 11 or the Korean Conflict.
Undoubtedly, to the military designer, the biggest change has been in the radical and

continual expansion of types of material from which he may create his design. If a
suitable material does not appear to be available and all of the physical, mechanical,
metallurgical, chemicu., and thermodynamic needs of the product cannot be met, a
suitable compound or ahoy can frequently be computer-designed in a matter ot hours.
The months or years of development trial ard error can thus be avoidd.

On the surface, it may appear that the task of the desi-n-," has been considerably
simplified. In fact the situation is exact!y the opposite. Technolob-al advancement
permits the development of vastly more complex and destructive weal onry. while the
rate of advancement causes its obsolescence at a hitherto unknown rote.

Whlle stockpiling is inherently nece,;sary to the maintenance of a iound n'ilitary
posture, costs and rate of obsoescer-ce prohibit maintenance of inventories beyond
those nmaessary for immediate response to agg-reon or for the sustenance of the nost

xviii
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limited conflict. While basic strategy demands the operationl readiness of such im-
mediate retaliatory power that a potetial aggressor is dissuaded, the second line of.
defense relies heavily upon the rapid mobilization of industry and its conversion to
production for the military arsenal.

Thus two states of production exist-that which contributes to national preparedness
and that which responds to a state of national emergency.

The requiremeilts of producibility are constituent elements of both states. They are
not, however, necessarily identical in both situations: nor are they fixed constants. AsItechnnogy continues to advance, as new materials become available, as old materials
change in availability, and as both vary in potential availaoility in national emergencies,
the materials influence on producibility changes. The same state cxists with all att-ad-
ant processes through which the raw materia! is converted to finished product. Produci-
bility is thus a rather nebulous and everchanging goal which may seldom be fully
achieved in a design and which must be frequently reviewed if it is to be retained. The
ideally producible design could be made by anybody out of anything at any time-a
production engineer's dream. Its antithesis-the production engineer's nightmare of
unsatisfactory materials and processes, and inadequate skills-is, however, usually
entirely avoidable. Thus negative avoidance is one sure means of positive accomplish-
ment.

While checklist approaches can be developed to spot check the producibility features
of a specific design, the development of sound design practices which promote produci-
bility objectives can only be the product of an individual's knowledge, experience, and
continual efforts to keep abreast of development in his own field or investigate those
in fields in which he is only infrequently involved. To this end the handbook is divided
into three parts:

Part One, The Army Design Environment

Part Two, The Production Environment

Part Three, Information Sources

Whether the designer is a part off a military or an industrial organization, in con-
tributing to the development of an item of Army weaponry, he is operating within a
clearly identified and closely coritrolled framework (,he design environment) with
which he must be thoroughly familiar and with which he must comply if all of the
design objectives, not just that of producibility, are to be achieved. This framework is
largely administrative in nature and gives the appearance of preventing the designer
from giving full vent to his inventive genius. To some extent this is true. Once the
designer is aware of the specific objectives, demands, and restrictions of this system and
of the selective and decision processes which he may use within it, he is in a position
to make an effective contribution. These factors are the subject of Part One, The Army
Design Environment.

A clear distinction must be made between producibility and production engineering.
Any design, upon being committed to ,rcodum-n, involves some degree of production
engineering, the development of production plans, schedules, sequences, and teols with
which to manufacture tie item in the simplest, most economical, and timely manner
with the nishest degree of repeatability and the lowest level of scrap and rework. No
two plants manufacturing the same item will use the same production cngincering
package (unless the plants themselves are identical :wins). The introduction of prcduci-
bility concepts into the design will usually greatly simplify the production engineering

task by the. avoidance of frequently encountered manufacturing problems. This avoid-
ance, in turn, will broaden the producti.n base which is capable of contributing to the
rnanufacturingt; program However, proucbiity conside-atiom also involve factors
svch as materals availability, parts standardization, and other cotvtderation% whiLb art
not essentially features of proJu,.'-M entineciw

nf
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The designer does not normally accompl,. the %oducion enaineug task. How.
ever, if he "thinks production" he will advmai .C¢ of producibility. Par. Two,
The Production Environment, is designed to pro't,,e ba&c assistance toward this end
by reviewing both the readily available as well as the .urrently unavailble. Since t!h
handbook is not directed toward any specific class of co,,.modity, the designer wili find
it convenient to suppiement this part with information peca!iar to his specific interests.

With the almost daily changes in twe status of practical t,-chr.logy (and the even
faster change of feasible technology), the design engineer is hard iuft to siy abreast of
current status, even within his own discipline, It has been redisi,..y estimated that
by 1970 he will have to spend 16 out of every 40 working hours in doing so.

The accumulation, digesting, and dissemination of technical inform~tuc. is un in-
creasingly burdensome problem which h given rise to a rapid increase in the iutbt
and types of organizations established explicitly, or secondarily, for this purpoE,; The
pot mtial user is faced with two i -'mediate problems. First, he is frequently uaa,:
of the existence of an information source or of its scope of operation. Second, sinc
virtually none of these sources are completely random access, his inquiry must be
phrased so as to clearly define the information which he is seeking. Part Three, Infor-
matiou Sources, is des;gned to assist him in both functions. It provides extensive
references to bibliography, data sources, indexing, abstracting ',nd other information
sources, broadly categorized by technical subjects which they c'wer.

-, Also included, in Appendixes B, C, and D, is a comprehensive series of "generic
trees" whk.lh provide a graphical presentation of structured thesaurus relationships in
most technical areas of interest to the designer. Many data indexing systems are
structure on a similar basis. By locating a term descriptor in which lie is interested
,n one of these trces, the user may identify narrower terms which better define his
interests and thus prevent an avalancne of superfluous information, or a broader term
through which information may be sought if previous efforts have been ,. nsuccessful.

The trees are also useful as design effort stimulants since they aid in the creation of
a perspective and may automatically suggest alternate approaches.

Indexing terms in the handbook index kwith ,he exception of the few terms identified
by an * in front of the entry, which are drawn from the Army materiel life cycle system)
are all contained within these trees. Thus the complete text of the handbook is geared
to the appendices and to a method for securing additional information on v:rtually any
technical subject of interest.

II

I
I
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PART ONE T1HE ARMY DESIGN ENVIRONMENT

CHAPTER 1

BASIC CONCEPTS AND CONSIDERATIONS

1-. INTRODUCTION an object, while meeting all of its perior-mance objc-
tives within the design cornstraints, may be produced in
the shortest total time, at the lowest cost, with the mostI

To contribute tw the development of a new item of readily available materials, using the most advanta-

military hard-are, the design engineer must operate geous processes and assembly methods.

within a controlled environment and conforni to a- se! By definition, then, th-, perFormarice objectives must

of prescribed standards This environment is deter- not be compromised or adversey affected by factors

mined by the life -yc'e of the product, which consists introduced to maximize producibility. The design

of the -oncept, deinition, development, production, which meets the performance objectives and yet can be

operational, and disposal phases, as shown in Fig. 1-. produced in the simplest and most economical manner

The prescribed standards applicable to each phase of will have the maximum practical producibility Prodo-

the Army Life Cycieprovide the designer with de- cibility is, in reality, cost effectiveness practiced by the

scriptions of the various required characteristics of the design engineer during thei i)ncept, definition, develop-

product. ment, and production phases of the life cycle.

During each stage of development, an organized and It may be argued that producibility is the mame as

systemnatic pattcri of events must take place if a design value engineering. However, while value engineering

is to fully meek all of its objectives. Implicit in these studies most certainly contiibute to the producibility ef

obje :tivcs is th.- requirement that a design achieve the an end item, they constitute only one aspect of produci

highest possible degree of producibility. However, bility. Value engineering studies and trad-c-off analyse,,

producibil~ty goals are tareiy deined in documents de- normally are conducted v-hen various approaches to

scribing the end item, such as the Qualitative Materiel fabrication and inspection aice known ' o exist. but dc,

DeopcitObjective -IQM DO>, ite Qualitativ'e sions concerning the most faoa~ n proPrite

Materiel Rcqi'rcement (QMR), or the Small Develop- approaLhcs cannot be made %0iiht detailed investiga-

meat Objecfive: (SDO).- tion and evaluation. In cont' of the objectives

Since the design effort has often been conducted to of producibility ca~n be met b. n engineer with-

satisfy a description which includes no r'!fercnce to out the need "or eihaustive anai. the use of formal

producibiity, thc design eag.neer may easily nt.glect it value engineernng teebriques

as an elettint of his resvxinsibifity or overlook its effects
on the total design. This handbook is intended to assist
the designet in recognizing producibility imnplications 1-3 PRODUCIBILITY IN DESIGN
and to provide guidance in lesigning to imaximize its DEVELOPMENT
benefi t ,

1-2 -DEFINITION OF This handbook assists the design enginc ,in recog-
rqMYUCIBILITY nizing the design areas %here producibilli, An be im-

proved Relatively little space is devoted i(. .C creative
aspect% of the design proces,, itself It is not inttrnded,

for t',.e piirposc '~ ( his handbook, producibilit'y is however, to niriii'oe the~ role of creativity, a funda-
defined A the inh, rent L!,.nnti of a desigz' by wnich nienta! igredicrnt of the design process Rather, the

'Su,-,'tc.-s nu-nlei refet t thf References at the end of cgl&!
chapter
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intention Is to provide gitidelines in developir& %, JffenaIY&CS, Cos~teffeCtiVeneus StWIMs ad sste AM'

most producible design attainable that is still cor. aL .yacs, to establish improvenant coefldcentsc to amwe T
ble with all of the prescribed performanc oLectiey. that the necessary building blocks and copnats arm

available;, and to seloct the best tachnical approwh. A
principal objective of this phase is to establish total

1-3.1 CONCEPT FORMULATION PHASE feasibility, including system effectivenes personnel
implications, operational concepts, and logitic sup-

Concert or producibility must be exercised at the port requirements.
start of the concept formulation phase and must Influ- A System Development Plan (SDP) is prepared and
ence the entire design effort. Inherent limitations to this, together with the QMR, is submitted to the De-
producibility must be recognized at each stage in the partment of the Army (DA) for program approvai DA
development and production prtxess. For examr'e, approval results in izitiation of the developmait pro.
during the voncept phase, broad prodxcibility consider- ject. Active ccnsideration must h given throughout
ations might be choosing materials and processes for this series of events to 1he basic elements of producibil
major elements. Later considerations and problems are ity.
likely to involve specific steps in fabrication and spe- Initiation of the development project represents the
cific features of each element of the product. The eng- establishment of the first configiration baseline, the
neering efforts expended during the concept and defini- Definition Baseline (Fig. 1-2), consisting of'the QMR's,
tion phases should be directed to effective and suitable the Tehrical Characteristics (TC's) ard the Test and
documentation af requirements and ,,.,mmendations Evaluation Requirement, (TAER's). This combined
for use in the development phase, e.g., a system descrip documentation forms the System Description. The
tion. Definitiou Baseline also represents the point of transi-

Some general decision rules which lead to good de tiun beteen investigatory research and d:.,elopment
signs hith intrinsic producibility can bt identified, and design enginzering. It is at this point in the life
Among these aresimplicity" and "standardization" in cycle that the effots of the design enginer are intro-
design components and manufacturing processes. duced and emphasized.
However, all demands upon the system--such as relia- In the case of a major system, a formal contract
bility, maintainability, safety, producibility, definition phase may follo% .This consists of the initial
etc.-heavily interact with each other, creating the design work, with any associated developmenta hard-
need for trade-offs. These can only be considered in ware fabrication and testing, performed to expand the
light of all their possible ramifications, and with recog, system description into a compiete series of develop-
nition that the neans to producibifity cannot permit ment descriptions for equipment items ot major -om-
p-trformance degradation below that level established ponents, minor items, critical components, facilities,
by the design requirements. and inventory items. This phase does not resilt in a

The technical research projects initi3ted by +he detaled design, but establishes the detailed parameters
QMDO plan are directed largely toward filling techno- and destrptions from whicth detailed design engineer-
logical gaps or deficiencies, to evolving potential con- ing can proceed.

cepts, and to identifying and evaluating the risk of
failure to attain operational status. The results of this
effort mark the end of the concept phase and the com 1-3.3 DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION
mencement of the definition phase. PHASE

1-3.2 DEFINITiON PHASE The definition phase culminates in the establishment
of the second baseline, the Develonm-"t Baseline at

Work during this phase consists entirily of explcra which point a family of basic descriptiuns, or specifica
tion and preliminary development. Preliminary engi tions, has been dc,eloped. Fig 1-: shows a simplified
neering and contract and management planning are specification tree of these for a typical system Lesm
accomplished to ensure management decisions are ,omplex systems may not require this step, ano, sinct
made on a tal system/total cost basis, including both the design ,.onsiderationb for prdu...bility during the
realistic cost and schedule estimattes, as well as achieva develop.ner, t phase are % 'rtuall) identca! with those of
ble performance specifications. The definition phase the previou, step, the first and second xascii may
affords the developer an opportunity to perform trade- therefore be considered as one.
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1-4 IDENTIFYING PRODUCIBILITY (2) To minii-ilze:.
OBJCTIES(a) Procurement lead time

(b) Use of critical (strategic) materials
(c) Special product*ion tooling

Regardless of the degree of complexity of a system (d) Special test systems

or item, the objective is to create a desig i which will (e) Use of critical processes
satisfy all the specified functional and physical olbjer. (f) Skill levels of production personnel
tives and yet be producible. (g) Unit costs

The definition of producibility given ia par. 1-2 may (hi) Design changes in production
represent this as an easily achieved objective. However, (i) Use of limited availability items and pro-
several influences (which the system description will cesses

Sassist in defining) complicate recognition of the specific (j) Use of proprietary items without production
producibility oli';ives. These are: right releases

(1) To maximize: Since these "maximizze" and "minimize" objectives
(a) Simplicity of design are rIot consta1nt, they cannot be properly evaluated and

b)Sadriainomaeilancopnns pursued without answers to the followinlg questions:B(c) Potential industrial production capability (1) Is the design for an experimental oit production
(d) Confirmation of design adequacy prior to model only, or should the design actively consider pro-

production duction quantities?
(e) Process repeatability (2) If production quantities are to be considered,
(f) Product inspectability what is the probable lot size, and what is the relation-
(g) Industrial Eafety in production ship of this lot size to potertial requirements ii, a state
(h) Competitive procurement of mobilization.?

RELIABILITYENITMCS

Chn1/ rMCS

PRODUCIBI LITY

A MAINTAINABILITY

ft
SAFETY

PEI ENVIRONMENT

LOGISTIC SUPPOR~T
'PRECISION

EXIAND PARAMETF'tS AS NECESSfl.RY TO REFLECT
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES 041) DESIG N CO NSTRAI NTSj

1fICURE 1.4. Deskin Qualitv Dlegrtr
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PRODUCIBIL~ry,_

DIM~N1ONALEND iTEM COST

~~/SERVICE-

PERFORMANCE

EXPAND PARAMETERS AS NECESSARY TO REFLECT THE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

FIGURE 1-5. Design Difficulty D)iagn

Since any design represents a compromise between to each of these terms provide scales, for marking in a
the various requirements placed upon it. the design point that represents the value assigned to each of theteffort is buffeted by conflicting values placed upon vari- design attributes. The center of the circle represents a
ous attribu~te,, ol' ,e design From conception to ob- minimunm value on each scale and the circle represents

solLcecc, hes atribues n~vo tie-bsed the ma~xiniurn, which might be elied "the highest pobs-
sochan, Ths the atributeso undeign timesed ible degree of' importance, overshadowing everything

time is often described as of the essence, and there is.a The design description will usually provide the direc-
push to meet the scheduics. In the middle history of a tton a producv design should take to meet all
project, mnore emphasis may be placed upon producibil- object, e.--except producihilit) The producibilit) ob-
ity and value, while near the end of the line, when an jectives list must be rev ic~ed ir, terms c(1 1he design
item i% about to be phased out, concern will often be description, in conjunction '%ith nirformiatioa on iii-
expressed over excessive spare parts cost,, tended lot si/c. it, order to properly evaluate and in

An Attempt to ensure that all relevant factors are troduce this fa...tor into the design quality diagram. All
aeequaitely ounsidered when imtiatiaig a new design other req.uirement% should be dirm.,dy associated %ith
and to indiLate the way in which their relative values, the perforini%.e objtttiies aind design Lonstraints of
iteract has led to he development , Ithe Design Qual- the System Dem.niption (see Chapter 3) When agree
ity DarmFi.1-4 ment is reachei, the diagratumei can Fill in relative

Terms describing attributes- of the design of major ,alue-, on in arbitrary scale. %uch as 0 to 100, And drasv
inportan,.c are placed at various points around the conno-ting lticis from pa) nt to point, so as to ctnclose an
circumference of the circle Radiating lines leading out area The %ize of ihe diagram rtepimsnts mooev to be
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I spent on the design, and OW~ Nhapd of the aea i.vilcates itifeing is largely ant inbuilt r1laracteristic, it is 9ot J
where the money will go. Ks nnore uttention is; required reerred to wi one of the pernK.AbL adjtm t. It is
by one facet of the design, ra i-t man-hours or more "newicned only as one of the deterrents to unlimited
highly qualified personnel wii! We -Nired-with mindiity.j
resultant higher costs. ar order to represent distribution of dalrrs amonig

Two diagrams are superiinoseil ; thi. same set of tlr vsx~ous attributs more accurately, a roodificdJ coordinates in Fig. 1-4. The star-shanped, oi more Ionrn of thk- dit.gram. Fig. 1-5, is suggested. In this style
deeply indented, die,,ram may represent a special of diajgrum, the p values indicate the relative impor-
equipment, intendee. to do a precise job for one yezr, tance of ',he items as before, but the 0 (central angle)
with no reveal r" oductiwi. The p (radius) value-s ts- values represent the relative difficulty of achieving
socialed wit, '.ie various design attirh ties indicate the "unit degree" of impro~vement. For this metlod, in-
opini.i ufthte planning team on facturs 1hat are impor- stead of a point along one of tht radii, a sector is fied

tant in such a de-sign. The more neer'> rectangular, in between two lines, bounded on the outside edge by
larger diagram represents the design Ct-r s standard an arc whoseA. radius indicates the p value. The B value
equipment which will be used for every vconc:eivable is indicated by the angular width of the secle'r. Thus it
purpose within its range, and which will be ini -roduc- is apparent that untit improvement in n wi.'d sector will
tion for several years. rhe envelope extends beyond require that more area be filled in. This diagram shows
that of the special equipment in sevtral areas to imn- graphic:ally how dollars can be expended rapidly in a
prove the general acceptance of the design and falls wid' sector wit hout mnuch improvement. Also, as each
below it in only a few points. The net result is a design sector grows in the p) direction, the dokxdrs per p in.
that would be called balanced if the rmarig of the 'crease. This showvs the relative slowing in improvemn"t
word is restricted to "meeting each of the requiements aks the ult irnate is approached. If "uiimate" were taken
about as well as it needs to". (This does not imply that to mnean "perfection", this representa~ion would not be

there is anything wrong with the special machine de- valid, because p values would have to he asymaptotic to
sign, wvhich has less generalized design objevtive',) the ult-mate circle. No pretense is made that ultimate

The area of the diagram represents money, and the means perfection; it Merely MUMnS that this particular
total area available is the amount budgeted fof the attribute receives top priority, regardless of resultant
expense of the work. Within tht limit thus c-stablished, lopsidedness of the picture.
the relative p values may be juggled in and vdt as The diagram in Fig. 1-5 represents only the special
discussion progresses, always bearing in mind that an equipment in Fig. 1-4 and some of the attributes have
increase in one will necessitate a reduction in another, been rearranged arouiad the circle to exaggerate the
to avoid cost overruns. This is rceferred to as the "mobii- lopsidedness. ItI becomes in-andiattly apparent that the
;tv" of the diagram, the term being limited to adjust- & ,ramnmer can make this exaggeration look good or
,n',mts inade within the limits of the originally estab- Ad according to how he arranges the different items.
,ishcd area. Other adjustments possible within the ihis manipulation can be partially avoided by adopting
diagiary, are those of inflation or deflation. Inflatiumn a standard distribution of the attributes- around a circle,
ocur~ if it is decided that the job warrants more fund- unless there is sonic unusual condition. Hence, the

ing to strtngthen it in certain areas vathout sacrificing standard diagram can be made with traditionally im-
in others. The operation is performed by pumping dol- portant attributes alternated with traditionally less m-
lars into the area to expand it. Deflation is simply the portant ones izround the circle, so that for the "normal"
opposite optration--deciding the job is goldplated, or **usual" job the first sketch, at least, appears to be in
opening the valve, and letting the dollar% drain out static balance. Then, any unusual condition will give an

Most of the dtscussion about the diagram ex post idicat"io of unbalance and will receive more attention
facto will concern the phenomenon oif mobility, wvhich than would be ilhe case where randomn distribution of the
permits changes in thenappearance oif thc job as it pro- itenis mukes all jobs look lopsided.
gresss Mobility will occuir with relative case in the A major convenience would result by assigning so~me
early stages of product deveic' -init, hut the closer the sort of scales ito the p values if quantitative comparisons
delivery date and the more hardware commitment% could be miade from one job to another. The difficulty
made, the stiffer the diagram b vt'.until at last it arises froni the charge in sc-ale implied in the situation
ham. tot.-lly conge'Aled The sttfYcn-,, rate is variable as of Fig 1-4 wvhere the actual dollars of the standard
a functio~n oif th- flexibility of hie. atanization Gener- de.,ign might bie ion tines as many as for the special
ally. hire.c and 'wcr-organvied -'nginoiog department% machinw, but ,t% diagram is oni) about twice as large.
Wit se- their diagrams congepi raine, iapidiy Sine C-~'s~ the two digratns aie not drawn to the same
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4scale. The user is thrown back on the generalization REFERENCES (
that p indicates relative valves only, which was theIJoriginal intent. Ho*ever, there is nothing to prevent AR 70-37?, Con~figuration Managemtent, Suppl. I.
drawing the ultimate circles of various sizes to indicate
the &ctual financiW range being considered for each job.
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CHAPTER 2

DESIGN EVOLUTION

2-1 ROLE OF CONFIGURATION
2-2.1 SCOPE

MANAGEMENT

The scope section of the system description provides

The progression from QMR to pioduction is essen- a broad de.criptive discussion of the sysi,-n. It ex-
tialy one guided by configuration management which pL'ns, in general terms, what the. designer is t. .reate
is a formalized syotem for documenting established and establishes the framework within which produci-
military requirements for materiel. Its purpose is to bility aspects can be tionsidered. The scope section fur.
protect the integrity of the established configuration by ther serves _, an introdtction to the "Requirements~
a prescribed ccntrol method utilizing refernce points section of the systeit; descip:lon in which the major
(or "baselines' ). These baselittes are defined by docu- producibility influences are found.
mentation:

(a) Definition Baselne--the system description
(b) Development Baseline-the development de- 2-2.2 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
scription
(c Prxiuction Baseline-the production descrip- The applicable documents section of the system de-
tion (also called Technical Data Package (TDP)) scription is an index of the specifications, standards,
Configuration management is a required AMC man- drawings, bulletins, manuals, et.., referenced in Sec-

agement discipline. This chapter dscrusses those facets tions 3 through 5 of the ssteni description and thus
which are of most concern to producibility AR incorporated by reference. Some specifications and
70-37 providcs greater detail regarding the formal standards references may be program administrative

process of configuration management and delineates requirements. however, tne information they contain
the contents ,a,1 d format of both the system and develop forms a useful guide. Thi .,ection is an eary indication
ment description, of the producibility requirements and the potential

problems.

The applicable documents section also lists any re-
qcirements for the selection of MIL-STD materials ani
par's, specific processes, or special components (par-

2-2 PRODUCIBILITY AND THE ticular processes or "building block" components
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION which may have been experimentally developed during

the concept stage). Tbs provides an excellent overview
of the fixed design and fabrication requirements and

The degree to which producibility is achievable is constraints, and may be used to review the producibil-
largely influenced by the system description. A break- ity limitations placed on the design.
out of its components is illustrated in Appendix B, Fig.

~B-2.
This paragraph discusses some of the interrelation-

ships and factors which must be considered by the 2-2.3 REQUIREMENTS
,ai-nh.-r The iv' T J is presented in a sequence coin-

by thh thst he sdx sections of the system de-
The majority of producibilhty variables introduced

scripionby the systemn description are found in its requirements

• 2-1
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section. The relative influence of each type of informa. (6) Human Performance - (9
tion upon producibility can be roughly tabulated as (7) Safety
shown in Fi& 2-1. The requirements of the system are (8) Dangerous Materials an Cumponents

detailed within the requirements sect.i, under nine (9) Noise and Vibration

principal headings. Thee are discussed in the para- (10) Life Support
graphs which follow. In the performance statements the designer is told

what the system must accomplish. These statements
are the performance objectives for the system. Subse-

2-2.3.1 Ptig, E ,,ne quent statements in the requirements section describe
the physical, functional, and support framework for the

The performance stst¢amzis in the system descrip- system. These subsequent statements are substantially
tion provide a detailed description of the intended per- constraints placed on the design. The relationships be-
fortance of the system. They will generally include the tween the performance objectives and the constraints

,following: establish the potential standards of producibility for the
(a) Performance Chawacteiitics design. if the statements giving constraints rigidly

(1) Opelational specify the system, subsystem, component, materizts,

(2) Employment and manufacturing or production processes, the produci-
(3) Deployment bility !evel of the design is largely predetermined (eve.

Ct'j Operability though it mav :sot have been a primary considerction in

(1) Reliability establishing the specification). As the degree of 1vtitude
(2) Maintainability expressed in the c,. istrauit statements increases, the
(3) Useful Life producibility potenial of the system becomes greater

(4) Natural Environment and the direct influence of the design engineer upon

(5) Transportability eventual producibility also increases proportionally.

PARAGR P RAAPHTTLNO.PARAGRAPH TIAE j AJOR MO)ERATE MINOR NONE

2-2.3.1 PERFORMANCE

2-2,3.2 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

2-2.3.3 jSUPPLY & MAINTENANCE

2-2.3, 4 PERSONNEL & TRAINING

2-2.3.5 SYSTEM DEFINITION

2-2.3.6 REQUIPEMENTS FOR PRIMARY
FUNCTIONAL AREAS L

2-2.3.7 ,YST[M DESIGN &
CONSTRUCT!ON STANDARDS

2-2.3.8 VALUE ENGINEERING

2-2.3.9 PUBLICATIONS

FIGURF 2-1. Influence of Requirmnents on Producebo1Ity

2-2
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T tet2-2.3.2 Physical Characteristics The objectives of producibility and those of supply
and maintenance tire not necessarily compatible, excecpt
to the extent thtthey both ideally aim at cost reduc-

The statement of physical characteristics for the sys- t h xetta hybt dal i tI ede

tern reflects the first constraints placed upon the de- tiou. .Producibility should aid in reducing the cost of

signer. These statements generally include: acquisition but must avoid increasing the cost of own-

(a) Required physical limitations of the proposed ership which is usualiy many times greater.

system
(!) Dimensions 2-2.3.4 Personno! and Training
(2') Weight
(3) Majo- assemblies

(b) Requirements for operator station layout The human factor implications that the designer
(c) Intended means of transport must consider are given as the personnel and training
(d) Degree of ruggedness required requirements for the system. These are stated as re-

(1) Storage quirements for operational and maintenance personnel:
(2) Transportation personnel prerequisites, special personnel features
(3) Use (such as an unusually arduous environmental expo-

(e) Potential effects of explosives sure). and necessary training equipment and objectives.
(f) Hazards Such requirements may place constraints on produci-

(I) Biological bility. They must be judged in this appraisal in conjunc-
(2) Mechanica! tion with the human performance objectives given for
(3) Radiation 'he sytem.
(4) Other

These statements will place some constraints upon
producibility. (The system might, for example, be more 2-2.3.5 System Definition

simply designed and more chcaply and easily fabricated
if the weight limitations could be increased by 5%.) At The system definition statements are directed to de-
the same tme, the requirements which they impose scribing t:e proposed system from a functional stand-
furnish additionai producibility objectives since they point. -1 hey include a general system identificatl_.., to
describe physical characteristics toward which consid- the degree that it has been defined during the concep-
erations of producibility can be directed. tual stage, system level functional schematics, and a list

of all development descriptions. A list of major compo-
nents may be included in the development description

2-2.3.3 Supply and Maintenance or may be added at some point during the developmem
phase (in which case it becomes a function of the de-
signer to develop and identify them).

The influen,.e of supply and maintenance statements The system definition statements provide alditional
in me system description upon producibility is highly produi-ibility constraints Particularly significant is the
variable. They are meant to identify the potential im- listing of Goverrment-Furnished Property (GFT') to be
pt of the proposed commodity on the supply system supplied for incorpxration into the system. Compatible

and, zonversely, the considerations which the supply interfaces for the GFP must be assured Thi', dictates
system imposes upon the design and use of the com- specific features in the system
modity or item. In additio., basic maintenaice policy,
such as u~e of multipurpose test equipment and modu-
lar replacement approaches, may be stipulated. 2-2.3.6 Requirements for Primary Functional

The supply and maintenance statements must be re- Areas

viewed in conjunction with the maintainability objec-

tives given as part of the performance objectives to fully
determine their combined influence upon design. Their Requirement ,tatements given or primary func-
prncipal combined influence is in the form of a con- tional areas are concerned with providing further re-
straint upon 1esign and, as a rcsult, upon producibility finement of the functioiial descrirntion given in the sys-
In general, th, supply and maintenance statements are tern definition %tatements The statements are directe
the dinant ioisideration fr, a proiducibility view- to pro% iding a more detailed description of the requi; -
poirt since they directly dictate the design approach nmients for each primarv fur-,ional area The detern
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atio of primary finCt~oWtn areas is stated as being policy which must be followeALK
"hak tu propen) Mutizg sjiciled systems require A detailed antalysis of the influenc of the design and
mma and w~ Zun3 rnon~bi~ities for engieering ;ovsts,2:ion standards upon each pdm&-r, functimatal
tasks. area i6 presequisite to proceeding with the design. Some

Each primary functional ame statzment is a key con -,.he primary influ -nce cacrted by the &j~ ztm descrip
wsaint upon design, but does not necessbrily ec" a tion and approAches ft.- their recognition and ey-pla
proportionate influence on producibility. Thiia is bi., tion are discussed in par. 2-3.
cause they are fitnctional in character imposing re-
quirements on what the primary area is to perform
without imposing limitation or restriction on how it is 2.2.3.3 Value Engineering
to be accomplished. This permits the designer to prop-
erly exploit trade-offeccnsiderations, including produm'-
bility, without doing violence to the basic performance St~einents relevant to the value engineering polic)
intent. to be observed in the systwem design are given in the

system description. Value engineering is a formul pro-
gram intecnded to reduce cost; in this respect, it sesvc

2-2.3.7 System Design and Construction a basic objective of productibility. The goal of cost avoid-
Stendards ance must exist whether or not a value engineering pro-

gram is formally prescribed. This reasoning dictates that
it be shown (in Fig. 2-1) as havinig no significant in-

The design and corstruction standards applicable to fluence on producibility.
the system are often listed in chart or table form. These'
statements more directly influence and constrain the
producibility aspects of designing than any others given 2-2.3.9 Publications
in the system description. They will normally include
statement of, or reference to:
(1) General design and construction iequirements The requirements for technical manuals, et4i., to sup-
(2) Selection of specifications and standards port the cquipment are given in the system description
(3) Materials, parts, and processes generally by reference to governing style guides and
(4) Standard, commercial, and qualified parts specifications. While hese statement!, have marginal
(5) Moisture and fungus resistance significance from a hardware producibility viewpoint,
(6) Corrosion of metal parts they are an integral part of the system and accordingly
(7) Interchangeability and replaceability invtoke producibility considerations in their own right
(8) Workmanship
(9) Electromagnetic interference
(10) Identification and marking
(11) Period and conditions of storage 2-2.4 TEST AND EVALUATION
(12) Design engineering areas REQUIREMENTS

Each of these: requirements identifies applicable
documents, or sets of documents, with which the de-
sign must comply. There is only limited leeway for The R & D Acceptance Tests, Engineering Design
deviation from these standards which thuz. beomre the Test Mlaas, Engineering Ser~ise Tests, Reliabil~ty Test-
guidelines for design and producibility in the areas to ing, and Final A.-e.ptan,.e Tests applicable tj the sys,-
which they apply. tern are given in the test and evaluation requirements

Statements giving the system design and -onstruc- s.ection of the systemn descrption. H~re the minimL~n
tion standards provide the designer with a valuab ,. tool test reqtii rmets for the total test plan itre stipulated
for evaluating potential versatility in applying produ-i- The test and evaluation requirements are intended io
bility techniques to the design at all ktvels of 1he system. verify, at cath step in the program, that 0~e produt..

t!- discussion under "Design Enginering meet.% all of' the specified peifor-manc. requirements
Areas" identifies specific reu~ ny design disci- and construints.
plfine (electrical, hydraulic, pnicurnatic, mechan al, Failure to set up proper tcsting and evaluatiol, proce
civil, nuclear. etc.) it provides to the designer a clear dures it an early stabt in the de-,elopment t an resuht in
picture of the required enginecaing arid technological a loms of produtcibilit-'
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2-2.5 PREPARATION FOR DEUVERY lish ground rules and a framework witLin which the
designer must work. The formal system of configu,-
tion management provides controls which ensure at

Specific instructions for delivery of the system, to the the performance objectives and design cmul.traits are
degree that they may differ from the normal procedure
for the particular type of system or e in. met. Further conircs and checks are provided by the

volved, or the requirements for adherence to standard qtaty assurance program.
practice are given in the preparation for delivery sec- The designer must work toward a goal of achieving

tion of the system description. In some instances, the total system effectiveness. To accomplish this, he must~create a design which:
deviations from the norm may be sufficient to influence (1) Meets the performance objectives
design. To this degre, the requirements may contain (2) Mees th re ectisproducibility imiplications and impose additional con- (2) chiees the esi ntraintsstr',ints.(3) Achieves the highest practical level of

producibility

(4) Achieves lowest cost of acquisition and
2-2.6 MOTES ownership

Developing a design which exhibits conformance to

The sthe first two goals inherent in system effectiveness is, in
binin unoesign deopet yste desiptiomosify itself, a monumental task. However, systc~ns have been

modify developed which do meei both broad classes of criteria,
pefformaice characteristics. It furnishes any material but whic' could not be produced. As a result, a tota!ly
which may provide useful background informaion for ouwbaclgiond ifor~ionfor useless project was pursued.
the development ofthe design, it should be reviewed as

an aid to producibility since it may contain references
to previous studies concerning th,. suitability of materi- 2-2.9 EVALUATING THE SYSTEM
als or processes, or to design trade-off studies which DESCRIPTION
car. serve as a guide to improved design and producibil-
ity. All elements of the system description are interac-

tive. Modification of any one element of he description
2-2.7 APPENDIX almost inevitably affects others. Their combined influ-

ence on producibility is zqually interactive. Whether
In the vae of highly complex systems, 5one material viewed from a total syst-m standpoint or from that of

Indiida thiar funtina orm highl complext sytmse-matrapertinent to and forming part of previous sections of individual primary fncthonai area, the compob.ite re-
the system description may be placed in an appendix. quirements st the limits of producibility.This material must .e reviewed in the context of the Prior to start of the design -ffort, a thorough evalua-

tion of the ,iystem description must be made to deter-
particular requirements area to which it relates in order
to determine its total impact upon the design and mine p:otential problems and complcxities in develop-producibiity. ing the design. This review, while primarily directed

toward an evaluation of the design requirements, serves
as an indicator of the degree to which producibility
aspects may be actively considered in the design. De-

2-2.8 OBJECTIVES AND CONSTRAINTS sign problems may ,ary significantl) from one primar)
functional area to another, as may the influence of the

The system description details the intended perform- design constraints As a result, separate e~aluations

ance of the system, together with its physical and finc- must be conducted in each area
tional characteristics down to the primary functional The manner in which the review is conducted may
level. difTer by commodity class and by individuai system.

In the performance section, the requirements may be Thus, i.,i standard check sheet is suitable to all applica
clasaified into two typ:s of influence on design Per- tiorns. Table ?-I illustrates a fairly typical series of top
formance Objectives and Design Constraints Fig. 2-2 ,,.s aga,,,%t .,hlli. o esaluate the potential difficult) of
shows into which type each of the %mectoas. nd sue.c- a design ta.,k. Such an .aluation not only indicates the
tionf of 3 system description falls overall magnitude of the dcign task but als3 reveals

The performance objectives define the system or mnd%, idual design problems whici, na) present difficul-
product !a be designed The design con~traints estab- ties

4-
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TABLE 2-1. TYPICAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION EVALUJATION FACTORS

PARAGRAPH PERFORMANCE SIMPLEST DESIGN MOST DIFFICULT
NUMBER* OBJECTIVE CONDITION DESIGN CONDITION

3.1.2.4 Natural environ- Controlled antificial Wide range, uncontrolled
ment environment natural environment

3.1.2.5 Transportability None Maximum versatility

3.1.2.6 Human perfor- Low system com-- High system complexity
mance plexity with high with low intelligence

it Aligence and and training level
training level

3.1.2.7 Safety Unattended, remotely Highly flammable, toxic,
located or otherwise dangerous

to life or property

3.1.2.8 Dangerous No use uf liquid or Wide use of liquid or
materials and solid propellants, solid propellants, of
components of nuclear corn- nuclear components,

ponents, of of explosive ordnance,
explosive ordnance, of toxic, corrosive, or
of toxic, corrosive, radioactive materials
or radioactive
materials

3.1.2.9 Noise and Minimal noise; Noise exceeding human
vibration minimal vibration tolerance; vibration

exceeding normal
structural stress
capabilities

3.1.2.10 Life support No requirement Requirement for health
factors, for control
of atmosphere, for
personal sustenance

*Subparagraphs of paragraph 3. 1.2, Operability, which are required in all

systems descriptions. Description of the contentb and numbering of para-
graphs in a system description is found in AR 70-371. See also Fig. 2-2.

2.10
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AlTABUE 2-2. MOWARLSON OF SYSM2 AND DZVELO?~V4N DW4CRJPIONS
r CxmMION BEC71ONS ~ ~ ~ Dca1o DZVnWPUMq DzcvP1IOS

3.1:1. . p~zvaflebicgtte 3. 1.F~t~1 Cmm tertwos Chrceitc

3. 1. 2 Operablt 3.1.1.1.2 3.1.1.2 89condary Performim*e Clarsetensucs
3.1.2.1 Reibllu 3.1.2.2 Maintainability 3.1.2.2 Msatemae Requirements

3.1.2.2.2 maintmsuvi Rsi yy
3.1.2.2.2 Maitntamm da Rpai Ctle

3.1,2.3Useful LifeS .223SefeadAm
3.1.2.4 Natural Environment 3. 1. 2.4 Envlrowntal

S. 1. 2.6 Human Performnce
3.1.3.78daet

__________. .1. 2.7.1 Personnel Safety
NOTE: At this point, the mu- 3 .1. 2. 8Dangerous WAterials and 3 .. 72Eumn~ktLdria sqeneoff Components

ta 3of caseunme for thoe 3.1.2.9 Noise and Vibration
two documants becomea not- 3. 1.2. 10 Wie Support
edly Inconsistent with re- 3.2 I'lysical Characteristics 3.2 CEI Definition
spect to each other; howe- 3. 5 Systemn Definition (breakdown 3.2.! Interface Requrements
Over, comparison between 'Ollows) 3.2. 1.1 Schematic Arrangem ent
tits wo sill s posibl 3. 6 Requirement for Primary S.2. 1. 2 Detailed Interface Deffnltioc

Functional Areas 3.2. 2 Component Identification
(breAkdown follows) 3. 3. 2.1 Government Furnished Property List

3.2~.2.2 Engineering Critical Componenta List
3.1.2.3 Loglctlce Critical Components List

Staudards

3 .7 .1.1- 3 .3.2 Seectionof srcinRqieet
Specificrstions and Itandards

3.7.1.2 - 3.3.3. MAtverhls*
rarts, anW Pr~wes

3.7.1.3 Stndard. Commercial and 3. 3. -1 Standard and Commercial paats
Quaified Parts

3.7.1.4 - 3.3. 6MWo andl

3.7.1.5 -3.3.13eCrromsio o
Mtal rtsnc

1...-3.3. 10 Identification

an Mrkng3.7. 1. 10 Period and Conditions of 3.3. 11 13torage
8tortge

3.7.2 Design Eninering Areas 3.3.12 Advanced Production FEnglnearim,
(breakdown of arfas)

Personnel and rmning~ (de- 3.4 Technical Manuals and POMlIS
tailed I'~k own ows~)

3.0Publications

3.,q sdueEnginerin
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To derive the fullest benefit, the review is normally the development description is an important function .)
conducted in two stages. In the first step, the perform. of the design effort. It details the individual items of the
awe obetives given in the system description are in. system. Fig. 2-3 indicates the type of breakdown which
dividuAlly reviewed and scored for design difficulty might be developed for a typical communications sub-
without consideration of the constraints contained in system of the total system down to the parts level.
subseuent sections of the description. This furnishes There are five basic types of development description
the basic analysis. It is then rescored by reviewing the prescribed for detailing the major system components
constraints contained in the requirements section of the categories:
system description. This yields a measure of the degree (1) An Equipment Development Description is pre-
to which the constraints influence the design. This pared for itemis of equipment or major components to
evaluation also serves to demonstrate the primary fiinc- the lowest level at which logistic (hardware and soft-
tional areas in which producibility characteristics of ware) support of the item is specifica~ty considered.
the design can be actively pursued and those in which (2) A Minor Item Development .*scription is pre-
the difficulty of achieving the performance objectives pared for sim-ple items of issue, .. .- ,port it .ns or corn-
within the constraints will dictate the consideration of ponents, e.g., items having very *ew or n -pair parts,
trade-offs of producibility factors. a low dollar value, or to which ,1ew, if any, changes are

The aibitrary nature of such an evaluation must be expected. The information requements of this develop-

recognized. It is primarily an expression of opinion, ment description are basically the same as those for the
ideally an opinion based on applicable experience. The equipment development description, as is the degree of
value of the survey can be improved by conducting and detail. A minor item is usually considered a Contract End
compering two or more independent analyses. It also Item (CEI).
can be given a measure of authenticity by using an (3) A Critical Component Development Description is
existing similar system as a reference against which required for components which are considered to be
each factor of the requirements can be evaluated for its functionally critical, logistically critical, or which are
degree ;f simplicity or difficulty. Such an analysis is an company standard components requiring repair parts.
essential prerequisite to the -ystemalic approach to de- (A) A Facility Develo' pment Description ts prepared

signing, discussed in Chapter 3, and recommended as for facilities forming ,, part of a system, in a manner

an effective procedure through which producibility ensuring interface with the equipment it supports. It
may be realized, has the same significance as the equipment develop-

ment description.
(5) An Inventory Item Development Description is the

2- DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION instrument used to speuif existing inventor, items
necessary to support or to be installed in a system or
equipment

Where the system descriptiun sets forth the perform- The first three listed descriptions are of principal

ance requirements, the availdble design criteria, and the interest to the delsigner The comparison shown in Ta-

test and evaluation requirements at the s)stem and ble 2-2 illustrates the parallelism existing between the

major component level, the development description system description and the development Pscrtton.

provides an etpansion of this inforration in terms of The paragraph numbers given in Table .-2 refer to the

the system elements. It is a more detailed presentation, numbering system actual]) used in the system and

its release marking the development baseline of the life developmeni description

cycle. The objectives of performance, design. test, and
evaluation of the components of a system should com-

bine to equal the objectives of the total system. 2-4 TECHNICAL DATA PACKAGE
The effort leading to the preparation of the develop-

ment descriptions, as well as the accom; 'ish'ient of the
eventual design, is a responsibility of the design engi- The system description and the development de-
neer. Starting with the information contained in the stription represent intermediate steps which serve as
system description, the designer must generate th(. re- the basis for the 4evclopment of the Technical Data
quired dctLaiW, descriptions in a manner which will Package (TDP) 1he DIP then becomes the vehicle
indicate juvt what is entailed in tchiev,ng the usd by the Army to o, vey its equipment manufactur-
design-an interpret.tion of the system description de- ing requircrcm, to indu-,t-v The impt,-ance, ot the
s:g'qed to yield tl~e eentual drsign Thus it is clear that systematik appro ch to TI)P preparation is in (reating
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, . a logical progression of effort leading to precisely de- The PL is associate: with its assembly drawing by
tailed requirements for every element of a required ue of the %.amc number. The assembly drawing lacks
product. definitive specifications, item quantities, and connect-

The TDP documentation contains all design disclo- ing hardwate information. Therefore, the PL serves to
sure data, specifications, quaity assurance provisions, ,;omplete the data in a manageable and Am euieat for-
and acceptance criteria required for development, pro- mat. Fig. 2-9 is an example of a PL.
duction, and acceptance of the item. It provides the
Government with an equitable basis for competitive 2.4.4 DRAWINGS
bidding; and it provides industry with the official docu-
montation needed tor oidding, make or buy decisions, Drawings are the heart of the TDP since they alone
estimating, vendor item purchasing, spialty house can control and completely delineate shape, form, fit,
procurenicnt, and production engineering. It is the ba- function, and interLhangeability requirements for full

sis of Government acceptance or rejection. competitive procurement. Military design drawings are
The uses of the TDP ate illustrated by Fig. 2-4. The prepared in accordance with MIL.D-1000, Drawings,

contents ,nclude product specification, data list, parts Engineering, and Associated Lists'. This is a mandatory
list, drawings, quality assurance data, Government zpecifiatior, derived from MIL-STD-100, Engineering
standards and spe,.,fications, industry standards and Drawing Practices , which is a document gathering to-
specificatiua, and end item final inspection require- gether a:' the o!Q' "how-to-do" standards under one cover.
ments. The inLt., relationship among the contents of the MIL-D- IO0 covars format, types of drawings and asso-
TDP is illustrated by Fig. 2-5. ciated fists, and diafting requirements.

All or part of the TDP received by the industrial
user, bidder, or manufacturer may be in the form of

2-4.1 PRODUCT SPECIFICATION 35-mm inkrofiirm aperture cards, as prescribed by
MIL-STD-804'. This format reduces the storage and

The product specification is the basic document of shipping bulk of the TDP (or porion thereof) by about
the TDP; it contains general design criteria, perform- 95%. The use of aperture cards enables the user to
ance reqolisites, and inspection procedures not covered reproduce as many copies as he may require.
by the drawings. TDP drawings are engineering, not production,

drawings. DOD Instrction 5010.12' states that "End
product documentation is, defined as a design disclo-

2-4.2 DATA LIST sure package which is suf.icient to permit a competent
manufacturer to reproduce an item without recourse to
the original design activity". An engineering drawing

The Data List (DL) is an inventory of the total con- teoialesi acivty n eneeringhdreing
tent of the TDP (including those incorporated by refer- a ppl icable a n suln ted byc(he refe-
ence) and a record of revision status. All specifications dmensions, tolerances, notes, and other dita necessary
and standards (whether military, federal, or industrial) to fully describe the characteristics of the part after alland all standard hardware items are identified. Figs. manufacturing has been completed. Examples 4fd.--v
2-6 and 2-7 are examples of the DL and the information ings are presented in Figs. 2-8. 2-!0, and 2.11
which it contains.

2-4.5 QUALITY ASSURANCE DATA

2-4.3 PARTS LIST The quality assurance data included in the TDP con-
sists of the Supplementary Quality Assurance Provi-

The Parts LUst (PL) is indentured starting at t3e top sions (SQAP), the inspection equipment drawings, and
part (the complete system) and gives the total physical the appropriate quality assurance pamphlets SQAP's
content of the end ue:n. A separate PL is preqarcd it cannot contain elements not cross-referenced to the
each assembly which does not contain a Li" of applicable design requirements on the parent docu-
Material (LM) on the drawing depicting it. The LM ment. The SQAP is an inspection instrument pro'iding
appears in the drawing only wl,.fn the item is an tnsepa- 1i ality assurance check poirts (Fig. 2- 12)
rable assembly or a detailed drawing. Fig. 2-8 is an Certain end items requiring closely toleranced and
example of such a drawing. geometrically controlled machined surfaces are ac-

2.13
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1INSTRUCTIONS: TilE GENERAL SUPI'PLEMENTARY QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
(SQAP 1320IE5400) ARE APPLICABLE TO TillS SQAP.

NOTES

A. TIllS SQAP COVERS ONI.Y THOSE I)FFECTS WhIICi AFFECT SAFETY,
FUNCTION, PERFORMANCE AND INTERCIIANGEA B!IIfl.

B. CHARACTERISTIC NUMBERS FOILLOWEI) BY TIlE SUFFIX "S" (SPECIAL)
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FIGURE 2-12. Supplementay Quality Assurnce Provisions
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(1) cepted by the Government inspectors after scrutiny in 2-5 REVISION SYSTEM J;
conjunction with use of a Governiment-supplied gage,
an item normally not commercially available. Since it
is supplied to the producer, certain limitations and If the need for TDP revision develops, it is imapera-
restrictions are enforced. For each Government gage, tive that ca:e be exercised in so doing. For instanceiM
there is ani associated qu~ality assurance pamphlet de- chaniges m.4e to any drawing which affects the inter-
tailing its operations and maintenance. More often, changeability of repair parts for an equipment in the
however, the production contractot is expected to sup- supply system must reflect a change in the affaxtled pant
ply his own gages and inspection equipment to meet number. Aui revisions made to drawings and/or par.-
specified detail or general requirements. Fig. 2-12 is lists necessitate follow-through revisions updrang all
illustrative of the types of documents included in the drawing !ists in which the Fcvised drawing and/or parts

TDP as quality assurance data. lists are mentioned. Fig. 2-5 shows the manner in which
one revision to any TDP document affeocts the revision
status of all related documentation.

2-4.6 GOVERNMENT STANDARDS AND
SPECIFICATIONS 2-5.1 ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSALS

(ECP's)

This TDP section includes the pertinent Military
Standards, Air Force-Navy Aeronautical Standards, An ECP must be initiated and approved befibre any
Miftary Speciications, Ptderal Standards:-nd Specifi- changes can be made to any TDP documents. Inas-

and ppliabl Govrnmet hndboks n uch as changes are detrimental to producibility, thc
cations, adapialGoenethnbksnd designer must strive to avoid them. Many changes are
documents. the rsult of poor or careless initial design.

2-4.7 INDUSTRY STANDARDS AND 2-5.2 CLASS OF REVISION
SPECIFICATIONS

EClI's are categonzed as either Class I or Class 11,
dqx-ndi :g on the type of change neccssitated by a par

Appropriate industry standards and specifications, tclrstain ncciei sdt eemn ls
as well as those published by societies, associations, or tcuasiaio.TectrauedodtrmnCas

I and Class If Iicl' 4ilow
committees and appropriate to a particular TDPI arc Clas', I changes cover alterations in form, fit, or func-
included in this section. tion which involve one or more of the following.

(1) Contract price or fee. contract weight, contract
guarantee, contract delivery, contract schedules. Gov-

2-4.8 END ITEM FINAL INSPECTION cfliment-furni~hedi in%pection equipment, or other con-
REQUIREMENTS (EIFIR) tract requirement%

(2) Reliability
(3) Maintainabily

This section of the TDP is a controlling factor in the (4) Safely
final Government acceptance of an end item The (5) Electromagnetic titcrfrn.c to electroniv: equip-
E IFI R specifies a record requirement and a chronolog- ment oi elect romagnet is. radiation hazards
ical sequenme listing relative to quality LharaLtenstics (6) (io~ernment-furnishod propcil) (GI 1")

jwhich moust be verified for functional performance and (7) 1etrmfit
comletnes bytheproucr. efets nd hc esut~ (8) Iltichangeaili 3copcttm by(epoue.Dfcsadtersh 9) Repair part requirement-,ant corrective actions are listed to establish a perma- ((1 Supr equosimnt. trainers, and training de-

nent record of the final inspection of the itecm The

EIFIR is ustd in conjunction with he Quality Assur- (11)~ Opcrolmg limits or performanceIance P'rovisions sctio;n of the specification, the (12) Interface cr-mr~aibility
SQAP-. and any special L-oniract rcquiremenils affed Any enigiiecring .hangc not falling wnshin the crii-
ing quality characteristics eria for CasI changes is desipnitsi as a Clats, ItI 2.21
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FIGURE 2-15' DrawinglWithout Positioning Controls
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FIGURE 2-16. Posuble Results of Failing to Provide Positioning Con trols
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change, which is any change to the TIDP encompassing 2-6.1 GOALS OF TDP PREPARATION
correction or documentation maintenance. Such cor-
rections cannot affect form, fit, finction, and iter- The objective of the TDP is to provide documenta-
changeability of the end item or its components. Space tion to industry that is both complete and accu-ate In
is provided on DD Form 1692, Enjneering Change addition, the G .ernment expects that the procure-
Proposal, to indicate whether the change in Clam I ment base will be broadened because of the ability of
or Class 11. more potential suppliers to bid. This is one u3jective of

2-5.3 NOTICE OF REVISION (NOR) AND producib.1ity.

ENGINEERING REVISHON NOTICE
(ERN) 2-6.2 TDP DRAWINGS AND PRODUCTION

The NOR is a multiuse change document that is used It must be borne in mind that each shop or rannufac-
to effect changes to the authenticated drawings of a turer has a set of shop practices for in-house drawings
TDP. A NOR is prepared: and information dissemination. These are based on in-
(1) To support an ECP for either Clss I or Class 11 ternal practiLes and thus allow for less cumbersome

changes internal operations. However, these practices, though
(2) To support a producibility study or a production helpful and efficient internally, may be useless or act.-

review performed after drawing authentication ally harmful and misleading if other organizations try
(3) To effect the changes to drawings upon approval at 'ollow them. Consequently, the military end product

of the NOR and the FCP drawings which embody any practices peculiar to any
(4) To serve as the ofEctal record of all revisions to manufacturer should identify them as "optional"

the drawings.
Under certain predetermined conditins, an Engi-

neering Revision Notice (ERN) supplements a NOR,
and may temporarily be made a part of a TDP, but an 2-6.3 SOME PROBLEMS OF
ERN is never an element of a contract. Normally, its COMMUNICATION
use is limited to that of providing advance warning of
an impending change to a TDP. The TDP to be If it is realized that the end product drawing is the
changed ould reain the basis for dding util such communication medium among the design engineer,datie as u the boraal NOR s is fo and ing,_pored um in the bidder, tlie producer, and any oinc user, it will alsotime as the formal NOR is issued and incorporated inu versal undestand
the contractual document. The ERN indicates by ing of the procedures for attaining quality control This
drawing zone location the exact change to be made provides interchangeability for repair parts it is form,
Thus, it is an aid to the bidder in determining the extent fit, funtin, and interchangeability on a rnass-produc-
of th. change and its effect on planning and estimating tion basis.

MIL-D-1000' permits three forms of drawings.
drawings to military standards, drawings with partial
military control, and drawings with minimum military

2-6 THE TOP AND THE control The intent is to procure a minimum of new
PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT data and to use existing commercial data at lower cost

This imphes a minimum of Government drawing file

maintenance and a minimum of drawing file space
The TDP is the vehicle for communicating require- Uncontrolled .ize,, arc a problem, which is somewhat

ments for a specific product b-tween Government and alleviated by the microfilm aperture card system The
industry. Effective competitive procurement needs preparation of military drawings, therefore, is faced

clear, concise, and unammmaous definition of all Gov- with opposing prestures. e, standardmition versus
the use of existig dats (in other words. redrim toeminent requirements for the pfxluct to be delivered ,tandard format), ad dineaton and conrols ver-sus

l'be TDP contains design disclosure data, spectfica use of aailabi., data regardless of format (delineation
tions, quality assurance provisions, and acc.-ptance and contro as long as they are basically adequte)
critena nece,,ary for full and complete description. However, the language of drawtigs tends sometimes
prociurement. manufacture, and acceptance to he incomplct. For \,amnple. the kop half of Fig 2-1 A
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shows a simple application of tolerancing on all dimen pandsn arbor, everything may be nenic aV.
"Lu he lower hailfshows some of the possible varia ymn, ncal bt he six 0.31.' in. diamser holes maytions that may occur during manufacture. Not all be off (as shown in the right hand view).

variatioms possible would occur during any one proe ic Fig. 217 elunii.ates 4l1 of these poibilites by control.
ties run, but any variation could be introduced as a Data aic estblished, geometrcrequirementb az. ,qeified,
result of the method of manufacture. However, all the oaaity aura"e 6 invoked, and all items produc., d and
variations shown meet the requirements listed in the actepted w.ll meet the form, fit, fnctioa, ano uiter-
top half of the drawing. changeability requirements. As a res'ult, the repair parts

Fig. 2-14 shows the application of geometric and from any producer will fit.
linear controls. While variation still exists, it is a more
controlled and allowable variation. For example, the
3.000 dimension may vary 0.020, but whatever it is,
within that limit, the right side of the item is perpen-
dicular to the top within 0.005, and the left side is
parallel to the right side within 0.0W15. Thus, there is an The man) related effects inherent in TDP package
Alowable variati, Of 0.020, permitting mamchine flex. contents and the degree to %hich each detail wontrib-
bility, but u control of tL, iesitant sutifae to vvithia utes as a procurement tool must be highly respected
0.005. The ,ariations are whi,, linis that assure inter- and thoroughly understood. Onl) under s ch deal cir-
changeability, form, fit, diA iuntttn, at. not %tolaied. cumstances can the TD. expect :o be fullv .ffeutive.

The possibility of variaton in production exists
within a single shop a well as between different con-
tractors' shop% where production techniques and pro-
duction line equipment are different. Illustrating this
case is Fig. 2-15 showing a fair!y complete drawing. All I. AR 70-37. Configuration Management, Suppl I

dimensions are toleraiLmed, ,urtac. roughness require- 2. MIl-D- 1000, Drawing. . Engineering, and As-
ments are noted, and materials are specified. The draw- sociated Lists.
ing appears complete, but the controls are missing Fig 3. MIL-STD-X), Engineering Drawing Practues.
2-16 shows two production tpossibilities If the piece 1%, MI.-SD-804. Format and Codng of Tabula-
chucked on the 4.00-in. diameter (left hand view), the I. 4 and o oTaur

six 0.313-i1. diameter holes may be concentric with the zng and Aperture Cards for EDMS.
4.00-in. dcsieter, hiwe~cr, the other bores, the diame- 5 DOD instruction 5010.12, Technical Data and
ti*1 C .. d .. e . cy.,ay may be off center, depend- Informatim, Dctermnattun of Requrenwnts
ing on the process used. If the piece is held in an ex- and Procurement of
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CHAPTER 3

THE SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO DESIGN

3-1 WHY BE SYSTEMATIC? Bas!c to developing a systematic approach is the con-
Gideration of producibility objectives (Chapter 1). One
design area can have producibility objectives which

It has been stated that: "The engineer talks of himself mesh perfectly with lesign requirements, while in

as a professional man and draws analogies to the medi- another area they may conflict. Conflicts can usually be

cal doctor and lawyer, while almost every move of the resolved, but the first responsibility is to meet the per-
engineering fraternity is in the opposite direction formance requirements within the design coitstraints.

"In short, the engineer, who at one time was the The more difficult this becomes, the more limited is the

educated and elite leader in matching science to so- application and the realization of producibility.
ciety, is fast becoming just m 3ther member of the in- The systematic approach to design is the effecthie
dustrial labor pool. method of accomplishing the producibility objectives

Tas well as the basic design requirements (including
'The old-line definitions of profesionalism al ac- those of reliability, maintainability, safety, human engi-

cent high individualism. The engineer should po an neering, and value engineering).
independent individual who stands alone in his b(ro No fixed pattern of activity applicable to all design
sional identity. This is now an unrealistic tea b- rams exists. The sequence and nature of events
the complexities of today's society require team, b' 6overned by factors such as system complexity,
There may be room for individual leadership qu& at to which new processes and techniques are
but these must be displayed and practiced in a t,. .... ioyed, the structure of the design organization,
environment. The idea of professionalism needs a sharp program schedule, and other variables. Even with an
revision, a redefinition that accents. the best of human effective approach, the cesign effort must remain an
endeavor but whicl iq considered in the context of oar iterative process in which all the principal steps shown
present, highly int%,.ated society." in Fig. 3-1 must be followed if an optimized design is

The Army desij i:er is operating as a member of a to be achieved.
team which is, in t irn, part of a bigger team. As conditions depart from ideal, the increasing con-

The implication, of individual actions and their rela- sultation aniong the various specialists contributing to
tionship to those of ail other team members must be the design is needed. Regardless of the design structure,
recogs ized and the systematic approach to design must it is imperative that all of its special aspects be consid-
parallel that used by others in order to achieve a con - ered simultaneously throughout the entire design cycle.
plete, comparable, and, therefore, producible design. Only with such recurring atteution can optimum re-

The systematic approach must be applied to both suits.be achiev'd.
plans and schedules. A systematic and cyclical flow
process is a prercquisite to develop a final design which
meets all performance requirements while still exhibit-
ing maximum producibility within the imposed design 3-2 THE ITERATIVE PROCESS
c "straints. The approach is vital, whether it is for
design of a simple component or for a complex system.
The process must give careful and iterative considera- The baselines discussed in Chapter I are integral
tion, review, and analysis to all the requir,.meets and elements of the ccnfiguration management syctem,
-onstraints, as well as to the interacting influences of They would be equally essential even if the formal ft
proposed design cncepts upon the requirements. quirements tor configuration management did not ex-

3-'
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it. H baseline rep reseflt! dotui'n linit, or rcibrence prove of valtie. h-i more complex systems, it is neessry
poini, ,rom which thu.design effort tn:zt proga ess. The to furnish independent, but corfelated, funciional flow
systein description (cr the Q1MR or SDR in iess corn- and &chedubc development for each primary functional
plex 6ystems) is the first formally established 6&wciin? area of the I otal system. Without the development of a
and the Nint at which a system desigtn effort ibegins. systemantic app,-aach, consisting of a Aluicel sequence of
!FAch step iii thc aoer -:Mn rt-presev n ?.. alution design events atnd a talistic rchedule few their am-
ti- 10~ which the i.ystm is converted from a ra' pudshm ent, a successful design which meets ihl- ±'flal
outibA6 tw a daailed, producible denzription. Thus, eacti dcsigr objectives (including those of producibiiity) is
step also represents another internuci baseline v'?.ich can not Uiely.
be evaluated and measured for conformity io the sys-
tern description.

THE DESIGAll or part of the basic iterative process (Fig. 3-1) 34 AP~PLICATI~' ON TEDSG
must be undertaken at each step of the design .ffmi if IcUNCT IGN
all factors are to be properly analyzed and then appro-
priately influence the design. Certain elements will be It is freque~ntly claimred that the "systematic ap-
unnecessary at specific s~ens in the systematic ap- proach" is too methodicci ; erl that great ideas are
proach. However, all appropriate elements must be more often arrived at by; -' 'ination of intuition and
used to ensure the requircments and constraints are a judicious s4 titts, than by a systematic
met and dhat design producibility is guaranteed. and logical developr z~ 4 expiicitly formulated premn-

ises. Carnot, for example, in his astonishing
memoirs' arrived at many correct conclusions, having

3-3 THE SYSTEMATIC APPROACH started with the incorrect caloric theory of heat. Very
few product designs, however, result from such flashes
of inspiration; they require planning and thought. Un

Fig. 3-2 illustrates a partially developed (hypotheti- fortunately many modern design attempts are ruined
cal) flow of activities in the design d'-velopment se- by a combination of faulty intuition and injudicious
quence as well aR the ni6:esssiy intcrfnces between the disregard of niceties.
basic design fun,:tion and the suppor-ing er gineering In assimilating the rationale behind the systematic
disciplines, surh as reliability and production engineer- design process and in using it in the design process, the
inrc,. Each step of the figute requires the application of reader wvill find h~s intuition surer, his "disregard of
appropriate elements of the iterative process. Before nice~ies" more judiciot~s, and hi~designs ci~aracterized
bc;ginning the gineral or detailed design effort, a dergn by producibility. This discussion presents a method of
furc,ion flow model should be construc.,ed to ensure analyzing the design process, not only from th.v! ad-
that a J st'tps necessary to the design effort are included. ministrative viewpoint but also as it involves lie
Thi% flw -hart normally Lies the primary denign ac- creativity exhibited in Army designs. By a thvrough'
tivitiev as a functional reference. Supponing flow utilization of the tools piesented, des.Sn envircament
charts nvst be developed to ensure adequate interfac- can be found where design constraints- art limited only
ing of all design 'upporting activities, to those niccessary, performance objectives are couched

At this point th b-asic and interfacing functions to in terms of the widest possible latitude, and producibil-
be performed hav,! be ,ki defined and must be fitted into ity objectives are fully defined.
a program schedule ,(j vnsure adequate interfacing of The design process can be shown in sequential series
all design supporting a:_!i,ities (Chapter 4). This in- (Fig. 3.3). This sequencc is not a one-pass operation
cludes identifying and schecl~ulin,, major program mile- but is, by necessity, a chain of iterative loops. The
sonies, as well as developing completely integrated process may be broken down into six subdivisionv
shedules so that schedule allowables, program slack (1) Approach

times, and overall schedule impa~ct .7- be properly (2) Analysis
analyzed and apportioned. (3) Refinement

The comprehensive nature of the syst.natic ap- (4) Detail design
proach includes schedule pli'nning for supporting ui- (5) Hardware development
neering disciplines as shown ;n Fig. 3-2. A PE1, (6) ProductionJ
TIME network, by which the influence of schedult Only a systematic approach :u the accomplishment
changes in interfacing activities supporting the design t,4 cp-!h step will ensure that produLibility is properly2
development may be recognized and evaluated, will tat::n into account.

3-4
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~~' ) 3-~I~i AUJATIO*~ The third step of evaluation is, arlmnr zayi

of the concepts genera. z dosing braftictinving. Hate
As sinbe ee. ~na 3-. he frst of the producibility rejoins the ,.1ign criteiia to be evaluated

evaluatikri j2 a review cf 0_- we~"remn.1ts. The tin-_r- for cost-effectiveniess and productico exa-c Yers= the
twince of this step ctnnot be over-.'iphasiztd. It ha degree of compl4iance with the requirements defineed in
1*an eid "I:-- & pob!-n properiy daeuiiec is irtualy z~first step~. These two criteria cannot be aMpIed in-
solved. Whie thib may be optimistic, .-i fact remains dpioi~ tti tg.Ec utb vlae o

thatan mproe~i deinedprolemresi~ ~i~. producibit,~ within the framework of performance Ob-
The system description should define the 'erform.- jectives and de.Sign constraints. Prelininary analyses

an,,- objectives, dtiign constraints, and proc.. ib~illty must be nade to tentatively select components, matedi-
iibject-ves. lowever, j erforixtsace objectives and de- aMs, processes, etc., without locking the design into any
sign constraints often appear to be contradictory, and tentative selection. This selection merely allows the de-
the rroducibility objectives are not mentioned. The signer to facilitate its evaluation. In fact, if an approach
Arzey designer must describe an end product that can seems to be confines if only one material, process, etc.,
be made by man~y companies, at soine time in the fu. it should serve to notify the designer that another ap.

ture. For this reasin, it is cspecialy important that the proach doing less viol'-nce to Y t~ouibility objectives
desin rquieme~ ~~~peteandtha th trde-ffs may be a more cost-sav-,ng means of achieving the per-

among the three inputs (see Fig. 3-.1) be accomplished fojinance otiectives.
in order to design a system that can be procured and .As shown in Fig. 3-3, this third step is parn of an
reprocured through competitive bidding without re . iterative locp. The approaches are analyzed and either
course to the original design egency. rejected cr ,entatively aucpted. Further brsinstcorming

It is essential to review all design requirements for should consider !wc poisibilities: (1) the feasible appro.
completeness and clarity and to seek clarification from aches may be very few, suggesting that brainstoruing
the responsible activity when these qualities are lack- may yield more ideas; and (2) the analysis of the apjpro-
ing. If this is not feasible, best judgmeit must be ap- aches may have triggered several necw ideas which may
plied to set up parameters that give the designer the prove more feasible. This loop may be travelled a num-
greatest number of options. ber of times and t: user should be alert for signs that

The scond step of evaluation is brainstorming, the brainstorming is becoming concerned with details
While this technioue is not new, it is only in recent rather than the overall concept. If this happens, the
years that it has been formally dcfined and procedures value of the '.edback procs is exhbausted, aind the
developed for maximizing its effect. It is an indispensi- effiort should proceedJ to the analysis stage.
ble part of any design process. Four tips for brainstorm-
ing are: 3-4.2 THE ANALYSIS

(1) Ile prolific. Look for many diverse ideas. Do not
concentrate on petty design details. With a number of possibilities in hand, thi: analysis

(2) Do not avoid wild ideas. Even if an idea is pat- phase is used to choose the or Aroach that shows the
ently impossible, its statement may trigger a related greatest promise. The nature o't tie particular problem
idea that is entirely feasible. may dictate that several approaches be developed in

(3) Explore new concepis. The tendency to repeat parallel; howev'er, the steps remain the same. This
oid approaches and methods results in design s~apna- phase requm-e', Ps z mirtimum, the analysis of tae fol-
tion. lowing three items:

(4) Avoie limiting generalizations. "It is not practi- (1) Function vsco
"al to use die-castin3 for lots of less than 5000 " may (2) Schedule vs cost
have once been true, but recent developme:nts unk )wn (3) Components vs manufacturing cap~bility
to the designer may have changed the picture. Scheduling is very much a producibility factor. An

end item that must go into production in six months
The golden rule for brainstorming is to be open cannot use a manufacturing technique that will not be
minded. Design is a creative process and it cannot take available for a year.
place in an atmosphere of needless restrictions, closed In analyzing components vs. manufacturing capabil-
mindedness, and reliance on old concepts. The end ity, factors such as the following must be considered:
product of such an atmosphere is imitation, not crea- (1) Will the item be manufactured in the United
tion. States or overseas?
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(2) Will a compoinent be available several ytars from serves to define the result of the myriad analyses, inves. \_
now, or does the desigw specification greatly limit fu- tigations, iterations, and refinements that have gone
tuie off-the.shelf procurement, thus reducing its cost- before. It is the vehicle of communica'on among-the
e!leectiveness? designer and management (to whom the approach

(3) Is the component material on the criticel ii6? must be sold), the draftman (to whom it must be
(4) Are special tools needed? clearly defined), and the host of other groups (wo are
(5) Are unnecessary functions and costs eliminated? responsible for quality control, prototype production,
WLzs these analyses have been made and the appro- etc.). It is the working paper used to provide prelimi.

aches given a relative cost-effectiveness rating, the ap- rary cost estimates for material, labor, and manufac-
proach to be developed can Lte ,welected. Relative ratings turing. Sufficient information must be given to provide
and the peculiarities of the bpe ,ific problem, schedule, an understanding of the intent. The responsibility to
funds, etc., will determine whether one or more appro- make ideas clearly understood cannot be overempha-
aches will proceed into the refinement phase. sized.

Orderliness of presentation will facilitate the sys-
t-"natic review for producibility. Descriptive notes may

3-4.3 REFINEMENT h :o more fully explain processes, materials, func-
tions, alternates, etc. The combined package must com-

The design approach m,,t : "vc . aiu a working inunicate the reasoning behind this approach, its con-
functional assemiblage of detail parts and must move formance with objectives and constraints, and its
from the concept to the specific. Sketches of detail parts relative cost-effectiveness to the approving agency
and areas of design shoul .. bc ui. oit to provide Layout clarity will greatly influence the acceptance of
a temporary record. Size, weight, possibility of modula" the design.
construction, reliability, and mainta;.:_lity objectives
should all be examied to see if furthi ,::vctigation is REF E R EN CE S
warranted. A refined an .!.,os of loadi pressure drops, 1. Reflections o.'n the Motive Power of Heat and on
flows, heating rates, deflections, stiz:_es, fit, etc., Machines Fitted to Develop That Power, from the
should also be made. original French of Nicholas Leonard Sadi Carnot, ed.

Next, the design bridges the gap between the concep- by R. H. Thurston, New York, J. Wiley & Sons,
tual and the physical development J the product. It 1890.

3.
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CHAPTER 4

PLANNING FOR PRODUCIBILITY

4-1 THE NEED FO PLANNING prodacers to meet process specification requirements.
Part. 3.7.1.6, Interchangeability and Replaccability,
and 3.7.1.7, Workmanship, of the System Description

A design can be created which i! complete and ade- may also provide some gu;dance. The list of logistics
quate in all respects -. xcept that there is no way of critical components (par. 3.2.2.3 of the Development
producing it. It is an uni'ortunate truism that there is Description) will identity those items with known long
rarely specific evidence of planning for producibility, procurement leadtimc., high dollar value, or other logis-
yet it is applikable to all Army designs. tical criti-Ad characteristics. This furnishes the start of

If itu objectives are to be met, they must be quantita- a list of items to v hich a hig, . .ting should be assigned
tively detined in terms of specific progrim objectives in the design quaiity diagrams (see Figs. 1-4 and 1-5)
ad must be valid at the system, subsystem, assembly, Previous history and experience as well as the fre-
subassembly, and component level. Once defined, it is quently available checklists also are useful guides.
unlikely that the objectives will be achieved unless a
plan is developed for accomplishment. They are still
not likely to be realized unlzss they are related to all the
other activities which they influence and which influ- A-2 PERSPECTIVE
ence them, and unless sufficient time (schedule) and
money (engineering mam-hours) are allotted. The
producibility plan becomes an added element to the 4-2.1 iETTIHG ThE llRSPECTIVE
system descripti,,n, performance objectives, and design
constraints to which to apply creative talents. A good Producibility is rarely, if at all, mentioned in work
starting point is to rturn to the listag of producibility requirements, statements of work, job descriptions, and
objectives (maximize and minimize) given t. vnar. 1-4 other documentation. Any references to this term prob-
and to recognize how much more simple this task ably conflict in application or definition, and almost
becomes to the individual creating the design if the certainly 1%ve a more narrow interpretation than that
design agency and the manufacturing agency are part which this handbcok presents. Just what, then, is
of the same organization. Hwaever, the Army design producibility, and why does it need consideration, defi.
engineer is usually located in the least favorable produc- nition, planning, and attention?
ibility situation, i.e., one in which the Jesign aLtivities First, it is appropriate to review some of the as.
and manufacturing activities will be different. To achieve sociated design support disciplines to try to determine
producibity under these circumstances, the objectives exactly where they fit into the scheme of things and
must first be defined, and a plan for their axomplish- how they came into existence. These support disci-
ment must be dvloped. plines all have one common purpose-improvement.

Since prodI,;bii.j requirements Fere not identified in They also have one common origin--confusion. This is

the .,ystem or dev,;pment descriptions, k would first not basically the fault of the individual engineering
appear that Uiere is a complete lack of di.'ection as to suliprt discipline or its practitioners, but rather
objectives. T',as is not entirely true, AR 70-37 1 may pi.marily a lack of cohesion and communication, both
provide some guiua -. If par. 3.., Supply and Minte- between them and the designer and among themselves.
nance, of the System Description stipulates tha. the lo the designer, each of these design support disi-
system is intended for off-shore procurement, it i. in- plines is a "cult" or a new "-ility', a nuisance which
cumbent upon the designer to ascertain that adequate takes up his time and comp!icates his job.
i a .lities are potentially aailable to the prospecdve Producibility is not a new discipline, not a culi, and

4-1
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j not an --ility"; it is ;ur ia~mert characteristic of the 4-2-1- Re li ability
design. To advancv 1.th-is concepi, the existing disciplines
must first be e~tplored and evaluated. They rmust con-' Reliethtity as a ditipline was born in the late 1940's
form to aeC -rni dibciplinary requirements. These re- fruni .uncc~rn that haidware being delivered was not
quiremer .. 1 iheir origins shiould be briefly consid- perrning as it should for as long as it !should. Reia-
ered. T1' _y ic (any program may omit some a, d - 4 bility engineering thus developed4 as a tool not GO1)y of
othtrs,; de~ignl but of prediction, i.e., "the probability that an

(1) Reliability item will perform its intended function fm- a specified
(2) Maintainability interval under 'stated' conditions".
(3) Safety

(4)Humn ngieerng4-2.1.2 Maintainability
(5) Life Support

(6) alu EngneeingMaintainability engineering inherently recognizes
(7) Standagriation Muaeetthat complete reliabilily all the time is an imnpossible
(9) Conegratio Management goal and thus addresses itself to "the probubility that

(10) Logistics Management an item will be retained in or restored to a specifiedI(11) Quality Assurance condition within a given period of time, when the
maintenance is performed in accordance with pre-

The first step is consideration of the overall objec- scribed procedures and resources". Again, here is a
tives, perspective, and planning. predictive --ility", but one which is concerned with the

Oversimp~ifying is one way to gain perspecti~e. The desi'gn from a different stanidpoint. For example, if a
oversariplifid statements may not be entirel) accurate, fdel tank has a buiit-in pump or valhe which is subject
but the perspective which they create frequently %iii to failure, does the tank have an acce.,s port thrcugh
be. Oversiinplifyi ig the related dis~.iplines prodw..es the which it can be rea~.hed and taai the pumip be iepaired
comments which follow. (or replaced) readily through ti e port?

IN PRTOESGROURAPOMC

RSU DESIG PRODGNCCNION
QUALITYQUUALTT
ASSURACE CONTRAOL

AAIIL OFIGURE FUNCION Elmnso ult SuCEUrLESa

I4NSEC2TS
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I4.2.1.3 Safety 4-2.1.5 Life Support

Safety engineering is concerned wfth "t~le conserva- Closely related to human factcrs engineering is life
tion of human lif; and its effectiveness, and the preven- support engineering in which "scientific knowledge is
tion "of dpmngc to items, consistent with mission re- appli-ed to items which requires 'secial attention or
quirements". Thus, it is obvious that reliability, Vrovisions fiar health promotion, biomedical aspects of
-iiintaiability, and safety enginecring are all con. safety, protection, ,ustenpaice, escape, survival, and

* cenedwithfaiurebutfromd~fer.~ stndponts recoverl of pers.-inel". Here, then, considerations have

(1) Reliability-to prevent failures become more specializzd, but again are influenced by
(2) Maintainability-to correct failures the preceding factors. In this cast harsh or foreign

(3) Safety-to minimize the effects of failures environments which may endanger life could be exam-
inedi. The objectives of human factors aipd life support
enginetring can be added to those previously, stated for

4-2..4 uma FatorsEngneeingthe first three disciplines as follows:

4.2..4 uma FatorsEngneeing(1) Human Factors Engineering-to make the item

Human factors engineering applies "a body of scien- (2) Life Support Engineering-to take all necessary

tific facts about human ch~aracteristics ... to the design precautions against environment

of items to achieve effective man-machine integration It now becomes appnrent that all the foregoing engi-

andutiizaion. Te iteestof uma fator tni- neering support discip'ines have one common objec-

ndei ut filtio nd th s inre abof ithumain acosingi- tive: performance effctiveness. It is also evident that
neeir~ infaiure an ths i reiablit, mintinail- they are heavily interactive. Th%:y are all sn'all, but

ity, and safety, is readiy apparent, particularAy that significant cogs in the bigger wheel c.f system perform-

which may be human induced. ance effectiveness.
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4.2.1.6 Vn m lng (3) Attain maximum economical consistency in con-
figuration management data, forms, and reports within
the Army Materiel Command (AMC) and at all inter-

Value cinerit must be conducted to achieve re- faces with other Department of Defense elements and
suits which do diot detract from any of' the foregoing industry.
objectivas As noted in Chapter 7, good value engineer- (4) Provide a system for use in the control of project
ing frequently will improve other aspects of the design. deign and engineering that will support optimum com-
It is an element of cost-effectiveness, but is still meshed petitive procurement and breakout, make contract ad.
with the gears in the perfonmtuice effectiveness wheel, ministration more uniform, increase the etffiveness of

standardization and item-entry control, and support
"'' , non.

4-2.1.7 Standtrdization (5) Assure that a proposed configuration change is
timely and includes a thorough consideration of its

Standar4ization (entensively discussed in Chapter 6) total impact on cost, operational capability, and sup-
is dcftneti as the "adaptation and use of engineering port to both hardware and documentation.
criteria to: (6) Assure the eft ient and timely implementation

* "(1) Improve operational readiness of the military of all aspects of approved changes.
servies by increasing efficiency of design, develop- In fact, unless the configuration is effwctively c,i-
ment, materiel acquisition, and logistic support. trolled, it is likely that one or all of the other objectives

* "(2) C6nserve money, manpower, time, facilities, and of the system description may be lost. Because of this,
natural resources. application of configuration management to systems or
"(3) Minimize the variety of items, processes, and equipment is mandatory "coptinuously during all ap

practices which are associated with the design, develo2- plicable life cycle periods", and must be applied to all
* ment, production, and logistic support of equipment "materials, parts, components, subasse.mblies, equip-

and supplies. ments, accessories, and attachments".

"(4) Enhance interchangeability, reliability, and
maintainability of military equipment and supplies."

4-2.1.9 Interface Management
Standardization is thus both , tool and an objective of
all the preceding elements, and is a cog in both the cost
and the performance effectiveness wheels. Interface management is closely relateJ to configura-

All these factors mentioned may be viewed as tools tion management and is, in fact, one of its elements.
for job accomplishment. They are aids to the designer The need for ;t rcsults from the ever-increasing inter-
faced with a, extremely difficult undertaking. dependency of weapon systems and their components.

If a configuration management system is complete and
stems from the top echelon of the system, interface

4-2.1.8 Configuration Management management, as a part of it, is concerned with the
compatibility of form, fit, and function of every item
which goes to make up the system. If there is interac-

Configuration management represents the transition tion with other systems, then it must concern itself with
firom design support activities to management c-ntrols. the compatibility among systems.
The objectives of Army configuratior. managem-,,t are
to:

() Provide the level of identification, control, and 4-2.1.10 Logistic Mn;.nt
status reporting for systems and equipment necessary
to assist management In achieving logistic support,
weapon readiness, visibility, Wnd taiaceablity. Logistic management might be more readily thought

(2) Provide managers at all levels with sufficient in- of as product support, and includes maintenance sup
01iination for making appropriate and timely decisions port pianning. It involves the complete spectrum of
during the development, production, and operational getting the system into service, keeping it in servic-,
periods, and eventually removing it from service.
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4.2.1,11 QuftY P'surtrie conformance to drawing, the likelihood of having
achieved the prescribed standards of q-ality are slim

Quality assurance is "a piann:d and systematic pat- unless there has been some frm of q ality contro-
tern of all actions necessary to provide adequate confi- imposed upon the development of the TDP.
dence that the product will perform satisfactorily in The likelihood of achieving any standard of poduci-
nrvice'. An obvious inherent element of quality assur- biity ic even slimmer if its standards have not been

atce is quality control, which is "a management func- defined, planned for, implemented, and verified
tion whereby control of material is exercised for the through inspection and ttsting. The need for an inte-
pury-%e of pic;ting production of defective grated test program is readily apparent. Any test has as
matertis. Design, development, and production ele- its purpose some element of verification, from the eali.
ments in the preceding disciplines are ai part of qual- et stages of a program (when it may be a feasibility
ity assurance. They are not ipso facto functions of a verificatiun) to the production stage (when it may be a
quality assurancc department, nor is such a department conformance verification and is an element of quality
even proposed. There must be recognition, however, control). Under the nmrl;t favorable circumstances, the
that an integrated plan and evidence of accomplish- pattern of test cot. an';1 : ard result verifications
ment are necessary. would create -'ougbhy the patterc shown in the "ideal"

curve (Fig. 4-2 . Schedule compression rarely permits
4-2.2 THE ROLE OF QUALITY ASSURANCE this aA - ,nuiz norma! distribution may be as shown.

However, if slippages are permitted nd the test picture
The preceding paragaph defines both quality assur- assumes the "critical" curve, the pot0antial impact on

ance and quality control. There exists a substantial producibility becomes virtually unmanageable. There
.ount of confusion concerning their nature and roie. aretoucibl comes virt inaftliO~itare two possible courses of action:
Despite the stated definitions, disagreement exists (1) Slip the whole program (extend the lead time); or
among and within the services. This paragraph at- (2) Risk the hazard of subsequent rest fPilures which
tempts to remove somti of the confusion, thereby en- cause extensive rework, increased costs, and schedule
hancing program perspective, delays (perhaps as lojig a- in the first Piternative).

A brief examination of the definitions of "assure" and
"ensu. ." shows that these words are closely related: 4-2.3 ENGINE£ERING DESIGN AND
Asure Ensure MOCKUP REVIEWS
To give confidence; Always implies a
to guarantee making ertain ard Formal design and mokup ri.views benefit the de-

inevitable; to make s ire sign engineer with written corments and recommen-
"Assurance" is the ac of assuring, a state of feeling (not dations resulting from evaluation by independent de-

ring) certain, and the definition of quality assurance sign management, engineering, and logistic suprtort
should be viewed in this llht. representatives. These reviews ensure that fewer ehi-

Quality control may bz viewed as quaiity neering changes will be required at a la.er date and also
ensurance-tbe making certain by means of inspection. provide a record for technical control of the progressive
In fact this "making certain" is one of the objectives, stages of design. .ritten comments are solicited for
Since 100% inspection is cost prohibitive, statistically evaluation and incorporation, as appropriate, into the

acceptable probability can be deterr i.ted through the final design solution. Any one of four actions can result
use of sampling plans. from the comments; incorporate, reject, study, or defer.

An examination of the def-nition of quality %hows Study items must be followed up periodically until they
that it is "a characteristic mark or trait of a Olirg; are resolved. Deferred items must have a date for re-
quality is the widest of similar terms and impl;:; any -. l,'.0.
characteristic". Fig. 4.3 shows the flow for a typical Design Review

Quality control, therefore, verifies that the required (DR). Preliminary Design Reviews (PDR's) are con-
standards of quality have been achieved. A total quality dcte.i formally to ascertain that the proposed design
assurance program is illustrated by Fig. 4-1. concept set forth by layout drawings and the prelimi-

Qual'ty control is normally thought of as a function nary design data will satisfy the functional and techni-
of the production program, but not always as an ele- cal rquirements and that intetfac-s are adequately de-

' ) ment of the design and development program. How- fined. For practical purposes, tnc components of a
ever, since the production contractor has built the arti- system element may be combined for revi-w as a group
cle to conform to the TDP and it has been inspected for of functionally related parts.
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Mockup reviews are periodically conducted on deve- electrical charateristics, (including powaer I
lopsuental (engineering) mockups as they reflect adi- input, output, tolerances, and electromag.
don increments of the detailed design affort. These netic interference).
mockups show mating and operational features of the (g) Evaluate comments rsulting from reviews,
design and permit evaluation prior to Critical Design and classification of the comments as incor-
Reviews (CDR's). porate, reject, study. or defer.

When the detail design i3 essentily complete, (h) Initiate rnfiguration changes, as warranted.
CDR's art condticted as formal technical reviews in (i) Initiate and/or coordinate followup actions
order to determine the acceptability oifthe detail design as appropriate for all review comments which
for the purpo eiended. Al necessary actions are sys- require further study or are deferred for fur-
tematically recorded by formal minutes of each CDR. ther evaluation; upon completion of each
Minutes of CDR'Ws provide the documented basis upon item, provide appropriate information to the
which signoffs of engineering releases (or corrections, originator.
if required) may be accomplished. (j) Provide accountability for all comments

Each pirticipatiag organization should have specific relating to each critical de.sig review.
review responsibilities. Suggested task- for engineer- (k) Revise configuration definition documenta.
ing, production, quality assurance, and ,ogistic groups tion wh.n warranted by review proceedings.
follow: (2) The production engineering groups, if separate

(1) The enginering group should: from the design engineering groups, should:
(a) Include requirements for design reviews in (a) Provide technical coordinating suppon (such

engineering work statements and cost esti- as maufacturing research data).
mates. (b) Review technical data, layouts, drawings,

(b) Identifit d provision of schedules for and documentation attendant to reviews.reviews t a ppropriate phases of the design (c) Participate actively in design and mockup re.
development, views, and make recommendations as appro-

(c) TranAnit preliminary copies of agenda, draw- priate.
ings, and related data to appropriate organi. (d) Apply review recommendations to refine-
zations sufficiently in advance of each review ment of production planning, procurement

to facilitate their prior evaluation and planning, and inspection techniques.
preliminary comments in preparation for (e) Resolve problems as they affect production,
each review, and cooidinate or revise scheduies as appro-

(d) Coordinate (or provide) the documentation, priate.
drawings, and data incident to each review (f) Conduct, when necessary, a review of a sup-
(including block diagrams, layouts, sketches, plier's facility.

and schematics; interface data and drawings; (3) The quality assurance group should:

drawings; weight analyses; flip charts; view (a) Review technical data and documentation.

graphs; appropriate system or item specifica- (b) Provide quality assurance data, reports, and

tions; and failure mode and effect analyses). analyses.
(e) Develop plans and present the design review. (c) Dete.rIne corstraints, qualification accept-

(All reviews should include the system or end ance, and tesi requirements a- they apply to
item requirements; configuration description, ,he quality assurance program.
and discussion of the manner employed to (d) Use review recommendations to refine qual-
ensure that the proposed design meets all of ity, and inspection planning and techniques.
its requirements; installation considerations; (4) The logistics group should:
system or item interfaces with other systems, (a) Provide logistic data pertinent to each review.
GFE (if applicable), and so on.) (b) Participate in design and mockup .-views,

(f) Present criteria on at least the following as- and provide recommendations as appropri-
pects of the design: anticipated development ate.
schedule, reliability, maintainability, system (c) Use recommendations of design and mockup
safety, human factors, value engineering, reviews to refine the provisioning program.
producibility considerations (including costs, It is obvious that design reviews must be held at the
special tools, and facilities requirements), earliest practical stages of development if the recom .
trade-off studies, test requirements and plans, inendations are to be effectively utilized. It is equally

44
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bvious that the first step is to decide whethn I (1) Vhe directive o contain a seties of it--; ;. ' ': percet demp reviews will be employed or whethe structions which may be reptitively sp. )!W by the

some sectors of the deign are sufficiently stable and M~r.
pretlenM free tht hey ueed not be reviewed. In such (2) The advisory checklist is esntialy i thu&

-, cr ,, it is usually wia to take a small saminpling of these promoter, as evidenced by the vale engineering
"smy"joi and subject them to full review. Frequently, hedlst illustrated in Chapter 7.
they will ot prove as perfect as fist believed to be. (3) The reporting checkist is intended to Iernv one
This may indicate re-evaluation of other "py" areas. purpo-to accept or reject. Do the drawings conlorm

The design review, then, if it is to serve a usefid to the standards prescribed, or do they not? If not,
purpose, requires perspective and planning. Again, it why not?
requires recognition of what a design review is, as well Having distinguished among the three types of check-
as of what it is not. It is a creative step in the design lists, several previously established points may be
process which permits (and invites) brainstorming as a reiterated: .1
means of securing problem resolution. It invites the ( Ie
application of combined talents to deign problems and (1) If objectives are not defined, documented, and
is intended to improve the design by creating greater planned for, there is little hope of their accomplish-

awareness of its potential deficiencies. The design or- ment.
ganization must review, evaluate, and incorporate or (2) If parallel planning is not undertaken, with
reject the recommendations wnich it presents. clearly defined objectives, there will be both duplica-

tion and omission.
(3) If time it really of the essence, a little more time
might be spent on planning and a little les on

4-3 CHECKLISTS implementation.
(4) If controls and checks are not exercised, there
will be no evidence and, thus no assurance that the

Checklists are of major 9ignflcance to any program objectives have been met.
planning. The checklist is simply an accutaulation of (5) LUstly, if checklists are employed, they will
previous plans, combined with a method for indicating create confusion unless they are first properly rec-
its execution. However, unless the checklists are con- nized as directive, advisory or reporting.
stantly reviewed and monitored, they can be danaging
to the program. Updating to adapt them to an In- It must be emphasized that the objectives of produci-
dividual program is necessary, even though the bility are definable. They can be expressed, and their
frjou ty of the check points and parameters will be accompibLment can be planned and measured. The
unchanged. They .. n be applied informally by the de- problem can be addressed in generalities, but cai be
signer, or formally through a drawing-check system, in solved only in specifics which must be defined in terms
which case they become part of the control system. The of objectives, plans, and evidence of accomplishment.
obvious disadvantage of the informal (do-it-yourself) The last tables in Chapters 5, 9, 10, It, 12, and 13
system is that while it affords some improvement over present a sertles of producibility problems pertinent to
no checking, it is a form of self-control and relies upon their individual topics. From these, a series of checkl-
the individual's ability to catch his own errors. ists can be developed.

The term "checklist" is frequently misinterpreted. In
the general fashion in which it is used, the checklist REFERENCE
serves one of three functions. It is either directive, advi-
sory, or reporting, as follows: I. AR 70-37, Configuration Management. Suppl.

1.
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CHAPTER 5

COMMON DEFICIENCIES IN DESIGN

5-1 THE NATURE OF THE 5-2 CAUSES OF DEFICIENCIES
PROBLEM

There are two basic causes of deficiencies in design,
To place this chapter in its proper perspective, a both ultimately traceable to the designer. They are

restatement of the objectives of the handbook is in inexperience and inattention. A lack of
order. It provides guidance for the design of hardware knowledge-inexperience--may render the designer

which can be made with the dnimum expenditure of incapable of optimizing a nolution. Inexperience is not

time and money, by the largest number of competent a sin; it is a fact of life for all designers whose field o
endeavor is broad and dynamic. It becomes a sin only

suppliers, while retaining the level of quality necesssry when steps are not taken to rectify it.
to meet the performance requirements. Inattention, however, cannot always be attributed to

In pursuing this ubjective, the designer occupies a boredom. Design effort is frequently compressed by a
unique and commanding position since he alone is re. schedule which does not allow adequAte time for each
i.ponsible for the original desi, n. He is intimately design element. In some instances, improper planningon the designer's part may have been the determining
ktowledgeable of the special reqluirements of the de- factor. The deficiency may have occurred before the
sign, whether it be a piece part, an assembly, a subsys- design stage, when some program planning function
tern, or the complete system, and it is he who plans for failed, again through inexperience or inattention.
the orderly incorporation of his design into the overall
system. He conducts his activities within a time frame
and uses all available resources which permit him to 5'3 ERRORS OF COMMISSION AND
fulay consider all aspects of the da;ign. He weighs and OMISSION
judges them, and incorporates all the most desirable
features. If, perhaps, he is not knowledgeable or did not Any design deficiency can be clasiie as being one
plan, or is not provided with sufficient time and re- of either commission or omission. Errors of commis-
sources, errors will occur. Designs will be completed sion may include such elements as excessive com-
which detract from producibility. plexity, production restrictiveness, conflicting direc-

In this chapter, the nature of such deficiencies and tions, or sirriply Darn Fool (DF) error. Omission
how they relate to design, and thus to producibility, are deficiencies include inadeqiwvc planning and direction,
broadly approached. Any deficiency in design, if de- inadequate specificat!on, and insufficient detail. Some

tecte, become,; the subject of effort to 4.orrect it, and deitciencies may resi't from a combination of causes.

the corrective action itself becomes essenti,%\ This may
lead to a long-term improvement in producibiity; or it

may not influence prr4ucibility at all. But, without Few designs frequently achieve the nmximum in reli- *

question, any design deficiency certainly reduces the ability, maintainability, useful life, producibility, or any j
prospects of attaining producibility to its fullest meas- other aspect of theoretical perfection because the de.
ture. signs are overly complex. The more complex the de-

5-1 4
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sign, the more opportunity there is to incur design 5-3.4 DARN FOOL (DF) ERROR _ )
t.ror. The design may be stronger than actually re-
quired, or heavier than desired. It may call for an ex- The selection of a material with strength limitations
pensive material when a less -ostly one would suffce. inadequate for the intended application, specifying the
It may require complex cams thut! could have been drilling of blind holes for a subsequent tapping opera-
replaced by simple linkages. tien when holes could have been through drilled, and

Simplifying a given design generldi reducg the pro- selecting a material whose location in the galvanic W
duction cost and produces fringe benefits in its reabil- ries would preclude its use constitute but a few of the
ity, maintainability, quality, performance, and produci- examples of DF errors. They may be attributed to over-

bility. sight or ignorance. Any honest designer will usually
admit to some DF boners. some boners rank as clas-

sics, as the fabled newly christened ship that slips down I
5-3.2 PRODUCTION RESTRICTIVENESS the ways-straight to the bottom of the channel.

Designers often dictate the method by which their The majority of DF errors, however, include simpler
designrs etote prducdDictat ig e hod b ictin offenses such as inconsistent double dimensioning or

designs are to be produced. Dictating the production specifying a particu!ar material which is incompatible
method restricts the freedom of potential producers, with a specified process. Such errors invariably confuse
reduces the number of competitive producers who the production department, waste manhours and
might otherwise bid, and often increases production material, and cause distressing delays; and often a
costs. cumulative effect is created. Holdups of critical compo-

Consider an industrial complex that conducts its nents, which occur while isolating and correcting DF
own research and engineering, prepares its own draw- errors, can also cause delays in the delivery of a com-
ings, and does its own manufacturing. In-house draft-

ing nd ngieerng tanard ar usd t failiate plete system, increases in cost, and deg. Adation ofing and engineering standards are used to facilitate pouiiiy

these processes. Designs are predicated on in-house
production facilities and capabilities, and take advan-
tage of shortcuts inherent in those capabiliti:. The 5-3.5 INADEQUATE PLANNING
designs produced in this set of circumstances, then,
would not :estrict production for that industrial com- D. "ng the course of a project and upon its comple-
plex. However, consider the restrictiveness imposed if ton, proper project control should provide for meas-
the same drawings were presented to another manufaz- orement, comparison, and evaluation of the actual per-
turer with his own standards, procedures, production' formance of the design against the initial plan. The
facilities, and capabilities, individual designer as well as the project manager must

The Army designs are expressly for competitive pro- estimate progress and cost, then maasure these parame-
curement. They must provide as much flexibility in the ters against the plan as the work proceeds. Failure to
production processes as possible without degrading do so adversely affects optimum management at all
performance in order to be as producible as possible. levels. Schedules "nust provide for tasks such as patent

liaison, lead time Lr fabrication of prototypes, tooling,
5-3.3 CONFLICTING DIRECTION tests, or specification of the &sciated test procedures.

Failure to clearly define project objectives, jeopard- One of the most common planning errers is failure to
allow sufficient time for redesign (often traceable to~~~~izes the validity of the design. Management occision- ovrnidce.Iaqutplnngasssrm-

ally does not provide a clear, .oncise, and unambiguous
statement ,i the projct objcti- e; in addition, the ing in the final stages, thus jeopardizing the design and

necessar design reviews and other directions may be its producibility.
incomplete.

It is imperative thpt the design organization share 5-3.6 INADEQUATE SPECIFICATION AND
the responsibility of ersuring that clear project direc-
tion information is given to permit a clear understand- INSUFFICIENT DETAIL

ing of the problem. Failure to do so causes "false
starts", lost time, and wasted effort. Vast amounts of Drawings and specifications aro the principal means

time, money, materials, and effort are wasted whey epd of communication among the design engineer, the pro-

objectives are poorly defined. The design itself must duction engineer, the bidder, and the producer. Inade-

also be devoid of conflicting information. quate specifications or insufficient detail in design

5-2
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0 kdrawings serve only to reduce the effectivenes of that Problems". Part A is illustrativ. of Common Designer-
mode of communication. While keeping in mind the Created Problems in the particular subject of that chap-
desire for unrestrictiv-mess (par. 5-3.2), it is also desira- ter. Part B recognizes Common Production Problems
blc and prudent to enure that the end item is explained noted in Army materiel prof'uction. These tables were
fully in the specifications and trawings, or detrimental inserted at the end of the c¢.,ipters to extend their con-
ambiguities will result. tent to reflect problems en.untered in each area. Since

DetaiLs are frequently slighted. Chamfers tre ii- the B section of each table is a summary of outstanding
dicated but not dimensioned, o perhaps desired but production problems, they represent areas in which
never shown. Sections of complicated items with exten- production technique research appears necessary.
sive internal coring required are not shown or are However, techniques in frequent use in one segment of
shown improperly. The finish desired is omitted, etc. industry are not always known to another, thus some
Whe'n such detail discrepancies are not recognized and workable solution to the problem may often be availa-
corrected prior to production, the production organiza- ble and would serve a broader base if more generally
tion must either guess at the missing or erroneous de- known. Suggested solutions may be directed, through
tails, or the designer's real intent must be determined, appropriate channels when necessary, to:

Table 5-1 consists of design errors that pertain to the
broader aspects of proclucibility covered by this hand-
book. Table format permits the user to supplement the Comnianding General
handbook with his own experience and expand these U. S. Armay Maturiel Command
lists for his own use. At the conclusion of Chapters 9 ATTN: AMZRP
through 13 is a tabulation addressed to "Common Washington, D. C. 20315

I

I
I!
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TABLE 1. COMSON DESIGN FtO3LEMK

'Problem: CRITICAL SURFACES FOR GAGING NOT ESTABLISHED.

Cz,'se and Effect:

Losigners avoid basing tight dimensions on "as-cast , or "as-forged" sur-
faces, but they do base them on extruded, rolled, or sheet metal surfaces.
These surfaces are not true because of the liberal fabrication tolerances for
flatness, waviness, or twist.

Potential Solution:

Avoid using rolled, extruded, or sheet metal surfaces for accurate measure-
.aents unless they have been machined to a true surface or otherwise qtalified.

Problem: DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS ARE NOT
COMPATIBLE.

Cause and Effect:

The design may fully delineate all details of the item it defines, then
spell out (in a performance specilication) performance in excess of the.
capabilities of the design. Confusion, conflict, delayed production, legal
problems, and smillar problems will arise until all discrepancies are
resolved.

?otential Solution:

Review crawings thoroughly to eliminate all areas of conflict prior to
their release.

Problem: DESIGN EXCEEDS MANUFACTURING STATE-OF-THE-ART.

Cause and Effect:

Particularly difficult design problems often are avoided by passing the
1h rden on to the manufacturing group in the form of a design that cannot he
mzsde. Examples include designing large castings with no draft, designing
weldmnnts that cannot wArp, designing machine surfaces that cannot be
reached, etc. Manufacturing often accepts the challenge and makes every effort
.- prove their capability; in the !ong run, however, a costly manufacturing
process resalts o. the design comes back for resolution after the expenditure
of much time and roney.
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TABLE 5.1. COMMON DESIGN PROBLMS (CONT'D)

Potential Solution:

Early conferences with manufacturing personnel will go a long way
toward resolving these problems.

Problem: DEtSIGN NOT CONDUCIVE TO APPLICATION OF ECONOMIC
PROCESSING.

Cause and Effect:

Presents a greater challenge, takes more time, and is more difficult
to create a simple design meeting the requirements than it is to produce one
which meets the requirements through the use of complicated mechanisms.
Being overly restrictive in prescribing fabrication sequence, assembly or
machining processes, and preparing specifications Leads to further compli-
cation of the design.

Potential Solution:

Soliciting advice early in the design process from manufacturing per-
sonnel regarding possible appropriate producti(,n techniques.

Problem: DESIGNER CREATES A NEW DESIGN FOR AN EXISTING ITEM.

Cause and Effect:

Through oversight, or failure to conduct adequate research, new items
are created in cases wherein existing items adequate for the purpose already
are in the logistic system. Such duplication not only wastes time and talent,
but adds burdens to procurement, inspection, stock control, storage, and other
eleinenis of the logistic system.

Potential Solution:

Use standard or other proven existing items, rather than initiate a
design for something new. Conduct a systematic research for items that could
meet the requirements by consulting Miltary Standards. DoD Index of
Specifications and Standards, existing item drawings generated by a familiar
design group and germane to a familiar field of endeavor, other Army or
military design control drawings, commercial literature, and related sources.
Commerical items, if suitable, require specifications or source control
drawings, as applicable.

5-5
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TABLE 5-. COMMON DESIGN PROBLEMS (CONTD)

Problem: DESIGN SPECIFIES USE OF PROPRIETARY ITEMS OR PROCESSES.

Cause and Effect:

Using items or processes which are not in the public domain should be
avoided: Such practices as asing proprietary items or rights restricts the
procurement base, may be costly, and may delay or stop production, in addition

it tends to make the Government dependent on some one item or process.

Potential Solution:

Avoid use of proprietary items and processes.

Problem: DRAWING QUOTES INCORRECT OR INCOMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS.

Cause and Effect:

Results from failure of the designer to utilize latest publications, both
military and commercial. The burden may fall on the producer to apply the
latest specifications; however, production delays, legal difficulties, rejected
material, or a combination of all three problems will arise.

Potential Solution:

Review drawings for validity and completeness of al specifications.

Problem: DRAWINGS CONTAIN "CATCH-ALL" SPECIFICATIONS SUCH AS
"BEST DESIGN PRACTICE", "GOOD WORKMANSHIP", "HIGH POLISHI",
"SQUARE AT THE CORNERS", "SOUND WILL BE FAITHFULLY
REPRODUCED", ETC.

Cause and Effect:

Manufacturing per,onncl are put in a difficult position trying to determine
the meaning intended by the designer providir.g the above specifications.
Compctltive contractors also must kn,,,.. the level of periormance they must
attain in order to comply with the erme, et tue contract. With specifications
such as those listed above, establishing ptrformance lev'ls is Impossible
Contractual or production delays are crcatee as is the possibility that the
item fabricated is not what the designer intended.

5-6
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TABLE 5-1. COMMON DESIGN PROBLEMS (CONVD)

Potential Solution:

Exercise care and be thc- aughly familiar with the requirements of any
specifications atated or referenced in the design description; avoiding
such vague and meaningless specifications as those cited above will conserve
time, effort, materials, and money in both the design and the production
phases.

Problem: NO CONSIDERATION GIVEN TO MEASUREMENT PROBLEMS.

Cause and Effect:

For convenience, the design was dimensioned from a centerline, the
center of a radius, or possibly the intersection of two planes in space. This
may have been convenient for the designer, but way necessitate the construction
of difficult and time consuming inspection setups.

Potential Solution:

Review the drawings witb care, and attempt to base all dimensil s on
fixed surfaces.

Problem: OVERDESIGN.

Cause and Effect:

Overdesign usually is caused by lack of sufficient knowledge. This lack
may be relative to the true requirements for Lie component or to the matching
of the design with the requirements.

Parts are made too strong, too heavy, too resistant, too smoot6, etc.
Some parts are made so durable that they long outlive the remainder of the
equipment. The components exceed their intended individual performance
objectives. The net result is increased component cost without necessarily
realizing improved performance of the system as a whole.

Potential Solution:

The obviocs solution is to expand the designer's knowledge of the problem
and to instill in him an appreciation of the expense of overdesign. (The same
comment applies to any one of the large categories of similar problems.)
Subjecting th2 design to value engineering and pro&,ction engineering personnel

5-7
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TABLE &I. COMMON DESIGN PROBLEMS (CONT'D) (
is a gocd starting point for soliciting appropriate suggestions leading to the

avoidance of ovordesign.

Constant critical review by the designer himself, subjecting his design to
the criteria of producibility in as objective a manner as possible, is an impor-
tant aid to the solution of overdesign situations.

Problem: TOLERANCES TIGHTER THAN REQUIRED FOR THE PART TO
SERVE ITS INTENDED FUNCTION.

Cause and Effect:

Tight tolerances are necessary on many parts and assemblies; more
often than not, specified tolerances are tighter than they need be for proper
functiontng, assembly, interchangeability, or replaceability.

Tolerances tighter than they need be arise from tradition; drawing notes
that ipecIfy a blanket tolerance on all dimensions that are not individually
toleranci J; possible lack of information regarding tolerances of mating parts,
e. g., at a,, interface at which the mating part is designed by some other design
rmp. and resulting in fear that designs produced by the two groups will not

go together; or lack of guidance or appreciation relative to the production costa
and problems created by tight tolerances.

Potential Solution:

Overall review of standard practice regarding tolerancLg, combined with
the publioat!,n of some guidelines covering various design situations.

Careful review of designs to which tolerances can be relaxed without
affecting function; complete information regare ing tolerancing requirements at
inteifaces prior to initiating a design project.

Problem: UNDERDESIGN.

Cause and Effect:

The design is inadequate for its intended use through failure of the
designer to properly assess the requirements of the part, or from his lack of
knowledge of good deeign practice. At best, the design effort is wasted if the

e.ror Ia dlsccvered early, .vit conceivably, the inadequacy might not be
discovered until the hardware is produced, inspected, tested, and Issued to the

56 field,

.=m m ~I,,ml
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TABLE 5.1. COMMON DESIGN PROBLEMS (CONT'D)

Potential Solution:

Tne project must plan and schedule adequate design reviews, as well as
the adequacy of test plans and programs.

Problem: QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS TOO RIGOROUS FOR DESIGN
OR FUNCTION.

Cause and Effect:

As a safety factor and to assure himself that the design is adequate, the
designer specifies inspection and test requirements which exceed those which
he intended the design to meet.

Potential Solution:

Approach the specification of quality assurance provisions in a realistic
manner, being sure that such requirements contribute profitably to the design
program, and not in a manner designed (purposely or unintentionally) to defeat
the basic purpose of quality assurance provisions.,

Problem: SPECIAL INSPECTION' EQUIPMENT SPECIFIED TO MEASURE
NONCRITICAL DIMENSIONS.

Cause and Effect:

This over-cautious approach may be caused by v designer's lack of
knowledge of capabilities with respect to standaid inspection procedures.

Potential Solution:

Before requiring special inspection equipment, solicit the advice of
knowledgeable inspection personnel to ensure that such is in fact necessary to
the proof of the quality of the product.

5-9
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CHAPTER 6

SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDfRDS

6-1 "MIL-SPECS" PRO AND CON ship among parts requirements tests, and inspections
can be established relative to their costs and technical
importance.

Every system can be subdivided into subsystems,
equipments, assemblies, and components. These, in
turn, can be reduced to their basic constituent, of parts 6-1.3 COMMUNICATIONS
and materials. If any defects or deficieiies exist in the j

parts, materials, and processes being used to create a
system, it will exhibit undesirable characteristics of per- Since the "MIL-Spec" system and methods are
formance, reliability, maintainability, effectiveness, known throughout industry and are well documented,
producibility, supportability, and availability. Correc- they have a significant bearing on communications.
tive action may require excessive funds and cause Use of the system can provide for an orderly and, nor-
schedule delays during the design and development of mally, well-understood system for the interchange of
a system. contractual and technical requirements between the

Most advocates of systems engineering recognize procuring agency and the contractor, among the vari-
technology, economics, and communications as the ous technical disciplines in a contractor's activities, and
integral elements influencing systems e.ngineering deci- between contractor and commodity vendors. The sys-
sions. These factors may be related to the "MIL-Spec" tern is flexible and adaptable; however, it is still subj-ct

system as discussed in the paragraphs which follow, to control while provriding for its own self-improve-
ment.

Selection by the design engineer of parts, materials,
6-1.1 fECHNOLOGY and processes is the critical step in determining the

ultimate success or failure of a system. Prudently, he

If a military systems design engineer understands recognizes that when evaluating the state-of-the-art
and use the "Mi L-Spec" system, he should be ableto available for an end item he also must assess the likeli-

atood that appropriate parts, materials, and processes
develop a greater technical understanding of the design can be readily used in the design and fabrication of that
requirements for end-items and have a factual under- end item. Such an assessment will provide for greater
standing of the available state-of-the-art. He should understanding of probable equipment performance. Of
also be capable of identifying high-risk areas, in the equal importance, it wil lead to better understanding 
early stages of design evolution, which may adversely of the equipment's reliability, maintainability, produci-

affect the desired ebility, and supportability characteristics. In addition, it
will assist in identifying high risk and potential lead-
time problems, and making realistic cost estimates.

bI."  ECONOMICS Fig. 6-1 depicts three general program categories
from a reliability and quality point of view. It is a

The use of the "MlL-Spec" system tends to develop "result" depiction rather than a "designer's dream",
a factual body of cost data. It aids in reducing the cost although it is readily admitted that one can cite exam-
of procurement items, through standardization. In ad- pies of certain commercial parts which may be rankedf ) dition, it develops a firm technical basis for value engi- higher or lower than indicated. Nevertheless, the gen-
neering efforts. Carefully documenting the technical eral ordering and distribution are correct from a rela-
requirements of commodities provides a clear relation- tive standpoint.

414-430 ) - 71 8
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FIGURE 6-1. Relatke Reliability and Quality Index
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0 The commercial Parts indus" Originates almost ex. Of cite specfic Applicable documents for ialy cOn.

"MILWpc or high reliability types. The generic evolu. The Systeml of stadardized commeditIes is not
tion Of 21 large number of part can be traced from infallible and will contain cases in Wtlich commodit
commercial to "MIL-Spec?" icto the high reliability are will not be defined and controlled in xui a momne 5 to
is yparessng rapidly. Differences are the degree of make them diretlapicbensoe e.Ex
inipectlon, test, and control over the parts. amples of some of the factors that mogt pmek~el Us

The design engineer, therefore, has at his disposal at direct use of tome parts are:
leant three general levels of technology, each of which has (1
its own state-of-thelart to offer. A specific methodology (2) Patprmetrilite ddst rumensntfly
is available to the military design engineers whs )Erenet. etrqirmtt otfycv

reluremntsareforinfrmaionn dpthrater han (3) LAck of sampling testing on certain bey param.
shallow consideration of the selection of parts, materials, ofcvraefr pcii mprat aa.
and processes which may suffice for muchl commercial (4) Lako oeaeIraspcfcipratpri
system planning. eter.jSince the Army engineer, to perform his tasks, mnust (5) Lsk of appropriate test to detect or preclude a
be well versed in the Department of Defense (DOD) knwn faiure mcde or mechanism.
system of standards and specifications, a general dis (6) Failure rate demonstrations are not required.
cusslon of the "NIL-Spec" system follows. The system is
established and described in DOD MaiuaI 412032-M, It his bcoaie fashionable to use the preceding
Swm onda tzimo Policis, hiocedures, and Illunicrlons' factors, or others, to downgrade the "NIL-Spec" system.
This document, which includes the DOD Directives Similarly, they are used to jutif abandoning the

- guveuaing the system as well as the congressional acts "NIL-Spec" system in favor of some other approach fort authorizing it, may not be entirely familiar to the reader the benefit Of A program When actually all that is needed
and inadvertently he may be violating the directives, is to prepare mew "MEL-Spec's" fo; the new require.

Most specifications written today meet the format ments. A detailed and objective evaluation of the system
.em ts contained in DOD Manual 4120.3-M. It shows that the "MIL-pcsytm rodeapl

re~~sthe preparation and revision of all of the a-a' h~orLo and a controlled procedure which will
Military Specifications, St.dards, Specification Bulle- accommodate the unique technical requirements of

3tims, and Handbooks. DOD agencies attempt to selec! and almost any programn. One such specification is NEL.
standardize items for their use which meet theirt mini. D-1O0.DirwiPh, Entineerb?& and Assxluted Lim'

Imum essential requirements, which are often the best Among other things, this specification authorizes design
that the commercial industry of this country is able to activities to prepare specifications and specification
produce. In the course of this selection and standard- source control drawing; "as necessary" to ensure the
ization, certain inspections, tests, and controls of the procurement. of the commodities required to achieve the

commodities and their producers became necessary. The requirests levied on their equipmnent. By creating these
end item procurement specification (the TDP) is the documents and the engineering tasks necessary to deter.
medium for stating these requirements explicitly hi mine their content, the design activiti#-i hove recognized

qualiatie and quantitative terms. An example is M1L, basis and technical Justification for altering, selecting, or
R-10509, ReittoMs ilUi RhJ* HiA Staility, Genea1 modifying parts as necessary. The design activity also
Sp90edkrnfor*, which controls familiar type numbers may include on specification or source conttol drawings
such as %he RN65 carbon film resistor. AnotherMIL-S- spncdal inspections as justified and warranted on a

g 19500, Seondevo, Des'ic. re sec won technical basis.
g foArt. These specifications, together with manufacturers' The development of the WWki TDP, which is iself-
I parts, hove met the mininuni qualification requirements, nothing more nor less than a specification must be
Sand the referenced components are readily available. a- conducted in conjunction with MEL-STD.,43, Sped-.

TU he dfresrn otaiulipeetto flea gkn* and SOvwds ~ r o orO
ofthe "MEL-Spec" system Is to state appropriait Se~ction of". This standard sets forth the cracria and

requremntsIn he cntictu(usng D Fom 123, order ofprcdnefrtesltino eivaop
CotatDt1eurmns lso ttmn t and standards to be used by design activities in thf, design
tached tthcotatbeweth iiayprocure. aW construction of ilitary equipment for thef ment atvtanthcotatrfregneigdesips Department ofDfns.I g seiiatos&

1'-
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~ 1 standards cowtol and define the commodities neces- upon the #MIL-.Spec" system. Thesem high reliabty
ARYt h dsg n fabrication of any conceivable specifications eihe reference their "MEL-Specons
system or equipment. terpert or literally repeat the technical content themdoI

The "PJL'Spc system provides 11n Orderly, cOil In some cases these high reliability procurement docu-
trdilad and highly practical method of allowing the get r ~n ob ehial neirt ui
design requirements of any system to be met. For the 'ML" ~ ~ ohrcss thsbe
procurement activity, it provides assurance that an ac- euv~ns nohrcss tbsbe
ceptable level of technology is being utilized in thle snvaubetcialupem -
design and fabrication of the equipment. The system tation of tbe "MIL-Spec" system is acieved. (These
has built into it assessment, monitoring, and control are Group V, as defined by MIL-STD-l435 .) If these '
elements essential for its successflul contractual int- criteria are created and controlledl by an equipesen
plementation and control. manufacturer (rather than the Army Design Agency),

Ust of the approach proposed in par. 6-2 will sub- and are divorced frnm the "MIL-Spec" system. it iA
dion systems are most effectively utilized. Without such eteeydfiutfo ihratcnclo aae
an approach it is perfectly possible to demand a course meat point of view to incorporate them into the "MIL-
of action in one specification snd Prohibit it in another. Spec" system. They also will frequently detract from

Despite the inherent problems for the design activity, producibility in ihat they will be geared to the produc-
the system provides a contractual basis allowing the tion facilities of one company and not to those of the
application of a controlled system whici demonstrates gnrlidsra ae ti.teeotesnilta
accomplishment of manufacturing str.,nd&4ds Sic it ea nutilbs.I iteemesnilta

draw frm a inustr-wie sste, th ~ nd ead design contracts should include requirements for deve-
time requirements for purchasing are usu3auy practical. lopment of draft military specifications for new re-

As described in DOD Manual 4120.3-M, the procur. urnet ob de ote"E-pc ytm
ing agency has the additional responsibility of provid- In the event that a contract does not require compli-
Ing in orderly Wecback to the "MEL-Spec" system if ance with the "MIL-Spec" system, the parts that ulti-
the technological data and improv'ments d~eveloped mately ind their way into the equipment delivered will
dwing the course of its procurement activities become tand to be of a commercial quality level or a mixture
candidrte fi incorpration into the "MEL-Spec" sys. of commercial and "MIL-Spec" quality level. In many
temn. The best in inspection and test techniques result- cases, this will be an acceptable level. If there iz doubt
ings ao. expwinee can also be incorp~orated. Dem.~on- then conitractor compliance with the "MfL.-Spez" sys-
strated deficiencies or weaknesme in "MEL-Spec' e iluulyrsl na mrvmnbtmyla

* ~documents can be identified and remedied. This data mwl sal euti n mrvmnbtmyla
*feedback becomes practical if the design activities are to costs and leftdtime penaitie.

required to participate in the 'MIL-Spec" system and The "MIL-Spec" system is not static. Improved end-
to document this technology, time with improved quality assurance provisions, such

In recent years there has been criticism of the de- as more comnprehensive test requirements and tight-
fects and shortcomings of the "My'.Spec" system ened sampling plans, are now in the "MIL-Spec" sys-
primarily because some did not understand it. Some of temt. Most critics of the "MEL-Spec" system, while
these criticism were warranted and constructive. The being very vocal in their comphaints, generally lose
princpal weakness of the system is that the time lag siatht of the fslct th at it it Ca W,0lI ... h.L~ .

between change in the state-of-the-art and specilication _ _ - - -- l*se -. d

coverage appexcessive ally widely understood system, and that abandoning
Programs fall into two distinct types. The mnA6 typi- the "MEL-Spec" system would produce unai.oeptable
clexample is a prograin in which a mixture of com- alternatives, i.e., either to fund separately a so-called

mercial and "MEL-Spec" parts 6~ used to fabricate the "high reliability" activity or to use essentially a comn-
equipment. In some caises, commercial quality parts mtrcial level technology. The latter is technically un-
predominate. Other types of programs are those in dessi 'e and the former is seemingly financially out of
which eaiten~ive efforts are undertaken to obtsin the thj question. It is more appropriate to use the "MIL-
best possble perts offered by the parts industry. In the Spec" sy~em, implementing it and referencing it con-

cseof the "hlgn reliabilty" p. )grams, assesment of tractually, utilizing its built-in procedures aid moth.
the proc. "~eispecification invariably discloses thai odalogy for enforcing and accomplishing the orderly
Obc procurement dcuments are heavily dependent feedback of data and experience to improve it.
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6-2 APPLICATION OF STANDARDS fact, it is the key to the effective and usefulepplicuon

AND SPECIFICATION TREES of the "MIL-Spec" system to the specific pwducL This
provides insight and control for the wwbuer of refer.

A plord is a favorite term of methematicians, ence and supporting documentation ims. The quan.

particularly those who deal in statistics of probabilities tity often runs into the hundreds when quality control,

(predictive techniques). The term is defined as: reliability, maintainability, safety, human factors, de-

(1) Logic. Characterizing the kind of reasoning de- sign, and documentation requirements are included.

ducing consequences fm dIn general, a specification tree, in the cornit to beregarded as self-evident; deductive; ed .trivcias discussed, is a pictorial presentation of the interrela.re~ed s slf-vidnt;dedctie;dedu,.:ivw.; as an
a pr,' . aument; hence designati "hat which can be tionship of specifications and other requirements on

known by reason alone and not through experience, documents and stsndards applicable to a particuar
(2) Presumptive presumptively; without examina- program. As a management tool, et:

tion. In the inathematical application there are son, (1) Provides a basis for tecial and mageent
well-founded laws which someoise else has exhaustively hardware and software contr.

proved and which the user may readily accept (Weibull (2) Forms a part of the program work package
structure for the earned value adninittration and ion-

r Sayesian distributions, for example) in justfying the trol.
approach being taKen. (3) Serves s a ready rfcence document for pro-

Unfortunately, the application of "MIL-Spec'a" to a curing agency and c:c. 3r personnel, particularly

program too often suffers from application of the sec- engineering, quality '. -. , nd reliability groups.

ond definition without benefiting from the qualities of (4) Displays the ,:t of decision on the configuta-

- the first. This re%ts in the "shovel them in, somebody's tion and data agreements for Contract End Items

used them before, they must be all right" approach, and (CEI's).

in much of the previously mentont' criticism of the (5) Provides the simple way to inform tn-plant

system. personnel of changes in revision, amendments, etc., to
specifications on the program.

Military systems require the generation of many A specification tree is necessary because it is the basis
specifications to define the systen' under contract and, for proper management of ha:-iware and related soft-
as described in the first part of this chapter, can be an ware. The tree informs the ,,rious "-Derations of the
invaluable aid to avoid "reinventing the wheel". support they must provide, such as hportioning relia-

Functional people, other than those directly respon- bility numerics; conducting design reviews; preparing
sible for preparing specifications, sometimes become qualification test plans; quality control testing instruc-
alarmed when they determine their work load as repre- tions; manufacturing plans; subcontractor work state-
sented by technical and documentary references. Often, ments for "buy" items; reliability figure of merit re-
their related tasks appear confusing amid the many views; and many moo. related softwure items. In other
Government, customer, and in-house specifications, words, a specification tree is a control point for related
standards, procedure% etc., for hardware and software. projects and provides time to plan and impiement the
The most expeditious way to convey these require- necessary functions on a timely basis.
ments to functional, staff, and project p"rsonnel is to The timeliness ol a specification tree is important.
generate a specification tree. The earlier it is r,, !eased, the better acceptance i: will

Specification trees in the past were usually generated have, the more uwful it will be, and the more effectively
for a select few in the specifications and standards its contents can t'e analyzed and refined. At the inceu-
group who wanted to study or monitor the interrela- tion of a design. , ne specification tree may indicate only
tionship of system, subsystem, and component require- basic identifica ,on to the subsystem levels. However, it
ments. Today, however, tha specification tree has must include ystem engineering, program managers,
be"ome a very important tool in managing any design, reliability, qurlity control, and design groups.

development, or production activity. Specification trees for standards (Fig. 6-2, for exam-
Most new contracts for major military and aerospace pie) are equally important since, combined, the whole

systems now require that a specification tree be prov. family of trees is a ready reference tool for design engi-
ided as a separate "line item" of the contract. Since neers. r04ability ebgineers, and manufwturing and

) major emphasis is placed upon this function in the quality control groups.
"design and produce" type contract, it may be reasona-
bly assumed that it is equally important to the in-house Vhe Icilowing are, a few of the functions which can

design effort within an AMC commodity command In bi sigi. 9cantly assisted by use of a specification tree:
6-5
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4 C 4

(I) CreatlnghudwMasod softwaequke~ntsfor a DD Form 250, Material Inspeation and Rwciv*n
this tota system wubuzu. ad ampowats. Report. It is the prime level of nuembly for cnftura

(2) IElimut hk an**ye portifg, based, upon tics management control and accountability, for provi.
pad kww f d~4M p&=K-stoning spares, and for preparng technical manuals.

to be conducted.
(4) Estimatingj number And duee Of supplier relb 6-2.4 CRIITICAL COPONENT

bility dcawuen to be geeated.
(5) Estimating number of compon Ats likely to be A critical component is one for which a specification

"maake" or "buy" items.
(6) Estimating number and degre of qualification is prprdw!= it is ncessar1y to specify and identify

testreprtsto e ~a component of a CT61 which taquires special engineer-
(7) Estimating number and degive of quality control ing ateno and qualification (eunoig critical

component) and to document a component which is
test instructions to be prepared. part of a CE! required for multiple *ource procurement
More particular'y, however, the tree will develop a (logistics critical).
clear picture of the impact of referenced specifications
upon equipment producibility and can lead directly to
the elimination of those which ae unnecessary controls 6-2.5 SPECIFICATION CONTROL LOG
and which reduce producibility.

The specification tree also gives aquick look at the This iisa log maintained for the purpose of controlling
level of configuration control of hardware. Varicus lev- the assignment of Specification Numbers.
els of tree systems can be used, including the seven
which follow.

6-2.6 DESIGN SPECIFICATION

6.2. TO LE~l.R~UREMN~hA designz specification is used to procure CEI's which
SPECFICAIONSmust comply with requirements which a.e to be yeni-

Thos spcifcatins h~c defne he echncalre- fled in test in addition to complying with drawing re-
quirements for the program; e.g., system an subsystem qurens
specifications, selected standard parts lists, environ-
mental criteria and test requirements spe2.7 UPDTINcTEtSECIICAIO
electromagnetic interference control specifications,
zupplier reliabiiity requirements, quality control TE
specificationa, ec..

The specification tree must be updated periodically2
as the numbci, of changes warrants. At the start of a

6-2.2 COMPVNENT program, this may be weekly or semimonthly, until the
design is firm. The same data sources, concurrence,

A component is a combination of units or parts printing, and distribution vrocedures used for initial
which together may be a functionally independent en- prepatation should be used for updAting. A distrbution
tity within a complete opierating module or subsystem, list and procedure should be Sencrated for proper dis-
but which providmes ,tself-contained function necessary tribution of the tree and should be in accordance with
for proper operation. A component gener'oii; may be an establi-hed program distribution list for technical
considered as the lowest level of disasivmbly of eqtzo- data. The, specification tree should be identified with
ment possible, without destroying tbe item or requiring the program title, dute of issue, and program identifica-
a refabricatlon cycle. tion number. Subiequent revisions should retain the

original identifcation number with a revision letter suf-
fix and new date.

6-2.3 CONTRACT END ITEM (CEI) In support of the specification tree, a company stand-
/ ards tree may be required fronm the production conitrac-

CE! is a deliverable item of equipment or facility tor in order to provide a detailed translation of contract
which is formally accepted by the procuring agency on documentation of implementation within~ a contrac-I

6-7
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tos ality. This type of presentation urm that all The specification constitutes a concise statement of
prsnel woring on a specc ogram are aware of what is desired, and also leve as the bms for quality -
the nature a d use of all required standards and specifi- control planing and incoming isection The wide
Cation. variety of subgrades tends to minimi the highcot o"

overspecification, the high risk of undersecct ,
and diminishes unuthorized substitution.

6-3 A MATERIAL SPECIFICATION In this material information system, "Data for Or-
SYSTEM UTILIZED IN dering" constitutes a checklist of complete documenta.
INDUSTRY / tion, helpful hints as to size extras, quantity break

points, normally stocked items, minimum order size,
-nd a listing of tested sources of supply. Each listed

The acceleration of materill development has supplier is automaticaliy keyed for a copy of each
creted a basic problem for designers and engineers; material specification for which he is listed. He is in-
material options are so varied that ttey cannot easily vited to either approve the specification or offer such
be reduced to a manageable pattern. To efficiently over- comments as may be appropriate.
come this material information problem, it is necessary Theie are numerous advantages to this arrangement.
to gather information on each npaterial used, then or- A fast estimate' of current prices can be handled by
ganize it in three categon-s on the basis of user needs: telephone since the listed supplier has the latest issue of

(1) Poper w All .rsonnation useful te the de- the specification. The writing of purchase orders is sim-
signer in the process of %lection. i.e., a properties proffle pllqv. The buyer can then devote his time to those few

for epurhases where either dollar volume or critical ap-
(2) Spx/ilkctonh. Information needed to identify plication requires an optimum vendor.

or specify ",ie material, to dlstinguih it from the w9rld Updating the information is a critical factor. About
of ava~le materials, a to assure that the material so 85% of the pages in the system are reviewed annually.
identified dot, indeed 6ve the selected properties when At any point in time, all pages have reached the basic

(3) Data for Orering: Data needed when physically reference books during the precediig twelve months.placing an order. new pages are new information on previ-
ousl covredmaterials, and the remainder deals with

One industrial orgamlzadon alone maintains & auto- information on materials not previously covered.
mated retrieval system on I100 different awand After wide tcsting and use, the basic principles of the
asmifiniahed metals, nonmetals, and chemicals, and more system', have proven their value and relevance in

than 600 machine-part drawings (nuts, bolts, fastencs, material information systems of any size. These princ;-
clamps) encompassing more than 6 million individually pies are:

Sidentified variations, each referenced to suppliers ofItested performance. Each of these subjects is complete (1) Separation of the data needed for design, specifi-with all critical chactf trcs-mechanical, electrical, cation, and ordering, yet identifying their interrelation-
and mqpnetic; application guidance; machining, forming, shp
and w tlc behavitor; as well as comparative cost, (2) A coding system for each material, avoidingaef gd ehavailable, quality requirements t ,nd p- mix-ups and errors in transmission of infurnation
curent guidance. (3) Indextng and cross-referencing

(4) Updating and adding to any part of the system
For each basic material covered, specific informationis provided on individual grades offered, proper ties,

applications and, wkivneve, possible, comparative cot. This sort of system organizes today's constantly widen-
The ready availability of information on a wide variety ing material options into the ma'ageabe and useful
of altentive materials provides real assurance that a pattern required by designers and engineers.

better decision can be made and implenented. For each The Jesign engineer, therefore, must appreciate and
material, a number of specific subgrades with clearly respect the .ie of specifications and standards. He mustidentified chracteristics pcrmitsi an unmistakable and devote his dsign efforts in large measure to evaluation

concise description. 'est mnthods are cited as specifica of every ap ,licable detail of documentation and use
tion information, ond all other requirements are clearly each bit of information to best advantage in developing
identified. a producible commodity.

8-8i
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CHAPTER 7

VALUE ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES

7-1 WHAT IS VALUE (1) Orientation F mae: selection and definition of the
ENGINEERING? item to be studied. (The design engineer does nf ^ have

the option of selection, but has the same need foi aefini-
tion.)

Value engineering (VE) programs play an important (2) Information Phase: arrival at a thorough under-
role in achieving optimum system cost effectiveness, standing of !he function of the object.
and contribute significantly to producibility objectives. (3) Speculation Phase: development and application

AR 11-26, Value Engineering' establishes the of creative thinking.
basic policies, responsibilities, and fundamental guide- (4) AnalysPhase: evaluation and refinement of thelines of AMC value engineering programs. AMCP ideas develoned in the speculation phase.

11-3, Value Engineering Program Management (5) Development Phase: development and cost anal-
Guidelines2, provides valuable guidelines and a bibliog- ysis of the several best alternatives.
raphy. (6) Presentation Pase: consolidation and review of

This chapter does not attempt to define or expound the data developed, resulting in a decision to select one
on the total obiectives or operating principles of a for- specific approach.
mal value engineering program. Rather, it illustrates Fig. 7-1 illustrates the six phases of the value engineer-
the concept of value engineering as it applies to the ing job plan and the principal constituent elements of
objectives of producibility. While cost reduction is the each phase. If, to the designer, step one is "everything",basic purpose of value engineering, application of its then every function becomes an obvious step in the
principles frequently re!ults in attaining other goals of design creation. If steps are missed or later circum-
producibility, stances change, then there is the need for formal value

Value engineering is an organized effort directed at engineering.
analyzing the function of hardware with the purpose of The specific interests of value engineering are:
achieving the required functions at the lowest overall (1) What is it?
cost. There is frequently need for this approach to be (2) What does it do?
an organized (Jort if the practices are to be applied by (3) What does it cost?
the design originator, who disciplines himself to ob- (4) What is it worth?
set ve the principles and practices of the value engineer- (5) What else might do the job?
ing effort. Too frequently these principles and practices (6) What will it cost?
are used oily after the design is committed to produc- (7) Which is the least cxpensive?
tion. (8) Will it meet requirements?

Once having dened the function, the value engineer,
Lcs does the designer, next embarks upon an intensive
two-phase information gathering effort. First, specific

7-2 APPLICATIONS information about the product itselfl-such as cost,
qualiy and reliability requirenients, maintainability
characterist,:s, volbme to be produced, development

Six basic elements or phases constitute the value history, etc.-is collected Second, generOl information
engineering job plan. The elements are always distinct concerning the prorw'sed product- ,iidindmg present
and sepRrate, although in practice there is often some state-of-the-pri, ,ources of supply. and proces.e to be
merging and overlapping. They are: employed in its nianufacturc--is compiled

L 7.1~-
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VlE EUSEECIIIS fluES WSKSUEJ (ZT
INFORMATION PHASE

1. ITEM IDENTIFICATION TMAJOR FUNCTION
PART NAME JPART NO.

C00#(M PF? N" jwa 0. MAN ONAW SOK I i00

I FIGURE 7-5. Vaiue Engineering Identification Wodkabeet4
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At lhs point, a sound knowledg of the iteni unde throgh t application of their psincipie. w 7.-2 C+_A asnal~y~s has been devdopel and a basis for the most illustrates improvements achieved in producibility as a
difficult ant! intangible phase of the process has been result of application of formal value engineering studies,
formulated. The purpose of the speculation phase, While other significant improvements were also accom-
which may take many forms, is to generate ideas about phlshed, the figure shows that producibility is the most
the item's function and design, and to conceive of more significant fringe benficiary. The lower producibility bar
economical and equally effective means of performing shows an improvement in 82% of the cases studied.
the same function. While it may relect a number of These resulted from the following sp-cific producibility
preconceived ideas, a team "brainstorming" approach improvements:
involving the several now-associated individuals is (I) Reductio:' in number of operations: 30%
often helpful. In brainstorming sessions combinations (2) Reduction in number of parts: 26%
and improvements are sought; quantity of ideas is an (3) Fewer tools, gages, and tests: 15%
objective; "free-wheeling" is welcomed, and criticism (4) More repeatable manufacture: 13%
of any idea presented is not permitted. Successful brain- (5) Relaxation of tolerances: 7%
storming depends on stimulating competition in idea- Fig. 7-3 shows a typical value engineering improve-
generation, and on unchallenged free-association. It in- ment in design, which identifies fringe effect advan-
volves participants who are not usually involved with tages of the modified design, including producibility.
the problem. Ideas should be documented and subse- Other examples c value engineering results are found
quently reviewed by persons who did not participate. in DOD Pamphlet, Reduce Costs and Improve Equip-
The most promising ideas are then considered as alter- ment Thioug) Value Engjneering3, and DOD VE Hand-
nativesbook H-I 1, Value Enginee

Design alternatives must first be checked for techni-
cal feasibility and then economic feasibility. This in-
cludes estimation o number of units to be produced,
variable cost of manufacturing, fixed cost of manufac-
turing, and logistic costs of supporting and maintaining 7-4 CHECKLISTS
the alternative. However, if any of the following essen-tial tvhnical questions are answered negatively, it is
pointless to irvestigate the economic advantages: Checklists can be an important aid to the design

(I) Dtes the item meet performance requirements? engineer if used properly. They are devices to ensure
(2) Are q.ludity requirements demonstrated? that the simple common sense answer to a problem is
(3) Are relihlity requirements met? not overlooked, and also are helpful in stimulating
(4) Is it comptible with the system. of which it is a creative thinki ig. If each question on a checklist is

part? answered objecuively and the question "why?" is asked
(5) Are safety requieme.ts met? about the answer, a thought proces% will have been
(6) Does the alternative improve (or at least not started and new avenues of approach are opened (i.e.,

reduce) maintainability characteristics of itself or of the one question will lead to another).
system to which it belongs? The checklist given in Fig. 7-4 may be a helpful aid

(7) Does the alternative permit adequate provi. to achieving maximum producibility.
sioning, transporting, and storing of necessary support
material for the alternative or the system of which it is a
part?

The phases of a value engineering stuly closely 7-5 WORKSHEETS
parallel those of any design evolution. However, they
benefit from precise definition and formal controls.

The worksheet is another valuable working tool be-
cause of its systemat.c approach to a host of variables

7-3 FRINGE EFFECTS in search of the best solation. While rigorous adherence
to the worksheet is a key feature of value engineering,
the use and format of the worksheet can be modified toWhile value engineering appears to place prir,cipal suit individual needs of each design enp.meer The ac-

emphasis upon cost aspects of the design, significant tual importance of the worksheet is in direct proportion
oroducibility fringe benefits are usually obtained to the complexity of the problem.
7-10
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The six value en cnering job plan phases and their (5) Dewlopmewin! Fue: no worksheets are wed
relationship to principal worluheets are: since the majority of the work involves the

(1) O*rntaton Pase: worksheets are ot used. documentation of the results of various tests
(2) Infonmadon Phase: employed.

(a) Identification Worksheet (Fig. 7-5) (6) Pmenation Phase: the Recommendition Work.
(b) Cost Analysis Worksheet (Fig. 7-6) sheet (Fig. 7-12) illustrates a typical form for the
(c) Function, Worth, and Cost Evaluation Work- final presentation.

sheet (Fig. 7.7). The worksheets used in this REFERENCES
phase present a detailed identification of the

component parts as related to their cost, I. AR 11-26, Value Engineering, Suppl ,.
worth, and function. 2. AMCP 11-3, Value Engineerb t g gram Mamnement

(3) Speculation Phase: the Creative Thinking Work- Guidelines, Chaptr 8.
sheet (Fig. 7-8) is ased to list new ideas, no 3. DOD Pamphlet (unumbered), Reduce Costs and
matter how extreme. Improve Equipment Through Value Engineering;

(4) AnalysisPhase: prepared by Directorate of Value Engineering, Jan.
(a) Characteristic and Functional Comparison 1967, pp. 11-72. (Office of Assistant Secretary of

lorksheet (Fig. 7-9) Defense (Installations & Logistics)). (Available from
(b) idea Evaluatioa Worksheet (Fig. 7-10) the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
(c) Cos, Comparison Worksheet (Fig. 7-11) Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402-Price 50

The Analysis Phase workshects are concerned with the cents.)
selection of the most promising alternatives for furthe, 4. DOD VE Handbook H-1 11, Value Engineering.
analysis and refinements. Mqrch 1963. pp. 16-23.

ii
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L
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VALUE ENGINEERING PROJECT WORKSNE[T GROUP .
INFORMATION PHASE

3. FUNCTION, WORTH & COST EVALUATION1 MAJOR FUNCTION
PART NAME PART NO.

imv NAME AM"OJN~sC AA cosiCa eOti PUNCTION

FIGURE 7-7. Value Engineering Function, Worth, aid Cost Evalation Womksh t

7-12
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VALUE ENINEERIN PROJECT WAISEET GROUP NO.I ~ ~~~~~~SPECULATION PHASE _____________

4. CREATIVE THIN KING MAJOR FUNCTION

PART NAME IPART NO.

NO. co.f til f summ, sco"1. VA- n; E i

FIGURE 7-8. Value Engineering Creative Tltinking ' Notl heet
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VALUE ENGINEEING PROJECT WORKSIEfT ()uP No'
ANALYSIS PHASE

S. CHARACTERISTIC A FUNCTION'L COMPARIS'N MAJOR FUNCTION
SPART NAME PART NO. ,

NO. SUm*y bESCWION 94LIV C.0aACT MSICS NOWT COST MOn MHGR COST USS

FUNCTIONAL COMPARISON
NO. IDCN NIFCATION OF OTHER WAYS TO PERFO IA FiJNCTION MIGHT COSt Hmof ANC."? COST L(S

IkkLu;si. 7-9. Value LEginering Lharaclerisfic ani I-Func.ii,; Comparison Worksheet

7-14
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______VALUE EHINEEIN FNIECT WIMM 10ou,,
ANALYSIS PHASE

6 EVALUATION MAJOR FUNCTION

[rAfl NAME PART NO. -

OKA ADVAWAGIS INaIAm /

VI

! FPIGURE "'-I0. Value Engineev~ng Idea Evaluation WoAkhcet
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7. COST COMPANISO M~L5SPAX* - ti
PART NAME PAST14O.

Pso"us~ sa~ j~~
fillO* __1

________________fill______1__1_1_1__1__

I I I I f i llO

11AM TOWLcoIj LI otAtOT TOTAL coS uNIT COST TOTAL COST U~t COST TOTAL COST -w COST

10OLNG

ftAN?4N0

OUMAfLCTON

MAhTM COST

I CONON9T to.#.)

VALA"MAO IN OE OfljON :1OIION : ANALYSIS Cool I13

jFVILOMO e l.YI

FIGURE 7.11. Value EngineernG Coat Co!spiwison Wo~ksbeet
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PRESINIAflON PHASE

S. RECOMMENDATION I AJOR PJNCTION

PART NAME PR O

CATKXXt TY 0F MV .OS MOJICI/

Ofloce~m WII A MS?1AflUN Q at"E Q3HASA
Q3 WANLOACINNG Q OO1AL SMACE 0 TH

0 0. R. A.

bisctwm IrM

110VX MftO

PImoos 0 AMMJM.0o* t'w, E3 CONIIACI COPLRAIION Of SAVINCiS

iEvious MITHOD COST

WIOVID 

EIOD COST

01011 SAVINGS

CCAT 0*I IhEIIMIFNIATION

MANCH~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ CO :::4q fy::NN MMKSIi iCINMAK~A0,11i

FIGURE 7.12. 'Value Englneving Recommev;Ixtion Wokdiett
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SELECTION OF MATERIALS AND PROCESSES

8-1 INTRODUCTION of materials based on their obvious inability to wtisty

operational requirements, or on the basi of cost. How-
eve, if today's technology can make sprinp out of

Effective material and process selections demand lead, one should not be too quick to brand a material
clear definitions of performance and producibility ob- as obviously unsuited. At this stage. only a broad out-
jetives and design constraints, liquidation of precon- line of the material requirements is needed, primarily
ceptions and limiting generalizations, and the promo- to determine whether the concept is seriously limited
tion of fresh ideas in the design process. There exists a by the materials or requirements.
huge and rapidly expanding selection of materials, pro- While most published selection processes treat
cesses, finishes, and coatings which can assist in the material selection as one field and process selec-ion as
generation of new ideas. another, the two are inseparable. Thus, unless con-

It is all too easy to feel that time does not permit straints are so restrictive that they prohibit material
consideration of more than iL fraction of the candidates selection (and this does not occur as often as is be-
available, and to rely exchvsively on proven mthods ieved), t is essential o think in terms of wide variety

and procedures. Effectively accomplishing the full ob-

jectives requires a logical and systematic approych as and gradations of materials and processes and to pur-

well as recognition of the range and dege.- ef influence sue a policy of judiciously combining experience with

of the variables which affect the eventual decision. limited systematic analysis of alternatives in propor.
tions which will create an effective design within the
allotted time and budget. In order to do this, various

8-2 SELECTION CRITERIA techniques evolve in the selection of materials, pro-
cesses, coatings, etc. These must be coupled with full
conversance with the producibility goals for the pro-

The selection of materials, processes, and associated ject. The knowledge of intended lot size, permissible

techniques are not simultaneous functions of the design leadtimes. capability of the probable manufacturing
process. As developed in Chapter 3, selections must be base, etc., may permit legitimate exclusion of a number
made to some degree at all stages, from approach to
hardware development and even manufacturing. It of materials and processes, and concentration on those

may be categoricplly stated that there is at present no with high potential.

formal method for pursuing the selection process. The Selection processes must operate within limits such

guidelines developed here reflect the general approach as system performance or cost. For example, in consid-

currently used. ering the selection of materials for an application in-

One producibility goal is to make a design flexible volving relatively simple types of loading and structural

enough that many processes, materials, etc., may be cross sections, a selection process may be performed by
used without functionally degrading the end itetm. The rating the entries on the basis of the formulas given in
optimum selection would result from knowin, a great Table 8-1. Price-per-pound is usualy given as raw
number of facts, some of which are not alway," availa- material unit cost, however, design evaluation is usu-
be, i.e., plant capacity, machine availability, labo,' con- ally in terms of a proc, sed material cost fper pound,
siderations, etc. For many designs, an early selection in early design stages). This cost figure can be derived
may be premature and illfounded. Thertfore, the ap- by analyzing the steps that make up the prooss, the
proach offered here is necessarily general and not dog- assembly steps influenced by process, set-up and lead-

matic. time costs if thee present tin economic penalty. If these
During the review and definition f the requi.-- estimates are for us in oompetitive procurement, na-

ments, it ii frequently possibl, to rule out entire classes tional iverage values should be utilized as criteria.
S-,
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YS = yield strength, psi;, = Young's modulus, psi; p = density, lb/cu in.; P = price, $/lb.I = modulus of rigidity

83 COST-EFFECTIVENESS Cost/time trade-off's, which can also he plotted,

should also be considered (see Fig. 8-2) Frequently,
such a relationship ma exist between producibility

As has been emphasized many times in this hand- objectives and constraints, or the developing project

book, cost-effectivcw-s---not cost-is the crite~son. may produce areas wherein time. pcrlormance, and

With respect to producibility goals, cost-cffectiveness is cost involve trade-offs. When a chart, similar to Fig.

a function of time and dollars. A process should not be 8L.2, can be drawn depicting the situation, a forceful

selected that entails a production time exceeding that tool for cost-effectiveness analysis is available From

set forth in the producibility objectives. In his efforts to the end points so plotted, the cost-effective candidate

establish a cost for a processed material, the designer can be determined

will be in a position to examine this time aspect of the This effectiveness is graphically delineated by the
problern as well. As an initial step, he should pinpoint distance from the end points to the cost/time curve ac

the projected lot size or sizes, the project unit cot, and candidate with the greatest distance is most cost effective
the maximum allowable production time After defin- when trade-otis are involved. In the illustration,
ing all operations in the production of the design in a<c< d< b. Process E is excluded since it lies in the

question, the cost/time analysis for each of these can be unacceptable area ol the pl," Pr, 8s 1 then is the most

plotted, as shown in Fig. 8-1. If consideration involves suitable. Frequently, the relationship between time and

a number of different situations., e g., a wide range (if unit cost are not defined. Onl) .1 target for each is given.

projected lot size, there will probably he several end F'or example, in the design of a component in a system,

points, the maximum time allowabhk may he based on the time for
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Cost/lrIme Curve

+ /Process A ~-Process E

I Process B

Process C

Process D

a, b. c. ... normal curve

Unit Cost

FIGURE 8-2. Cost/Time Curve for Candidate Selection

production of a mating subsystem. A decrease in proc. There are tvko posibiliies, external or internal In
ess time does not measurably aid the cost-effectiveness general, in the external approach the dcsignig people
or the component in question. The designer will need are assisted in the selection process by another group.
to modify similar curves and analytic methods using his Many design activities have a group (or department)
best judgment to meet peculiar needs of specific prob- for the purpose of material selection with whorr ih..
lems. design people should. and in many ca',,v must. conault

They are intimately familiar with the r.wifficaiomi.-, of
many possible candidates. Nonetheless, the designer is
responsible for the ultimate selection, he must analyze
the suggestions of such a group, perhaps using the

8-4 SELECTION APPROACH cast/time method. In any event he must be assured that
the candidates meet producibility objectives in the
optimum fashion. Frequently, a sciies of candidates must

This approach, with its emphasis on the producibil- be considered. After checking the candidates for com.
ity goal of cost-effectiveness, has a great advantage over pliance with objectives and constraints, a choice f7om
techniques which consider performance or material among them must be made and the cost/time method
cost alone. However, still unanswered is which candi- will give a rational method of approach that contains a
dates are selected for analysis. Large' numbers cannot minnum of bias, a factor that often leads the analyst
easily be subjected to this process toward a candidate.
3.4

I
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The interna approach is one performed by the de- taken in the preparation of inputs anW the memory
si;er I.mself. However, he may make use of sources bank is sufficiently large and updated. It may one day

outside his own organization and knowledge. If he be feasible to provide desigmers with individnal and

property defines the performa characteristics of the speedy access to computers via keyboards and quick

dedred material or process, he may be able to utize response displays of the sketchpad type. The Wog*=s

one of these sources to limit his candidates to a number will not be fixed in advance but will permit, and re-

easily handled by cost-effectiveness analysis tech- quire, human intervention at critical points. Using

niques. Frequently, periodicals have checklists for par- graphical, verbal, as well as mathematical languages,

ticular areas that enoble a designer to narrow the field, the designer may have the capability to explore situa-

But the Army designer must remember that once he tions not fully understood. Response time will be equal

has a set of candidates, all of which meet functional to, or less than, the cognition delay time so that consid-

requirements, the final selection must be based upon erations, interruptions, and new instructimns can be

producibility considerations and not on the extent to given to the computer. The effect will be to permit the

which particular items may exceed minimum func- designer to make Letter informal leaps to new design,

tional requirements. One common fault is to select a process, and material possibilities when it is decided to

mater"a which exceeds requirements on the basis that reject the last possibility which has been produced. The

it "gives the design quality". A design that fulfills its machine can take into account previous judgments
objectives has "quality"; one that overfills its objectives which the operator (designer) cannot recall in detail.

is costly. The effect of the intervention is to direct the automatic

Frequently, feedback !oops in the dcsign procz.a exploration away from unfruitful searches. With the

(Chapter 3) can be utilized as a selection tool. Having details of standard parts: properties of materials; char-

decided on an approach; a selection of material, proc- acteristics of processes, finishes, and coatings; standard

ess, etc., that seems feasible is made and steps are then procedures; and histories of previous designs (success-

taken to develop the design in some detail. The limita- ful and unsuccessful) stored in the computer, alterna-

tions that the selected items place upon detailed con- tives can be presented.

cepts and efforts to design around these will lead to Faced with !he increasing number of available

I different materials, processes, etc., that will better ac- materials and processes, designers will have to spend

complish a particular function. This new selection will more time on the selection process than they presently

trigger new detail approaches which will, in turn, sug- do. In order to achieve the best technological and

gest new materials. producible soltion, attempts should be made to en-

The techniques of value engineering may be applied large experience and knowledg: in ths area and to
at any stage in the design process. Judicious use of increase the ability to go to the heart of the design and

appropriate techniques (presnted in Chapter 7) may selection problem.
effectively narrow the candidate field to those materials

inherently able to best meet the goals of producibility.
As was pointed out in Chapter 4, the need exists for 8-6 ROLE OF DECISION

formal design reviews during the design process. These PHILOSOPHY
reviews--which combine the criticism of knowledgea-
ble people in such fields as materials, production, main-

tainability, reliability, quality control, and human engi- Planning and designing are both closcl related to

neering in brainstorming sessions-give ;.nputs, decision making. A decision becones necessary only
candidates. and functional approaches that, in combi- when more than one course of action is available. For

nation with work otherwise done, may result in a small example, thc following questions requiring decisions

set of candidates amenable to cost-effectiveness anal- are often encountered:
ysis. (1) Which technical alternative should be employed?

(2) low should t,-sks be evaluated, .lected, and e.
qucnced?

8-5 FUTURE POTENTIALS (3) What are the optimal approaches for programs.

projects, tasks. and component parts: how should they
be pursued oer a period of time?

Computer selection of materials can play an impor- Between the time when the existence of a problem is

tant role. Some organizations have computers with the recogni/ed and the time when its solution i, achieved.

ability to carry out material selections when care is a number of steps must be taken Among them are

444 410 0.) -

a
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SV4ho % teps which occur between the "recognition" error may be discovered soon enough to permit coffec-
event and the "slution" event; this is frequently re- tion.
farred to As the "decision process". The common decision philosophy is msentially short-

The decision process can be regarded as having the range planning, usually applied ta a rather specifically
following essential ingredients: defined military rzquirement, the fulfillment of which

(I) Personal objectives or preferences. has been determined to be technically feasible. This is
(2) Alternative courses of action, not all of which are the environment in which the Army design engineer

equally good in the light of objectives or preferences. usually finds himself. There is also long-rng plan-
(3) Forecast of the outcome of each alternative. ning, which may, at times, become of concern to the
(4) Desire to make a choice among the alternatives same engineer.

that will, in some way, be the best choice. Long-range planning is oriented to the solution of
A decision philosophy is a preferred set of standards problems which m-y come into existence at some time

used to judge the appropriateness of the steps in the in the future. This is obviously contrary to the common
decision process and a preferred way of employing decision philosophy in that the problem is not real and
these steps. The common human experiences of count- pressing, and speed of solution is not required. When
less generations give rise to a "common decision long-range planning is applied in the design phase, the
philosophy", possessed and used by nearly everyone. need for the best solution must be so important that
We all grow up and live in an environment that is time can be traded off to increase the quality of theWe al gow p ad lve n anenvronenttha is solution. The most significant distinctions between
sometimes hostile, usually competitive, and often un- sotion T o tsgran distincton beten
predictable. Problems frequently arise with little or no shrt- and - e pling ptemofomieree
warning that require rapid solution. Usually, the in the purpoe and the underlying philosophies. These
sooner the problem is resolved, the less likely that unfa- , shown in Table 8-2.
vorable or even disastrous results will occur. It s;;ould be remembered that the development phaseordim '-ny extends from about seven to nine years,

Within a common decision philosophy atmosphere, y , ',fte d allows time for long-range thning.
solutions are frequently perishable; an effective solu-
tion applied now might be worthless if applied later.
We are conscious not only that time is running out but 8-. i DECISION PROCESS
also that a delayed solution to the problem may cost us
something; the longer we wait, the more the solutionwill cost. Even though ' designer has studied his projct~ and

has become (holvw' k) very knowledgeable, and is nowIf all the information about the problem and re- ready to start to mak decisins, there are factors in the
sources available to solve it were known, choice of the decision making pvoces-. which arc not dependent on
best solution would be relatively easy. Lack of time knowledge and experience. The following elements
forces finding the solution which appears best in the may unfavorably influence producibility decisions:
light of the available information. (1) Performance objective%

When d problem arises, we refer to previous experi- (2) Defi.ition of producibility objcctives
ence of a similar problem in order to apply an old (3) Available mode of expression (design con-
solution. If the sane kind of problem arises often, we straints)
tend to use a standardized procedure (a checklist) for (4) Judgment condition%
handling it Under the pressure of time or through
careless thinking, only the similarities and not the dif- A brief examination of these elements produces the
ferences are examined Thus, experience, properly following:
used, can save much time and effort. Relying too (I) The performanec objectives might be easily
heavily upon it can reject the opportunity to use very achieved cr may be extremely difficult. The more dif-
different, new, and far more effective solutions. ficult, the greater the attention they should receive,

Common decision philosophy has the following key possibly to the detriment of other factors.
points: (2) The definition of the producibility objectives may

(I) The problem is real, and it exists now be lax ("Do the best you can"), or be quite positive
(2) The speed m ith which a decision is made and ("This device must be producible by any small machine

executed is usually more importanlt to success than the shop"). In the latter case. considerable attention should
exact nature of the action decided upon. be gi ven to the equipment and facilities of the average

(3) If the initial decision turns out to be bad, the small machine shop.
8-6
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TABLE 8-2. COWMIO OF SHORT. AND LONG-ANGE PLANNNG

SHRT-ANG ,QNGAME
OBJECTIVES: Attainment of a stated requirement in Obtaining th.4 'beat' solution in the time

the shortest possible time, frame without prior knowledge of what
the solution will be.

TRADE-OFFS: Degree of possible advancement Time, to the extent possible, traded off
traded off to shorten time of to attain greater capability.
attainment.-

ORIENTATION: 'Do the best you can' compatibility Solution of a design problem in the for,.,
with adopted concepts. of an optimum combination of material

and processes.

MANAGEMENT POLICY: Conffne consideratioti to those Consider all alternativ'es
alternatives having the greatest
possibility in the shortest tine.

Eliminate alternatives and converge Continue Lonsideration of all practical
effort on a single material concept alternatives wilhin available resources
as rapidly as possible, until evidence obtained no longer

supports feasibi h's', exte rnAl ci rcum -
stances force a decision, or funds
available cannot be further adjuste-d.

Term, Mae task as soon as information Continue task as long ais it isa efficiently
obtained meets the needs at hand. pco'ducing information known to be

useful and rosources can be alloawd.

TECHNICAL ASPECTS: Attempts to exp~loit state-of-the-art Mat' investigate be~ond current state-ol-
rapidly; effort is largely empi rical: the-art;, tends toward unortiodo.\
may permit some attack on barrier app~roaches. but does not neglect more
problems; all approaches must be conventional approaches where large
supported by factual data. advancemecas iare possible.

Solutions to technicail problems will Solutions to technical p~roblemas will be-
be largel- 'special case' solutions largely 'general' solutions applicable
not planned to Ibe (buat may be) use-fidl bMond the particular area of mtestiga-
beyund the requirement at hand. tion.
'special case' -olutions are itista-
firable only for time saving.

Much of the technic:'1 effort has 'brush P'rovide., rample timle to engage in and
fire' attributes;, tlv" emphasis on follov' through on r reati~ e thinking.
speed (for all p~ractical purposes) allows time to devalop and exploit the
limits th- degree of exploitation of outpat of research and e-Nploratorm
recent gain in fundamental knowledge de'.elopaent activit.% andi therebl, opens
fromt basic research: the effort is the door to profitable' tedback.
not likely to prodiuce mauch impiove-
ment in long term prozltiialilitv'.

PAYOFFS- litesalts In one more generation in a1 Pievides ant 'rderx .necaanisin lot-
seri,,s of gene rations of equiipmoents 5 itrodaing radical and] ra'~olutianrar%
eachl of which will have anticipated adv'ancenlelat . ilac a'nd pa ldct Shaould(
shortcoming,; att ri bui ble to time co ntrain a, aara fe atuares o~f design m id
factors, while each g'ne raiti ot aN p roduact ion %%th i ensure'a that at (contoran.

t_______________________ productiipovei'wnt oi-evalutim:. it us 'mit d ' lj
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TAB LE 8-3. CHECKLIST OF 50 FAMILIAR ROADBLOCK QUOTATIONS

1. I agree but... 26. It's difficult to maintain.

2. We've tr; -d tit too. 27, Not our responsibility.

3. We did it this way. 28. Why should we change now?

4. Procedure won't permit. 29. We haven't tested it yet.

5. It won't work. 30. Impracticable.

6. There is no money budgeted for 31. Idea too radical.
this. 32. Too compliea!id.

7. Don't move too fast. 3. It isn't consistent.

8. You cant do that. 34. Too theoretical.

9. It's never been done that way 35. I'm too busy to decide now.
before.

10. Don't we have something just as 36. That's un)und.
good now? 37. Not feasible.

11. It's enot standard stock. 38. Impossible.

12. Cobts too much. .9. The production department

13. Cost doesn't matter, won't accept it.
40. The field will think wo're

14. Too big (or too small) for us. lon-hied.long-haired.
1. We've tried that before and it 41. Personnel aren't reaoy for

didn't wok. thi s.

16. Lot ready for ht. 42. Engineering won't appro;ve it.

17. We can't do thiug9 that way. 43. A Army is d'ffrent.

18. We have the best system already. 44. The men won't go for it.
i. Everybody does it this way. 45 You'd never be able to sell

20. W(. have too many new projects that to the management.
now, 46. We don't have enough facts.

21. It's policy. 47. Can't see it.

22. It won't stand shock. 48. Too m,ich trouble to get

23. Not timely, started.

24. It's an untried gimmick. 49. Doesn't conform to policy.

25. Not f,)r us. 50. We don't have the manpower.
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(3) The available mode of expression is largly con. shov on Fig. 8.3. Mathenatical averaging may be unad (9
trolled by the design constraints. If the specification calls to arrive at the relative weight of each element and of the
for steel, the design cannot call for the use of brass. overall problem.

(4) The judgment conditions include available time, A "Checklist of SO Familiar Roadblock Quotations"
quality of planning, budget, number of ihings the (Table 8-3) may prove interesting and useful . The reader
designur is trying to -o at once, clarity of relationships may wish to enter some of the listed roadblocks au
(the up, down, and sideways), attitude of supervision, faciors in the preceding graphic representations, or they
etc. may cause him to search for informaition throughout the

(5) The available sources of information will be appendices. Certainly, he will recognize their influence
numerous if the designer is operating in the environment on producibility, particularly in light of its exposition
of a large facility, extremely limited if he is remotely throughout the chapters of the handbook.
located and operating independently.

The design quality diagram approach (Chapter 1) can
be modified to establish a rough idgment Relevance REFERENCES
Rating Diagram (Fig. 8-3). The basic representation uwcd
in the process is a circle, divided into four parts, one for 1. ENGS No. SR-I, Value Analysis, published by the
each of the elements affecting a decision. These pie- Army Chemcal-Biologcal.Radiological Engineering
shaped elements can then be proportioned in consider- Group, Army Chemical Center, Edgewood, Md.,
ation of the number of rating factors contained in each, December 196'. Reprinted September 1962 and
and each factor shaded to indicate its relative weight, as March 1963.

8-10
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PART TWO THE PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT

CHAPTER 9

MATERIALS

9-1 GENERAL (5) Notch Toughnews
(6) Fatigue Propertiek
(7) Creep Data

The variety of materials available today h&&s given the (8) Stress Rupture Data
designer a broad latitude in selection and design. The (9) Elevated Temperature Properties
number of materials has vastly increased, and private (10) Corrosion Resistance
and Government-sponsored research will continue to (11) Weldability
expand the inventory available to the designar. (12) Machinability

(13) Forging Characteristics

9-2 PURPOSE
9-4 MATERIAL PRODUCIBILITY

This chapter ak- is designers and engineers to some OBJECTIVES
of the factors that exert an influence on the selection of
a material. It is not intended to provide specific design The producibility of any item or c:mponent is di-
;"formation, data, or characteristics. Ready refer-nce rectly affected by the material from which it is fab-
must be made to handbooks, specifications, periodicals, ncated. Upon selecting the material on the basis of its
and other t( hnical literature in which such informa- ability to do the job intended, another consiceration
tion aboun, enters into the picture. Certain characteristic% or itsy

The type of materials selected has a major impact on availability may make one material more advantageous
producibility. It influences equipment required, per- than somc other for producibility purposes. Each ofthe
sonnel skills, shop practices and processes, and produc- producibility objectives introduced in C.apter I is
tion leadtime. strongly influenced by the maien-al se&ctcd. Therefore,

there is the need to provide guidance which can help
aciueve pioducibi;ity through a wise selection of

9-3 4ATERIAL SELECTION matertials.
FACTORS

The factors tabulated below arc normally considered 9-5 AVAILABILITY
in the sekction of a material in order to confirm its
utility. The last five factorm particularly affect product-
bility Other less evident prodacibility factor'., a% they 9-5.1 CRITICAL MATERIALS
relate to the selection of a material, arc dl wu,.,d later
in the chapter (crtvmi material% arC madc from ore,, or products

(I) Ultimat: Tensile S~rcngth that ate wholly availahlc in the United Side,,. others
(2) Yield Strength arc inilported from fnendl) or neutral c(vuntnc% Sonic
(3) Percentage Elongation and Redurtyin :: Area matenals in ample suppl, during peacliime tconne
(4) Strength-to-weigh; Ratio critically short under cond-tions of wartime mobilira.
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tion. To aleviate such shortges, the Government (under of materials can be obtained in shapes fabri ated to the
the Defense Production Act) established stockpile provia- requirements of the customer. The doape configuratonsr
ions for some 90 materials expected to become critical in carried as standard stock vary imong p:oducer. Thus,
wartime. Table 9-1 Wats these materials, together with a catalogs must be consulted for details.
description of their chatacteristics, source(s), unit cost At first glance, the use of spetal shapes could appear
(In 1967), and principal appiatias. to have its disadvantages. However, fabricotion time and

cost savings outweigh the higher procurement cost and
All of the materials in Table 9-1 are a ,ddable to longer leadtime required for custom-made shapes.

defense activities. Some are also available for sale to Structural shapes are standard for the steel and
defense contractors or to private industry. Instructions aluminum industries. The aluminum industry fabricates a
regarding the conditions under which materials can be wide variety of architectural shapes. However. some
made available are published by the General Services producers have designated them as standard and made
Adminlstration who controls the stockpile. The Defense them stock items.
Production Act also provides a means of controlling the Standard steel structural shapes are designated as
use of other materials comidered critical. This control is follows:
exercised by the D'fense Materials System (DMS), which (1, Wide flange sections: Depth of flange x width

operates under the authority 'f regulations issued by the across x wright per foot
(2) Beams and channels: Depth of section x weight

Business and Defense Services Administration (BDSA), per foot
Department of Commerce. AR 715-5 and AR 715.l16 (3) Angles: Length of leg x length of leg x thickness
describe this operation. The latest edition ',f he regula- (fraction of an inch); also, length of leg x weight per foot
tions, together with the latest Deparment of Defense (the longer leg is commonly stated first)
Coded List ofMaterials, will help the designer understand (4) Tees: Width of flange x overall stem depth x
the magnitude nF effort required to control and allo,ate weight per foot
critical materials. These regulationi state that the design (5) Zecs: Depth of section x flange width x thickness
engineer must cousider production methods, raw material or weight per foot.
requirements, sizes, and shapes; quantities to be pro. The standard aluminum structural shapes are desig.

duced; production lot sizes; and oth,'r clemen , of nated as follows:

production often considered beyond th e (1) IBeams. HBeas, Channels, and Zecs: Thickness
engieer.x flange width x depth

engineer.(2) Angles: Thickness x flange width

(3) Tees: Thickness x flange width x stem height

9.. STANDARD MILL PRODUCTS
9-5.4 PREPLATED, PRECOATED, AND

C:LAD MATERIALSMuch n-ilitary equipment is made from one form or CA AEIL

othoz of metal furnished to the manufacturer. Hlowever, The widespread commerciul demand for preplated or
despite the wide requirements of the military user, it is precoated materials has grcatly expanded the range of
the commercial market that determines the range and materials ab e esgn de the ran s
forms of alloys available. In addition, the available sizes materials available to the designer. While some coatings
have generally been set within each industry. In Tables merely improve appearance, most also will increase
9-2 through 1'-2, some commercial'.y available metallic corrosion resistance or improve some other physical
alloys, the'mill forms in which they can be purchased, characteristic. For example, vinyl plastic-coaled steels
and the conventional size ranges are given. have wide decorative potential. However. vinyl film

Since the capabilities of industry and individual which hs high cotosion resistance can be substituted for
suppliers vary under differing circumstances, information s hir orrosinersise c an besusttuteifor
on specific alloy grades and sizes should be obtained some other more expensive c,,rrosion.resistant material.
directly fromn "- tentia! suppliers. Table 9.13 lists some of the more common preplated or

pfecoated materials, togethey with some typical applica.
9-5.3 METAL SHAPES 3-7 tions. Table 9.14 and 9.15 show sorc of the more

common clad metal combinations and their typical uses.
Table 9.16 indicates the common prepainted metals and

As outlined by Table 9.2 through 9.12,. a wide variety their typical appications.

9-2
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~~ TAiLE 9-I. MlANEGK MAITRiS

MATERIAL6,
ITS COST AND SOURCES MATERIAL DESCRIPT|OW PROICIPAL UM

ALUMINUM Bluish white, silvery metal. Aircraft and mzlolses, stecltila
$46L.21 per short t easily drawn or forged. Light- power trussakm cables, oam-

weight (one-third lighter than taisers and packagiAg. balldiwg
United States, Canada, France, steel), relatively stroag, resistant products.

West Germany, Norway to corrosion, electrically cotduc-
tive. Derived from bauxite (see
also).

ALUMINUM OXIDE, ABRASIVE Made by crushing fuEed crude Manufacturing grinding and f
GRAIN aluminum oxide; duit and iron cutting wheels, shapeuing stases,

$308. 76 per short dfryi tgleaned from crushed material coated abrasives, lapping corn-
which is screened to 20 grain pounds, and nmoskid stair treads

United States, Canada, France, sizes. Ranging from grit No. 8 and steel walkways.
West Germany, Austria through grit No. 220..

ALUMINUM OXIDE. FUSED Produced by fusing calcined Manufacturing grinding wheels,
CRUDE abrasive bau'ite, coke, iron, and bharpening stones, coated

titanium oxide under Intense heat abrasives, grinding and lappig$117.57 per short ton
of electric arn reduction for about compounds, and nonskid stair

United States, Canada, Webt 24 hours, th -t cooling and crushing treads and walkways.
Germany. France, Yug3- to minus 6 inches.
slavia

ANTIMONY, METAL White. lustrous, brittle, crystal- Metalli,: solder, battery plates.
$639.8$6 per sh~rt ton line, easily powdered metal; prin- cable coveis, type metal, and

cid ore is stibnite. imparting hardneas and smooth
Belgium, United States, surfaces to soft-metal alloys.

Mevxco, Yugoslavia Nonmetallic. flame proofing
chemicals and compounds,
ceramics and glass products.
and pigments.

ASBESTOS, AMOSITE Fibioouh amphibole mineral, Manufacturing woven insulating
short ton characterized hy long. coarsc, felt. heat insulation (pipe covering

strong, resittent fibers. las good block and segments), and marine
South Africa tensile strungth and better resis- insulating board. Long fiber

tanoe to heat th.9a crocidolite or amosito used principally in the
chr.sotlle. Varies in color from manufacture of thermal insulation.
gray and yellow to dark brown,
with fiber lengths up to 6 inches.

ASBESTOS, CliltYSO,1TLE Fibrous serpentive mineral Manufacturing asbestos textile

$647.04 per short ton characterized by length, strength, products designed for electrical
toughness, flexibility. i minimum Insulating applications (electrical

United States. Southern of magnetic or conductive particles, cables, industrial equir~nent,
Rhodesia. Canala The most flexible of asbestos magnet wire). Asbestos textiles

fibers. Varies in color from made to withstand heat (brake-
green, gray, amber, to white. band lining and safety clothing).
Texture Is soft to harsh, also silky,
with very gorl spinnability. Fiber
lengths vary upwari to three-
fourths frwr and loiger.

'
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TABLE 9-1. STRATEGIC ATRAS(CONT'V)

MATrAL. b "
1711 COST GAD S EUCES MATEIAL DESCRIPTION PRINCIPA L USES

JAAI0,CA OI 0 TYiEbrous pinol minra ofonvetred t alnb . lo i ' "

borablende group, the blue ash..- pipe, packing. and gaskets.
$26.4i per bor to t to of commerce. Has superior
South Africa, Aumtralia, resistance to sttack by acids.

BoliviaTexture varies from sott to harsh,
with good flezibility and fair
spineblbty.

BAUXITE, METAL GRADE, Fins clay-like material, reddish- Mainly to produce alumina which
JAMAICA TYPE brown In color. s converted to aluminum. Also

to produce abrasives and refrac-

$15.04 per long dry too tories, and In the c hemical Indus-
Jamaica. Haiti. DOminlicane try.

Republic

BAUXITE, METAL GRADE, Clay-like material, ranging from Mainly to produce alumina,
SURINAM TYPE fines to lumps, dull white to brown which is converted to aluminum.

$15.68 per long dry ton in color. Also, to produce abrasives andrefractories, and in the chemical
Surinam, British Guinen, and refractory industries.

Indonesia, Ghana, Australia

BAUXITE, REFRACTORIY GRADE Clay-like material that has been To produce high alumina
calcined, dull-white in color. ref rac'torles.

$37.92 per long calcined tons

BERYL Opalescent material; blue, green, To produce beryllium for prodc:c-

$1,198.95 per short ton yellow, brown, or colorless; tion of beryllium copper alloys.
rangois in size from granular to Also, In the nuclear energy,

United States, Bril, large lumps or crystals, aircraft, missiles, sptace fields.
Argentina

BISMUTH Grayish-white, )rittle, hard, For low-naciting (fusible) alloys

easily powdered metal with and pharmaceuticals. Also, in
$2. 13 per pound reddish tinge. iHas lo' melting other alloys ab an additive to

.Peru, Mexico, Canada. point (2700 C ) and a low thermai improve machinability of
Yugoslavia conductivity. Derived chiefly as aluminum and malleable iron.

byproduct of lead refining.

CADMIUM Soft, bluish, silver-white metal Electroplating, pigmients, bearin
obtained chiefly as bypioduct of alloys and low melting (fusible)

$1.81 per pound zinc smelting and refining, alloys.

Belgium, Canada, Mexico,
United States

CASTOR OIL Colorless to pale-yellowish viscous In paints and varnish, linoleum,
oil obtained from castor bean by oilcloth, printing ink, soap; for

$0. 254 per p pressing or solvent extraction. petroleum demulsification; in

Brazil, India, United States lubrics-s and greases, hydraulic
)rake fluids, synthetic resins,
te-tiles. Sebacic acid (important
derivative) is starting material
for certain types of nylon, plasti-
cizers, synthetic resins.

9-4
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I MATERIAL.
ITS COST AND SOURCES MATERIAL DESCRIPTION WWNCPA. 'n'<

CELESTIT1-0 Strontium ;Wfl in frm of To produace daiie rsid 10use w1
$46. 40 per short tou fral mierl sually coarsly high brilliance sat iIfty

CIrystUale. Concentration to range for pyrrotecudos (trinr.
ture of strontium compounds marine distress signals). -Also.
ua~ally required for eand use, glass and ceramics, lbirlcats,

CHROWiTE, CHEMICAL GRADE Ore having iiubmetallic to To po chemicals suacha
$27. 23 per short dry ton metallic luster, ranges In color chromnic acid and zimo chromate.

from brownish to black. Varies Chemicals used for anodiing,ISouth Africa in size from fines to granular and manufacturing pigmts fow r
and large lumps. paint &Wd leather tanning. Also.

for production of ptating for
rehistance to wear, cormoion
and heat in engines. marine

CIIROMITE, METALLURGICAL hlard lumpy ore with a small To produce ferroebrcnmlum and
GRADE amount of fines, varying in color chromium metals cud trproduace

$83.51 per short dry ton from brownish-black to black, alloy steel and other alloying
agents. Adding chrom e to steel

Turkey, United States, improves hardness, tensile
Rhodesin, Philippines. strength. and resitmace to bedt
U. S. S.R. and corroion.

CIIROMITE, RlEFRACTORY Hias Hubmetailic to metallic luster, 4nes used to make mortar for
GRADE ranges in color from brownish- constructing furnaces; larr .

$24.0 pr sortdryton black to black, Varies In size material used f.r making furnace
from fines, granular to large brick. Gives brick strength ad

Philippines, Cuba lumps. stability at high temperatures,
and resistance to shrinkage.
spoiling. and corrosion by slags
and fluxes.

COBALT Dark -gruyish metal upuplly To produce high-temperature high-
$2.9 pr pundprodlucvd in form of rmndelloo, strength alloys, and permanient
$2.l~)PC~pou~lgranules, lumpo, cones, or thin niagnet materials. Also, for

Congo, United States, Morocco, broken pIet'es. porcelain enamel, pigyments,
Canada, Rhodesia eatalvata. varnimhes, paints,

COCONUT 011, Nearly colorless fatty oil or Making soap, foods, and as raw
$0.151pe pondwhite semismolid fat extracted material in producing fatty acids,
$0.1:5 pe pondfrom coconuts. particularly lauric acid.

Philippines

COLE MANITE Soft mineral, transparent to To produce boron~ for compounds
$3894perlog dy ontranslucent and colorless, also used in glass and cerAmics indus-
$38 9~perlog Cty onmilk) white, yellowish whitc, trios requiring their low melting

United States, TurKey gray ot niud(hh, varic-s in size point and excellent fluxing pro-
£ frc:nt fines to lumps. perties. Also, has germicidal

properties; used in cleaning h~des,
an nplasters and paints to

prevent mildew. Added to alloy[ j ________________-steel to inrease hardening

qultis
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MhighAL Ioootie rmS O"841t n"itr
$4.L oM3 poun Pobe ormgn ta"ctile metal caf or rolyig esiad impov

lusterCng,,rull freep imatta Wit stength_
na Columbitm or~b usedlt. Insse

COPPER Reddish, tough, malleable, Electrical wires and equipment,
$53.64pershot trncorrosion resistant, electrically tubes and pipes, and an base

$U3284ted s CEIS, o conductive metal, metal in brass ard broome.
Congo, Mexico

CORDAGE FIBER, ABACA Fiber (mantis hemp) stripped Ma&rine cordage. gut ropes. and
$0. 22 perpoundfrom long leaves of Must textiles, construction. .

banana faily plant growing in ~
Philippines humid tropical climates.

CORDAGE FIBER, SISAL Fiber stripped from large leaves Rope, baler. binder, and
$0, 135 per pound of tropical plant. Agave sisalana. wrapping twine; upholstery andl

padding; wire rope centers;
Purtuguese Africa, Tanzania, reinforcement for paper and

Brasil plastics.

CORUNDUM Naturally crystallized aluminum Grinding wheels used for
$19.77pershot ~oxide, the second hardest grinding malleable iron castings;
$19.7 pr hot onmineral known. Has abrasive very fine grain generally pre-

South Africa, Southern Rhodesia, quality largely due to its basal ferred for grinding and polishing
Iniacleavage, imparts new sharp lenses.

cutting angles when used for
grinding.

CRYOIITE Sodium aluminum fluoride. Reducing alumina to aluminum
$2761. 13 per short ton Natural material largely replaced using a bath of fused cryolite and

by synthetic cryolite; fluorapar aluminum fluoride is the electro-
United State3 converted to hydrofluoric acid of lyte in which alumina Io disasso-

fluorine, neutrali/ed with sodium diated by electric current and a
carbonate and aluminum hydrate seal made between molten
to produce cryolite. aluminum and the atmosphere.

Ground cryolite used in enamnels,
glass, Insecticides.

DIAMOND DIES, SMALL Dies made from selected lpdus- Drawing fine sfze wire from hard

$3.32 per piecri trial diamonds, by drilling or metals for the electrical industry.
electrIcally piercing the die hole.

United States, Holland, France,
Switzerland

DIAMOND DIES Same as small, except they arc Samie as small, except for size

$29. 412 per piece larger. of wire drawn.

United States,, Holland, France,
Switzerland

DIAMOND, INDIUSTRIAL-- industrial grade of small purticle Crushed into diamond powder for
CRUSHING 13ORT size dlarmonde not suitable for use in polishing and lapping, and

$2. 11 per carat gem or tool use. as cutting agent in drilling very
small holes in hard materinls.

Congo, South Africa

94
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IT *I0) AND IOUNCES MATERIALDCIPTION - RINCKPAL US ;V.

DIAMOND. II)WSRIAL JTONER Dismanuds amitte as gem$ In grinding wheels to shape ad
$11.43 er cratbacaue of stUvolare. color, flaws, sharpen tuagsten catde cutting

$11.o or impuritles. tools; as cutting ekes of todl
evlgo. Rollad mad for turning, grindn, sM

drilling hard metals

DIAMND TOIATools that have idustrial disaaond Cutting or grinding ver7 hard
$10..42 er peceset in tse su~ag or grinding edp.. metals.

Unated tates. tngland, West
Germany

FEATHERS AND Dr WN, Soft nd pliant contour feathers As filler and heat-insulating
WATERFOWL and thick undercoating of down material in sleeping bags, pillows,

$4.14 per pound of ducks and gfese. other bedding.

China, Western Europe

FILUONSPAR, ACID GRADE Mineral of calcium fluoride. Only To make hydrofluoric acid. Used
source of fluorine for industrial to produce synthetic cryolite,

tJ$2. 85 pgr short dry ton use except for very limited supply freom gas, alkylate for high-
United States, Mexico. Canada, of cryotite and very low fluorine octane fuel, pickling steel, etched

Spain, Itway content in phosphate rock. glass, many other minor uses.
Cryolite used in making alloys of
aluminum and magnesium and in
refining the scrap of these metals.

FLUORSPAR, METALLURGICAL Mineral of calcium fluoride. Facilitates fusion ano transfer of
GRADE Metallurgical grade is granular; impurities (sulfur and phosphorus)

$45.70 per short dry ton lumps up to 3 inches preferred into the slag created by open-
by some steel companies. Con- hearth process of making.steel;

United States, Mexico tains minimum of 70 percent adds to the fluidity of the slag.
effective calcium fluoride, per- Also, as fluxes by iron foundries
centage of total calcium fluoride and manufactu'rers of ferroalloys.
content, less 2-1/2 times silica
content.

GRAPHITE, NATURAL--CEYLON Natural variety of element carbon; Manufacturing of carbon brushes
AMORPHOUS LUMP commonly known as plumbago. in electrical equipment. Also,

$217.42 per short ton Grayish-black in color, with many other uses.
metallic tinge and unctuous feel.

Ceylon Good ,onductor of heat and
electricity, resistant to acid and
alkalies. easily molded.

i IkVPHITE, NATURAL-- Natural variety of element carbon:. Manufacturing of crucibles
MALAGASY, CRYSTALLINE commonly known as Flumbago. employed in refining and reducing$201.39 per short ton Grayish-black in color, with gold wwd silver; in melting brass,

metallic tinge and unctuoo,, feel. bronze, and other copper-base
Malgay Republic Good conductor of heat aui, alloys, for casting aluminum.

electricity, resistant to acid and Also, many other uses.
alk~alies, easiy molded.

GRAPHITE, NATURkiL--OTHER Natural variety of element carbon; In lubricants, illess bearings,
T'AN CEYLON AND MALAGASV, commonly known as plumbago, packing, !oundry facings.
CRYSTALLINE Grayish-black in color, with

$345.63 per short ton metallic tinge and unctuous feet.

Canada, Germany, United
States
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MATERIAL,
ITS COST AND SOURCES M4ATERIAL DESCRIPTION PRINCIPAL USES

HYOSCINE Colorless or white crystals known Control of motion aktkneas, in
$14,7peouc as hyoscine hydrobromide or anesthetic compouinds, in anti-

574pe oucescopolamine hydrobromide. spasmodicti, for treating
Australia Parkinson's disease.

IODINE Dense, grayish-black, iprystalline In medicine and antisepsis; In
$1 8 pr pundmaterial, having metallic luster food supplements, in industrialand chrcersi odor pon proceesing; in producing titanium,

United States, Chile, Japan silicon, hufnium, zirc )nupl, and
'other strategic metals.

JEWEL BEARtINGS Manufactured from naturat Universal application in watches.

$0.09 per, piece sapphires and rubies or from mters, gyroscopes, other
synthetic corundum stones, precision Instruments;, in places

United States, Switzerland, where f riction. and wear between
Japan, Italy. France small moving parts mnust be held

to a minimum, shocks withstood,
high pressures carried.

KYANITE--MULLITE Metamorphic mineral of aluminum Mullite for heavy-duty refractorics

$86.45 per short dry ton silicate used for refractory where whe., c low expansion is required
low expansion Is required, pro- (tanks for molteni glass atid spark

United States, Kenya duces hard grbg with high con- plug prr.ceiain. pour~ng Irdles and
stincy of volume. Heated, electric are furnaces). Also, for
kyanite becomes mullite. having melting high-copper brabses and
different ratio of alumina to bronzes, copper-nickel alloys,
silica and less affecewd by high some ferrous alloys, zinc smelting
t(*mperuturo than clay refractories. gold refining, manufActuring

ceramics.

LEAD Ifeavy, bluish-whito, soft, easily Storagi' hatiories, cable coverings,

$28.2 prshr tnfusible, malleable metal ammunition, gasoline additives,
pIgmeints, solder.

United States, Canada, Mexico,
PrAustralia

MAGNESIUM Light, silvery-white, dluctile, Structural forms for aircraft and
tneasily machincahle metii. missiles, forgings, castings,

$726 08 er horttonextrusions. Also, as alloy with
Unltod Statts, Norway, aluminum and other metv.ls.

Germany

MANGANESE, BATTERY GRADE Mack material ranging from con- in manufacturing dry-cell
NATURAL ORE centrates to small lumps. batteries.

#112. 53 per short dry ton

Ghana, Greece

LiNGANESE, BATTERY GRADE, Bl1acl, material, usually passing In manufacturing dry cells for
syn'iIETIC DIOXID)E V. S. standard sieve No. 00. batteries, mixed with natural grade

to produce high-standard batteries
$244.35 per short dry ton for militarv use. Also, for special
United States typeg nf batteries for hearing aids

and other small elements.
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TABLE 91. STRATEGIC MATJUAJS (COrD)f

MATERIAL,
ITS COST AND BOURCES MATERIAL DESCMIPTION PFINCIPAL USES

MANGANESE ORE 1, IMICAL Brownish-black to black ore in As oxdizing agent In chemical
GRADE, TYPE A form of coacentrates or Lumps. indsttry especially in manwfectur'a

$68.44 per short dry torn hydroquione by the contiruoosSprocess. lHylroquitoued as
Morocco. Cuba photographic developer, antioxidant

or inhibitor in compounding rubber
in finished products, and in gso-
line and medicinal processes.

MANGANESE ORE, CHEMICAL Brownish-black to black ore in In producing potassiumn perman-
GRADE, TYPE B form of concentrtes or lumps. ganate and other permanganate

$67.46 per short dry ton chemicals. Also, in producing
manganese .hlorlde, dye Inter-

Ghana, India, Chile, Cuba mediates, 1,laso and pottery
coloring, electric lamps, %elding
rods, c~amel frit, nicotinic acid.

MANGANESE ORE, METAILUR- Black ore in form of lumpy In manufwcturing manganese
GICAL GRADE natural ore or agglomerated metal, ferromanganese, and

$53.79 per short dry ton nodules or sinter. special manganese alloys which
are used to neutralize effects of

India, ScAth Africa, Brazil, sulfur and to remove oxygen.
U.S.oR. Also, added to special steels to

contribute toughness and resistance
to shock and abrasion.

MERCURY Heavy, ,lvery-white, lustrous Metal: in industrial control
$182.299 per flask metal, liquid at normal tempera- instruments, thermometers,

tures. Primary source is automatic swltct s, heat-
Spain, Italy, Mexico cinabar. exchange inedia, cathodes it

manufacturing chlorine and
caustic soda. Mercury compounds:
in pharmaccuticais, chemicals,
antlfouling paints.

MICA, MUSCOVITE BLA)CK, Nonmetallic, crystalline mineral In electronic tubii as spacers.
STAINED A/B AND BETTER easily separated Into thin cheets stained A/B and better quality

$4. 15 per pound with good dielectric strength. grooe.s more suitable for
Block mica not less than seven. Fpecialilf.ed tubes.

India, Brazil, United States thousandths of an inch thick with
minimum usable area of I square
r ,'. Stained A/B and better are

higher quality groups containing
less impurities. Less imr,uritics
allow a greater dielectric constant.

MICA, MUSCOVITE BLOCK, Nonmetallic, cr)stalline min,.ral In electronic tuts as spacers.
STAINED B AND LOWER easily separated into thin sheets Stained B and lower quality

$2.377 per pound with good dielectric strength. groups more suitrble for less
Indi. 77pr oud SBlock mica not less than seven- specialized tubes arl nonelectric
India, Braril, U~lted States thousandths of an inch thick with uses (insulation in electrical

a n Inimum usable area of 1 equipment).
square inch. Staind 1B and lower
are lower quality groups contamnin
more impurities. Move impuritiew
.%-eld a lower dielectric c 'nstant.

9.9
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TABLE 9.1. STRATEGIC MATERIALS (CONT'D)

MATERIAL,
ITS COST AND SOURCES MATERIAL DESCRIPTION PRINCIPAL USES

MICA, MUSCOVITE FILM, FIRST Nonmetallic. crystalline mineral As ,.*1ectric in electrical
AND SECOND QUALITIES easily separated into thin sheets capacitors; first and second

$5.64 per pound with good dielectric strength, qualities more desirable for
Film mica split from the higher specialized capacitos requiring

India, Brazil, United States quality block mica to specified extremely close capacitance
thickness groups ranging from tolerances.
twelve-thousandths to fou.-
thousandths of an inch. First-
quality film equivalent in visual
quality to fair stained block mica,
and second-quality film to goodstained block mica.

MICA, MUSCOVITE FILM, Nonmetallic, crystalline mineral Dielectric in electrical capacitors;
TfIRD QUAL1TY easily separated into thin sheets and a small quantity used as inter-

$5.268 with good dielectric strength, layer Insulation for air-cooled
Film mica split from higher transformer cofin.

India, Brazil, United States quality block mica to specified
thickness groups ranging from
twelve-thousandths to four-
thousandths of an inch. Third-
quality film equivalent in visual
quality to stained A block mica.

MICA, MUSCOVITE SPLITTINGS Same ai; inwcovite block mica In making dielectric tape and
$1. 04 per pound except in form of sheets of cloth used as insulation for

maximum thickness of twelve- field coLi, armature windings,
India thousandths of an inch and - '1 ,:.," transformers, other electrical

usable area of seventy-f' l. devices operating at high tempera-
hundredths of a squar . tures.

MICA, PHLOGOPITE BLOCK Differs from muscovit " 'nsulating material in
$1.36 per pound withstanding high tempe. _...,ring irons, high temperature

with less deterioration, being coils; liners in proximity fuses,Malagasy Republic resistant to abrasion across the transformers, heater elements.
edge of the laminae. Classified
as "high heat" quality if for with-standing given high temperatures
for stated periods of time.

MICA, PHLOGOPITE SPLIT"INGS Same as phlogopite block m!ca Used to make dielectric tape and
except in form of thin laminae cloth which is used as insulation$± per pound with maxinmum thickness of for field coils, armature windings,

Malagasy Republic twelve-thousandths of an inch. transformers, and other electrical
devices operating at high tempera-
tures.

MOLYBDENUM Hard silver-white metal obairied An alloying metal in iron and
$1.04 per pound from molybdenite. Impsats a steel; also, by electrical,high-molting point, hige. strength, chemical r.,ramlc industries.

United Statea, Chile, Canada stiffness, and toughness to alloys. Small quantities: an catalysts,
welding rods, paints and pigments,
lubricants, trace element in
plant and animal metabolism.
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TABLE 9.1. STRATEGIC MATERLS (CONT'D)4

MATERIAL,
ITS COST AND SOURCES MATERIAL DESCRIPTION PRINCIPAL USES

NICKEL Hard, silver-white, ductile metal An alloy to strengthen and
$1,247.58 per short ton having high resistance to corrosion harden steel and other metals rd

and abrasion, to provide resistance against
Canada, United 'itates, Now corrosion. Major use in as ar

Caledonia, Cuba alloy in steel, c.pecially in
producing stainless steel#. high-

temperature alloys, mone. metal.
Essential in production of jet
enginea, aircraft frames, armor
plate, magnets, and In electro-

*plating.

OPIUM Dried exudate (from unripe cap- As morphine uaed as an analgesic
57 sules of poppy plant, Popaver or pain-relieving agent ofsor.oniferum) containing various particular importance in shock

Turkey, India alkaloids, the most important treatment. Also, as codeine,
being morphine. Appears in which is used is a cough depressani
comm.erce as dark brown bricks and in relieving pain.
or bills weighing a few pounds
each.

PALM OIL Yellowish oil, solid at room Processed into edible oil; in
$0.179 per pound temperature, extracted from soapmaking; it largely supplantedfruit of certain palms, in tinplating and in cold reduction

Congo, Indonesia of steel.

PLATINUM GROUP METALS-- Harder, tougher, denser, and Essentially, for alloying with
IRIDIUM higher melting point than other platinum and palladium to increase

$181. 23 per troy ounce platinum group metals; luster hardness and corrosion resistance;
similar to platinum; has slight small crucibles for high-tempera-

South Africa, Canada, United yellowish cast. Slightly less ture reactions; for eAtrusion dies
States, U.S.S.R. than twice as heavy as lead and for high-melting glasses. Is

is one of the most corrosion difficult to work, few of its
resistant metals. Annealed mechanical properties are krown.
iridium is four to five ti.nes
as hard as annealed platinum.

PLATINUM GRC!!' METALS-- Least dense and has lowest Less costly and lighter palladium
PALLADIUM melting point of six metals in substituted for platinum (currant

$19.31 per troy ounce platinum group. Weighs slightly price of palladium is about one-
more than half as much as third that of platinum). Is

Canada, South Africa, United platinum and has more brilliant extremely ductile and malleable,
States, U.S. S. R. luster, but its physical and work harden-

ing properties somewhat limit
its use; absorbs hydrogen at
moderate temperatures, hardening
the metal.

PLATINUM GROUP METALS, leavy grayish-white noncorroding Used separately and !n alloys or
PLATINUM precious metal; very soft, due- combinations with each other and

$79.47 per troy ounce tie, malleab.e; does not tarnish other meta!s. Electrical: contacts,
at elovated temperatures; inert electrodes, filamentp, resistance

Canada, United States, South to common atring acids including thermometerp, res'aters, ther-
Africa, Colombia, U.S.S.R. nitric acid, but aqua regia mocouples. Chemical: vessels

slowly reacts with it. Alkali- cathodes, spinnerettes for
metal hydroxides, especially with organic filaments as rayon and
oxidizing agents, attack platinum, for Fiberglas, burner nozzles,
chlorine and fluorine react with catalysts. Sundry: dentistry,it. Jewelry, purification of hydrogen,

it. precision instruments.
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TABLE 9.1. STRATEGIC MATERIALS "W2NT'D)

MATERIAL,j
ITS COOT AND~ SOURCES MATERIAL DESCRIPCfION PRINCIPAL U)SES

PLATINUM GROUP META LS, Metal of platinum group; between Plating of scientific instrm wen .
HODIUM platinum and Iridium with res- silver and platinum jewelr.,,

$126. ~ ~ ~ ec 53terto:oneP )~~ hardness, toughness, and preflalon Instruments for he
melting point; maintains freedom~ measurement of the physical

Canada, South Africa, United from surface oxidation; has a properties of corrosive liquiz
States, U.S. S. R. lower specific electrical resis- are plated with rhodilum; plting

tance than platinu~m or palladium, of electric contwvts for radl') and
audiofrequency oircuits be~zttse
of freedom frow~ oxidation and
lcew-contact resistance; coating
of sliding or moving contacts to
take advantaC : of great hardness;
coating of mirrors and surfaces
to maintain brilliancy. A ther-
mocouple of platinum and
rhodium alloy defines the
International Temperature Scale
between 633.5 and 10630 C.,

PLATINUM GROUP METALS, Gray or silverlike, brittle, is alloyed with platinum and
RUTHENIUM nonductile vnetal of the platinum palladium for a hard corrosion-

$37 29 pe try oncegroup; brittle at high tempera- resistant metal and is used for
$37298pertro oucetures; insoluble in acids, but is jewelry, contact points, and

Canada, South Africe, U.S.S.R. Rttackee by fused alkalies, catalysts. Alloys not used at
United States elevated temperatures under

oxidizing conditions. Has been
used for nibs of pens, phono-
graph needles, and pivots in
instruments. High melting point,
hardness, and brittleness limit
satisfactory wor~ing of ruthenium
mechanically.

PYRETHIRUM The kerosene extract 'if pyrethrum Insecticides.
$6. 20prpudflowers; commonly marketed with

20 pr pundthe kerosene base contairfing 20-
Kenya, Japan percent pyrcthrins, the insecti-

cidal principels.

QUARTZ CRYSTALS Form of silica occurring in hard in the production of piezoelectric
$1.8 e pudhexagonal crystals or in units, optical parts, glass; in
$1248perpondcrystalline masses; the most steel maaafacture.

Brazil com.non Iall solid minerals;
may be cot3rless and transpare~t
or ccAored.

QUINIDINE White crystallire pow&r pro In mnedicln,' as a -'e"ovtor of
duced synthetkcaliy froin quinine a!*nrir #,ear( rhyw

$1. 15 per ounce or naturally from cinchiona tx-

West Germany, Holland, bark, whfire it occurs along with
Indonesia quinine.

IJIINEWhite crystalline powder extracted Antial.lartia tqgmt.
$0. 32 Er uc from cinchona bark.

9-12
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MATERIAL,
ITS COST AND SOURCdS MAT!ERIAL DESCRIPTION PRINCIPALUE

RARE EARTHS Group of 15 closely associated In producing sparking metal In
Aand similar elements belonging cigarette lighters. As miach

$82.71perehrt ry on to ra e earth group and often metal added to steel bath to
India, Brazil, United States inc6uW thorium and yttrium, Improve hot-workng qualities.

which are noauble for electron- Also used in glass industry as
sensitive and Iat-sensitive coloring and polishing u*gent and
nature. Ranges from white to as c ,re in arc carbons, as well
pink powder, to a heavy, fine-. as in projectors, r'nd seumrh-
grained, hard sand of light-brown lights. Also a a .,tee of individual
to reddish-brown color. jrare earth elements such as

europlurr (used In color teie-
;;dion) P~nd ceriur., (for polishing,

f~~elz.).

MhRE EARTHS puRESIDUE Fine frmpgtbownerin white to ofaysiu or o ru of!15 closely

Uniuted States concentretes to produce colomn- and L' uh-sensitive qualitc,_s, and
bium and uranium compounds. yttrium. A~lso, to produce inisch

rnotal ue; ' nr alloying purposes,
to prL,4d.;,e carbun ore, cor'x .
metal fur lUg'air flints, magnesium
alloys, and for coloring and
decolorizing glass.

RUBBER Processed juice (liquid latex) In the carcass of tires,

$773. 24 per long ton obtained from tropical tree particularly heavy duty tires for
Indnesa, alaa, ietam, Hevea brasiliensis. Appears In trucks, buses, ar'i planes; has
IndneiaMaaya Vetnm, commerce as densely pga.ked many mniscellaneous industrial

Thailand, Liberia bales made up of sheets of applications.
natural rubber. Must be vulcan-

:~ j ized for useful application.
RUTILE Fine sand varying In color e- i- In the production of titanium

I$122.99 per short dry ton reddish-brown to black, sponge and as a stabilizer in
welding rods. Also, in the

Australia, United States, South ceramic industry to add colir
Afri~ca, Ind'a and strength.

SAPPHIRE AND IIU.3Y Crystalline aluminum oxide; pManufacturing jewel bearings.
$0, 012 per carat synthesiz~ed by dropping finely

ground aluminum oxide if great
Switzerland, United States purity through the flatre of an

inverted oxyhydrogen blowpipe
that operates within a combustion3 chamber.

9I1
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TAMJE 9.1. STRTEGIC MATERIA tS (CONT'D)

KAFEIAL,
u&TS COO .- AND POUWJES MATEIAL DESCRIPTION PRINCIPAL 119ES

SELIEN Allotropic aoidic eiemout $tfrn Tn tht viectronic industry as a
called a siminietal or a rn"%s.iI. semiconductor for tiry plate$5.10P per pon is a grayish-lack powder. hexa- rectifiers, photocells, solar

United Stafos, Canada, Sweden. gonal form consideWe, most batteries, television cameras;
Japan. Went C.1rmany stable wider ordinary conditions, largeat consumers are glass and

is a fair conductor of beat and ceramic Industries as a decolor-
electricity, is fairly inert to izer for green gba end wit.h
4111mosPherio conditions, ha.- fair cadmium to produc-. ruby ~a
mechanical strength, and may be now used for permanent !ab',a on
produced by beating any form of bottles. Added to stainG,*s steel
saienlum until crystallation, is for a degasifer and to increltse
complete. Some forms of machinability. Selenium dioxide
selenium are toxic, is oxidizing agent for processing

cortisone. Oxychloride is one of
meat powerful olvents )rown,
used an solvent for phenolic
resins.

SHELLAC Purified form of excration by For surfare coating; as a binder
$0. ~ ~ ~ Is 01prpudaoinsect; appears in comm~erce for abrasives and mica; no an

as brownish flakes. insulator in electrical components;India, 'hniiand numerous miscellancous indus-
trial applcations.

WUL1ON CAMDE. RUMP sawdusatuinea by fusing:can Abrasive grip is procased from

Canda Uitd iaesProcess requires 36 hours fr wheels, coated sheets, belts, n
fusion and 24 hours for cooling. d~sks. Silicon carblide is preferrej
Cooled mass crushed tppoie ior grir.t~ing stone, materialsha
crude material with ne itimps In are hard or oritle or of low-
excess of 4 inches. Exceeded I., tensile strength, Ruch!' a3 east

hardness by boron carbide and iron, b,.ass, alminum, and
diamonds, leather. Siltco;' carbioe does itc-

soften or mai ' temperatures
boloA' 44500 C. rind Is used for
metallurgical refractory, but fe
=less resistant to molten steel and

bic slap,. It is not attacked by
most acids and is used in the
chemical industries.

LK, r~'~l Silk fibers representing waste V~lrlozs silk cloths.
$1. 257 per pound from textile industry.

Japan, India, Italy, France

SILK, RAW Continuous silk filaments to Medical sutures. belting cloth,
skeins as reeled from coco"'n of stencil silks used for screen

$4.287j~e iiundsilkv~orm. pt'ritlng, various miscellaneous
Japan, Korea, Italy uses.

LK, WASTE Silk fibers representing waste Various silk cloths.f
$1. 64 er pundfrom silk industry

Japan, Indita, Italy, "r'ance

9.14
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TABLE 9-1. ,tPA A GI(C MATERIALS (CONT'D)

MATJIWAL,
ITS COST AND SOJCES MATERIAL M1011 .RION PRINCIPAL USES

SILVER White o'etil characterized as Manufacturing of photographic
in rmediate between copper materials, silver solders and$1.80 per troy ounce =v gold ,n hardne s; most brazing %lloys now used exten-

Mexico, United Stetes, Canada, ductile aid malleable of sli sively In )ei a'ceraft and space
Peru metale ereept gold: a better vthicles, optical g,, . chemical

conductor of heat apd eiectric,',:, and antiseptics, dentistry and
than all.,;thor rnetal, h'igh W&-r, e!ectrical contacts for
resistan.e to corrosion; forms light-duty cirtuits, high-efficienc3
more insoluble salts than any batteries for aircraft and rockets,
other metal. infiltration wii tungsten carbide

for rocke, con%;., coating for
cor nr i*"  , rockets, coinage,

- for paper currency,
be- , in a~rcraft and rockets,
sterling lilverwate, electroplate,
;ewelry.

SPERM OIL Yellowish oil extracted from In cutting and grinding oils for
$0. 203 per pound sperm whale. high-speed precision work; as

te:tile fiber lubricant, in metal
Norway, England, Japan, treatment, and rust preventivei.

Netherlands

TALC, STEATITE BLOCK AND Tale is soft hydrous magnesium Single-piece electronic tube
LUMP silicate; steatite is variety of spacers and sundry precision

$390. 02 per short ton pure talc with low impurities insulators for very high
suit. ble for manufacturing frequency electronic c'recuits,

Indi%, Itzly ceramic single pioce insulator espeially electronic tansmitter
shapes for very high frequency tubcs; insulators made ",nm
applications. Steatite -tnay be in massie steatitt .'re mesistwit to
blocks which have been shaped by heat and continuous high
sawing or ir lumps which have frequency electr.nic paths.
been cleaned.

TALC, STEATITE GROUND Talc is soft hydrous magnesium In producing shLes for steatite
silicate; steatite is variety of ceramics, 80 to 90 i'vzcent of$59. per short ton high gradc talc with low impurities , oun 4 steatite is mixed with

United States suitable for manufacturing cera- Si s'ut 5 percent of kaolin bnxer
mic insulator shapes f#.r very and flux (feldspar or alkalice
high frequency applications, earths), nolded )r extruded to

shapes and dried. Shapes may be
machined to final insulator design
I rom extruded stock or mix may
be molded directly to form final
insulator shape: shapes are fired
into finished shape known as
synthetics in the insulator trade;
has not replaced insulator shapes
made from massive steatite.

'TANTALUM l nrd silver-gray metal extracted In producing electrridcs, such as
$4.75 per pound frm-. tantalite and columbite. power tubes, capacitcrs. recti-

fiers. Also, in equipment for
Brazil, Mozambique chemical industr3, in suri. y for

bone repairs-, for optical glass,
cutting tools, onil " carbide in
other wear-reslstant ul'oys.
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TA'.VF 9-t. STRATEG!C MATERIALS (CONT'D)

MATERIAL,
FI.S COST AND SOUir.E8 i *!A.TERIAL DESCRIPTION !RINCIPAL USES

T ROsIUM Gray v Aer or heavy malleele With tungsten or nickel in
metal chwflng from silvery- ec-rodes in gas-disaharge

I.54 per p thd white to dar&-,(rr- r black in lampt, 5-Ad In conversion of
India, Brazil, Sth Africa air. flaslonc.!.i urAnium; to make

incandescent (Weltback) type gas
light mantle. Its compounds are
used in luminous paints and in
flashlight powders. Compounded
with nickel to produce a high-
temperature alloy.

7110,IUM RtIDUE Fine powder, white to gray or In incandescen; gas mantles,

$0. 05 per pom brown in color. Material is luminous paints, and flash lght
residue from processing of powders. Also, in nucle

United States euxenite concentrates where reactors for convLrsion of
columbium and uranium have fissicnable material and -o a
been extracted. lease" extent in refractorier,,

polishing compounds, chemical
prodLcts.

TIN 3111very-white, lustrous, ductile, in producing tinpiate and
$2,425.08 per long ton corrosion resistant metal. terneplate, also, solders, bearing

Cassiterite Is 'principal ore from metals, bronze, casting alloys,

Malaya, Indonesia, Bolivia which tin is derived by smelting. foils, various chemicals.

TITANIUM SPONGE Hard, corrosion resistant, silver- In producing titanium metal and
$6, 631.82 per short ton gray, sponge-like metal only 56 titanium metal alloys requiring

percent as heavy as steel, superior strength-weight ratios
United States, Japan, England necessary for spacecraft and

supersonic planes, surgical
instrumontr, portable machine
tools. Alfo, in chemical and
paper-pulp industries.

TUNGSTEN Gray-white, heavy, high-melting, For electrical purposes, such
$3.46 per pound ductile, hard, metallic element as lamp filaments, contactderived from wolframite, points, lead-in wires for

United Stites, South Korea, scheelite, hubnerite or ferberite, power tubes; for alloying, to
Portugal, Bolivia, increase hardness of other
Communist China meals in making carbides for

cutting tools, abrasives, dies;
for special shapes such as
lungster. nozzles In missiles.

VANADIUM Pale-gray metal with a silvery Mainly by steel industry as alloy

$4,013.72 per short ton luste;, readily alloys with iron in producing high-strength
and other metaia. structw l stc!3, lol steels,

United States, Peru and related products requiring
toughness and strength at high
temperature,.

VEGETAIRLE TANNIN] EXTRACT, A solid brown tanni- extrac, from In the tannlnf, of heavy types of
CHESTNUT the wood of the chestnut tree. leather, such as sole and belting.

$279 per long ton

Itly, France, United States

VEGETABLE TANNIN EXTRACT, Solid brown tannin extract from In tanning lea.her, as an

QUEBRAC11O heartwood of quebracho tree. ingredient in petroleum well-

$247.41 per long ton drilling muds.

Argentina, Paraguay I
9-IS
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TABLE 9.1. MIStTEGIC MATERIALS (CONT'D) -41

MATERIAL,
ITS COST AND SOURCES MATSYP.L1 DFSCPIPTiON PRINCIPAL USES

VEGETABLE TANNIN EXTRACT, Solid brown extract from irk of In tannin heavy type of

WATTLE wattle tree. leathers such a sole and belting.

*252. 22 per long ton

South Africa

ZINC Bluish-white metallic elemnnt, In diecasting and galvanizing;
279.47 persho~t tun e.sily fusible, somewhat brittle, alloyed with copper to form

brass; electrogalvanic properties
Australia, Bolivia, Canada, useful in protecting steel and

United St*eas t-on from corrosion. Aloo, in
manufacturing batteries.

ZIRCONIUM ORE, BADDELEYITE Hard, brittle, lustrous, . In producing ceramics,
,.9 per short dry ton ore, grayish In color. refractories, foundry facings.

Brazil

ZIRCONIUM ORE, ZIRCON Hard, fine sand, 'yellowish to In producing refractories,
9. 0.5 per short dry ton brownish in color. foundry facings, zirconium metal

United States, Australia,
Brazil

9-17
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TABLE 9-2. "TWtCYNM,SZE RANGE, AND AVAILABILITY OF VWRIOUS STANDARD
FERROUS MIL. FORMS*

A. DIMENSIONS OF STAN))ARD FERROUS MILL FORMS

THICKNESS RANGE SIZE RANGE

FORM MATERIAL (INCHES) (INCHES)

STRW: Carbon steel, CH <0. 250 1/2to.516 (Width)

Carbon steel, HE, 0. 025 to 0. 229 12 max (width)

Alloy steel, CR 0. 230 to 0. 247 23-15/16 max (width)

Alloy steel, HR or CR 0. 1799 to 0. 2299 >6 to 23-15/16 (width)

Stainless steel, CR <3/16 <24 (width)

SHEET: Carbon steel, CH 0.0142 to 0. 0821 >12 (widtb)

Carbon steel HR 0. 0447 to 0. 2299 12 to 48 (width)

Alloy steel, HR or CR <0. &i99 >48 (width)
0. 180 to 0. 2299 12 to 48 (width)

Stainless steel, HR or CH <3/16 24 and over (width)

PLATE: Carbon steel, HR 0. 230 and over >8 to 48 (width)
0. 180 and over >48 (width)

Alloy ' -eel, HR or Heat 0. 230 and over >8 to 48 (width)
Treated 0. 180 and over >48 (width)

Stainless steel, HR or 3/16 and over >10 (width)
Forged

BAR: Carbon steel, HR 1/4 to 6 (square) 6 max (widtl)
3/8 to 4-1/15 (hex) 6 max (wldth)

Alloy steel, HR <5/16 to 9-1/2 (square) Ii to 6 max (widthp
<1/2 to 3-1/2 (hex) <1 to 6 ;:ax (wldth l

Alloy steel, Cold Finished <5/16 to 4 (square) <3/4 to 12 (width)
<5/16 to 3-1/8 (hex) <3/4 to .2 (width)

Stainless steel, Hot 1/4 to 8 (square) 1/4 to 10 (width)
Finished 1/4 to 3-1/2 (hex) 1/4 to 10 (width)

Stainless steel, Cold >1/2 >3/8 (width)
Finished

ROD: Cilrbon steel, HR 7/32 to 4-7/64 Coils

Allv steel, HR or Heat 7/32 and over Colsc
Treated

Stainless Steel, HR 1/4 to ./4 Coils

WIRE: Carbon steel 0. 004 to 0. 625 Coils

Alloy steel 0. 020 to 0. 099 Coils

Stalnleas steel 0. 003 to 0. 500 Coils

TUBE, Czrbon steel, Hot or Cold 3/16 to 10-3/o 0. 028 to 0. 250 (wall)
ROUND Finishr -

Alloy steel, t1fL or Cold 3/16 to 10-3/4 0. 022 to >0. 203 (wall)
Finishcd

&48inless steel, Hot or <1/2 to 8-5/8 <0. 15 to <0. 300 (wall)
Coldf Finished 1 0 1 t

* For other informsuon see MIL-HDBK H-8, Steel and ron Wrought Products, dated 27 November

1953, pp. 39 through 78, and Desal.wrs' Guide to Modern Sta,;,!8. 4 published by the American

Iron and Steel Institute, 150 E. 42nd St.. New York, N.Y. 10017.

* Tin-coated steel foil and stainless steel foil with a thickness of 0. 002 or less also is available.

9-13
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TABLE 9-2. THICKNESS, SIZE RANGE, AND \'4Aii.ABUIITY OF VARIOUS

STANDARD FERROUS MIL FORM (CONT'D)T

B. RULL SHAPES OF COWA-,110.LLY AVAIIABILE STEEL ALL0YS!

MATERIAL MATERIAL

CARBON STEELS - IRON-BASE SUPEALLOYS I!

HARDENING GRADES (CONTINUED)

C1030 X 16-25-6 X X x
C 1040 xx xxxxx Incoloy X x
C1060 X X X Miltimet N-155*

C1080 X X X Refractaloy 26.'

C1095 - x 8-590

ALLOY STEELS - A1Si
C1141 X TYPES

C1144 1340 X X x

CARBURIZING GRADES 4130 XXXXXXXXX

CARBONSTEELS - AS COLD DRAWN SHAPES 4140 xXXXXxXXX
FREE CUTTING 4150 XXXXXXXXX

CARBON STEELS-' F I 42 X X X X
HIGH-STRENGTH x X x x IxxIx 4340 XXXXXXXXX
COLUMBIUM BEARING

CARBON STEELS - STRUCTURAL SHAPES 4820 X X X X X
HIGH-STIRNGTH AND PLATES 5140
VANADIUM BEARING

CARBONSTEELS- Tye5150* 
HIGH-STRENGTH, 620 X X X X
LOW ALLOY (ASTM Types) 8620 xxx

A94 x 8630 X xx x
H242 X 8650 x
A440 X 8740 X
A4 il x 9255 X xxX

A174 X- ALLOY STEELX -X
A375 X X ULTRA-HIGH STRENGTH

IRON-BASE SUPERALLOYS Modified H-11 x

19-9DL xxxx xxxx MX2 X X XX

Unitemp 212 xx x x x 300-M-** X X XX

W-545 xxxx xx D-6A x X XX

D-979 x x xx 9-4-. 20 to 9-4-. 45 XXXXx

AMS-5700 X* Als electrodes, sand and investment castings.A-28655 x xl x Ix , Al,, springs.
I Also as castings.

A-56 XX X X AI
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TABLE 9.2. THICKNESS, SIZE RANGE, AND AVAILABILITV OF VARIOUS
STANDARD FERROUS MILL FORMS (CONID) -

C, MILL SHAPES OF COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE STAINLiffi STEEL ALLOYS

I BAR SHAPES WIRE PE/ FORGINGS BILLETSMATERIAL STRIP SHET PLTE'ERLAE D ITUBE

STAINLESS STEEL - AUSTENITIC jT
(A151 TYPES)

i A201, 202 x x x x
301 X X X X

302 X X X X X X
302B X x X X
303, 303Se x X x

304 X X X X X x X

304L X x X X
305 . X X X X

308 , x x X X X

309, 3098 X X X X X

310, 310S X X X X X X
314 X X X
316 x x x x Ix
316 L X X X""

311 X X X X

321 x X X X

'4 7, 348 X X X X

STAINILESS STEEL - MARTENSITIC

403 X X x

41, 414, 416 X X x x X X X
416Sc. 420, 431 X X X X X X x

440A, 440B. 440C X X x X X X x

STAINLESS STEEL - FERRITIC

405 X X X X

430, 446 x X X X

430F X X

-TAINLESS STEEL - AGE
HARDENING

stainless W X X x X X
AM 35K X X X X
AM 355*0,440C X X X X X X
Almer362 X X X X K X

17-4PH ***, X7-7PH -----.............. ALL WROU, vHT FORMS -----------------------

PH15-TMo, 17-14CjMo ALL WROUGHT FORMW -----------------------

* Also as foil u,;d welded tubing. .tAlso as electrodes.
S17-4PH, AM355, also as caXth gs.

9-20
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A. DIMENSIONS OF STANDARD 11ILL FORM

FORM TmCKNESS RANGE (INCHES) SIZE RANGE (INCHES)

FOIL 0. 0002 to 0. 0055 7 to 35 by 10 to 48
Sor -or

3/8 to 66 by 48 (dis) rolls
SHEET 0. 006 to 0. 249 3 to 120 by 36 to 360
PLATE 0.750 to 3. 000 2 to 132 by 12 to 540

BAR - SQUARE 3/89to4.00 J/8 to 4 by 36 to 144 /

HEvXAGONAL 3/8 to 3. 00 3/8 to 3 by 36 to 144

RECTANGULAR 1/16 to 4. 00 3/8 to 10 by 36 to 144

ROD 3/8 to 8. 00 3b to 144
WIRE (ROUND 0.010 to 0.374 5, AI O, or 200 lb. spools
TUBE I0/8 to 04.00 7diat 0. 014 to 4. 500

B. 4LLSHAESOF COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE ALLOYS

PATEA MATERIAL00 0t12y2o40

EC, X X x x x x X 5056 X X X
1100"EX x X o . 3 / X 5456 X X 3 x 1

1 EN35, 1145 toAS FOIL O/8t010.y.6.. 5257 X

1060 X x X 5457 X

2 011 x X X 5557 X

201t4 X x x X X X 5657 X

2017 x X x 5083 X X X X x

2 117 x XX 5086 X X X x X

2 018 X 6101* x X X x
2218 X 6201 X
261T /8X 6151 X

I

2219 X X X X x X X 6053 X X X X
2024 X XX 5 66 X X X X X x , X X x
2015 AFX 6262 x x x X

3003 X x X X X X X X X 6063 X X X
3004 X X X 6463 X X

4032 X 6086 XX X X X
404 X 6070 X X
5005 x x X X X 7001 X
550 X x x X X 7039 X X

50529 X X X XX X 7072 X

522 X 07 626 X X X X

5304 X 7 X X X

554 x X X X X X 70 1 X X X X I
5030 X X X X X 7039 . X X ,

'These alloys for electric conductors only.
'Also as foll.

9.2
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TAIU 94. T1UZM3, SMZ RANGE, AND AVA RWILITY OF STANDARD COPff! AND

SCOWE ALLOY MILL FORMS"
At DUMLONR OF STANDARD roLL FORMS

?CVW THICKNESS RANGE ([NCAiES) SIZE RANGE (INCHES)

STRIP 0. 005to0. 188 20 max (width)

SHEET 0010 to o. 188 20 to 60 (width) I .
PLATE >0.188 to 2.000 >12 to 60 (width)

BAR >0. 188 to 2. 000 12 max (width)

S1/4 to 3. 00 312 max

WIRE 0.010 to o. 750 ---

TUBE 1/8 to 12 0.010 to 5/8 (wall)

, MILL SHAPES OF COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE FORM- U :--- - - - -a" -. =

MATERIAL MATERIAL W , il ll

02 Fre Copper X X X X 385 Archltectral Bronze X X

Tough Ptoh Coper X X X X 44, -14 444,145Admiralty X X X

Phosphorus Deoxidized X X X 464, 465, 464 467 Naval Brass X X X X X

Tellurium Cu145 X 485 Leaded Naval Brass X X
Sulfur Cu147 X 502 Phosphor Broze E X X f
Zire94um Cul5. X X 510,.oLphor Bronze X x X X X

Beryllium Cul.72 X X X X 521 Phosphor Bronze B X iX i

Chromium Cul2 X X X X 524 Phosphor Bronze C X X Ix
Gilding 210 y X 54j, Phosphor Bronze, Free xx
220 Commercial Bro nze X X X X X X Cu"tXn

226 Jewelry Bronze XX 614 A1 BronzeD XX X Ix

230 Red Brass X jx X X 647 Prec Iard. SiSe Bronze X

340 Lowd Brass X X 6M1 LowSi Bron2 X X X X X X

760 Carteidge Brass | A 55 High Si Bronze X X X X X X

68, 270 Yellow Brt s X XX X 675 Manganese Bronze A XX

280 Muntz Metal X X X X X 647 Aluminum Brass X

314 Leaded Commercial Bronm X 706 Cupro 181 X XC X X

330 Low Leaded Brass Tube X 71OCuproN1 X X X X X

332 High Leaded Brass Tube 715 Cupro Ni X X X XX X

335 Low Leaded Brass X X X X 745(65-10) X X X X X X

340OMedium Lezled Brass X X X X 151 (435-18) X X X' X X X

342, 353 High Leaded Brass X X X 75, (65-15) XIX X XX X

356 Extra H igh Leaded BCass X X 75, , _65-12) X X ,x X X

360 Free Cutting Brass X X 770 _5_8 x
365, 366, 367, 368 Leaded ____________-

Muntz Metal

370 Free Cutting Muntz Metal
377 Forging Brasa Xx - k

ONOTF: For further Information, typical mehfln!cal aind z4pecification dita, see

Ml LIIDK -68(Ml). oj nnn~q~eA Io±, disted 291 wo'it, 196~1 9-22
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TABLE 9-S. AVAILABILITY, THICKNESS, AND
SIZE RANGE OF MILL FORMS OF

MAGNESIUM ALLOYS*

FORM THIC E RANGE SIZE RANGE
(INCHES) (INCHES., W x L)

8IEET 0. 016 to 0. 249 24 to 48 by 96 by 21

PLATE 0. 250 to 6. 000 48 by 96 to 144

BAR 1/8 to 3.500 1 to6by 144
ROD 1.4 to 10 144 (length)

TUBE 1/2 to 4 (dig) 0.065 to 0. 250
(wall)

AVAILABILITY

Mai ,alum Alloys are available in all the usual
metal forms including: ingots and billets;

sand, permanent mold, and die castings;

forgings; extruded bars, rods, shapxs, and

tube; and rolled sheet, plate, and strip.

*MIL-HDBK-693(MR), M..ynesium and

Magnesium Alloys,6 doted 30 September

1964, contains a comprehensive list of

forms available for specific alloys, to-

gether with the applicable Military and

industry specifications.

TABLE 9-6. AVAILABILITY, THICKNESS, AND
SIZE RANGE OF MOLYBDENUM AND

MOLYBDENUM BASE ALLOYS

FORM TICKNESS RANGE SIZE RANGE
(INCHES) (INCHES)

FOIL 0.0025 to 0. 004 12 by 76

SHEET 0. 005 to 0. 1875 14 to 36 by 36 to 96

P.,ATE 0. 1875 to 1.500 36 by 72 to 132

BAR >1/16 to 3. 500 1 w 6 by 144

ROD 1/8 to 3/8 144 4o 168

WIRE 1/16 to 1/8 1000 ft coils; 10 to
(ROUND 12 ft cut lengths

AVAILABILITY

Molybdenum metal is commercially
available in practically any standard
form. Standard size ranges are
shown in the tabulation above.

9-23
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TABLE '-7. , T!C0~4E3?E ? 6 PW METALLURGY
AVMLAUUTI TMTtfll AND

The powder metallurgy technique is a process rather"

than a material. However, it is introduced at thn' poW"
A. THICKNESS AND SIZE RANGE OF MILL FORMS to remind the designer of its potential and urn, fn

FORM THICKNES RANG SIZE RANGE' material capabilities. Powder metallurgy is de .m
(INCHES) (INCHES)' rocs whereby products are made by pres- fire

FOL 0. 00 to 0. 010 24 (width) coils metal powd,.-r into the desired shape (in a mold) ; ad

to 2000 s then heatinj; the compacted powder at some tem,,-ra.
SHEET >0. 010 48 max (width) lure below he melting point of the major constituent.
PLATE -72 144 m The complete process has fouri major steps:

ROD --- 144 max (1) Preparing the fine rietal powder
WIRE 0. 045 nn (dis) Coils, or 12 ft cut (2) Mixing the powder

WIE _._45mi____ lengths (3) Pressing the powder into the desired shape

NOTE: Over 40 titanium afloys are commercially (4) Heating (sintcring) the compacted powder at an 'X
avilable in a wide variety of standard elevated temperature.
shapes, Including bars, forging billets, Powder metallurgy products are classified into four
extruded shapes, plate, sheet, strip, wire,
and tubing. The availability of some of the groups:
more common titanium alloys is shown by (1) Porous product, (bearings and filters)
the following tabulation. (2) Complete shapes that would require considerable

machining if made by other processes
(3) Products made from materials which are difficult

to machine (tungsten carbide)
(4) Products wherein the combined properties of two

materials are desired (electric motor brushes, electrical
contacts).

B..AVAILABLE MILL FORMIS Powder metallurgy parts can be made in many com-
postions, but they cannot cover the rangi of physical
and mechanical properties possible with wrought
materials. There are aiso limitations on certain com-

MATERIAL plex shapes and other configurations. However, the
Unaloyd possible capabilities of the powder metallurgy tech-

Ux x x X nique should al vays be considered in the design proc.Unalloyed*, 2. S X X , X ess. Table 9-17 lists metals and alloys used to fabricate5 AI - 5 n -5 Zr X X X X powder metallurgy parts. Iron, steel, copper, and cop-
- I per alloys are the most commonly used.

Al -I Mo - V X X X X There is no standard system for designating alloy
7 At - 4 Mo* X X X compositions; however, the code designations of the

A!- 6 V- 2 Sn* X X X X X Powder Metallurgy Parts Association (PMPA) are

S6AI - 4 V X X X X X X X X widely used. The system follows three basic rules:
2 Fe - 2 Cr - 2 Mc X X X X X (1) Prefix letters (Table )-18) denote the general
8Mn$ X material

(2) Percentage of alloying elements and miror con-
13A AV* C - X X X X stituents (Table 9-19) follow the prefix

*Also(s foil. (3) A final letter (Table 9-20) gives the density of the

*Also extruded forms, part
For ferrous metals, the last two digits in the code

LN E: No stasrd system has been devised to series of four (Table 9-19) designate the carbon content.
designate the classification of titanium.
Table II of MIL-HDBK-69(&IR), Titanium Centents up to 0.25% are regarded as zero. For ner-
and Titnium Alloys 7 dated 1 June 1 66, rous metals, these last two digits give the percentage of
11ita nium materials svp-labia with tho the major alloying element. The first two digits for both . )

corresponding Government, Indut.ry, and ferrous and nonferrous designate the prcentage of themetals society deslgnatlons. major alloying element.
mao llyn eeet
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TABLE 9.8. TICNS, SIZE RANGE, AND AVAILABILITY OF VARIOUS NICKEL ALLOY MILL FORMS
A. THICKM AND IZE RANGE OF MILL FORMS

FRMn .. THICKNS RANG ONCHE) SIZE RANGE (INHES)
STRI 0m . . ... 001o to 0. 125 Coils, 14 -
PLATE 0.1875 to 4. 000 0 to 150 (Width)

HEXAGONAL 3/8 to 2-1/2 3/8 to 2-1/2 by 360

"ROD: COLD-DRtWN 1/16 to 4. 00 456 max

SHOT FINISHED 1/4 to 4. 50 288 max

i/ WIRE (ROUND):
HOT ROLLED 1/4 to 7/8 Coils

COLD DRAWN 0.oo01 to 0 7 ol

COLD DRAWN 0. 012 to 8. 00 0. 002 tr 0. 500
SEXTRUDED 2-1/2 to 9-1/4 1/4 to 1. 000

I I I' N-'

-9' ... .....

B. AVAILABLE MILL FORMS

MATERIAL STRIP CSHEET PLATE BARCSHAPES WIRE PIPE/ FORGINGS BILLETS

I ROD TUBE
NIKLAND ALLODYS
TI0kel0 200, 201 X X X X X X1

Dpraniokel 301 X X X

iotel 400, K-500 X X X X OX X

NICKEL BASE /UPERALLOYSt3

lncone! X-750 X X X x x X X

Hastelloy B, Cs X X X X X X X

Hastelloy X, Unitermp HX. X X X X X X
HnAooAl 718 X X X X X X

Udimet 500 X X X X X
Undmet 700 X X X

"Waspkdoy x X X X X X
Ni oTung ................ ONLY AS CABT 8NS---- -------------------

Row 41, R-41# X X X IX X X
Unitemp 1753, M-252 oX X X X X•

HOTonl 700 X

ToOl 713, IN-00 ... 001------ ONLY A CAST Oi8 --------------......

LOW EXPANSION NICKEL
ALLOYS

Ni 36, Ni 42, Ni 47-50- X : X X X X X
Ni-SpAn C-902 X X X 0

Is

EAlso a1 t 4otings.

B V BM F
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TANE 9.9. ,CONIICALLY AVAILABLE MILL TABLE 911. COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE
FOSMS CF TiN AND TIN ALLOYS MILL FORMS OF PRECIOUS METALS

MAIRfAL IMILL FORMS m, 0

TIN AND TIN A LOY8
Orade A Tin Mieet, pipe/tube, foil, coatings, METAL0

powden pr W_ _
Maid Ti n Pipe/tube, foil

Wite Metal &%Get, ca t p Gold X X X X X K
Pewter Shneto atings Silver X X X X X X

I(CY 44A), Preolelon inserts of babbitt lined Platinum X X X K X 4
2, 3 strip, lined bearing shells, in- Palladium x X X X Xgos, Wle castgs

YC135A, Rhodium X X X

PYI815A Ingoa, dle oatings Ruthenium* X X X

t' i-LEAD-ANTMONY ALLOYS Osmium --- CAST OR SINTERED PARTS ---

, S 1A) Smal ingotsand bare ridium X I x I x I X x
YIJA _ 13, 15 *Also as sintered parts

TABLE 9-10. COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE MILL TABLE 9-12. COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE MILL
FORMS OF TANTALUM, TUNGSTEN, AND FORMS OF COBALT AND COBALT ALLOYS

MOLYBDENUM ALLOYS

MATERIAL

MATEIA L c 0

" ., Cobalt --- ROUNDEI.LE POWDERS--

__________co-_o* _. x x
''Nivco** x X x x x X

Tantalum* X X X X 8-816 X X X X

Tungsten* x x x x xNvo 4 K K X K X K
V-36 X X X X

Mo -. 05 Ti. A 25,
TZM (. 05T X x X x Haynes Alloyx5, x ax X X ' X X
01 Zr)** L-605*

Tantalum 10-W X X J-1570 X x x

AVC N-25Re*** x x x x J-1610 X X X X

222(10.5 W, 2.4 Hf, HS-21, HS-31, IE I I NG --.01 xx X40--lINVESTMEN1I CASTINGS-..
~~~HS-151, WI-52, is I S .. I.OC - ,W--H-30, SM322 J--- ASTGS --

Also as foil and powder. 8M-302, SM
**Also ls forgingl.

**Also as strips. *Also a. castings.
$*Aiso as strips.

**$Also as pipe and tube.

!. , i
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TABLE 9.13. TYPICAL APPLICATlONS FOR PK3ILATED OR IRECOATED MATERIALS

DUBE METAL -'- I --

6 APPUCATIONS

SURFACE /
AND COATING

Almnm o ipd Sh Sh oven door liners, aircraft firewalis,
St at mufflers, space heater baffles.,

Aluminum, Hot Dipped W Guy w-'es, overhead ground wires.

S Molding, ornaments, trim, badges,

St buttons.
Brascope ~Sh Tubing, frames, luggage. hardware,

Brans, Copper Plated btos

St costume jewelry.

Bronze St Ornamental trim, shell cases.

Sh Sh Sh Sh Toys, reflectors, trim, auto
Chromium, Plate St St St St accessories.

Ch Plated S Heater and toaster shells.Chromim,lted - - - o"po'", - - s - -

Lea, Pate Telephone cable sheathing,,md Plte St containers. •

Lead, Plated or Hot Sb Roofing, flashing.
Dipped st

Sb .
Lead, Hot Dipped St Ammunition boxes, ducts.

Sh Gasoline tanks, door frames, paint
St and oil coutalners.

Nickel, Plated St Toys, trays, knives, nameplates

Sh Food product cans, kitchenware;Tin, Plated St parts to be soldered.

Zino, PlaFt St oil cans, rofrigerator parts.

Zinc, Hot Dipped5  Auto mufflers, refrige.-ator and
air conditioner parts.

Zinc, Hot Dipped** Water pipe, electrical and
conduits.

Zinc, Hot Dipped W Fencing.

ISM: Available Forms - 3h - Sheet *Available as plate, bar, sheet, strip, and

at - strip shapes on low carbon steel (including ASTMt = tripA123).

W Wire *Available as tubing, pipe, and conduit on 9
.F -Flat Wire carbon or low alloy steel.

444-6300-71-t

"9-27
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TABLE 9-14. TYPICAL FORMi AND APPLICATIONS OF CLAD METALS
(ALUMINUM, CO ER, AND COWER ALLOYS)

0- ,

BASE METAL

~~'4

SURAC V APPLICATIONS

Alumium StAnode plates for receiving

Aluminum Anode plates for receiving
with Nickel tubes, except where tern-
on other perature is too high for
side aluminum.

Alumiw nSh Aircraft frames, cooking
U00 Sh utensils.

Aluminum Sh Aircraft fillings.
e053 Krenie

Aluminum
6053

Aluminum Sh Cooking utensils, gas tanks, .
7072 bus trim.

Aluminum Sh Aircraft structural parts.
7072

Gaskets, frames, cosmeticBrass St es "
cases.

Brss over Lamp stands, indoor TV
Copper antennas.

W Lead wire for electronic
COPper R tubes, power lines.

Copper it Current iarrying springs.

Cor St Gaskets, radiator tanks,
W electric contacts.

Copper St Spiral type springs, clips.

Copper W Plated jewelry, grid sup-Copper Wports for electron tubes.

p P Chemical process equip-
Copper Wment, lead wires, soft

seals.

Copper St Heat exchanger fins.

Semiconductors, powerCopper St tb
tubes.

Cupre- W Wirn rope.
Nickel

Cupro- St Chemical process equipment.
Nickel

Phospho:I St 'Current carrying springs
Bronze I I I I I I and blades.

Ker: St Strip: Sh Sheet; W fWire; R Ribbon; P.= Plate.

9.2
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TABLE 9-15. TYPICAL FORMS AND APPLICATIONS Of CLAD METALS
(STEEL, PRECIOUS METALS, AND OTHERS)

BASE METAL -9 b

SUR'ACE APPLICATION

Hardenable Steel Current carrying springs, con-
nectors, terminals.

Stainless Steel Cookware, heat exchangers,
appliances, trim.

Stainless 446, 52 Alloay
F-'5 Alloy Glass sealing wire for heaters.

Stainless 304, 310. Heat exchangers, power tubeAustenitie parts.

Staialese 430 Ferritio St Pots, ;uns, heating wells.

Stainless Process equipment.

Stainless, Ferritic St Auto bumpers, grills, trim,
cooking utensils.

iLad T Heat excbnger coils for ehemi-cal processing equipmeut.

Ineonel/Monel P P Process equipment.

Nickel W Typewriter key levers, grid
R support rods, tube lead-in wire.

Nlcksl W Electrical circuits for high
R temperature environment.

A Niel Electrical circuits in corrosiveR atmosphere.

A or L h'lcktli Process equipment.

L Nickel St St Process equipment.
330 Nickel St Anode plates for elsctronic tubes.

Hastelloy, Rem4 H Honeycomb, aerospace uses.

-T - T -T T Heat exchangers for chemiual
P W W V! w processes.

Silver W High temperature coils, rsdnr
S R cable braiding, lead wire.

81h'er T T Waveguides for electrouiic
transmission lines.

Silver St Electrical contacts, slip rings.

d, Kor more St St st St Bursting disks, other chemical
WoI, 14W o'WI process equipment, lead wire.

ft: St Strip; Sh Sheet; P-Plate; T Tube; W Wire; Hl= Ribbon; H Honeycomb.
C - Strip. Sheet, Plate

Q

9-29
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TABLE 9-16. PREPAUNTD METALS ANDoTYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Alkbd-AlnoI • 2 3 2 2 2 3Vene7ian blinds, tool shedj drums,
pails, toys, auto parts.

Vinyl-Aikkd 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 Roof decking, fliense plates' base-
board heating covers.

SSiliooe-Alkyd 1 2 2 3 1 1 1 3 Telephone booths, building paws,
I mobile homes, siding.
:t arylo 1 3 1 3Wall panels, siding, radio and TV 4

~cabinets, hot water jackets.

Epoxy (solution) 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 Air conditioners, vending machines,
nondcorative interlo r uses. %

Epox (ater I 2 2 I 2 2 2 IUses requiring high resistace to igh
tempurature, humidity, and chemicals.

Polyester I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Bvilding panels, TV cabinets, '
appliance finishes.

Vinyl (solution) I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Siding. small appliances, wall tile,
curtain rods, deep draw parts.

Vinyl (org"Wol) 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 Siding, roof shingles, auto parts,
deep draw parts.

Vinyl ,k ila.,'.ol) I 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 Siding, luggage, basiness machines,
furniture.

Polyvinyl Fluoride 1 2 2 2 2 1 k 1 2 Siding, roof shingles, chemical
~~resistant parts.-.

lforv/nlidene Fluoride 1 2 2 12_12 [ 1 11 12 Siding, roof shingles. ".
K I =Normal Combination; _2=Combln&Ufon Vied Sometimes. 3 Combination Not Used -.

9-30
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TABLE 9-17. S OME MTAL C DJh1T3Oi S WID ditzst families of plastics. Table 9-21 fists some com.
IN mODVI1 POW ED WMEAULRGY mon plastics, the fo'm in which they are genr lly

• l1 avilable, and their typical applications. Designers con-

METAL COMPORION tewmplating the use of plastics should obtain a reference,
Aluminum nd U copy of Plastec Note 6A, Government Specifications

Some Alloys and Standards for Plastics. Covering Defense Engineer-
Beryllum 98% pure ing Materials and Applications, dated July 1966. Copies

90 Cu - 10 Zn, 85 Cu - 15 Z, are available from the Clearinghouse for Federal Scien.
Brass 78 Cu - 20 Zn - 1.5 Pb, 70 Cu - tific and Technical Information, U.S. Department of30 Zn, 68.5 Cu - 30 7i - 1.5 J P, Commerce, 2583 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Va.60 Cu - 40 Zn )22151. Order document number AD-640 377.93.5Cu-5SR-I.5Zn, 90Cu- i

10 Z4, 87.5Cu -8b- 4fn, Plastec Not. 6A was prepared by the Plastics Tech-
Bronze 79.5 Cu - 10 Pb - 10 Sa, 75 Cu - nical Evaluation Center (PLASTEC), Picatinny Arse-25 Pb - 0.9 8n, 69 Cu -31 Pb - nai, Dover, New Jersey. It lists the specifications and

0. 9 Sn standards for those plastic materials and plastics ap-
Cobalt Up to 99.9% pure plications which are considered to be of interest to
Copper Up to 99.5 % pure engineers concerned with the design, development,
Cupro-Nickel 90 Ni - 10 Cu, 70 Ni - 30 Cu production, and handling of defense hardware. In-

Gold Up to 99.9% pure cluded Are specifications for the basic or raw materials,
Hafium Experimental composite materials, and the items and applications of

Iron and Alloys . potential defense concern. Excluded are specifications
of Iron Upto99 on life-situation items: clothing, utensils and furniture,

Iron-Nickel 64 Fe - 36 Ni, 50 Fe - 50 Ni and decorating or preservative coatings. The body of
Molybdenum 99.95% pe the material in the document is presented in four parts:
Nickel and Uip to 99.9% pure, 67 NI - 30 Cu (I) Part I-Specifications for or involving specific

Alloys 3 Fe, Hastelloys, Inconel 713C plastic materials title-stated or otherwise identified
(2) Part H--General reference documents

Low, medium, and high carbon; (3) Part III-Specifications for or involving unspeci-
2, 4, and 7% Ni steels; A151 fled plastics reference documents
4600 series steels; stainless (4) Part IV-A subject index, a numerical index

Steel types 202, 304, 304L, 304 and Ti, Plastec Note 6A contains complete citations for
316, 316L, 347, 347L, 410, 410L,
430 more than 700 specifications, including number, data,

Titanium Up to 99% pure, Ti - 6 Al- 4 V,Ti - 8 Al - I Mo - I V

TungsA,3n Up to 99% pure TABLE 9.18. PMPA* PREFIX CODES
Zirconium andAllcy Up to 9970 pure

MATERIAL COMPOSITION CODE

Bronze Copper - Tin BT

Bron.e, leaded Copper - Tin - Lead*$ BT

The rules that apply to stainless steel differ in that Braso Copper - 7inc 117

the prefix SS is followed by the AISI wrought designa- Brass. leaded Copper - Zinc - Lead BZ
tion. Iron or Iron ,"1n., I.o~iron - Carbon F

Fig. 9-1 graphically displays the general range of Carbon
yield strengths that can be obtained with the various Iron Alloy Iron - Copper FC
powders used to fabricate powder metallurgy parts. iron Alloy i,.g.- Nickel FN

ii on Alloy lrod-A l1/25% Coppr"* FXi' Stainless te l AS! 3031,,13,161.. 410 &0.

9-7 PLASTICS
$Powder Meallurgv Paris Asr,.
*Can cortain up to 1.757 solid

Thousamns of types and formulations of plastic are lubricant, such as graphite
available to the designer; they evolve from -.mm: ;airy ***Infiltrated

9-31
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TABLE 9-19. PMPA* COMPOSITION CODES Since there is interchangeability among'materials, pro-Kducers are promoting competition among ferrous met-

MATERIAL COMPOSITION CODE als, nonferrous metals, plastics, timber, ceramics, and
Iron Fe - 0.25 Max C 0000 glass. Each producer is defending his market and is

Irm - Carbon 99 Fe - 1.0 C 0010 seeking to enter the market of others The presence of

Iron - Carbon 99 Fe - 0.5 C 0005 his competitive environment sets the stage for the dis-

Iron - Cotper Fe - 10 Cu 1000 cussion which follows and cost inf-rmation. The corn-

Iron - Nickel Fe - 7 NE I 0700 ments necessarily are limited to the cost of the matctial

SBronze 90 Cu - 10 n 0010 ued in the product. It is important, however, to recog-

Leaded Bronze 87 Cu - 10 Sn - , Pb 0310 nize that the decisions made by the designer regarding

~Stainlea AISI 316L 316 a nterial have a far-reaching effect; they not only

d Mcontribute heavily to the ultimate end item cost, but
WPowder Metallurgy/ Parts Assn. can be a determining factor in the life cycle cost of the

entire system.
TALE 9.20. PMPA* SUFFIX LETTER CODES Figs. 9-2 through 9-6 illustrate price range data

(circa 1967) for a variety of materials. By themselves,

DENSITY RANGE CODE they are not significant, but may assist in assessing the
(/co) competitive positions of the materials.
<6.0 N In considering costs, it is necessary to refine any

6.0 < 6.4 P material costs down to the actual cost of the material
6.4 < 6.8 R in the component. Strength, rigidity, space filling, and
6. 8 < 7.2 S desirability of surface generally determine the selection
•7.2 < 7. 5of most engineering materials. Thus, it follows that cost
7/.5 <8.0 U58.0 U per unit of strength would be the best index of material

cost competitiveness. On this basis, some of the newer
*Powder K :..rgy earts Assn. materials, which cost far more per pound than older

ones, will be far out of proportion. This is particular ly
title, existence of Qualified Products List, status of be fa ut

a, true in the case of plastics. On the other hand, such acoordinption among the services (limited to one, not
limited, etc.), agency preparing the specification, and cost comparison would not be valid in a situation where
custodian(s) of the specification. Included as introauc- high corrosicn resistance, high electrical conductivity,
tory material is a discussion of Government specifica- or some other special property were of primary impor-
tions and instructions on their procurement. tance at any (reasonable) cost.

In addition to Plastec Note 6A, !t is suggested that Another cost relating to material selection is that of
designers also obtain a copy of Federal Test Method converting or processing the material into the finished
Standard No. 406, Plastics: Method of Testing, dated
5 October 1961; together with a copy of MIL-HDBK- product. Machining costs vary significantly between
700(MR), Plastic dated I November 1965. materials, even between alloy compositions of he same

The information and data contained in the three sug- material. Another consideration should be the savings
geated references constitute the most suitable method gained by careful segregation and recovery of scrap
of covering the broad subject of plastic materials, generated in processing operations. These can be sig-

Providing detailed information in this handbook would nificant in the case of the newer space age materials.be prohibitive. Not all material is usable, however. Plastics,
Nn alcrap mtra sualhwvr lsis o

example, generally yield a low grade scrap useful only

9COSTS for secondary products such as toys, and tilanium scrap
has no applications, a significant (and unfortunate) fac-

The design engineer is more interested; ;n *he proper- tor because of its high ,ost and the large amounts lost
ties of a material than he is in its compLmition cr cost. during machining.

9-32
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TABUE 9.21. PLASTP MATERJALS, FORMS GENERALY AVAILABLE, AND PRINCIAL USES

K ATERIAL FORM USES

AU~~Pie houewaes Mldawnuns het equipent, cnrome
A i Mlsexrsos b splated parts, ohoe heels, luggage, case, .

refrigerator Ur"'.
Anatole molds, extrusions Appliance parts, gears, auto products.
Acrylics Cas~g Aircraft canopies. d=Wflng equipment, signs.
Acrylics MOldS, extrusions, sheets, film Appliance parts, shoe heels, pump parts.

A"-'- elds ~Tube and soclaet bases, Paut for electrical~
s-I'-devices. stand-off insulators.

Cellulose Acetate Molds, extrusions, sheets, film Fim tae planecsgtolhde,
buttons, blister packaging. ~

Celuloe Aetae - Molds, dxtruslons, sheets, filme TV and radio knobs, pens, optical parts.

Cllulose Acetate - Mlsetrsoshtfim Telephones, steering h.i pani, nos
Proplonate MO xrsos hes im containers.

CeLlulose Nitrate sheets Pens, spectacle frames, drawing Instruments
Ethyl Cellulose Molds, extrusions, sheets, film Radio housings, pen barrels, tool handles.

Dhaly Phh5 ~ Nolds Resistor insulators, appliance fixtures.
u~u"o Husigs, adoesair ducts.

(Alylis)Liquid Decorative sheets.

Epoaes Mlds, ~ U(uldEncapsulations, electrical applications, ablatives,
Spxs oda ,lqi high strength tubing, chemical resistant parts.

Chemical applicatios,, gaskets,. electronic
Furcros Molds, extrusions components, wear surfaces.

Phenox Molds, etsloni I Wow molded containers, light covers, electrical

4,(Amino Resin) kitchenware, food trays.

Nylon Molds, extrusions, catings, Gears, bushings, electrical insulation, wire
(Polyamies) sheets, film Jacketing, rollers, tubing, tape.

Phenolics Molds Pulleys, wheels, coil forms, photographic
developing tanks, Ignition parts.

Polylmides Molds Bearinbs, valvesand high temperature mechanical
Pamt.

Palyplaenylene Molds Nose cones, fuze covers, plumbing subject to hot
Oxide water.

Polysulfones Molds Housings, valve bodies, bobbins.

C ~~in Electrical components, buttons.
Polyesters Molds Chairs, housings, covers, helmets.

Polyroplen. M~o,~~sinsshets ilm Hospital ware, housings, electrical uses, wire

Kituhen utilityware, film wrapping, squeeze
Pobrthylses Mold, exrusons,~~*UI~5 botles, pipe, battery parts.

Molds, extrusions, sheets, film, Thin parts, electrical ciomponents, camera
Polystyrene fomhousings, TV cabinets.

Polyvinyl$ Molds extrusions, catings, Adhesives, airtight bags, tubing, cable coating,
sheets, film, foam safety glass interlayc r.

Structural eleotronic parts, encapsulated parts.
Q )silicones Molds, sheets high temperature structural or electrical parts.

UreasMoldsHousings for radios, business me :hinea, switchUrsa&mowsplates, high arc resistant applications.

9-3
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301-302-304 r-

f7 - 5,

-,-, ,

A YPRICE RANGE (DOLLARS/POUND)
PH00 .25 40 .75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00

301-302-304 -, - -

-303'S4
.3041 -L

410, 430 --

PH 13 - 8W YAC MELT) -S3- - .00
*'PH14 -8 -ON--%

15-5 PH
PH15 - 7W

17-7 PH -

Carbon steel-
hot rolledC ~o steel -

cold rolled -
High strength-

low alloy - hot m
rolled and cold
rolled

Aluminized u
Galvanized--
Nickel and nickel
alloy clad carbon
steel

*Note: Tool Steel Ranges from .30 to $3.00/pound.

FIGURE 9-2. Price Ranges for Steel and Sted Alloys

9.35
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•v P
.0PRICE RANGE (DOLLARS/POUND)
.00 .50 .75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2A 2.25 2.50 2.75

Al+. ++ Aluminum & Alloys - .--
Caosr

Redk-l- -- - -

Commercial konze £
GTI ci na-
Naval kmos
Cuor-Ickel l.
Phosphor &mnze
Aluminum B enze
LOad
TAneium Allo 2w+al l

Nc eet U00)OTO11.

-T •

striDT____' "'___1 .5
pTitanium, Pu- -Ob3 TO S3-+ i Titanum A11oy 2" bar A.00 ..

l sotI 16.o0 TO S1 2.00 t .
t strip 14.50/ to S6.50

plate $3.70 TO $4.50 ." _X

90% Vanadium ,,,$4.00
Zinc Strip

FIGURE 9.3. Pice Ranges for Selected Metals 'k,

CENTS PER CUBIC INCH
0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Ureos, filled - - -

41 Phenolics, filled l__--_ I
Polyester - -

Melamines -
A, kyds
Paper Phenolic -

Laminat.
Epoxy, filled
Silicone Rubber
Glass Melamine 15- 1

Laminate
iSilicone Plastic - 17-26 -

SGlass Phenolic Laminate 14 - 19 ----

FIGURE 9.4. Basic Cost of Thennosetting Matcrials In Terms of Volumetri- Cost
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CENTS PER CUBIC INCH

PlystyreneO A2 35
P6 Xethylene ii- -I- -

PolyropyleneI-
Rgid Vinyl -

ABS
Amrlic
Cellulose Ace~tote

Butyrate - - - - - - - - - -

Cellulose
Propionate - -

Cellulose Acetate --

Ethyl Cellulose

Phernxy
Polycarbonate
NyIon 6/61
Chlorinated Palyether 1 23 -

PTFE Fluorocarbon 25

PVF2 Fluorocarbon I_ __37 
70.

PCTFE Fluorocarbon -53 -61-

FIGURE 9-S. Basi Cost of Thermoplastics In Terms of Volumetric Cost

9-9 ACCIDENT HAZARDS constants.
(2) Hazard analyses, which include toxicological de-

scription, and which are further brolcn down into

The designer exerts considerable influence on the allergic and radiological hazards, and fie and explosion

presence of production hazards in his selection of hazards.
materials (and production methods). However, the con- (3) Countermeasures, or what may bc lonc to niiti-
trol of such design-dictated hazards is a direct burden on gate the effects or using a given material, for instance,

wtsuhproblems, but some precautionary measures measures for exposed indjividuals, fire-fightxig measures.

awar of hispotential impact on producibility and tion", Code of Federal Regulationh'. This document

ous features of materials both during and subsequent to The basic sources ef material-induced safety ha~irds
production. A source of abridged information isflwtger- can bc readily classified. Those of most common oc. At.
ous Froperties of Industrial Materials, section 12 of rence are listed in Table 9-22. Also given is a bykd

~' 'which ctgrzshazard data on 10,000 :~ommon description of their occurrence and wine possible causes.
inutracateorizls it:Use of checklists of this lype will serve to identify'

(1) General information about substance.s listed, such hazardous situations In actual use and in the logish,~
as synonyms, description, formula, and the physical system as woill as in production.
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-Y )tion.1s. element affectianprodtcibility in a matidh, teciiquei, id ipiodads. Hi We ul ad

very basic mnner since some of the techniques for radiation source mustbe monitored, and the equipment

W p .ecting a finished product are dictated by the material needed requires constant maintenance.

The par si wh folbw describe some nonde.

structive testing proceduresg, all of them suitable for 9.10.3 ULTRASONIC TESTING -
revealing material defects often- encountered in manu.
facturhg. Only a siurnjary of the basic advantages and l n g h s e n i
limitations of the most sensitive nondestructive tests is Ultrasnic testing, which has a material penetration
presented here for general consideration. Detailed in. ability corresponding to the sound transmission index of
formation relating to the procedures, limitations, haz- the material, provides rapid visual indications of lamina-
ards, interpretation, and reference standards appropriate tions, cracks, or other discontmuities presenting an
to the proper selection of nondestructive testing methods interface perpendicular or angular to the axis of the
can be found in inspection guides, specifications, .d transmitted sopnd beam.
manufacturhig concern publications. Ultrasonic tests are limited to situations requiring the

examination oi objects which can be fluidly coupled to
the generating surface, and surface preparation is critical

9-10.A MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTING for surface contract methods. The search unit must
conform to the test surface, and an adequate couplant

must be employed or the test objects must be adapted
Magnetic particle testing, although not a thorough for immersion in a liquid. Ultrasonic testing fags to

, inspection, provides rapid visual indication of discon. resolve discontinuities parallel to the sound beam. Both
tinuities at and below the surface to a depth of one-third sides of the material must be essentially parallel, or

/ or more of the thickness of the part. It is limited to those extensive experience must be had with parts which can
materials which will support magnetism (ferromagnetic be sectioned in order to establish the standard pattern for
materials). Limited areas only can be inspected at each that part.
application, and orientation of application is necessary Ordinary ultrasonic tests lose indications within the
since defects parallel to the magnetic field may be first 5/8-inch of transmission, and occasionally lose
missed. Parts can be damaged by arcing or heating and indications beyond the first major defect. Special tech.
eaution must be exercised in applying the technique. niques developed have reduced these limitations. How.

The visual reaction is the attraction of fluid particles ever, experienced interpretation of the test results is
or dry powder to the magnetic leakage field directly over mandatory. Images can be photographed or instrument
the defect or discontinuity. recorded for test documentation purposes.

9-10.2 RADIOGRAPHY 9-10.4 PENETRANTS

Radiography (with an adequate energy source) pro. Penetrant tests, which disregard material size of shape,
vides relatively unlimited penetration. It provides a develop high contrast indications of discontinuities which
reasonab!y accurate shadow image of the interior of a are open to the surface of the material. Orientation of
material. Surface preparation is not critical, yet, the application is not necessary.
process allows a high degree of sensitivity. Permanent Penetrant tests are limited to the detection of surface
images are readily obtainable and a wide choice of discontinuities, as well as to a minimum depth/width
equipment is available, ratio of 10:1. Surface preparation is quite critical, and

Both sides of the material must be studied, and careful the test procedures must be carefuly controlled to avoid
alignment of 'he source and the registering media is develon~pg false indications. Penetrant tests inspect one

( a required. The technique is unable to detect material side o' the material only with each application, and
weaknesses not caused by density differences; it will not indications must be photographed if they are to be
resolve fine crocks, laminations, or segregations unless recorded.

9.49
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~Zvsei ta is cmethod 'ihereby detection is E ERENCES G
laiuptmied or . bysco ltiare gh realed oyg pentfant .

t'm d. Zwd nlyebyetrant 1.lgARan15only srface i n of Defense Pririties and
i*in can be pceioifiid on magnetic or norim*sntc AOat~SMS

p~a~ials.2. AR'715.1-c rdn, Cona'ractor, Perfoinan,
Eyaluation.

3. hfil-hDBK H..8, Steel and Iron Wrought Prudikts.

9-11 CAN IDAE M TERALS4. Destgnmr Guide to Modem Steel, American Iron and I
Steel Institute, 150 East 42nd Street, New York,
N.Y. 10017.

5. MJL.DBK698(MR), Copper and CopperAloyz
Table 9-23 contains ~ i~ of parts and components, 6. MIL.HDBK-693(MR), Magnesium aid Mdgnesium

together with ide-'"iication of some materials vIiich hiave Alloy&
been used in their fabrication. While no listing canr be all 7. MIL4iDBK.697(MR), Titanium and Titanium Alloys.
inclusive, the information the table conveys is conMdezcd 8. Irving N. Sax, Dangerous Properties of Materials,
appropriate for the designer seeking to select materinils Reinhold Publishing Corp., New York, N.Y., 3rd
suitable to his design problem. It is a starting point, Ed., 1968.
indicating an approach to constructing a similar tabula- 9. Code of, Federal Regulatons, Title 49, Tras0ra
tion restricted to components of immediate interest to don, Parts 0 to 190, Office of the Federal Register,
the designer. National Archives and Records Service, C. -eral

Tables 9-24 and 9.25 contain design problems and Services Administration, Washington, D.C., January
production problems that specifically pertain to mate- 1968. (Available from Government Printing Office, 1K
rials, as discussed in Chapter 5. These tables supplement Washingt~n, D.C)
Table 5.1. 10. System Safety Hazard Analysis, Directorate of Aero-

space Safety, Deputy !nspect.)r General for Inspec-
'Trade nmes, fluorescent penutrant, Magnaflux Corp., Chicago. tion and Safety, U.S. Air Force, Norton AFB,

in. California.
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- TABLE 9-23; RANDOM LISTING OF SOME CANDIDATE MATkkR WS

AM DUCTS AMMWNITION CCOUEU~iTS

Synthetic: Rayon Vicose Wrought copper alloys; 260 (Cartridge brass,
70%)

AIRCRAFT ENCLOSURES

TransarentHigh temperature
Cast, molded or extruded acrylics: GP Types

I EsUMolded silicone laminates; Woven fabric

AIRCRAFT SHROUD ASSEISLIESARO

Cast Stainless Steels:. CF-8C Wroght magnesium alloys: LA 141 A-T7

istance, high temperature Malleable Cast Iron-Pearlitic: 48004, 50007,

Wrought Age Hardenable Stainless Steels: W,
17-4 PY, 17-7 PH AXES

Cast magnesium alloys: ZE 41A-T5, ZK 51A-T5, Alloy steel: 9255, 9261
ZH62A-T5, KIA-F, K6ATQ 2A-,
E33A-T5, HK 31-6 23ATA 3,AXLES
A 81,AZ 91, AZ 291B, AZ 91C, AZ 92A,

AM 100A Wrought low~ alloy steels: 1340, 4130, 4140,
alloys: ~~ ~ 450 5140CURA PA50 63,Cro te: C 1 50,95

Wogtmagnesium alloys: ZE lOA-H24, AZ 313- 45,54,55,65,95
H4HK31A-H24, HM2ATH 1-5 ZAXLE HOUSINIGS
3B ,AZ61A-F, AZ 80A-T5, ZK 60A-T5,

AZ 1OA-FCast aluminum alloys: 356

Wruh lmnmaly:77,77,77 BAFFLESJ
Hot airfJ

Castaluinumallys:C 355, A 356, 327;~jI Molded phenolic laminates: Glass fal-rI-,
Wrought beryllium asbestos fiber

High strength-weight ratio RAGS
Airtight

Wrought Titanium alloys
Molded polyvinyl alcohol

High strength, high temperatures
BALL FLOATS

Wrought ultra-high strength steels: Modified 11-1l
Wrought Copper allcy4: CDA No.'s 110, 113,

Wrought low alloy steels: 4130, 4140, 4150 114, 116 (Tough Pitch~ Copper)

Wrought or cast nic!, ..4se superalloys: Uni- BALLOONS
temp 1753, M-252

Molded or extruded rubber rolysulfide
High strength

BATTERY CAPS
Molded epoxy laminates: We 'en fa~bric

Wrought copper alloy: CDA No, 240 (low brass,
807.)

9-44
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rwATaY CUES BnLU

Molded or oxtrudid modIfLid polystyrenes: Heat Molded or extruded rubber- Polybutadiene
&W chemica rUW&Uitan

High temperature
BATTERY CLWS

Chlorosulfonated polyethylene
Leaded yellow brass: DIII Grade 63

Ozone rsistant

Ethylene, propylene

Mol~ded or extruded polyethylene# oe rnmsin&cneo

BATTERY SEPAUTA2RS
Natural rubber, BuWaIine-s tyrene, Polyisoprene

Synthetic felts: Acrylic BA IL

BEARINGS rai

Cast tin alloys: SAE Grade# 10 &12, Sea Molded polyester laminates: Spray-up mat,
QQ-N-161 & ASTII B-23-61 or ASTH B105-52 Preform, Woven fabric

Cast tin-lead-antimony ahtoy.: QQ-T-390 BOILERSS05 Grade
Cas coperbas aloys Ti Brnze, HghCast nickel alloys: Monel 411 (Monel), Monel

Leaded Tin Bronze, High Srcigth Yellow(SMn)
Brass, Aluminum Bronze, SLicon Brass, BOLTS

SilconBrozeWrought low alloy steele: 1340, 4130, 4150,
Copper alloys: CDA No.'s 172 crj lLum 9255

Castaluinu allys:122Carbon steels - hardening grades: C 1030,
C 1040, C 1050

Molded cr extruded nylonsleadTnBrz: Bi Gde2

Molded or extruded acetal plastics: Acetal Lae i rne ~rGae2
homopolymer, acetal copolymer Wrought copper alloys: CDA No.'s 464, 465

Molded or extruded carbon, graphite 466, 467 (naval brass), 614. (Al bronzq D) I
Molded or extruded fluorocarbons: Ceramiic Large

reinforced (PTFE), Polytetrafluoroethylene
& j(PTPE) CDA No.'s 280 (Muntz metal), 639 (Al-Si Bronze)

Silver, Wrought Heavy Duty

Stanles Seel AC T~j~eCF-6FWrought alloy steels:AISI No.'i 8620, 8630,4

Cerbn stels C117, C1188640, 8650, 9255, 9261

Nickel-chrocdum-molybderum steels: 8640,
BEARING ADAPTERS 8740, 8655, 8750

~:Malleable cast iron-pearlite: 60003, 80002 High strength, high heat, *team turbine

BEARING CAPS Wrought iron base superalloys (Cr-Ni): 19-9 DL.
Unitemp 212, W 545, D-979, AML 5700

Cast aluminum alloy: Type 122
High temperature

BEARING PLATES
Bridge Wrought or cast nickel-base superallcys:

Unitemp 1753, 14-252 I
Wrought copper alloyi: CTJA No.'s 510, 521

(phosphor bronze ED)__________ _________

9452
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~Csrba~ste~: C 1615, b-l02O i cee)0~'i'4j

BRAZE DW*,
~oalsor ucilecat ion:Xitidjing steels: Tyja 135, ij3 V*6fifia4 X

it li0o03 i- t.s UL 5-Al

LihteihtCast stainless steels: AC! type CI16T

Ar. -CstSxa ion: lyeMol~ded or extrL-ded nylon

~ ' -AicrftMolded or extruded acetal plastic

Fired mechanical or electrical ceramics:
Cast aluminum alloys: Type 218 Alumina

J- High strength, high heat Feed-through
Fired mechanical or electrical ceramics:

Cast gray Iron* Type 40 Ieatite

RAKE RAI.~Corrosion resistant
Automotive, aircraft &missile Molded or extruded fluorocarbons; Ceramic-

reinforced (nTn)
Molded or extruded rubber: Polytrifluoro- L~ow pressure

chlorethylneMolded ole fin copolymers: Ethylene ethyl

BRUSHES acrylate (EEA), ethylene vinyl acetate
Electrical machinery (EVA) Sev

Molded or extruded carbon, graphite: Wrought copper alloys: CDA No's. 510
* Geera purose Preium(phosphor bronze A), 521 (phosphor '

BULLET JACKETSbrneB

3 ~~~Wrought copper alloys: CDA No. 210 CBEBADN

(Gilding, 957.) Armor
BURNE SUPORT INGSWrought aluminum alloys: 5056

Jet EgineCABLE CONNECIDRSI4.Nodular or ductile cast irons: Wrought copper alloys:. CDA No. 651 (Lou
> Type 80-55-06 Si. Bronze B)

BURNER TIPS CABLE JACKETING
Electrical

Cast heat resistant ferrous alloys: lddoexrddubr:Bain-

AC! Tpe HPacrylonitrile

BURNER TUJBES Molded or extruded fluorocarbons: Poly

Casthea resstat ferou ally::tri Eluorochloroethylene (PTFCE)
Casthea resatat ferou ally~iPlastic foams: Cellular Poly~ethylene

AUSHType Nylons: 6/10

CABLE SHEAThIIG
Cast nickel alloys: Nonel 411 (Monzl) Wrought or cast lead alloy: Common lead 1

Morel 505 (S Monel) (soft lead) 17. Sb-Lead"A

Cast copper-base alloys: Tin bronze 3311 CI
grades 1A, 13, 3A, 3B Nodular or ductile cost irons: Type - -

80-55-06 or 120-09-02

Malleable cast iron-pearlitic: Grades
48004, 50007, 53004, 60003, 80002

9-53
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CANS High shock and burning

Wrought copper alloys: (ClA Type 172 (beryl-ceI,,
limcopper) Molded melamines: Glass fiber reinforced ~

Nitiding 'steels: Type 135, 3, EZ, 5Ni-2A1 COIL SPRINGS 0

Wrought low alloy steels: AISI 4063, 4620,
Heavy duty, carburized 54,55,95,96

8620, 8720, 8630 Carbon steels-hardening grades: C 1060, CLO08
Molded epoxy laminates

8620, 8630, 8650, 8740 coDILE TUBES

-CAMSHAFTS Wrought aluminum alloys: 5050

Nodular or ductile cast irons: Type COLD DRAWING DIE

1007003Wrought special purpose tool steels:
Carbon steels - hk--dening grades: AXSICaontnse F1,F2 3

C 1030, C 1040, C 1050 C~'ESRBAE

Nitriding steels: Types 135, N, EZ, 5NL-2AI High temperature, high damping capacity

- Cas harenedCobalt alloys: Nivco

High strength, high temperature
Carbon steels - carburizing: Grades Wrought high temperature steels: 1415 NW

~' IAISIC 105, C1020(Greek Ascoloy), 1430 (Lapelloy), 14 DVM
CAPACIDRS(Chromoloy), 17-22 AS (14 MV)

Wrought tantalumC0'FESRBIS
Cast gray iron: Type 30, 40

Molded or sheet mica: Natural muscovite

Molded alkcyds 
CNESR

Wrought iron
Industrial glass: Potash lead Cast nickel alloys: Nickel 210

CR~.TORSWrought copper alloys: CDA No's. 442, 443,
CARBUETORS444, 445

Leaded red brass: BB11 Grade 4B Molded epoxics

CONDENSER CANS
Cast aluminum alloys: Type 43

Wrought zinc alloys: Commercial rolled,
CIRCUIT BREAKERS Copper hardened rolled alloy, Rolled

zinc alloy of Mg~ or Ti
Molded melamines

CONDENSER PLAIES

CIRCUIT r (gAe nea purpoRe) Wrought copper alloys: kntz metal) CDA

Molded alkyds: Gaua (gerlppo),Na. 280; Naval brass CDA No's. 464, 465,
Glass-reinforced (high impact) 466, 467; CDA 706 (cupro-nickel, 107.);

CDA 710 (cupro-nickel, 207.); CDA 715
CLUTCH DISKS (cupro-nickel, 307.; (Leaded Mi.ntz metal)

CDA No's. 365, 366, 367, 368; (Admiralty)
Wrought copper alloys: CDA No's. 510 (phos- CDA No's. 442, 443, 444, 445

phor bronze A), 521 (phosphor bronze b),
655 (high Si Bronze A), 675 (manganese CONNECTING RODS

brone A)Carbon steels-hardening grades: AISI C 1030,
CLUTCH PLATES C 1040, C 1050,

Cast gray iron: Type 30 Malleable cast iron-pearlitic: Types 60003, --

80002

9-54
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Fired ceric . Cord iiiwI Vanadiu UM !D A h A1lloys)D .7

Castaf fluinmellosll9

CONNECTR PUSWruhalmnmaoy: 56

CRANKSH&FTS
Molded epoxies, molded silicones

khoduLar or ductile cast irons: 80-55-06
Aircraft firewall

Carbon steels: AISI C 1030, AISI C 1040,
Fired ceramic: Zircon AI C 1050 "

C0HTADIRS Malleable cast iron-pearlitic: ACIS 60003,
ACSI 80002, 45010, 45007I Molded or extruded polypropylenes

CRASH PADDING
Molded or extruded celluose acetate butyrate

plastics: ASfTR Grades H4, Hor S2 Flexible plastic fo. r: Preforme2 Urethane

Molded urbas: AST1 Type 1 CUSHIONING

Rigid Flexiblc plastics or rubber foams: Sili-
cone, Urethane, Butadiene-styrene,

Molded or extruded polystyrenes Urethane

CONVEYOR BELTS Oil resistant

Molded or extrided rubber: Natural rubber, Neoprene
Eutadiene-styrene, Synthetic rubber

CUTTING BLADES
Chemical

Wrought niartensitic stainleas s.,,els: 411,
Molded or extruded polyvi-.jl chloride

copolymer: Vinylidene chlorideCYIDR
COTTER PUhS High pressure

Wrought copper alloys: CDA 510 (phos- Cast gray iron: 60
phor bronze A), CDA 521 (phosphor
bronze B) Power or pump

COVERS Wrought copper alloys: 330 (low-leaded

Molded or extruded polystyrenes: Glassbrstue

fiber- filed CYLINDER BLOCKS
High te!,perature, high frequencyCatgyirn 

I 3,4

lHolded siliceie laminatem: Woven fabrics CYLINDER HEADS

Pipe Cast gray iron: ACSI 30, 40

Rigid plastic foams: Polystyrene Cast aluminum alluys: Types 122, 142, 355,
319

CYLINDER LINERS I
Catstainless steelt, ACI Type CA-40,

CC50 C .20
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~~ ~TABLE 9-23. RANDOM ISTING O1F SOME tAI4DIOATE MATEIl (CoNT')

Aircraft engines Wrought hot work mlybdnumn tool steels:
AI1 Types Wil, 1142, W.3

Nitriding steels: 135, 135 modified, X,
UZ, 5Xi2Al Wrought hot work tungsten tool steels:

All! "ap 112U, H21, H122, 1124, H125,

Whete felt Is required Wrought low alloy tool steels: AISI Type*
Ll, L.2, L3, L. L7

Wool felt, SAE F-5 Grade 12R1 Cs tils tes A4

Cast stayins stel:CA

Malded 9lelin. copolymers: Ethylene io:5
ethyl acrylate (EA), Ethylene vinyl Hot forming

a c e ate (E A E C ast gray iron : .40

D~EIEMoldd orContinuous casting

Case twat reuistant ferrous alloys:exrddabora it

A041ANS ro hamr (XI)

l~olded polyvinyl alcohol Cast zicalloys: Types Ag4OA XI)A

Wrought copper alloys: 172 (Beryll'
copper), 510 (phosphor bronze A), Low distortion
521 (phosphor bronze S!, 770 (55-18)

Wrought hot work chromium tool steels:
Molded or extruded rubber: Polysulfide, AISI Types 1110, 1111, H114, 1116, H119

Silicone, Polytri fluoroeblotocthylene
Wear resistant

Car~uctorWrought cold work high carbon, high
Molded or extruded rubber: Butadiene- chromium tool steels: AISI Tyr'es Dl,

scrylonitrile D3, D4., D7

Chemical and thermal Shallow hardenina, ,uhort run&
resistant shallow hardening, cold

heading

Moldd ad etrued rbbe: VtolWrought water hardening tool steels: AISI
Steam Types W1, W2, W44, WS

Molded ane extruded rubber: Butyl Punching, shearing, and
trimming

Valve
Wrought shock resisting tool steels: AISI

Molded or extruded fluorozarbons: Poly- Types S1, S2, S4, 5, S6, S7
trifluorochloroethylene (PTFCE)

DIPPEENTIAL HVUSINGS
DIES

Malleable cast iron-ferricic: 32510,
Nlodular or ductile cast irons: AISI Types: 35018, 48004, 50007, 53004

80-55-06 or 120-90-02
DUCTS

Wrought cold work - medium alloy tool
steel: AISI Types A2, A4, A5, A7, Wrought auminum alleys: 3003
A8, A1O

Ilolded diallyl1 phthalates: Orlon, Dacron,
Wrought cold work - oil hardening tool Asbestos, or Glass fiber filled

steels: AISI Types 01, 02, 06, 07

9.56
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TABLE 9.23. RANOMMLITIG OF SOME CANDIDATE MATERIALS, (CON')

DUCTS FASTEND.S N
Cast heat resistant ferrous alloys: ACI Wrought copper alloys: CDA 230 (red brass, l

Type HT I85%), CDA 260 (cartridge brass, 707).
ICDA 268, QMA 270 (Yellow brass), QMA

Molded or extruded polyethylene I314 (Le-aded comercial bronze), CDA 332
I(high-leaded brass tube), CDA 370 (free 7~

Molded phen~olic laminates: Glass fabric cuttingq Hunts Metal), CDA 485 (Leaded
or Asbestos fiber Naval brass), CDA 510 (phosphor bronze

A), CDA 521 (phosphor bronze B)
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS

High conductivity
Wrought Copper Alloys: Tough Pitch Copper

CDA No's. 110, 113, 114, 116 Wrought copper alloys: CDA 145 (tellurium
copper), CDA 147 (sulfur copper)

Wrought aluminum alloys: EC High strength, mechanical

ELECTRICAL CONTACTS Wrought copper alloys; CDA 647 (precip.
hard Si bronze

Wrought copper alloys: 112 (beryllium Hthae
copper), 502 (phosphor bronze E) Wrot jht copper alloys: CDA 655 (high Si

Wrought Tungsten Bronze A)
Slide

Wrought Molybdentim Wrought copper alloys: CDA 745 (65-10),
752 (65-18), 757 (65-12)

Wrouht SlverHigh temperat ure

Wrought Platinum Wrought or cast itickel-base superalloys
Unitemp 1753, 7-252

Wrought Palladium
FILTERS

Wrouht OmiumFlexible plastic foam: Urethane 1-2

Voltage regpapor Acid & solvent resistant, air

Wrought Ruthenium Synthetic felts: Acrylic, dacron
polyester

ELECTRICAL. HIN~Gi ELMET Jet air dust intake

Hea Reistnt errus llo: AT l~ ~Synthetic felts: Dacron polyester
HeatResstat Frros Aloy:ACITyp HWWater

ELECTRODE ARMS Synthetic felts: Rayc~n viscose

Heat Resistant Ferrous Alloy: ACI Type HF Chemical

EVAPOATORSMolded or extruded carbon, graphite

cast nickel alloy: Nickel 210 (Nickel) Gas & air plop

FAN BLADrCP Roll wool felt: SAE No. F10, Grade 9RI

Cast heat resistant ferrous elloys: ACI FILME BOWLS
Type HA

Oil

FASTNZRSPhenoxy plastic
Wrought Aluminum alloys: 2011, 2017, 2024

FILTER CARTRIDGES
Wrougiit free-cutting carbon steels: AISI

Types Bill, B1211, B1112, B1212, B1113, Fuel oil
B1213

Synthetic felts: Rayon viscose

9-57
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FITTINGS____

'PLANGES

CA$ t Coppe baealy:auiu-rne ogdpp

CasFalminm alos2035 FASNGSI

Castrif Wropper base Alloyy steels:m roze Fored0,p
AISI 150,AIS19255 AI A 926

AicatcmrsinCarbon steels -hardening grades: AVS
Shockresitant airraftC 1030, AISI C '1040, AIS C 1050

Casugt clupinr alloys: 226356 FLATS SPRIzGS

AicatWrought lowpe alloystes: 655I 5140, SiBoz

Al)iu lly: 21 FUEL INITERS V ,,

Pfeatmress ion Carbod sealsc Sthateg grds:AS

Wroat copper bs alloys: 639 (A-S 1Brne

Cast 'FUELURNAES

Molded~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~Fie cerarddmitrcabn: oyin-c:roso oresitn
dn floie(V) Wroght copstncklbaesper alloys:65 (hg SiBoz

Moddo Pxreue pipeon Frarede cermi:eSeail
Castne copper basello alBys 2C, IA lBC

FURNACE ~HS

Caesca aliinh talpeatur strength9,Tye H

den oe-rie alloys Leought orcsincklbsekpeaeosl
rolded or lco exrde abon grapite Ghnert rno esistatferrous Baoste: AC, 

FURNACE DLOO~RS
Modrlae Cas heatil reaitan ferrous alloys AC

Calleablumnu Caloys:ric Type 18 93250 FURpeC GRTE

FURNACE CRAILOS
Cast Coppei-bas alloys: Leded nik3

brozesiico brssCast heat resistant ferrous alloys: ACI
Castcoper-aseallys: eadd rd bassType HE

FLAME BRRIERSFURNACE ROOLRS

Moldar o i dutlemcasteis: GaIs 60-co atHetrssatfrru lus C
40bes8o fier 60-5-1 NouA rdciecsrn

MaleblFcstirNErtcS I350 FUNAE GLATES

Cast copper-base alloys: Leaded yedlo brssCatdeat rekysitanulerou (eals Aur

brlded pheoli lamaes: os) Glass-fbiroeatietrit nforerru (highs imact)

Aseto ibrTyeH
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FUSE BLOCKS ~,
Arc resistant, high shock, Industrial paper: Fiber paper boas:.1

high frequencyI Ti Molded or. extruded fl 6rocarbo : .Ply- -

MoldeJ: Rubber phenolic (arc resistant) trifluorochloroethylene o (PT ),4:Poly-;tetrafluoroethylene (PT7), Poly- '

FUSE CAPS vinylidenefluoride (nFT)

Wrought copper alloys: CDA No's. 219 (Gild- Molded polyvinyl alcohol

_1 , ing, 95), 510 (phosphor bronze A), 521
(phosphor bronze B) Molded or extruded rubber: Polysulfide,

3 Silicone, Polybutadiene, Natural rubb-er,
FUSE WIRES Butadiene-styrene, Synthetic rubber,

Butadiene-acrylonitrile

Wrought iridit=
Automotive, aircraft~and missile

GAS BURNER RINGS Polytrifluorochloroethylene

Cast heat resistant ferrous alloys: ACI Chemical, thermal resistant
Type HF Molded or extruded rubber: Vinylidene

GAS TURBINES fluoride-hexafluoropropylene

Extreme pressure lubricant, oil
Wrought austenitic stainless steels: AISI containing sulfur310, ATS1 310S

. - Polyacrylate

Wrought iron-base Cr-Ni superalloys:
16-25-6 High temperature oil,

solvent resistant

GAS TURBINE BLADES Fluorosilicone
High heat

Search light

Wrought or cast iroa-base superalloys (Cr-
Ni-Co): Mltimet,'N-155, Refrcctaloy Polyacrylate
26, S-590, 19-9 DL

Chemical resistant

High temp, aircraft
Synthetic felts: Acrylic

Wrought or cast nickel-base alloys: Inconel

713, IN-100 Corrosion rcsistant,
high temperature

GAS TURBDIE BUCKETS Teflon fluorocarbon

High temp, aircraft
Sound absorbent

Wrought cobalt-base superalloys: J-1570 R v~Rayon viscose

GAS TURBINE VANES Corrosion resistant
"" High heat

HghaMolded or extruded fluorocarbons: Ceramic-

Wrought or cast iron-base supuralloys (Cr- reinforced

Ni-Co): Hiltimet, N-155, Refractaloy
26, S-590, 19-9DL GEARS

High temp, aircraft Nodular or ductile cast irons: 106-70-03,~120-90-02
Wrought or cast nickel-base 

superalloys:

Inconel 713, IN-100 Malleable cast iron-pearlitic: 60003,
80002

GASKETS
Wrought low alloy steels: 4130, 4140,

Roll wool felts: SAE SPEC NO. F-2 Grade 16R2 4150, 4620, 6150

444.120 0 • 71 - 12

--

- A M
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4 ~ ~ Cast copper-bise alloys: TinU1rowo's UZ Nodular or ductile cast ions

W~ ~-v Qeekii 2C I;, Telvkas51 Cast heat reriiS ferrousalloys: ACI
&idij! 7A &'"SC;A re ,3U de Type H?

'~1 A,'93, 5C ,&;9D1: Si~3tcsse14iK brido 133
Wrought ferritic stainleso steels: AIll

Wrought cppee alloys:- a)A Vos. 340 Type 446
ftdusilesdo brss,' 42(blih-liaded

brass), -353 (high-liad4d bras),i 356 ;k
(ir-ihlwabrass)i 6 (r GOGGLE LENSES

cutilng brias.), 544, (phosphor bronze, Poetv
free-cutting), 639 (Al-SI bronz e)

Molded acrylics: Grades 5, 6, 8
Carbon steels-hardening grads: A181

C 1030, AISI C 1040, AU!I C 1050, GRA72 BARS
Al31 C 1095

Cast heat resistant ferrous alloys: ACI
Molded or extruded nylons: Type 6n, 6/6 Type HC ~

Molded or extruded acetal plastics: GRATE BOXESJ Acetal homopolymer, Acetal copolymaer
Nodular or ductile cast irons

Havy duty
GREASE REAINERS

Wrought low alloy steels: 8620, 8630,
8640, 8650, 8720, 8740, 8750, 4820, Roll wool felts: -SAE SPEC NO. F6 or F7,
4320, 4340 Grades 12R2, 12R3

SlideHAIRSPRINGS

Wrought low alloy steels: 5140, 5150 Wrought low-expansion nickcl alloys: Ni-
Span-C902 _

Larg

Cast gray Iron: 50 A@R3
Carbon steels-hardening grades: C 1095

Tming HAND) TOOLS
Cast aluminumn alloys: 355 Malleable cast iron-ferritic: 32510,

35018, 48004, 50007, 53004
Carbon steels-carburizing grades: C 1117, Wrought maguesiua alloys: AZ 311-F,

4 ill AZ 61A-F, AZ 80A-T5, ZK 60A-T5,

TransmissionAZlA
cast magnesium alloys: AZ 63A, AZ 91,

irought low alloy steels. 5140, 5150 AZ 291B, AZ 92A, AM 100A, AZ 91C,
AZ 81A

Malleable cast iron-pearlitic: 48004,
50007, 53004, 60003, 8000 2 HANDLES

- Molded phenolics

HEAT EXCHANGERS
Cast gray iron: Cleis 30

Wrought austenitic stainless steels:
GEAR HOUJSING AIS! 310, AISI 310S

Nod4lar or ductile cast Irons: Grade 60- cast stainless steels: AC! CN-7M
40-18, Grade 60-45-12 Wrought aluminum alloys: Type 1100, 3003

Cast aluminum alloys: Type B 195 Wrought copper allo7s: CDA 655 (high
1, Si Bronze A)

9-40
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Moled .4edAibteh stti or Class fiber-filled

Mo 3lded or extruded polyptopylemesr
Molded or extruded polystyrenes: Glass 4.'$~

Wrought tantalum: Tantalum-lOUfbrfle r etadceiA

HEATER OORES HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATORS
Autootve

Molded or extruded rubber: Urethane

(jjj Fired ceramic: Cordierite

Cast stainless steels: ACI CF-3, ACI CF-S atga ro:Cii6
HYDRAULIC VALVES

Cast nickel alloys: Nickel 2104
Cast gray Iron: Class 60

HUMGOS
IGNITION PARTS

Wrought copper alloys: Architectural bronze
WDA 385 Molded alkyds: Granular (general pur-

pose), Putty (electrical), Class-
HOSES reinforced (high Impact)

Molded or extruded rubber
IGNITION SYSTEMS

Aircraft, gasoline, oil Aircraft

lutadiene acrylonitrile Molded silicones: General-mineral,
Glav3 fiber, High impact - glass fiber

Automotive, aircraft, & missiles
DWEFLLERS

Polytrifluorochloroethylene
Nodular or ductile cast irons: Cla&.

flexible chemical & petroleum 80-55-06

Chlorosulfonated polyethylene Cast stainless steels: CIA Type CA-15,
CC-SO

Oil21 Heat & corrosion resistant
PolyacylateHigh nickel (Ni-Resist) Cast irons: Heat

Ozone resistant: & corrosion resistant

'K IEthylene, Propylene Cast copper-base alloys: Tin Bronzes,
Silicon Brass, Silicon Bronze

Steam
Molded or extruded fluorocarbons: Poly-

Butyl tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)

Flexible Metal

Wrought copper alloys: CDA 230 (Red Aircraft supercharger
brass, 85%), CDA 502 (phosphor bronze
E) Cast aluminum alloys: Type 355

MOUSINGS Corrosion, erosion resistant, pump

Phenoxy plastics Cast stainless steels: ACI Type CO-4MEu

94,1
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IMPLLERS INUIAUTjL%

!~UP Wire

Wat coppor-bass alloys. Alunmaw Bronze; Molded olefin copolymers: Ethyleamt

al1 Grade 9JA, 95, 9C, 9D butane, Propylone ethylene

Molded or extruded polycarbonate plastics: Wire & cable
Polycarbonate (glass filled); stainless
steel, srt~Jnttic AISI Type 920 Molded or extruded polyethylene

4 Molded olefin copolyimers: Ethylene
INSTRUMENTS butane. Propylene ethylene
Surgical

Electrical
Wrought copper alloys: CDA No. 770, Type

5543B Molded olefin copolymers: Ethylene
echylacrylate (ERA), Ethylene

INIHCHT CASINGS vinyl acetate (EVA)

east phenolics Industrial glass: Borosilicate

ISTRUMThW DIALS Oil resist., electrical

Wrought copper alloys: 340 (medium.'lcaded Molded or extruded rubber: Chloroprene

MolhdedTPAEL or extruded rbe:Ethylene, "

Molded phenolics: Arc resistant Propylene

Molded or extruded polystyrenes: General Car and truck
purpose or Glass fiber-filled

Roll wool felts: SAE SPEC T-13, F -15,

INSTRUMENT PIVOTS Grades 9R4, 9R5

Wrought Osmium High frequency

INSTRUMENT PLATES Molded or extruded polyethylenes

Wrought copper alloys: 340 (medium-leaded Low moisture, absorptiont electricalj
brass)

Molded or extraded nylons
INSULATION

Molded or extruded fluorocarbons: Poly-
trifluorochloroethylene (PTFCE) Low temp., power wire

Roll wool felts: SAE SPEC F-11 Grae Molded or extruded polyvinylchloride or

9RZ copolymers: Nonrigid-electrical

Synthetic felts: Dacron polye~s~er Motor mount

industrial papers: Fiber paper board, Synthetic felts: Rayon viscose
Fiber board, Insulation paper

INSULATORS
Building panel core

Molded diallyl phthalates: Orlon Lill",

Rigid plastic foams: Phenolic Dacron fijied, Asbestos filled, Glas
fiber filled

Thermal
Molded or extruded polystyrenes: General

Urethane, Silicone purpose

Flexible plastics or rubber foas: Silicone

"42
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Corrosion reitat electrical w

reInforced Nolded and extruded nylons: Type 610

Electric line JWCUHRPAE

Firead ceramics: Steatite High chromium and *olybdenum cast Irons

High frequency White cast irons

JET ENGINES
High temperature High temp, strength,.epd corrosion

efrctoy )allteCast stainles, steels: ACI-CK-20

High voltage
Wrought oc cast nickel-base superallpys:

Standard electrical Inconel X-750, Hastelloy B, Hastelloy C,
Hastelloy X, Unitemp, lX, Inconel 718,

Hot point Udimet 500, Udimet 700, Waspaloy, Nicrotung,
Rene-41, R-41

Cordierite

Low vltageThermal shock resistant
4. Cast cobalt-base superalloys: HS-21

Standard electrical
JET ENGINE BLADES

Suspension High temperature

Standard electrical Wrought or cast nickel-base superalloys:
Inconel 700

Electrical
JET ENGINE DISKS

ldedor etrued rbbe: fitylWrought iron-base superalloys (Cr-Ni):

High & low temperature, electrical Incoloy 901

Silicone JOURNAL LUBRICATING PADS
Railroad

High shock resistance, good electrical
properties, high resistance to Flexible plastics or rubber foams: Neoprene.

burning, standoff Bvtadiene-acrylonitrile

Ided melaiuines: Glass fiber reinforced JOURNAL LUBRICATORS

High temperature, high stability Roll wool felts: SAE SPEC F-6, Grade 12R2

Id or sheet mica: Ceramoplas tic, Glass LAMP' FflAMENTS
bonded mica

Wrought tungsten
JACKET~iG

Electrical LANDING GEARS

lded or #.xtruded fluorocarbons: Polyvinyl- Wrought aluminum alloys: 5083
- idene fluoride (PVF)

High stren&,'h
Low temperature power line

Wrought ultra high strength steels: HX-2,
Moled or extruded polyvinyl chloride and co- 300-N, D-6A

polymers: Nonrigid - electrical
High strength, high temperature

ozone resistant, electrical
Modified 1111

Moded or extruded rubber: Ethylene, Propylene

9463
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god ouhnssCast gray iron- Type 40, Type 50 ~r

Wrought low alLoy steals: AISI 4063, AISI 4620

111gh Strength Cast gray iron: Tyjpe 30

Molded epoxy laninates: Woven fabric M&AGXE1S

LIJK RAMZ Cobalt alloys

-Mo~d rbber PoysulideWrought martensitic stainless steels: 420

LIFE VESTS1* LIGHTNLFOVER
Molded rubber: Polysulfide .4

Cast aluminum alloys: Type 108 ,

Phenoy platicsAircraft exhaust

44- Cast nickel alloys: Incaonel 610 (Inconel),
LIGHTING FIXTUiRES Inconel 705 (S Inconel)

Molded melamines, Alpha cellulose, gen. Exhaust
purpose

Cast inc lloys Sluh casing lloyCast heat resistant ferrous alloys: Type HH ie

High nickel (Ni-rca:(-t) cast irons: Heat and
LIGHTING ARRESTORS corrosion resistap.

Fired ceramics: Grade-standard electrical METEORTTE SHIELDS
High energy absorption

LININGS
Wrought magnesium alloys: LA 141A-T7

Wrought copper alloys :CDH-330 (low-leaded

brasstuba)Telescope

cast nickel alloys: Monel 411 (Honel)
Monel 505 (S. Monel) Fired ceramics: rolycrystalline, Glese 9608

Car & truck, protective MISSILE STRUCTURAL PARTS

Roll wool felts: SAE SPEC F-13, P-I5, Grade Wr'nught aluminum alloys: 7039I ;9R4, 9R5 Wrought beryllium

Cheica eqipmntCast ma.gnesium alloys: AZ 63, AZ 81A, AZ91,1

Wrought gold AZ 291B, AZ92A, AM 100A, AZ 91C, QC Z2A-T64
EZ 33A-TS, HKt 31A-T6, HZ 32A-TS, ZE 41A-TS,

Low tolerance, life, and quality ZK 5LA-T5, KX A-K, ZK 61A-T6

4Roll sh.act wool felts: SAE SPEC F-51, Grade Wrought magnesium alloys: ZE lOA-H24,
No. 16R-3X AZ 31B-H124, 11K 31A-H24, 10K 21A-T8,

4. 104N 31A-T5. AZ 5IB-F, AZ 61A-F, AZ 80A-T5, -

LUBRICATORS ZK C'OA-T5, AZ 10k-F
Durable, resilient felt service High strength

Roll wool felts: SAE SPEC F-5, Grade 12R-1 >
Cast aluminum alloys: C 355, A 356, 327

High temperature

Wrought tantalum: Tantalum -LOW

9-64
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MISSILE 11063A ARS E o
Mih tempeirature, ' Sifreng kh, AMd corrosion -

Molded polyester laminates: Spray-up mat.

Wruh rcast Uckea base superalloys:
Inconel Xi-750,.Hutelloy B, )Isstelloy ',-Molded diallyl phthalates: Orlon-Filled,
'Has lloy.7.], Uiliieip HX, Inconel 718, Dacron-Filled, Asbestos-filled, Class
Udii.t 500, Udim~ii 760, Waspaloy, Nicrotung, fiber-filled
lens-4l, R-1,

Molded or extruded carbon, graphite: Recrya-
High teup,,high stringth tallied graphite

Wrought Columbium alloys: C-103, B-66, CB-752, Molded phenolic laminates: Glass fabric, ...
C- 129 Asbestos fiber

MISSILE AMUSTS NOZZLES

Wrought depleted uranium Cast nickel alloys: Monel 411 (Monel),
Monel 505 (S Monel)

MISSILE BODIES
Molded melamines: Fabric

Molded epoxy laminates: Filament wound
Molded polyester laminates: Spray-up mast,

MISSILE lg)TOR HOUSINGS Preform -

High strength -weight ratio, good
toughness Burner

Wrought ultra high strength steels; AISI-4340, Cast heat resistant ferrous alloys: HN. HE
25 Ni, 20 Ni, 18 Ni

High heat, gas turbine

HOLDSWrought or cast iron-base superalloys
Cast stainless steels: CA-40 (Cr-Ni-Co): Mltimet, N-155, Refract-

alloy 26, S-590, 19-9DL
MRTAR TUJBING

High strength -weight ratio, good Rocket
toughness

Wrought tungsten, molybdenum AVC (7OMo, 30W)
Wrought ultra high strength steels, AISI-4340

25 Ni, 20 Ni, 18 Ni Wrought tantalum: Tantalum - lOW

MOTOR HOUSINGS Molded or extruded carbon, graphite:
Recrystallized graphite

Molded phenolics
Spray

WM SLOT WEDGES
Cast stainless steels: CF-SM, CF-12M

Molded silicones: General-mineral, Glass fiber,
High impact-glass fiber Cast copper-base alloys: 6B

MOVIE PROJECTOR P'ARTS INUCLEAR FUEL SHEETING

Molded or extruded acetal plastics: Acetal Wrought tantalum, tungsten, molybdenum:
homopolymer, Acetal copolymer AVC, N-25 Re

MUNITION PRIMERS NUCLEAR MODERATORS

Wrought copper alloys: 330 (low leaded brass Mo~ded or extruded carbon, grapMte:

tube) General purpose, Premium

9-65
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NUCLEAR O BOXE

*rought tantalum Fired ceramics: Standard electrical grade

Wroughtbeylu

"*Ought hafnium Molded or extruded fluorocarbons: Polytetra- A~ -

fluoroechylene (1113), Ceramic-reinforced
7 fuel cladding

Wrought sirconum alloys: Reactor gride,
Zircalloy-2 Molded or extruded rubber: Natural rubber,

Butadiene-styrene, Synthetic rubber, Butyl 1" f
UCLEAR REFLECTOS

PNEUMATIC TIRES
Wrought or cast lead alloys: Chemical lead,

Common lead (soft lead), Tellurium lead Molded or extruded rubber: Polybutadiene,

Natural rqibber, Butadiene-styrene,
Molded or extruded carbon graphite:. General Synthetic rubberI

PINION4S
NUCLEAR SHIELDS

li.~ or ductile cast irons: 123-90-02
Wrought or cast lead alloys: Chemical lead,

Common lead (soft lead), Tellurium lead Carbon szocls-hardening grades: Z 1030.,

Wrought lead alloys: 17. Sb-lead, 47. Sb-lead, M C15. 09
6.S-lead, 87. Sb-lead, 9%. Sb-lead -rt cpr lys CD-3~0 (free

* CDA-544 (phosphor bronze
OIL PUMP BODY e' .3j CMA-649 (Al-Si bronze)

Cas gry ron I3 RETAINERS Wrought alumiat- &illoys: 6061, 6063

Roll wool felts: 12R3 Cart stainless &t v'j CE-30

Sheet wool felts: 1251, 12S2, 12S3, 12S4 Molded or extruded nylonis

ORDNANCE EQUIPMENT Molded or extruded ABS resins
4

Cast magnesium alloys: ZE 41A-T50 ZK 5lA-T59 Extruded cellulose acetate butyrate plastics:
ZH 62A-TS, K lA-F, ZK 61A-T6, AZ63A, AZ 9,ASTh Grad's H14, MO1, S-2
AZ 291B, AZ 92A,. AR 100A, AZ 91C, AZ 81A gs iadgsln

ORDNANCE VEHICLESAigsoladaoin
Wrought copper alloys: CDA 122 (Phosphorus

Wcought magnesium alloys: AZ 311-F, AZ 61A-F, deoxidized copper)
4 AZ 80A-T5, ?K 60A-75, AZ lOA-F, ZE 1OA-H24,

AZ 315-1124 Pm

0-RINGS CDA 240 (low brass, 807.)

Molded or extruded rubber: Silicone Seamless

Automotive, aircraft, and missile CDA 655 (high Si Bronze A) i
Polytrifluorochloroathylent Caustic, coolant, fresh water 6steam

condenser
Extreme presiure lubricant oilWruhito

containing sulfur Wogtio
PolyacylataChemical handling, irrigation system ,

natural gas
High temp oil, solvent resistant

Fluorosilicoae Molded or extruded polyethylenes

9-66
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11rought lead alloys: 4% Sb-ead, 6% Sb-lead, WroughtO lo lo-te$ II65

Phmnoxy plastics

~ g Type 40-E
PropyLene-ethylene polyallomer plastics tor mtr

High temp, cortosion resistant
Type A 13

Chlorinated .7olyether plastics
Diesel

Steam
Type 142

High nickel (Ni-Resist) cast irons: Heat and
corrosion resistant grade Malleable cast iron-pearlitic: Type 60003,

Type 80002
Chemical

Pump
Extruded polyvinyl cbloride copolymer: Vinyl- LeddTnBoz:Ca 2idene chlorideLaddTnBoe: Cde2

Molded or extruded fluorocarbons: Polytri- PISTON PINS
fluorochioroethylene (PTFCE), Polytetra-
fluoroethylene (PFE), Polyvinylidenefluo- Nitriding steels: Type 135, Type 135 mod.
ride (PVF) Type N, Type EZ, Type 5Ni-2A1

Chemical resistant Carbon -teels-carburizing gr3des: C 1117,
C 1118

Molded or extruded polyethylene
PISTON RINGS 1

Molded or extruded carbon, graphite: General
purpose or Premium Grade Cast copper-base alloys: Tin Bronze, BB11,

HighstregthGrades 
1.4, lB

HighstregthMolded or extruded carbon, graphite: Gemteral

Molded epoxy laminates: Woven fabric or Fil- Purpose or Premium Grade
cment wound

PLASTIC MVWS
Salt water

Wrought mold steels: AISI Types PI. P2,

Wrought iron P4, P5. P6, P20, P21

Wrought copper alloys: CDA 706 (cupro- PLUN4GER (UD)ES
nickel, 107.), CDA 710 (cupro-nickel, 207.),
715 (cupro-nickel, 30.) $4-uught copper alloys: CDA 172 (Beryllium

copper)
Water

POTEKTLOETERS
CDA 122 (phosphorus deoxidized copper) Molded diallyl phthalates: Orlon-filled.

Wro,.aght or cast tin alloys: Grade A tin Dacron-filled, Asbes~os-filled, Glass
fiber- fil led

PIPE WRENCHES
POURING SPOUTS

Carbon steels-hardcning grades: C 1095 Cs etrssatfros C yeH

PRESS FRAMR.S

Cast gray iron: Type 60
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PRESSURE BOTTLES PUIPS
: High strength

1de epoxy laminates: Filsaowt wound
Wrought martensitic stainless steels: Type 431

PRE.jiURE TANKS
PUMP HOUSINGS

Wrought aluminum alloys: 1100, 3003
Nodular or ductile cast irons: 60-40-18,

PRESSURE VESSELS 60-45-12

Wrought aluminum alloys: 5454", 5456, 5083, High nickel (Ni-Resist) cast irons: Heat and
5086, 5154 corrosion resistant grade

PRIMER CAPS Cast stainless steels: ACI-CA-15, ACI-CC-50,
ACI-CE-30

Wrought copper alloys: CDA 220 (commercial
bronze, 907.) Cast copper-base alloys: Tin Bronze, BBI1

Grade IA, IB, Yellow Brass, High Strength,
PRINTED CIRCUITS BBII Grade 7A, Aluminum Bronze, B311 Grade

9A, 9B, 9C, 9D
Fired ceramic: Zircon

Fuel !

PROPELLEI e
Cast alur~num alloys: B 195Cast copper-be alloys

1 sPUMP LINERS

Marine
White cast irons: Abrasion resistant grade

Alumin~a Bronze, BBII, Grades 9A, 9B, 9C, 9D,
Silicon Bronze, BBI , Grade 13B PUMP PARTS

Molded or extruded fluorocarbous: Polytri-
1.,OPELLER BLADES A) HUBS fluorochloroothylene (PTFCE)

Cast copper-bas-i alloys, High Strength Yellow High temperature, corrosion resistant
Brass, BB1I Vrade 8A

Chlorinated polyether plastics
PROPELLER SHAFTS

PUMP PLUNGERS
Wrought , eper alloys: Nval 3rass, CDA

lVo, 464 Fir.. cer,-ric: Alumina

PROTECTIVE GARMENTS PUMP RODS

WlldeO po~yvinyl chloride: Nonrigid-general Wrought copper alloys: CDA 675 (manganese
bronze A)

PULLEYS
PYROMETER 

TUBES
Mol ded phenoltts

Wrought ferritic stainless steels: AISI-446

PULVERILZER RINGS

RADIATION SHIELDING
Ni-Hanrd cast irons

Lduszrial glass: High lead grade

Wrought molybdenum
Nodular or dutile cast irons: Austenitic

RAD LIVMRS
Cast gray iron: Type 50 Automotive

Ca.t stainless steels; ACI-CF-20, ACI.0Cf-20, Wrought copper alloys: (Tough pitch copper),
ACI-CK-zO 1)A No.'s 110, 113, 114, 116

Chemical

lioled or crjded carbon, graphite: Gne.
purpose or Premium Grade

9-68
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TAKLE 9-23. RANDOM LISTING F SOME CAN DIDATE MATERIAlS(OTD

V.DATDR CORES AM) TJJJ RESONATORS
Automotive Mechanical

Wrought coppesr rilloys: CDA-260 (cartridge Wrought low expansion nickel alloy:Ibrass, 707.) Mi-SPAN-C 902 ' >,

RADOMS RETORTS I

Molded phenolir, laminates: rflass fabric, Catha eitatfrosaloys: ACT-HI,4
Asbestos fiber ACI-HK

Rigid plastic foams: Epoxy, Urethane RII TUBIG

Fired ceramics: Alumina, Polycrystalline, Wrought ultra high strength steel: 4340

Class 9606
RIVETSI Hgh em, arcrftW.ought copper alloys: CDA No.'s 110, 113,

Molded silicone laminates: Woven fabric 114, 116 (Tough pitch copper) CDA So. 340
(Medium leaded brass)

RAMS Wrought copper illoys: CDA No. 464-4,67 (Naval
Cast gray iron: Type 50 brass), ^ o. 745, Type 65-10

RECTIFIER BASES Hot & cold worked

Wrought copper alloys: CDA 150 (Zirconium Cro eescruzn rds 05

cope)REELS C 1020

Molded or extruded polystyrenes: GlassROERLN

fiber-filled RELCOSMalleable cast iron-pearlitic: Types 60003,

REFLETORS 0002

Wrought magnesium alloys: ZE 1OA-1124,
AZ 31B-H24 Cast copper-base alloys: Silicon Bronze,

Wrought copper alloys: CDL No.'s 2.68,BlGrd 13

270 (yellow brass) ROCKET MOTOR CASES
Wr~ought aluminum alloys. Type 1100 High strength

Cast modedor xtrued cryicsMolded epoxy laminates: Filament woundI Molded melamines: Alpha cellulose or
General purpose ROCKET MOTOR HOUSINGS

High strength, thin-wall

RELAY ASSEMBLIES
Wrought ultra high strength steels: )VC-2,IMelded epoxies 0-6A

RESISTORS ROLLS
Paper mill & rubber mill

Molded alkyds: Granular (general purpose),

Putty (electrical), Glass - re~nforced Nitriding steels: 135, 135 modified, N, F2Z,

(high impact) 5N i- ?A1

Molded diallyl phthalates: Orlon, Dacron, Printing

Asbestos, or Glass fiber-filled Mle r~t~e ubr itdee

Wirewound acryloniL-ile

Molded cpxies ROTATiING BAIVS11RESISTOR BOBBIN4S Wrought copper alloys: CDA-122 (phosphorus

Holdid epoxies

9469
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, OT SEALS4~

*-'4 -. ~ - ~2k- ~ 4,Cas 4lela alos 355.
- -'4 ;'Oil

Je nieRl olfls A PCF2GaeHMM

SPEC P- rd 22 A PC71Ceo1R

Wrou'444]g t a ron-as alos:prll 355 14 16-i-

Wrouht ronbasssupraloys(Cr-i):16-5-6Bearing

Sheet wool felts: Ty".s 1681, 1251, 1682.

111dd oleserlainte: pry-p ator12S2, 16S3,1283, 16S,139

'Prreetrc

Moldeolde ornoi sheetts Gica: Eeramoplastic

Molded ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ole orberaerolvninclriegNn

RColl Syoteti felts: A PCF5 rd 6I

Wrought opr ttalloy: Chit 31m(eaeloneteeitn
mercil broze); DA 30 (meermeteade

Molded or extruded caovnyl graphie: Nenrl-nhtcfl. ao ics
prose -r genral Grade teprsure

Wrogh cppe alos: DA31 (ladd om Wleth ooersisthyen ehy

Sheet) wool felts (6A0) Spec 75Oi-8Snhtcfls arontplese

Moblded or extruded carbon, graphite: General Syebeatic orfubelfas: Rayondiisco-
pu rpose or Premum Gradeacynire

dirtw rpristart

Molded or extruded rubber: Natyulfrube, Slcn, arlt E;Ehln iy ctt
Plbutadetne, SynteAi rubrSAT

Id tomtie 1 caro, ra te Genrd Calesiles steel: or CubrfaIS taine
;Iroeo miil shaftarlo~rl

Wroust copperu alloys: B19 54'popo
Molytedforoxtreruber: brourae freecuting

Critical, chemical and thermal liftriding steels: Types 135, 135 modified,
resistant N, EZ, 5t11-2A1

Vinylidee fluoride hexafluoropropylene Wrought 'ow alloy oceelp: AISI 1340, 4130,
4140, 4150, 4620, 5140, 5150, 6150

High tepersturii, oil and
solvent resistant Heavy duty

Fluorosilicone gWro.ght low alloy steels: AISles 8620, 8630,

S-70
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AMCP 706.100

,.jj TABLE 9.23. RANDOM LISTING OF SOME CANDIDATE MATERIALS (CONT'D)

SHAFTS SPACERS

Heavy duty Electrical instrument J
Wrought low alloy steels: AISI 8640, 8650, Fired ceramics: Steatite 2

8740, 87508
SPARK PLVGS

SHIELDS Insulation
Fired electrical ceramics: Alumina, Re-

Sheat wool felts: Type 12S1, 12S2, 1253, 12S4 fractory mullite

Oil, dus4 and mud SPINDLES

Roll wool felts: SAE SPEC F-6, Grale 12R2 Nitriding steels: Type 135, 135 modified,
, EZ, 5N-2AI N

SHOCK ABSORBERSSRNG.

Flexible plastics or ribber foams: Urethane
Carbon steels-hardening grades: C 105

SLEEIVES .
Wrought copper alloys: CDA No's. 268, 270

Wrought free-cuttin carbon steels: AISI (yellow brass), 510 (phosphor bronze A),
B 111, B 1211, B 142, B 1212, B 1113, 521 (phosphor bronze Z), 752 (65-18),
B 1213

SLIP RINGS High strength

Wrought copper alloys: CDA 150 Zirconium copper Wrought copper alloys: CDA No. 647 (precip,
hard SLBronze)

SOCKETS
Instrument

Electronic tube
Wrought copper alloys: CDA No. 172 (beryl-

Fired ceramic: Zircon, Steatite lum copper)

lectrical STACF. DAMPERS

WroughZ copper alloys: CD%-230 (red brass, 857.), Cast heat resistant ferrous r.loys: ACI-HL

High strength STEERING GEAR FDUSINGS

Wrought copper alloys: CDA-64.7 (precip, hard Malleable cast iron-ferritkc: Type 32510,
SiBronze) 35018

SOLDEqNG IRON TIPS STEERING Ill'JCKLES

Wrought copper alloys: CDA 150 (Zirconium cop- Wrought low alloy steels: A31 514., AISI
per) 5150

High condu.tivity STEERING WHEELS

Wrought copper alloys: CDA 145 (tellurium copper) Molded or extruded cellulose acetate pro-
CDA 147 (sulfur copper) pLonate plastics

SPACEqS STRUCTURES

Wrought free-cuttLng carbon qteels: AISI Buildir.b p nel core
B 1111, B 1211, B 1112, b 1212, B 1113,
B 1213 Rigid plastic foams: Phenolic 7-10

Industrial papers: Fiber pAper boird, Fiber Ga. cooled nuclear
board reactor

I_ Wrought zirconium allcXs: AIR. Reactor grade it' 9-71
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TABUR 9-23. RADO ISTING OF SOMI CANDIDATE NATERIALSACONTI)) - -

;7*ThS7h.UCTMU~ TAlKS

Gas cooled nuclear Chemical storage
reactor

Molded polyester laminates: Spray-up sac,
Wrought zirconium alloys: Zircaloy-2 woven fabric

Wrought tungsten Molded phenolic laminates: Glass fabric,
Asbestos fiber

Wogtmolybdenum >
High strength chemical

Space vehicle
Molded epoxy laminates: Filament wound

Wrought columbium alloys
Self-sealing fuel

High temperature, space craft 1
Molt~ed or extruded rubber: Butadiene-

Wrought tantalum. Tantalum-OW acrylonitrlie

Honey combed Storagej

Molded phenolic laminates: Glass fabric, Molded or extruded polyvinyl chloride:
Asbestos fiber Rigid type T

CLow weight bridge Wrought aluminum alloys: 1100, 3003, 3004

Wrought high strength steels: ASTH Types TANK CARS

A ?4,, A 242, A 440, A 441, A 374, A Rair5a

Primary and secondary -

aerospace Wrought aluminum alloys: 1060

Wrought magnesium alloys:. LA 141A-T7 TANK LINIGS

SUPERCHARGER HOUSINGS Molded polyester laminates: Spray-up mat,
Preformed

High Nickel (Ni-Resist) cast irons: Heat
andl corrogion resistant gradc Molded or extruded fluorocarbons: Poly-

4 tri fluorochloroethylene PTFCE)
SWITCHES

Molded or extruded rubber: Chlorosulfonated
Wrought copper alloys: (Tough Pitch Coppar), polyethylene

CDA No's. 110, 113, 114, 116 Ceia

SWITCH COVERS
Molded 'nr extruded rubber: Natural rubber,

Molded alklds: Granular (general purpose), Butadiene-styrene, Synthetic rubber

Glass-reinforced (high impact)
Petroleum and chemical

SWITCH GEARS
Molded or extruded rubber: Chloroprene

nolded polyester laminates: Spray-up mat.
- .... Pveform High Ltap, corrosion resis.

SWITCH PARTS Chlorittated polyether plastics

Wrought copper alloys: CDA-510 (phosphor Process
bronze'A), C.DA-521 (phosphor bronze B)

SWITCHMolded or extruded polyethylenes

TAPES
Mnlded epoxies

Molded or extruded nylons
Molded ureas

9-72
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~TABLE 9-23. RANDOM LISTIM, OF SOME CANDIDATE MATESUALS (CONT.)) v

: " Molded or extruded cellulose acetate plastics: lR4sh conductivity-.--

32- Wrought hig srenlloysteels14 (tellurim

1 a}/~~~~ERINAL BLS IISo oubu er

H/Sh shok re~istmt, goodTORMSION BOWI
- ~fre ecericl propertiesh l

. - Carbstelsu ardening grdes C160

.,High temperature C18

M" olded silaiones Milneals grade, ElecricalTWR

-°Wrought hisrngthu selos: (V Ia-ciu4)

. 36, N4

- " TEILSTRIS Worh Columinum barios:ng 0

M ol d ed p olm n l s s f b rC s l mi n u m a l oy ts : p ru 3 5t ,

TERAD RIELS OSDTRE M ES (OIT)

Molded orlicor uellulocate aic cui

Wrogh mansimalosDS GAH4

TAC BIMETUL APS ER

Wrought orminu alloys: Ca15r3luiu

TOOLTUC ROOFS TBI

Moled ceramc Ctrdie eioetteCarbic: odtel lf hapodegra E:ln Ce1060

Wgt tr emture C 108/
Molded proetried nerl relmnts Sltical aO

Arr4e stroht hige 1trength steelA: Bon EdV)

trd caluminum beAin

C ~~ ~ ~ 17) 1040 C 100Mle(rsetmca:up rakl, mu7,)cit

eetiaOL properties 71h(uronhkl,30,
br etantMlebecstioleeiic ye400

Molded or extruded Goloas bo ate plasticf:ib

Castodd retuedarlc: ihipc luminrxude ylos: Type 6/6

aor-extrded etylWrought cop es alloys: CDA 651 A -lo -
WroughtB (hi icke alloys: B)i C614 AElSBronzeD)

68igh (rutAluminum) Da: 003Cpo-ikl

TOLniUSIG1 Cponcp,3%

K3e oore eolyester laminates:t Spray-up mat

Class-filled W~krough cpea loy Almi a 44,CA 43

TIE RODS
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TABLE 9-23. RANDOM LISTING Of SOME CANDIDATE MATERIALS (CONT'D)

URBDE BIADES
'UAD60

Distiller Cast nickel alloys: Manel 411 (Monel),

Monel 505 (S Mone1)
Wrought copper alloys: CMA 444, CA 445,

(Admiralty), CDA 687 (Almimm brass) Cast stainless steels: CA-15

Heat exchanger Wrought ferritic stainless steels: 405

Wrought coppez alloys: COA 122 (phosphorus Wrought molybdenum
deoxidized copper), 230 (red brass, 85%),
CIA 442, CDA 443, WA 444, CIA 445 (Ad- High strength
airalty), CDA 687 (Aluminum brass), CMA
706 (Cupro-nickel, 10), CDA 710 (Cupro- Wrought martensitic stainless steels; 403
nickel, 20X), CIA 715 (Cupro-nickel,
30X,) High temperature

Aircraft Cast cobalt-base superalloys: HS-31, X-40,

HS 151, WI 52
Wrought aluminum alloys: 5052

Jet engineHydraulic
Wrought Iron-base superalloys: (Cr-Ni),

Wrought aluminua slloys: 3004 A-286, V-57

Chemical TURBINE BUCKETS

Cast stainless steels: CF-8C High strength, high temperature

)*lded or extruded polyvinyl chloride copo- Wrought high temperatre steels: 1415 NW " I
lymer: Vtaylidene chloride (Greek Ascoloy), 1430 MV (Lapelloy), "-

14 CVM (Chromoloy), 17-22 AS (14 MVI)
Chemical or oxygen

Jet engine
Molded polyvinyl alcohol

Wrought or cast nickel-base superalloys:
Collapsible Unitemp 1753, M-252

Wrought or cast tin alloys: ard tin
TURBINE HOUSINGS

Electronic High strength, high temperature,
aircraft and missile

Wrought tutgsten, molybdenum I
Wrought ultra high strength steels: Modi-

Flexible chemical and petroleum fled H-11

Molded or extruded rubber: Chlorosulfonated Jet engine
polyethylene, Chloroprene.

Wrought iron-base superalloys: (Cr-Ni),
Heavy duty, aircraft A-286, V-57

Wrought low allo,, steels: AISI 8620,
AISI 8630, AISI 8640, AISI 8650, AISI TURNBUCKLE BARRELS
8740, AISI 8750 Aircraft

Ignition Wrought copper alloys:, CDA No's. 464, 465,
466, 467 (Naval brass)

Industrial glass: Alumino-silicate

Radiant 7URRET HOUSNS
Hligii strength

Cast heat resistant ferrous alloys: ACI-H1H,
ACI-HN Cant aiuminum alloys: 40-E

9-74
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rYIPEIM ?,TRTS VALVE BODIES

MJolded or extruded acetal plastics: Acetit1 Cast Stay iron: Type 50
hopolyiner, Aceta8 €opolywer Wrouht copper alloys: 675 (a-ese bro-;eUNIVERSAL JOINT YOKE A)

Malleable cast tron-PearlStic: 8MED, VALVE COMPONTS
50007, 53004, 60003, V0002

Wrought copper alloys: CDA 6 1 (Low S1 bn

VALVES Bronze B)

Nodular or ductile cast irons: Austenitic VALVE HOUSINGS

Cast copper-base alloys: Tin Bronze, 9311 Nodular or ductile cast irons: Type
Grade 1A & 1B; Leaded Tin Bronze, 53Ut 60-40-18, 60-45-12,
Grade 2A, 2B, 2C; Leaded Red Brass; Leaded
Yellow Brass; Hi-Str Yellow Brsas, Grade Malleable cast iron-pearlitic: Type
7A; Leaded Ni Brass; Leaded Ni Bronze 48004, 50007, 53004

Cast stainless steels: CH-20, CK-20, CF-20, Cast stainless steels: CB-30, CC-50,
CX-7M CE-30

Wrought martensitic stainless steels: 44OA, Cast aluminum alloys: Type 108

Cast copper-base alloys: Leaded Tin Bronze. Molded or extr-uded fluorocarbons: Poly- Grade 2A

tetrafluoroethylene (TFE)
... o: ... 'Low pressure

Chewical
Cast copper-base alloys: Leaded Red Brass

Molded or extruded carbon, graphite: General Grade 4A
purpose or Prmium Grade

VALVE LIH'WIS

Corrosionerosion resltant Molded or extruded i.iorocarbons: Poly-

Cast stainless steels,: CD-4M5u tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), Fluorinated
ethylene propylene (FEP)

High presauore steam

VALVE SEATS I

Cast stainless steels: CF-3M, CF-8M, CF-12M
Cast nickel siloys: Monel 411 (Monel), 4

High stren;gth Monel 505 (S Monel)

Wrought martensitic stainless steels: 431 Cast stainless steels: CC-50

High strength, high heat aircraft Molded or extruded polyvinyl copolymer:
Vinyl idene chloride

Wrought iron-base superalloys: (Cr-Hi), 19-9
DL, W 545, D-979, AMS 5700 Fi:'ed cer .iics: Alumina

High temperature Corrosion Resistant

,'ast copper baae alloys: Leaded Ni-Bronze, Molded or extruded tlu.'ocsrbons. Ceramic
Grade 118 reinforced

High temperature, corrosion resiatant VALVE SEAT DISKS

Chlorinated polyether plastics Molded or extruded rubber Polysulfide

Pump VALVE SEAT INSERTS

Fired ceramic: Zircon High chromium and molybdenum cast irons

9-75
444-100 - 71. I A
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TAME 9.23. -RAN"O LISMNG OF SOME CANDIDAXE MATERIALS (CONT')M ~

VALVE SEAT ISERTS WASHERS

High strength, high heat, aircraft Lock

Wrought Iron-base superalloys (Cr-NI): Low alloy Sree:: 9255, 9261 1 '

19-9 DL, Unitamp 212, W1 545, D-97%,
AM5700 -WELDING EQUIPMENT

*VALVE SPRINGS Wrought copper alloys: CDA 639 CMl-Si
bronze)

Wrought copper alloys: CMA 172 (beryllium
copper)

WELDLIG TORCH TIPS
VALVE STEMN High conductivity

Wrought copper alloys: CMA 280 (Hintz Wroueht copper alloys: COA 147 (sulfur
mtal), CDA 464, CDA 465, CDA 466, ODA 467 copper)
CDA 467 (Naval brass), CDA 485 (leaded
Naval brass), CDA 675 (manganese WHEELS
Bronze A)

Cast copper-base alloys: Hi-strength Mle hnlc

Yellcav Brass, 3311 Grade 7A, 8A; Wrought copper alloy:.: CDA 342, CflA 353

Silicon Bronze, 3311 Grade 13B (high-leaded brass), CDA 356 (extra4

VIBRATION MONT high-leaded brass)

Wrought high strength steels (Columbium
Roll wool felt*: SAE SPEC F-6 Grale 12R2; Bearing)

SAE SPEC P-2 Grade 16R2
Wrought magnesium alloys, AZ31B-F, AZ6lA-F,

WASHERS AZ8OA-T5, ZK6OA-T5, AZlODA-F

'W
Cast copper bast, alloys: Aluminum Bronze, Cast magnesium alloys: AZ63A, AZ8lA,

C.391t Grades 9A, 98, 9C, 9D AZ9l, AZ29lB, AZ91C, AZ92A, AM100A

Industrial papers: Fiber paper board, Fiber Cast alumiinum~ alloys: 356
board

Bus
Sheet w~ool felts: Grades 12S1, 12S2, 12S3,

12S4, Cast aluminum alloys: 195

1Bearing seal Airplam, tail

Sheet w. ' felts; Grades 20S1, 20S3, 26S2, Molded or extruded rubber: Urethane
26S4

Fork lift truck
Grease and oil retaining

Molded or extruded rubber, Urethane
Sheet wool felts: Grades 16SI, 16S2, 16S3,

16S4 High temp, turbine

Corrosion resistant Case cobalt-base superalloys: HS-31, X-40,
115-151, WI 52

Molded or extruded fluiorocarbons: Ceramic-
reinforced (PTFE) WHEEL. 1UBS

Thrust Malleable cast itons-pearlftic:, 45010, 45007

Wrought copper alloys: Cr)A 544 (phosphor WICKS
bronze tree-cutting)

Oil and fluid
Lock

Shoet v.ool felts: Grades 16SI, 16S2, 16S3,
Wrought copper alloys: CDA 510 (phosphor 16S4

bronze A), CDA 521 (phosphor bronze 3)

9-76
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Roll- -,o fets SA PCF1 Gae1R

'.7-.- * WICK WIRECTIt

Woghta pe r 81 y:1 70(5-8

WIRES

Wroughcoe alloys: Co A50(popo

WIRE NETR

Wrought copper alloys: CDA 770 (55-18)

BrneACA51(hshrBronze B)

WIRE SUPPORTS

Fired ceramics: Standard electricalt gfjrde

X-RAY RODS

Fired ceramics: Standard electrical grade

X-RAY TUBES

Fired ceramics: Standard electrical grade

I _ _ ___ _

9-77
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TABLE 9-24. COMMON DESIGN IROBLEMS

Problem: DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS UNDULY RESTRICT OR PROHIBIT
USE OF NEW MATERIALS.
tI

Cause and Effect:

Designer restricts himself and the design to materials that have
been proven or to materials that have become traditional.

Potential Solution:

Keep abreast of new material developments, e.g., prepainted
steel or one of the preclad metal combinations, many of which could
be more economical than bare metal subsequently plated or coated.

Problem: DESIGN SPECIFIES PECULIAR SHAPE WHICH REQUIRES
EXTENSIVE MACHINING OR A SPECIAL EXTRUSION.

Cause and Effect:

Special extruded parts require long leadtime and costly as-is
extensive machining.

Potential Solution:

Simplify the design geometry to use standard extrusions or minimum
o machining.

Problem: PHYSICAL AND FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF DESIGN
CAN BE MET WITH POWDERED METAL PART, BUT DESIGN
CONFIGURATION RESTRICTS ITS USE.

Cause and Effect:

Use of powdered metallurgy parts whoge physical and functional
requirements are restricted by design configuration.

Potential Solution:

Redesign part, if possible, to permit its fabricaticid using powdered
metal techniques.

:; 9-78
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/ TABLE 9-24. COMMON DESIGN PROBLEMS (CONT'D)

Problem: SPECIFIED MATERIAL DIFFICULT OR IMPOSSIBLE TO
FABRICATE ECONOMICALLY.

Cause and Effect:

Designer's desire to acrieve ultimate in physical characteristics.

Potential Solutions:

Review the selection of material against requirements to determine
If some other material or grade of material can be specified; investigate
possibility of annealing to facilitate machining.

Problem: SPECIFIED MATERIAL NOT AVAILABLE IN QUANTITY.

Cause and Effect:

Materia~l too new to 1e on the market in quantity; material proprietary
or single sour-ce; supply of material committed to higher priority projects;
material composition or configuration no longer in production.

Potential Solution:

Specify alternate materials; investigate supply sources before
specifying material.

9-79
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TABLE 9.25. COMMON PRODUCTION PROBLEMS

Process- MULTILAYER FLEXIBLE CABLE.

Problem:

Electronic packages may be interconnected in a three-dimensional network.
The multilayer, multiconductor flexible cable eliminates hand wiring but requires
further development and investigation.

Application

This process would have widespread application4 to multiple component electronic
systems.

Process: PRINTED CIRCUIT-TUBELET.

Problem:

Prouctonefficiency would be improved with nzL adaptation of the printed
circuit-tubelet concept in the fabrication of e), znoi. m~odules.

Application:

This concept coulO improve several Army missile systems.

Process: PROCE11W0ING MESOMORPHI1C MATERIALS.

Problem:

There is a void between the thecry and the application of mesomorphic
materials for use In direct viewing devices.

Application:

Study and evaluate waysi and means of practical application of mesomorphic

matertis for use In direct viewing devices.

9.8
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TABLE 9-24. COMMON PRODUCTION PROBLEMS i(CONTD)

1 V- "
Process: INCREASED R & D FT-9ORT WITH RESPECT TO ADVANCED

POLYMERS. AAO

Problem:

It is not yet possible to bulk produce and fabricate certain, what appear to be
desirable, laboratory produced polymers.

Application:

Continue the R & D efforts to enable mass production of certain rubber polymers
to include the fabrication of components. 4

Process: MANUFACTURING ALUMINUM TURRET RING BEARING
WITH STEEL INSERTS.

. i Problem:

The use of plastic and aluminum in the mandfacture must be studied as a substi-
tute for steel in turret fabrication if significant reductions are to be made in both
weight and cost.
Application:

A weight reduction of 40% to 50% along with reduiced maintenance requirements

may be achieved ki turret fabrications.

Process: MANUFACTURING METHODS OF TRANSPARENT ARMOR.

Problem:

Convert laboratory research solutions of transparent armor components to
practical application, ,3

Application:

This effort will consider all it.ms now made, or proposed, of plastic or

glass intended for use as transparent armor.

I.$
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PrTAess: FERiTE IMPROVED POWDERS. P 
"N

Problem:

The problem in ferrite powders is the isoltion an4 compaction of indi-
vidual ferrous particles so that they can act as individual magnets. One of
the main difficulties with magnetic materials is that their claracteristics
change with temperature, falling off drastically with high temperatures.

Application:

Transformers, inductors, and memory cores which could be improved
and miniaturized.

Process: GUN TUBE STEELS.

Problem:

Service life of gun tubes subjected to sustained firing has been low
due to the limitations of the present barrel steels.

Application:

Gvn tubes, magazine tubesand other relatively simple configurations.

Process: IMPROVED PRINTED CIRCUIT MATERIAL.

Problem:

A necd exists for a repairable printed aircuit board. At present, when a componen
lead is unsoldered for removal, the pad may be overheated. When the lead is moved
while the copper-to-epoxy adhesive is hot, the pad may loosen from the board,
damaging it beyond repair.

Application:

All electronic systems employing printed circuit boards.

942
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TABLE 9-25. COMMON PRODUenfON PROBLEMSI(CONT'D) J

~~Proceas: ALUMINUM-BRONZE CHEMICAL COMPOSITON AND MECHANICAL,' '

PROPERTIES.

Problem: i

Although all classes of slumin-tm-bronze ingot and castings may be well within :
the- chemical composition specified, the , chanlual properties such as tensile
strength and/or elongation do not meet minimumn requirements. /

~~Brushings, bearing, surfaces, etc.:

process: CONTROLLED CERAMIC CAPACITOR POWDER, :
Problem: --

Barium titanate, a basic material in capacitors, is not presently avail-
able in the required purity levels. The increasing use of miniaturization
requires greater sophistication in the preparation of the materials used in

• ceramic capacitors.

! Application:

Ceramic capacitors and systems containing ceramic capacitors.

! Process: CRYSTAL GROWTH.

Problem:

Perfected controls are required for crystatl growth to insure uniformity.

_Application:

i '

Established contiaIs required for the economical production of ruby crystals
to include, but not be limited to, maintaining uniform chromium doping, flawless
growth, and uniform nutrient and run temperatures.

I1

C -

":3

Prolem
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CHAPTER 10
I

FABRICATION. PROCESSES

10-1 GENERAL 10-2.1 CASTING

Casting processes are basically similar in that the
This chapter acquaints the design engineer with metal being formed is in a liquid or highly viscous state

some of the manufacturing processes used to convert a and is poured cr injected "nto a ct.rity of a drsired
design into hardware. These processes fall into two shape
general categories, material moving and material The use of castirgs for military equipment hs ben
removing; the former generally being described as pi- limited because they have been known to be typically
mary fabrication processes and the latter as secondary weaker and iess reliable than forged or wrought parts.
fabrication processes. While the two are frequently However, rapid progress has been made in the develop-
compementary, the primary processes are relatively ment of high strength steel castings that can meet the
was% free in diht hey "move" material, and the ec- requirements of military designers.
ondary are relative-ly wastefo' in that they "remove" Castings offer considerable economic advantages be-
material. cause they cons.rve mr'terial and reduce the amount of

finish machining required. This saving thereby en-

hances producibility, and the wide varietv of casting

10-2 PRIMARY FABRICATION methods and materials tiat can he cast permits almost

PROCESSES unlinited sizes and configurations.

The essential primary fabrication processes are
shown in generic form in Appendix C. Some of these 10- .2 FORGING
processes may seem far removed from the designer;
however, almost everything produced will have had its Forging consists of working metals into a desired
beginnings in one or more of these prcess operations. configuration under imlct or pressure loading. This
The design-I who is not fully informed of the capabili- process permns fabricating the more complex shapes
ties, techniques, and limitations of the various pro- normally required today. Its value lies in a refined grain
cesses can waste time and money. He may fail to con- structure and t'_ patterns that are possible. Improved
sider alternate methods of production or his design wili machanicai properties of the part and economical
be such that it does not realize the full b,mefits of the quatity production are results of this process.
method selected. For hot forging, iurnace temperature, part tempera-

This handbook briefly summarizes some of the ture, and heating time vary with the metallurgical
capabilities and limitations of these manufacturing pro- properties of the metal to be forged. Temperature
cesses. Table 10-1 ou. nes some basic characteristics. range; for various materials are illustrated in Fig. 10-1.
Marly texts and articles particulai4y in trade journals, Ptecision forging is an extensio.- of conventicnal
describe how to design ir best results in these p;ocess forging practice, and is used to elimintie or minimize
operations and are a source of current and up-to-date machining operations. The dimensional tolerances,
information. It must be remembered that today's best surface finJh, and surface metallurgical quality are
method may be replaced tomorrow by new develop- equivalent to those produced by stand,.rd production
ments in manufacturing technology, machine tools.

10-1
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c~ u prx PR th or poprasty.ion e %oe Tuig nXb I tf t -Sri
.-pus~'h. ~ ta i one plSaea.4 wincgex Pat1. . aanl tblsnS$ie 100

H.t .t~ll'i iorrd throuha ,oe uis, Skil 0lea.1 of.

"t ,, "ianew Apertureo ef the"dt 0

die byloR.s aprtur of tw Maerial - Minly slusinua. ".i tIrk.... ±0:06t ±.1
desired shipa. The farms are CON -Sizo. shape, and tO~oflnc capper, an mpeecium Cres Section 10.00 to .

0
.0'6

0
n

Ihe atito Plaint -Isaxin. 10 Imttli0'5. Legh1 i . ± Z~

lOLL jOIN G ., PRO - High dimensfonalLnth1.6
Hea as ....... a w. Iofa . ((i" ccuracy and suiface finish; Aircraft fraewurk. trurk ejh006

rolls in a cuntiexuan strip l.)( ew ate,.iai li~itations, *framer. tuba art s. Tit12dg/t Sdg me

C-o5~ radually change th F.-9 .,J'. 8 Antgle 02 e
Cren -eto ±022 to ±0Q.0)5

h ae eih tAl' to the dow- e - -, 1119.ling St h i aag ter 40.1.^$ to :7.500/12 ft
.aic.±~ru.'4 ~ ~ $hope I in s1.-r.

CUTTING- Key blanks. disks washers. Dine::i:::l ±Q.003 to 1;1

'a scompletely sheared by gears, watch parts, buttons, Flsates ±0.005to000
'.raue~hyJ the ultiat latches. holeT... I 0.00) to 10.010

1 s"qrgth. vh!a includ.5 achHt ,.05t .,1
ep ration a-Ianhktg1. piercing.

a7- FRO~ Fewl material. size,

-y-lismiieon hih oIac iiih r dCartrvit. *hells, Afrcraft
hy tre Od he~ae It ~ r~dcti. 'ae opooiy Justlage And wing sections, n~e±.1lui ~4..~ Inelua.x CON - hit~ness limitallos pae' &rlcto. parts, auto,. ni

a shc~un~afi~n.~openv 1;hh elro ehl fatis avid heads.
"soieg rurtina. .154d coille u.sai thoared edgs t. *l '

h#.ad: -alv heregdg%

-OliAWlINGht ~ b
Hqa1AI is stretched btn
heb isyield Peint.a
'Ihlii~cludss suth apae- . Hinges, utensils. bracket*. Dimiensional ,2.a005t 00
tions as embossing and '.,~ it~~l iil lmnm .. 000t±.2
ironn11, 'tart steels, and copper. Ocair Allewance 0-i/4 degrees

srmiiaRN PRO High dimensional os nelgtrfeosLength ±0.005

i Aflat or Preformed blank Is i c-curacy, surface finish. ' t n d. l'tiew l preI ....... ~ ±00
isfretwrr har w oo An trength; low material cition tubing, flanged-ed hcnss 1.0

:4 waarwodte an d tooling Cost; uua at.1..*b'.±,0
kmtlpatters using a few secondary operations. tblrprs .. 6,.j.0

- imPle woa'4 or vatal tool to sie shap an
apply Pressure against theiSio hean
blank. . Sa eiu ii lont.

Pk Very high diment~onal
i~~gC~go~~oH~ieO -6v,OlSnY. surface finish. Venturi m~er b 9"" oe Wal lscns MA00.

Amxsd1torllitliplaced is asaleoctco- anO. InieT~n5 controlled chamhers. missile nosetn* DImenaloesl 0.0400z
pl 'igbelth. After-, lb- .eIra propertlie fw size ref lectors. propeller blade.(empe

moal thichn ami bin, the lIiations, Mandrel.1
M.ttr is thn am ed leaning C-. i - tou prtk.,,1;on rule. ite lirait Allowance 0.02

the fo.me pies.terils; hij,. N'.tl vel; re- D Imeein

- . ~~~product lok of teruit t.bl anrl

Ma tach HA1 ad,cu.PO-erhi pdut' Sres bools,.high noise, Diameter !±0.0005 it, 19.00i)

and~~~~~~~~ tedtotadsedrt;bgn dimensional threded P-Attn Length .. ±02
an oldt h eie ccura4cy and surface; i..±.0

as arpe the (oud, mingle few material limitations. (netiiy ~o
spdl autoai,muI- o- Son, Sod 8650w 1 Re±0.005t ±.0

,pIndlo atomfatiC, and ilnlloienshap

Swiss-type automatic. jii"to ____________ ___________to__1__.00$
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J,-'6 to CIPI7X9AL.SiH In disftn..tvi

j~0112 i 009 14t , wseter hu

3/ . oa~trbyToV..
did'I iuee

Jf d~. 90 9 o Insrt 1e'gn -Zn

.011I 1(1 I- a.etor-by

tL 161~. .~~ Holes H

- 40010 ----------------

;70h.. , Oil. .11 .03I.6ic diameter, for soft Vo.,s Y 0A bott
s.0010 -0 90 t AIDin.oy 4 to. dlaseter ________

,0 23 for ito .Ioy-
0.00..40041Ln~ct OrnO

;.+O020-

±0.00.. .00a1

Lacoe Pell. 0.875 iD. .-

,±0.0030-to 10.06-5s~1
+0.003 to 10.03 Min 3/16 diameter oe yetb~

+0.004/10, of width -losses Te
'70.'950 to 0.01'23/toot oI 1 I.. I te

~-10.1'05/10. of cord length- ~drvey
1 0.006 to +0.010 

Yesrt

10ft ±.123 min 1"16 In. dissetef

±03 0 ±0.3002IIn I It£frc3no
30f. 00 V oles 14 direct,

io/2 dg ftID0I. 00 in. - tti Ro s. I_ _ _ _

min06 0.003 in. Ms.S
dos /f. Holesg Yet1X.n

+0.002 o;o
±/03 to ±. 1 2 MAX 0.050 in. ina .10 ftn .~ t Holer s Yet

03to +0,010

Inserts No

MiD 1/H in. length Holds ye. .El

b osed yen Width:

±0.010 Max0 Cold 0.750 an.Unect s

3 1Inserts No

Poles ye os 8f
11.x 20 ft dlamettv SON -i

Undercuto yes

,2 005to .01c: Max Hot 3.30 In. mi10 1/8 In. dIaoeter H
1:,! 1i001i to ±0o.01 Ieet

0-1/4. *,wosHoevH tlseP

to oU; Min 0.004 in. Man 16 ft diameter losses No0 4
3
annnlsr

-10.002, U ndercut% Yet
- IllsIMedum1 ports 0.02$ 1 ~. _____

06:.0.0 laverts- PoW P~bli

__________________ILarge parts 1.062-t Icjmin 114 In. diameter MI@$s No Volts. P1

a ; ~09I in "so0 Te S osshould 'be

0.00002In. "41purfail0d0oIly by the stz
0.0002j I o platic; tahn-senerelly

1L.0 pounds. ;"dkeitaj VNonyvi

Mag at .0 n iDl Ounces Holes Yes

jo,0005 t'o ±0.0034

a002 If&% H In. diameter Ly boses Yes At aodel.

'o~ II 3it t ength

+~ 0.00 3 
Unde cutsye

I ±0,0005 tO MID /j2 in. diaseter by IuroH

... 'J 1/16 In. length sove' e

TABLE 10-1. ANALYSIS OF MANUFACTURING PROCESSES -

M" ft1
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Itrect, Labo 4 an nc c are often'6we.9H t i~o, to ing 3 .a
le otafr other(r11

&box lla0ral xJ3hcot

' 0000 to10

Melaterials X

Little~o Skle lbr

-~__________parts/hour 6 to 10 weeko 9

scrap Loss X

Iaw'iotatal - . Extruded VLtSl& Ctfaslly
?oollog. - - ~machined; however. deburrini 0 o20 eh

Dfiect,Labor X or x 1 -bling are soamtime80t 204 ek
'finishing - X tuolt finishins operation. feet/hour 9

IScrap Loss X

1toe miaterials X X- X
looliogTooling in high because tolls

- - - tt -enpeosivo. Th. process
Diret Labor ' X., is,Autosatic with scrap loss 4000 to 1500 11 to 14 wek.9

nshing- do. to tb. cutting of section&. (Oet/hoor

Rcr~p Lose-

Blanking -esidue can be
.Ma terialo X- X )alte by "nesting" aini

casreful siziog of stock.

oling X X

DIV4LLaot X -X500tto 15

0le~. abr Iparbo/hour 10 to I/ weeks 99

Scrap Loe x- I

flaw. Aatertale X X Nisbly skilled v.,aftsmnn art

- -r#ejoird. Machining is
I adi fow neeed. Cleaning and

pointing ts often the only 30 to2
-~finishing -reqaired. ports/hour 2 to 4 weeks 95 to 99

iS'crap Loss X

-j;-~~II . Solde must -r dimenalknally
ufol S$ X Ar et t. v'(tuAiiy no 60 to I

- - - - scrap waite -e hj~ng is Parts/hour 6wes9IO~oL Laor I- "li required.

[itisinp,

S5crar Loss X

Paw Mfaterials X X 1etami. 0P~rOtntv( are auto-.
ooling }matte. one San can ,p.rate*fI several machines. Sceel. loeI

[Sj-Labor can be high becauve megal 2000 to 50toPwk.9

3.;,j- - removed In machining to waste. pariahour NI oIwes9
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It elld'aa;1od rd,da wooden S ioj't~t Ard lead tit. high 4Co'l.;Ing0 rod.. a.1et. Dralft alloteic. l-11disravs

o telcpattirg. 'thiispatrtrp AcIpt., St t ol I- As and
iiuajs aned~ d molten metal poured 10N l'.no e tgto.,; bh.C A^o t-s,.

Cst ot'caegty. the Re1d z.. - bsnt n reovs~ary, lttrS.. dit. vater-
4eete 1y1d'fter'.eelidit1cetien of finger projections I-practi- ,Jpe.,, ad 1-t.

~th.catisp. ~ ii~rcltili.e.. - bnr~~sIn pockets 3-10d4egroem

-2U,)m. Thsepraceae I ts he *so PRO -finger Projections st~ roohfn aer
me above except the'mold .etfaces Ply-l. t~e, coo.fittings.
Are given sz:efeacotory coating hAnd-tools.
asS 4ried'b~tore the sold Ia CON s it. Yang. "fu h- ne

SHEIL HOLD CASIGPO;Mgeiesoa k rc -khfscahit, Dimnsional ±0O.0*3 to L.6

Atheat tn plastic rept&. As urface finsh. rapid pm.- gear., v1c.fitting*. 'iron.005t
bend I alkc4 with-A flea dr, I dsrtion rote, gosd grar sim,. tue. hardware. ) emal urwf.l partinga line t 10.
eao 1hlh Is deposited >,I epeet 1
!h.'*4 pata~rn. The 04.,i

havs te-Op -n con --
5 

"It Ol DraftAloac /-ders

'broken e'A'y it A~: sI S, P ms it'dv,. In Soac~t. 1-2 degrees
finished clatnzen-

'7LASTIR 14OLD CA T!O PRO -0 High dimensional accuracy Cerae ralcht 1.etr, Dimesional ±0.005 to 10.010

Petr ot ~ .perdoe urfaceds is. and Intricacy. caps. piston*. wing nuts.,.07t 0.i o

the pattltrv ,4 alloyed- to get. seyriy.locks, valves. hand tools, iate..ofc letter than 6

P.electric 
part.. 

in. eq.

sold b .e The told to d.- O adtra ifaDel 1C n.

015?,' 6,tn.1iicto t',ns, tineo cor,-eeeing procvoS. Material* soofektous oetale In holes and 1/-3 defrees
$troy,. 0ders

1AtSTM911T CASTING Dimensional 10.002 to .0.062
PRO - Few material limitations. Turkino blades, aircraft

Th a'- oed cavity Is formed by a i~ dimensional accuracy. Sur. cnohustlon ctachere.
vsx, plastic, or freen sercery - aefinish (highest with frolen si-sing rachise pert.
pattirn covered with a plaster mercury). a nd in tric acy. htenumbering whecl.. l'r.ft allowance 0-112 d.trce.
Investmsint. -,he ,yAttero i neAs ta.
&I ttYrd ott either before ga*

or dy ,rlop the bakint of the
pienter-co't. The cold i- de- Cmainly i tatcs~eyo~v

it4yd an pobs~aco fztlarns and 00245. high I mh-,r Material. - allyfrrous
the castiti.ss. and rnonferrous alloyc.

PERMIANENTI HOLD CAST INC, PRO High dioftsiOD41 accuracy Cylinder heads. Pito$ Dimensional ±0.020 to 10.062
!Luface finish, end grain cylinder blot).. bolt*,

The .'sld cavity Is atohlood intc. structure. reoeated use of elui ic.Nr blanks. fSet Iron
metal dte block&, The cold con- low material waste anui porosity. bae plates. bearing.. Draft ellooan-t 2.) degrees
slst 0/ too or core dtes h~nged lvriyles

and clampd togethe for CC~yCON - iso0. ,hapo, old Irtricacy auto brake cylinders.Ispceo-'dere
reooval of the casting, The I-1itilonsu; 5hgh ii co*.tn.okes 4-tdere
,002d-I8 4rAVIty fed. h,.o5 -'oisbnn et is rqsTrictiC45.

DIE CASTING PRO - Very high surface finish, Motors, offile equip- Diloensionsl ±0.001 to ±0.005
lioltesn sea Isn IIece atcc uracy, nd in et ptical equipment. Ats
Itemcy I'pt production rate. Mae Ils - toal --.03not..1

high prsures Into a* spilt COrN - lzc t an 0vtrl 1liril- aluminum, bras&, tin. or , ln -

,natal dle. 79n7-: e*,ch 1-1m Ion-,f etnos.le. Seft allowante 2-5 lotrte

COHTHOOSCA~INOPRO - Rapid production rate; T ubular parts. bushings.
gOf~osCSIGiood mechanical properties. ger*. seats. bearings. Dimensfo"s ± 0.005 to ±0 Otg
materials that cannot be

"ote 'ealIf eotoouly ex'truded; no porosity or Cost. Materials - Maioly bronre
grave~ty-fed Inoacl, The ing defects. Strsiehtnens ±0.25015ft

Vet1 1; rapidly cooled end C01l . Y-o l sthape, and ,o.vu
withbdrawn. oc-tionai area 11itflions.

CNRUGLCSIGPRO ; Rapid production rate. rip.$, rails, piston rings, bloc oslmnel ±0.031 to ,0.l2S
molten cotaI is poitrad Into 1 re ize lImitations, good sound. hearings, bushings. gear
hallow cylinder cold spinning ness and cleanliness. hlanks. wheels. steter
ahout a horizontal cod moct1-sel, ag o barrels. Draft ellevnoco 0-3 degrees

Is held It. plate by ceotri- nIdruits.
fugal-force. eegni

poYpig METALLURGY PRO -High s,rface fivhsh metal filters. calls. sell- blectee 1.5..o0.001-0.000'

and t lerances; controlled lubricating hearin., Rears. 6.0..10 (1ou-o.ooo
Po~rdmetal itpae nproperties;. low material air diffusers. liquid O.A. Length Smll.- .-u 0-O0c0

4 eI nd-conpressed. rho At.ueo ifcl uos ag.-.2-.0
It~dpros then sistered to aloeaterials-. self-

beoethe melting poinut of Its
picplconstituent. CON - Siie and shao O~iiit.12.0

TTm- lthIon$ s b.Odls ... ±0.001

01KMl Dig FORCING PRO - Few size l Icitatlons; In. Connecting rods. axles.
Fxspensivt and slisple tools; cianlohaf 5s. disc. gear-

the Utter bilf o1 a die to good strength chb-acteristics. blanks, pinion blanks.
faleed end allowed to drop j~ p a.n~ dlis tolerne lflOt5it hos us pnls Draft allowance $.-to dlegres
an heatedl metal placed over Ctio I Ihp n,d, tolerngce sai y. oknes pnls
'Ctoliven helt of the die. r' ,high %kill level an d i-m aInrI I

.asto.

CLOID II URGNGPRO - More intricac an Ieter CtsAhshefte. ralleod Thlckiuems *D.024-.0iO to
Fropertles thin open die forgng car an w ,heee ri:4po -0,OSN*0.11l6

Heated Natal Is coeprooelld high di.enlonal accu.racy and lafns gear su.pport
betweenl tae dies forcing "process re pe atakI lty. low ribs, prnp'ller shaft.
etal leto Its eavitfl. material waste.

CON f P1-1 h nacifting nosi-ry. Shrink&$@ ±0.003

ALOCCER 019 FotoiN
Single impr448ieo diee PRO Rapid prodectien rite; bi.. West 40.00312 Ihl

T-Oest tooling cost. ' eight of faogin
eployed. COre - rCtish sehin..A. net-try;

Tk'Tck nebs 3,1 lards. cu

CONYITIONAL DIE 001010(; - ilet end 40.090 is ±.250
Csroers

t2ililato pretbleched Work-.R Less machining requirmeeents.j - dgee
'Piece#.~~~~~~~ CON Ilkehr t- 1i, ,St.Drf lo re 05dges

1111tioN ll O NORING PRO -clo%# t toleraoce. and leastI
WATChining an3d material waste, thin ±.1 002hl

Persit %JIIll draft angle. webs and flit*. 40.0tc10e wegh 10.00o/g n 1.e'h -f fortiess l~ie S._____

oe4 - .! -
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.ACH INISH ALLOWANCE APPROXIMATE TNI¢KVISS APPROXIMATE size GCONSTRY eNAItigFSTIV

I U

iron 0.094 to 0.375 in. Mtn 0o.87S in. Has 20 to 30 tons Iose Yes

Stool 0.125 to 0.250 in. Hedium ports 0,250 to 0.500 10 Mn ounce$ Undercut yes

Nonferrous 0.0b2 to 0.250 in. Large parts 0.03 L. 0.563 in. %.x 5000 So 6000 popnds

Mtn Ounces Holes 0.187 to 0.250 in. Hisauu di.aeter

loses Yoe

Hox 200 pounds nect s

Not usually required Min 0.0625 In. Max 200 pounds___________Yes

min Ounces Inserts Yes

Holes 0.125 to 0.250 KInisum dianeter

Mi, 0 0IM 200 posses Yes At soderate cost

n 0031 In Undsr.uts Yes

Large parts 0.053 in. Min Ounces Inserts

Holes O.500 In. Mliuum diameter

Hosses YeS With an Increase to kill 1,

Kin 0.020 In. Max 100 pounds

0.OiO to 0.025 In. Undercuts Yes At e such higher cost

Kin Ounces

Large parts 0.37% In. Inserts

Holes 0.020 to 0.050 in. minimum diareter

losses Yes

Hon SO pountdsUnrct e
0.031 to 0.125 In. Kin 0.125 in. Max _0 pnUndercuts Yes

Kin Ounces 1 serts Yes

Holes 0.187 to 0.250 in. KleAsus disketer

Bose*& Yes
41n 0.011 1.. Hx 75 pounds

0.031 to 0.065 In. UnoerutG Yes At large cost snd clover pro.

Large part. 0.313 in. lnKsert Yes At considerable decre se in p,
__ _ __ _ Holes 0 C31 to 0 094 is Hinisug diaseter

Bosses Yes

Max V In. length

0.03 to 0 094 in. Kin 0.125 In. Undercuts Yes

Kin /. In. length Inserts No

Holes 0 .25 in. histmu. disaster; only so
det of ~l

losss Yes With 50 l oose In sl.11
lorro ws 0.094 to 0.250 in. in 0. 50 is. - lee

Hon 200po~dsUndercutu Ho

Nonferrous 0.062 to 0.250 in. LSe. parts 4 In. min Ounces Inserts Yes

Holes I in htielus diusetet

,in, losses Yes
Cyls;icIcal 0.050 In, xs 12 In. dta.eter by

0 Section. M n. 0n th Undercuts No Possible 0 s.roudsay opora:

Hin I1l6 in. dibeter hy Inserts Yes Iut difficult sod should bevs Hio Flit 1/32 In, leooth - _________
03.1 Intln 0.05,15mi latHoles 

Y00 Holes 2.ss than 3/lb in. viii07 Secesne too'og ost

Max 10.000 pounds
0.01 to 0.35 in.

hin Ounces

li. )0 pound.

0.01 to 0.31S Is.

Min rt-tion of .n ounce

__
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Tooling I 0 Z
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10 00plIs Kany skilled operators are
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- - Tooling cost dopeod upon
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a suh hghe cot U tosev~althosa- Many *klletd operaors
______________pis8t16s but is pri DetLor x #o required; however.20-95 XI culIry suitd for' Dirct_ abo_________In___llyo

smail production lots atbo~~i . s cr~ap
Finishing naesr ndos ca

asnu diameter SrpLs
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Tooling
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100-230 x in the thousands Diract Labor I Applied coatings go on veil.
- - - - Screp can usually ho remelted.

________________________Finishing I

nis diamter 
Strop Loss x -. .- aego.op20I

I ow Materials I i ot r sr sesy

,srte cost snd slower praduction rats 100 toh rdo of loolint other cautiog methods, Typ.-ol
40-100 x Dorec Labo hun dl toats$r rm$20tconsiderable .lscresoe In production rate thand 0, a do Diec Labor litetiXn snc

!also* diameter Scrap -Los, x and acrar ten usually ho reset

110w Htaisile X_ I
_________________________Tooling cost is among the

Tooling Ilowest of 4.1 proceasses Malts
125-15 t - -d1es. Th. process is auto-

____________1______1__0__1___x Direct .,ahor x atie witt' scrap loss result-
_________________________Fiiashing - isiLo from the attaithteniat

:,,It: drtr . aniy 1nSca0Ls 
and cutting.

Ch 40 inccses;e in skill Raw Htaoria

Tooling x
_______________00____00 Miinun of a hundred Direct Labor r ooting cost is low becoume

X-. iee molds art relatively simple.
- 10.50 picesFinishing x

utnu. diameter Scrnp Loss

Raw Materials X

hisl In secondary operation Mincmum ofbut pscs

-~ . -i however. osul runs a%; Direct Labor X via lly nso. wathere:6 Is
difficult and should he avoided sometimass sucessful. Fiihn tuall prcsast. mtli

I...as than 316 iu. wilt in-
.&Be toolisa- set. Strep Loss I

Raw materials I

I0" 00 to 100'000 To(Ito@ Typiral Oit costs are c100
15-75x sfottory for emailt Direct Labor X o0.0. Skle ao

lots. Finishing banset work, ad iis'sbimg.

Screp tose

Raw materials X_ I

Toln - - isloblag and strap waste
.)irott Labor I es high dut to the poor

- - - titilratich of materials.
Finishing

Scrap Lons ____________

Row materials R_- %

- It All forgiess booe Dialed
125-i0 I- 1X Mlnla.. of 1000 pleros Direct Labor .. farce& wbicb are venally

____________ -. -- removed.

Strep Loss

bat Motortas I- WX

Tooliat

OltectL5~oOTo lipsg cost is high becaese
__________ -c -o AieA a mt be &cgestt.
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18 Materials j
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?eOlla5 £ availability of model.
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ISA -1010

I. IJ

CAWgN SAE - 1030,
STEELS SA -1060--

SAE -19-----
________SAE - 215

ALLOY SAE - 3120
STEELS SAE - 3245

_ _..__ _______

STAINLESS TYPE -304TYPE -410:

I WONEL
ONEL-- -

5ILICNE C5OPPK

FORGING BRASS
MZAANESE BRONZE - -
MUNTZ METAL -

114 - 17S
ALUMINUMI 25 - S- ,,
ALLOYS 32S 7

MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
° .. IAII0 -AT:

TITANIUM AM$ -9_.5
ALLOYS 3AL -5CR -6AL - 4V  ...

TITANIUM AWS - 4500I AM - 4901821 :
4W00Im 6 - 24oo

TEMPERATURE, OF
FIGURE 101. Foggin Temperature Ran-- g for Varou6 Mater&6

Contour rolling is a specialized forging method for economically obtainable. Typical contour rolled corn-
the distribution of hot metal over large areas for rela- ponents are landing gears, bulkheads, turbine blades,
tively thin parts having various types of intqral stiffen. propeller bladcs, and jet engine rings and shrouds.
ing. The configurations may be uniform (symmetrical The nc.rmal surface finish range for forkled parts is
about a center-line) such as longitudinal ribs or panels, from 125 t3 250 microinches. The surface finish quality
transverse ribs or panels, and iogon patterns (waffle- is dependent upon the quality of the die surfaces, clean-
like); or they may be completely asymmetrical with liness aztd surface condition of the blank, and the pre-
ribs, panels, and bosses placed only in accordance with vention of scaling during heating and forging. Normal
the stress and attachment requirements of the pan. tolerances for precision forgings range from +0.030

The largest contour rolling mills currently (1967) in inch to-0,010 inch, depending upon the part ce"(igura-
operation are capable of producing parts up to 30 in- tion and production method. Finer finishes are pouible by
ches wide and 72 inches long. A minimuno section coining at room temperature oz at temperatures from
thickness of about 0.050 inch and a maximum thick- 800 to 1400F. Dimensional tolerances as clote as
ness of up to 2 inches or more are obtainable. Schematic ±0.005 inch and as low as ±0.002 inch are obtainable

. sketches of the operation are shown in Fig. 10-2. Con- by this process.
- tour rolling combines the advantages of conventional A special case of forging is high energy rate forming,

- - rolling and extruding actions to produce varied con- in which metal parts are formed by the application of
figurations over relatively large areas not otherwise high pressures resulting from either a high velocity orU -- - 10.3 3
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a hg oc paem i the aseg tranitte to
the part is poirotlomaIto thebquaeofthe veloit but POWR SUPPLY CM O SNK
onl dietY pvo "aalt force high velocity

pr~~amca~uowiy ued.T",& 10-2 Host t char-
acteristics of ome of "ais mealworking procaw,
while Fig. 10-3 shows a schematic of the electrohy-
draulic process.

SWITCH

MEDIUM ELECTRODES

FIGUR 10.. Coyeuats h E IREhru

CONTOUC INSE

PANELoperation is parformed underwater. The water acts as a
ram and evenly transmits pressure to the metal causing it

CAPto flow against the die contour. A wide variety of
explosives and detonators are used in such operations.

Positioning the explosive in the proper relation to the
workpiece is achieved by a number of routine methods.
D~epending on the material to be formed, the water
transfer medium may require treatment to prevent cor-

i DED MOIG Mtals are generally formed with explosives in an
annealed condition and at ambient temperatures. Inter-
mediate anneals may also be employed between succes-

FIGURE 10-2. Contour Roling sive forming operations. In some cases, stress-relieving
treatments are requirHi immediately after forming toI prevent delayed cracking from residual stresses. For

Explosive metalworking operations can Benerally be titanium r.nd refractory metals, forming at elevatedr classified as "confined" or "unconfined"' systems. The temperaturcs is desirable.
confined system lis distinct advantages for forming Explosive forming has been used most widely for
thin materials to close tolerances. However the opera- producing parts from sheet metal. T'he maximum size
tion Imposes a size limitation. Unconfined systems are of parts which can be formed is limited only by the size
less efficient since only a small portion of the total of tooling that can be constrimted. Toleances as close
energy from the explosive is utilized in the forming as ±0.001 inch can be achieved on small parts but
operation. However, the method is advai-iageous for working toierances are normally ±0.010 inch. Austc-
large pieces or short runs since tonfing requirenits nitic and precipitation-hardening stainless steels, and

are gretly simplified. As illustrated in Fig. 10-4, the aluminum alloys have been formed with very little dif-
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TANX 10-2. CIARACIIUif1C OF HWAlVELOCflY NETALWMMN MCEM

JIMs iXouzyu MHtLLW A
ATIOIU E'OCY Do=C CUTC CLOWU DII OMOU"M *

IUetalwoAlng Vraw ftomin, Htsaes.g weld- Tube bulgin, Tube bualging. Draw tfring,
Operaticns expasdlu, lags cutting, per- powder aem- fangin. sizing, atrelob forming.

ag"g, foift. cladding panting. eizing, stretch forming.
stretch form- powder compact- ;erfiorstiog, draw forming.
INC. ocling. lug. fAg".
blanking, aft-
ing. beafin.

-Wm- ZAmledconly by Partasb not I ohbto 6foot Up to 5 feet present.I foot
Limtations available blank limiting, diameter. U~mit- diameter.

12 feet.
Small And intri- Simple shapes. Compound our- Compound our- ample dishes,

Coplxiy at, are Wfaces. non- faoes, noosym- domes, surface of
simple. symoetroLcl metrical bm reouin

shapes.
Prilnc&I~ Neither presenr Extremely high Reduces number Uniform preesures Adaptability to
Advantage nor energy pressures (1. 5 of operations to permitting acon produiction forming.

liited; 1.9., to 7 million psi). produce complex forming of thin
large parts. parts. parts.

capital LOW. Low. Low. moderate. Muods to high.
Onvestment
Totn CORNs LOW. None to low. moderate. Moderate to bty~h. Moderate.
Labor COSts High. Moderate. Low to moderate. Moderate to high. Moderate.
Production 0. 6to 4parts 0.5Sto 4parta per 2 to 12parts per 2 parts perhour or 6 to12 parts perI
Rate per hour or loe hour depending on hour depending on less hour.

depending on part amd facility, part and facility.
part and facility.

Ebergy CostsI Low. Low. Low. LOW. Very LAM
Lealime Short. Short. Short. Moderate Moderate to ling.f
Requred to
Place Facility
in Operation

*Safety Von- Operatlon with Trained Trained Trained or Trained or
sideratlons trained per- personnel. personnel. experienced experienced

sonnel, safety personnel. personnel.
equipmient, and
shielding.

Facility Usually vequires Field or plant. In-plant or Separate fcility. In-plant.
Location remote or separate facility.

special facility.
Energy Range Detonator to itp- 0. 5 to 8 lb per Low to moderate Low (burning gas Low to moderate

Proximately 100 ft2 high explosive. (squib. *moke- mixtures). (detonation wave in
paunds high lees cartrlce. gas).

per lb
Workplace 60 to 400 ft/sec Not applicable. 50 to 200 ft/sec 60 to 100 ft/se 60 to 200 ft/e=
Deformation
Veionlty
Energy Witter, elasto- Direct contact or Air or water, Gas pressure. 0"a pressure.
Transfer mere, sand, bdsffer materipl. high velocity
Mdedium Imliwn $Alto. projectile or

_ _ L . _ ram. _ __ _
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TABU 10. CWMRCMER1SMC OFUGH.YELOCfly wm wo r WOK nFocaIm, (CONT')

.4 TIONS suZlaCw(N&GTIC EXILODDI
SPARK DISCUNU 5~IA

Metalworking Swaging, tube bulging Tube bulging, drawing, Tube bulging, drawing, Forging, powder cm-Operatoran sizing, flanging, flanging, coining. flanging, coining, Panting, extruding.
shallow drawing, coin. blanking, sizing, blanking, sizing.
kng, blanking.

size IInch to Ifoot diam.. 1/4 inch to greater 1/4 Inch to greater Up to 2feet diamiker,
Limitations eter; 4 f..t 'lameter than 4 feet dlapmeter than 4 feet diameter larger an fLutureand larger in sizing machines.

orerations.
Shp Compound surfaces, Complex surfaces and Complex surfaces and Complex shapes, thinComplexity oorreclive forming on shapes, especially shapes, especially forged sections.

large complex shapeB. tubular. tubular.
Principal Controllability and Controllability and Controllability and Controllability andAdvartage repeatability, swaging repeataility, repeatability. repeatability, close

operations, tolerances on forgings.
capital Moderate to high. aloderate. Moderate. Moderate.
Investment
Tooling Costs High if work coil to Lo4w. Low. Moderate.

regarded as part of
tooling.

L.abor Costs moderate. Moderate. Moderate. Moderate.
Production U'pto 1, 000parts per 4 to12 parts per hour Up to approximately Up to about 200 to 300Rlate minute for simple or more depending on 50 parts per hour parts per hour with

parts and automated part complexity and depelkding on part automatic equipment;
transfer equipment, equipment, complexity and equip- depends on part cm-

ment. plexity.
Energy Costs Moderate. Moderate. Moderate. Low.
Leadtime Moderate to long. Moderate to long. Moderate. Moderate.
Required to
Place Facility
in Operation
Safety Con- Equipment Interlocks, Equipment interlocks. Equipment interiocks, Guards and shields,siderations high voltage safety high voltage safety 'high voltage safety trained personnel.

practices, trained practices, trained practice,, trained
personnel, personnel, personnel.

Facility In-plant. In-plant. Il-plant. [n-plant.
Location
Energy Range 4500 to 175, 000 ft-lb 20, 000 to 175, 000 ft-lb 10, 000 to 100, 000 ft-lb Up to 500, 000 ft-lb
Wokic boO to 200 ft/sec 50o to 200 ft/sec 50 to 200 ft/sec 50 to 200 ft/sew

VelocityI
Enc'gy Air (could be operated Water or- other Wat'r or other High velocity ram.
Transfer Iin vacuum). jsuitable hquid. suitable liquid.
Medium j-
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fi-a!ty. Work-hardened saiinlem steels are also readily (2) A thick wedge tapering to a thin edge. The metai
formed with explosives. Through proper scheduling of will not fill the thin edge of the die properly during
preparatory work and annealing, optimum shapes may extrusion.
be formed with very little diffiulty and optimum me- (3) A thin leg attached to a thick body of an extru-
chanical propVies can be obtained after forming. In sion should be limited to a legth not exreedinS ten
contrast, carbon steels can withstand only limited times the leg thickness.
deformation. (4) Semi-closed shapes requiring long, thin die

tongues.
(5) Hollow shapes with asymmetrical voids, or the

voids having inadequate section thickness between

t'-FIRING LEADS them.
(6) Sharp outside corners. T'ese result in excessive

stress concentration and breakage of the die.
(7) Thin sections that must have close space toler-

,DETONATOR ances.
--HIGH EXPLOSIVE Some of the advantages of the extrusion process in-

(POINT CHARGE) clude the following:
HOLD DOWN RING (1) Utilizes metal to maximum advantage, and pro-
BLANK vides maximum structural and mechanical properties.
SEAL (2) Permits extensive plastic working at elevated

fE V LNtemperatures, producing a dense and homogeneous
product, free from porosity, and having fivorable grain
flow characteristics.

(3) Encourages efficient production of large diame-
ter, thin-walled tubular products having excellent con-
centricity and tolerance characteristics.

(4) Lowers machinery costs with attendant savings
in material.

-5) Permits relatively economic die design as com-
pareu to forging and some drawing methods, thus al-
lowing good applicatien st, short production runs and

/to design revisions.
(6) Consolidates .everal individually fabricated

pieces into a single extrusion.
Impact extrusion is a combined forging and extru-

sion operation in which a slug is held in a die and
FIGURE 104. Schematic DigM of the Explosive transformed vto the desired shape by a descending

Forning Process punch. The metal is plastically deformed, flowing into
the impressions in the die and through the die orifice.

10-2.3 EXTRUSION A diagram illustrating the process is shown in Fig.
10-5.

The continuous extrusion process yields many pos-
sibilities not economically attainab!e hy other produc-
tion methods. These include re-entrant angles and un-
dercuts, thin wall tubing of large diameter, variations 10-3 SECONDARY FABRICATION
in section thickness, and many others. Although the PROCESSES
designer has con, Jerable freedom in placing metal
where it will be most effective, there are some things
that must be avoided in good extrusion design. The Secondary fabrication processes are shown in Ap-
followitif give some indica:iors of dcaigns which pendix C. T hey generally encompass the material r-
should be avoided. moval, cutting, and forming uperations performed on

(I) Very thin sections with large circumscribing material to bring it to the dimensions of the finished Iarea. part.I 10-7
444 $1O 0 - 71 - 14Ii II
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10-3.1 MATERIfl REMOVAL 10-3.1.1 abillty (
j Material removal operation include priading and Machinability has been defined as "a complex prop.

the various types of machining. Machining methods arty of a material that controls the facility with which
have been broken down into conventicital mechanical it can be cut to the size, shampe, and surface finish re-
machining, and the less common maining methods quited". This definition has been extended vi 4 inter-
such as chemical milling, electrical discharge machin- preted in various numerical machinability rati tss prov-
ing& electrochemical machining, and others. iding a basis for comparing the relative mac inability

. The most common material removal method is that of material, by indicating increasing machinability
performed by mechanical macb-ning. A wide variety of through increasing index ratings. The most widely
standard and special machine tools have been deve-
loped to control workpiece and cutting tool movement,
thereby producing flat or curved surfaces as required.
These basic motions ire illustrated in Fig. 10-6. TOOL FEEDS I' WHEEL

LATLL ROTt a

PLANING GRINDINGREVEtSE
EXTRUS10O4 WORK ROTATES RECIPROCATIN

TOOL'-

TOO SHAPING
TURNING

UG DRILL FEEDS WOKK ROTATES
AN D LIREVOLVESR

R FEEDS
STATIONARY BORING

DRILLING

FORWARD , ', TOOL FEEDSFORWARD CUTTER I ,To W!0R5Kg

TUSION ROT

MILUNG WOR
STATIONARY

PRE."ORPED SLUG BROACHING

FIGURE 10.5. lmpet Extrusion FIGURE 10.6. Bake Machine Tool Motions for
Removig Material

Table 10-3 lists some of the normal machining pro-
cesses and the machine tool or tools which normally known index is that of steel, which rates B 1112 as 100
perform each process. In a production environment, when turned under certain specified operating condi.
one of these machine tools will prove to be best suited tions. The copper machinabilify index uses free brass as
for a specifc job even though the operation could be 100, and the tool steel index uses W-I tool steel as 100.
performed Gn tnother tool. These ratings are meant to apply to twining only; even

Before discusw.. each of these mechanical pro- then, they are limited in their usefulness. In the case of
o-Aes, machinability and its influence oa machinig steel, tests have been conducted on lots of the index
mIe, ds ihould ibe mentioned. steel Bi 112, and it has been determined that actual

104
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~~C ) TAML 10-3. MACIEING OPERATIONS AND STAM)ARD MAMINE TOOLS

BORING iIJRNING DRILLUNG MILLING BROACHING

BORING MILL: LATHES: DRILL PRESS: MILUING BROACHING
Vertical Engina Hand Feed MACHINES: MACHINES:
Horizontal Gap-frae Power Feed Knee & Column Horizaga
Precision Facing TURTLTE Ram Type vertical Pull-up

ENGINE LATHES Duplicating TURETarTH Head Vertical Pull-down
T.,acer RADIAL DRILLING PLANER-MILLE2S Vertical hMagto Ran

TURRET LATHES Turret MACHINES BED TYPE Vc~al Dy uaceo
RAP MACHINES SCREW MACHINE DRILLING MILLERS RohanypSufc

DhYLL PRE53S SWISS-AUTOMATIC MACHINES: ot
Multiple Spindle

MIL1UN' MACHINES Turret
JIG BORER Gang

Horizontal

SHAPING PLANING TREPANNING TAPPING GRINDING
SHAPERS: PLANERS: DRILL PRESS TAPPING GRINDING

Horizontal Open-Side MACHINES: MACHINES:
Velrlial Doable-Housirig ENGINE LATHE Single Spindle Cylindrical

SLODTTERS Convertible TURRET LATHE Multiple Spindle Centerlesa
Milling Gang Surface
Double Cut TURTLTE Chucking - internal

TURRETLATHE Centerlesa - late
DRILL PRESS special

machirability varies from as much as 20% below to 10-3.1.2.1 Boring Operations
60% above the nominal indeA figure. This is caused by
the unintentional best allowable variations in carbon, Boring is the generation of internal diameters about
sulfur, and silicon content found in the various heats. a spindle centerline with a single point cutting tool, to

In practice, it has been found that the machinability enlarge or finish holes or circular contour-c. Straight-
index is not reliable as a measure of productivi. )I through holes are most common; however, blind holms
econotry in mwehining. It must be recognized that the stepped holes, holes with undercuts, or contoured holes
relative economy of cutiing two or more materials in a can be bored. The minimu.n diameter for boring is
given operation (turning two steels of varying composi- about 0.250 inch; the maximum diameter is limited
tion) is not necessarily the same as in another operation only by the size of the machine holding and rotating the
(tapping the two sam. steels). The n.achinability in- workpiece.
dices can be used as r, guide to help an operator select Tolerances on large machines are:
a cutting speed for his first trial in machining a steel (1) Bores 24 inches in diameter, +0.0005 to -0.0000
with which hec is tonfamilar. inch.

Fig. Wt 7 compares the geneial nachinability ranges (2) Tolerances of ±0.001 inch on holes up to 6 in.
for a number of metal alloys. Most metal handbooks ches, and gic~ter limits on larger diameters are mcre
and suppliers' biachurc3 list the sperific index obtained producible.
for most alloy compo itions. Fig. 10-3 illustrates the (3) Hole location to ±0.0005 inch.
influen..e of culling speew on total cost per piece. Tolerances on special production machines are:

As a further source of data on machinability and the (1) Small holes. ±0.0001 to ±0.0X)2 inch.
e' )nomics of machining, refer ,., AMC Pamphlet (2) Large bores (up to 15 inches), ±0.001 inch.
700-1, Logistics. Machining Data. (3) Threads to a Class 3 fit.

Tolerances on Jig borers are:

10-3.1.2 Conventionai Mechanical Machining (1) lhreads to aClass 4 fit.

Processes (2) Hole location to 0.0001 inch.

Pertinent information on a number of conventional 10-3.1.2.2 Bro-:hing Operations
machining processes is presented in the paragraphs
which fv'Iaow. Broa,;hing is a rmachining process in which a cuttingI0-
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TOTAL COST PER PIECE

TOOL REGRINDING COST

MACHINING COST 7

NONPRODUCTIVE COST

~ TOOL CHANGING COST

0 200 400 60 800 1000 1200 1400
CUTTING SPEED - PPM

FIGURE 10.. Total Cost Per Piece is the Sum of Tool Cost,
Machining Cost, and Nonproductive Cost
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tool with multiple transverse cutting edi, is puI ed or as 0.005 out of round. () -
puled through a hor o over a surfce to remove -wtal (2) For sizes larger than one inch the hole may be
by anial cutting. Akzrst any surfe can be* oa hed if it 0.010 oversize and 0.010 or more out of round. The
is regular in the direction of broach travel, which must be finish of the holes over one inch will be rough. Close
in a straght line. The proces is very atdaptable to high tolerances down to ±0.0002 inch may be maintained
production rates; however, broaching must be considered as desired by an additional reaming, honing, broaching,
when designing par if its benefits are to be realized, or grinding operation.

The toleranme for the broaching process are: (3) With carbide gun drills a tolerance of ±0.0005
(1) Round and iquare holes, ±t,J005 to ±0001 inch with a 5 to 8 microinch finish may be maintained

inch. withou* additional operation.
(2) Plain splined holes, ±0001 to ±0.002 inch on

diameter and ±0.001 on spline width. 10-3.1.2.4 Generating or Gear Shaper
(3) Surfaces (straddle broached), ±0.001 inch; when operations

design demands, ±0.0001 inch can be held on size and
paallelism.

(4) Slots, ±0.0002 inch can be obtained; ±0.001 to This method of machining was developed primarily
±5)0.002 inch is more economicala for generating gear teeth; however, its adaptability for

(5) Surface finishes within 3 microinches are typi- generating eccentric shapes, cams, ratchets, and other
cal. unusual shapes has broadened its applications. A recip-

rocating cutting tool is used in conjunction with con-

10-3.1.2.3 DrHiing Operations trolled movement of the workpiece (Fellows method),
or the work is fixed while a reciprocating cutting head
with individual teeth suited to the desired form being

Drilling is performed by a rotary end-cutting tool ger-erated feeds in to produce the form (Shear-Speed
with one or more cutting lips, and usually one or more method).
flutes for the passage of chips and thb: admission of Precision tolerances are practical for production on
cutting fluid. This process is used ,s cut a hole in solid Fellows or Shear-Speed shapers; however, commercial
metal. Most holes drilled are in the diameter range of limits are perferable to speed production and assure
1/8 to 1-1/2 inches; however, dri;Js are obtainable for lowest unit cost.
making holes L,.,:;.g fr,m 0.001 to 6 inches in diame- Tolerances which may be maintained in these gene-
ter. It is recommended that drilled holes be produced, rating and gear shaper methods are in the "precision
whenever prac.ticable, by using standard diameter quality" range as described in American Gear Manu-
drills, of which there are five series, as follows: facturers Association Quality Classes 8 through 12. In

(1) By decimaI size, from 0.002 to 0.080 inch in hlf the interests of speed, production, and low cost the
thousandths increments, lowest acceptable AGMA Qoality Class should be

(2) By numbers, from 80 to 1, i.e., 0.0135 to 0.228 chosen.
inch.

(3) By letters, from A to Z, i.e., from 0.234 to 0.413
inch. 10-3.1.2.5 Hobbing Operations

(4) By fractions, from 1/64 to 3-1/2 inches in steps
of 1/64 inch from 1/64 to 1-3/4 inches, steps of 1/32 Hobbing, first used on cutting gears, may be applied
inch from 1-25/32 to 2-1/4 inches, and steps of 1/16 to the production of almost any form that regularly
inch from 2-5/16 to 3-1/2 inches. repeats itsei',.' on the periphery of a circular part. The

(5) By millimeters, from 0.1 to 25 mm, in steps of hob is designed so that the cutting teeth lie in i helical
0.050 mm from 0.10 to 2.80 mm, ekeps of 0, 10 mm from path around the tool. The hobbing machine rotates the
0. 10 to 10 mm, steps of 0.50 mm from 0.50 to 25.5 mm, workpiece and the hob, and controls the movement of
and steps of 1.0 mm from I to 25 mm. the hob, causing the cutting teeth to move in a positive

progression through the workpiece. Each tooth
Close toleran,-es and smooth finishes cannot be main- removes a smal! shavirg aad, since cutting action is
ained in normal drilling opera'ions. Tolerances for continuous and automatically controlled, the desired

drilling operations are: full form outline is p ,
(1) For twist drills up to one inch the hole may be The tolcranes for tie hobbing process are:

as much as 0.X.s3 over the normal drill size 4 -d as much (I) Large gears (10 it hes OD), pitch diameter 0.001

10-12
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9 inch total. available with the larpst smers about 6 incs in
(2) Gears (30 to 268 pitch), pitch diameter 0.0003 to diameter. The length of the holes hich can be reined

0.0005 inch. depends on the reamer and the accuracy required.
(3) Profiles accurate to O.OC05 inch. The tolerances for reamed holes are.

(1) Holes under 1/2 inch. 0.001 inch.
(2) Holes between 1/2 inch and I inch, 0.0015 inch.

10-3.1.2.6 Milling Operations (3) Holes over 1 inch, 0.002 inch.

Milling removes metal by a rotating multiple tooth Holes may be out of round by as much as size tolerance.
cutter, the teeth removing a small amount of metal with Finishes of 40 miceoinches or less can be expected.
each revolution of the spindle. Since the workpiece and
the cutter can be moved in more than one direction at
the same time, almost any surface can be machined. A 10-3.1.2.9 Shaping Operations

wide variety of standard machine types are found in
most shops, and many special machines have been de- Shaping is a metal removal process whereby a single-
signed and built for high volume production of specific point tool reciprocates in a linear direction against a
parts. stationary workpiece to form horizontal, vertical, or

The tolerances for the milling operation are: angular plane surfaces. Standard shapers have a atroke
(1) Conventional milling, ±0.005 inch, 50 to 250 of 36 inches; therefore, the size of the work is limited.

microinches. The shaper is generally considered to be inefficient;
(2) Carbide cutters, ±0.0005 inch, 20 to 40 microin- however, the short time required for setup and its inex-

ches. pensive tooling make the process practical for some

jobs. In addition, deep internal slots and certain opera-
tions in blind holes, awkward for broaching or milling,

10-3.1.2.7 Planing Operationscan be achieved.

The tolerances obtained or shapers are comparable
Planing is the removal of metal from horizontal, to those achieved by planing.

vertical, or angular surfaces of the workpiece. This is
accomplished by moving the workpiece in a linear di-
rection against one or more fixed single-point tools. i 0.3.1.2.10 Slotting Operations
Standard planers are available for making cuts up to 50
feet long. Planing is not for high production volume, Slotting is a shaping operation that was first deve-
but is be' adapted to large work pieces and low volume loped to cut long slots or keyways. The ram carrying
jons. the c,.tting tool cuts on vertical downstroke which can

The tol rances connected with planing operations be as great as 72 inches.
are:

(1) Precision flat surfaces, to ±0.005 inch with sur- 10-3.1.2. 11 Trepanning Operations
face finish from 125 to 500 microinches obtainable.

(2) Cast iron, ±0.001 to ±0.002 inch with a 60 Trepanning operations are used to produce round
microinch finish possible. discs, large shallow through holes, circular grooves, or

deep holes. One or more cutters revolving around a
Tolerances on din cnsions depend on the size and com- center produce a circular hole or a groove with a re-
plexity of the part; however ±0.001 to ±0.005 inch maining solid center core. Discs up to 6 inches in diam-
can be held on small and medium dimensions. eter can be produced from plate, up to 1/4-inch thick

in a hand-fed drill press. In a similar fashion, large

10-3.1.2.8 Reaming Operations through holes can be readily trepanned in plate or (by
controlling the depth of the cut) circular grooves can
be produced. Deep holes, 2 inches or more in diameter

Reaming is a machining operation in which a rotary and 8 inches or more in depth, can be trepanned from
tool .tikes n light cut, improving the accuracy and re- solid stock.
ducing the roughness of a hole surface. Most holes Trepanning utilizes self-piloting cutting action, re-
reamed are from 1/8 to 1-1/4 inch in diameter. Rea.a- quires a pressurized cutting fluid system, and offers the
ers for holes as small as 0.005 inch in diameter are following advantages over spade or twist drilling:

10-13
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(I) ao .er diameter and strmightes tolerances, characterized by theirability to perform ape-irea or
(2) Deepr holes. remove metal that cannot be done by onvaWoma me-
(3) Higher metal removal rate. chaical machining. The process chaaerietics of
(4) More valuable solid cor produced. eight of the more developed special machining math-
Production rates for trepanning operations, as such, ods, summarized by Table 10.4 are. ultrasonic machin-

are not high; however, machining time on deep holes ing, chemical machining, electron beam machin1g,
might be as much as 50* to 75% lower than on those electrical discharge machining, and elcrochec
made by center drilling, twist d illing, or boring. machining.

10-3.1.2.12 Turning Operations 10-3.1.3 Grinding

Turning is a machining process for generating exter- The other principal metal removal method, other
nal surfaces by the action of a cutting tool on a rotating than machining, is grinding. Only those grinding pro.
workpiece. It may be combined with other operations cesses primarily intended to remove material are cdv-
such as facing, drilling, boring, reaming, threading, ered in this discussion. Grinding processes, such as
tapping, knurling, parting, and chamfering. honing and lapping, are more appropriate to the pro.

Tolerances on turret lathe machining are: duction of finished surfaces; therefore, they are dis-
(1) High production runs, ±0.002 inch on diame- cussed later in the chapter under the heading of finish-

ters. ing processes.
(2) With single cutter roller turner, ±0.001 inch.
(3) With multiple cutter roller turner, ±0.003 inch 10-3.1.3.1 Cylindrical Grinding

or greater. I
Lengths and depths can be held to ±0.001 inch with

standard stops. Surface finish, depending on material, Cylindrical grinding is a method of grinding the out-
will be about 60 microinches rms (root mean square) or side surfaces of cylindrical parts. Four movements are
less. involved: the workpiece rotates on centers or a man-

Tolerances with automatic screw machining are: drel; the grinding wheel rotates; the grinding wheel
(1) Plain diameters up to 1 inch, ±0.0002 inch. moves in or out from the workpiece; and the workpiece
() Diameters between 1 and 2 inches, ±0.0003 traverses the wheel (on some large machines, the wheel

inch. may traverse the workpiece).
(3) Diameters greater than 2 inches, ±0.005 inch. Tolerances appropriate to the cylindrical grinding
These tol.rances are normal practice for automatic process are:

screw machining. The specification of Class 2 threads (1) Cylindrical grinders, -;-0.0001 to ±0.0005 inch
is recommended unless the costs of producing Class 3 on diameters, if practical for production.
or 4 threads can be justified. (2) Surface finish dependent on work material,

The tolerances on Swiss automatic machinos are: grinding wheel grit size, and other factors; 32 to 63
(I) On large machines (1/2-inch diameter), diame- microinches typical for production.

ters can be held to ±0.0002; however, ±0.0005 favors
production. Lengths to shoulders can be held to 0.0005; 10-3.1.3.2 Centerless Grinding
however, normal tolerances specified are ±0.002 to

±0.003 inch.
(2) On small machines, diameters car, be held to Centerless grinding is a method of grinding the inner

±0.0002 inch or less in production. or outer surfaces of cylindrical parts; it is similar to
(3) Surface finish from 50 microinches to as fine as cylindrical grinding except that the workpiece is not

5 microinches can be attained. Instrument parts as fine mounted on canters. Instead, it is supported by a work
as 12 to 16 microinches can be produced. rest blade and a regulating wheel.

The tolerances for centerless grinding are:
10-3.1.2.13 Other Machining Processes (I) Dimensions, held within thc range 0.00004 to

0.005 inch.
(2) Out of roundness, held to 0.00001 inch.

Although most machining is performed mechani-
cally, several specialized methods have been developed Closer toleraces increa c the cost of grinding
on the basis of other principles. These methods are Cl0.0003 to r0.005 inch tolerance with 20 to 30 mi-
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ULTRAWONIC MACHINING 0US10 LASER DEAM MACHINING (LBN)

PRINCIPLE

Tool vibrated around 20, 000 cycles per seood by Electrical energy converted into narrow, single

magnetostrictve transducer. Fine abrasive wave length beam of light. Beam can vaporize all

particles in a water slurry between tool and work- refractory materials, can produce very small

piece reach high velocities, dislodge material from holes and small welds. q

workplace. Cavity produced assumes shape of tool.,

EQUIPMENT A

Machine tool equipped with transducer, generator High voltge power supply; trigger transformer;

power supply; specially shaped toolholder and tool; excitation source; laser crystal; focusing lens.

abrasive powder; pump for abrasive powder-water

mix.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Machining of nonmetallic, brittle, or hard Holes In all types of materials as small as

materials, such an semiconductors (silicon, ger- 0.0002 inch (5 microns); weld 0. 0005 inch wires;

manium), ceramics, glass, silicon carbide, tung- vaporize small increments of material.,

sten carbide; production of accurate and odd

shapes in noametallic, brittle, or hard materialq -

generally applied to materials harder than 64 RC

(1/16 inch thickness maximum at 64 RC).

TOLERANCES

Practical: +0.001 inch Same size hole reproducible within 5%. In

Possible: +0.0005 Inch (total) materials more than 0. 010 inch thick, taper

becomes noticeable.

SURFACE

Roughing: 25 rms Heat affected zones very thin; finish depends on

Finishing: 10 rms material worked; cratering is dependent on

No heat affected surface produced. factors such as energy, quality of optics, nature

of material,

PRACTICAL REMOVAL RATES

Feed rate: Tungsten carbide - 0.005 in. /sin 0.020 inch hole in 0. 020 inch thick tungsten sheet
Silicon carbide - 0. 010 in. /min in less than 0.001 second is typical; 1/4 lch hole
Ceramics - 0.050 in. /min
Silicon (pure) - 0.070 in. /min In 0.010 inch brass at same rate; 0.050 inch hole

Average volume removal rates: in brass at same rate; 0.050 ineh hole in 0. 050

Hardened tool steel - 0.0001 cu in. /mn Inch ceramic at same rate. Lasers are available

Boron carbide - 0.0002 cu in. /min
Hardened stainless steel - 0.0008 cu in./min with repetition ratee of 6 to 120 pulses per
Silicon - 0.005 cu in. /mn minute.
Germanium - 0. 006 cu in. /mn
Carbon - 0.015 cu in./min

Rate diminishes as abrasive breaks down; periodic
additions and replacement desirable. Rate Increas-

ed by forced application of abrasive.

OR.vkwell C hardness 10-1S
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"BM hrobo" r eectocemial t- High veoy letro focus on weeioe and
ask f P~"OftOWN"mfoo. lesetlu vaporizemaeil

1weled:chanledmilling, chemical blacking.

Chmica mlllier. Lag or small, thickpat-Eero beam cutter with workplace In vacu
Manhing 1lts, corrosion resistant pror6siflg of 16- 4 r
inks and fixtures, vented tanks or room&.'aome ryrbte.

Chemical blanking: Small parts $noludumgthin sbeet4:
Tooling (artwork and photographic nagptives), lay-
adt tables, photoengraving equipment, including
maual or autousatic and continuous spray ehing
machins.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Chemicoal mlling. Shallow cavities or pockets; Dailling holes as small as 0. 0005 inch almost in-
overall weight reduction; tapered sheets, plates, stantaneously in all materials, Including ceramics;
or extrusions for airframes.

Chemical blanking: Printed circuit etching, decora- cutting closely spaced thin slots, e. g. , 1/2 inch
tive panels, this stampings. Applicable to alumi- long slots 0. 005 inch wide, spaced 0. 010 Inch apart
num, magnesium, Iron, copper, nickel and cobalt in002ichtckaun;srbngotinfl;
base alloys, refractoryr alloys such as tungstsn, I .2 nhtikauia ciigo hnfls
columblum, molybdoam. removing broken tap of small diameter.

TOLERANCES
For chemical milling and chemical blanking: Metal On 0. 125 inch holes, ±0. 001 inch.

removal or thickness of sheet: on 0. 0005 inch holes, +0. 00005 inch to 0. 0001 irob.
0. 002 inch - tolerance, ±0. 001 to ±0. 002 inch
0. 02%) inch - tolerance, ±0.004 to T0. 0o,0 inch
0. 060 Inch - tolerahos, ±0:.006 to 4;0. 012 Inch

Toleras nare functlon of masking or printing tech-
nique, configuration, size of part.

SURFACE
Average values: Aluminum - 90 rme Finish data not available. IncidoM~ surface slightly

Magnesium - 50 me cratered and vvalls of 0. 125 inch holes contain
Steci - 60 rms
Titanium - 25 rme refuse readily removed mechanically. Heat
Tungsten - 50 rms affected zone is practically nonexistent.

PRACTICAL REMOVAL RATES
Penetration: 0. 0005 toa 0. 003 in. /min 0. 0005 Inoh slots - 10 to 24 in. /min in

0. 010 inch material.
Holes In sheet materials of all kinds 0. 001 to 0.025

Inch thick: 0. 0125 inch diameter holes, less*
than 2 seconds; 0. 0005 inch diameter holes.

L leit thn 0. 1 second.
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by abot S. 001 looh by dielectric fui. duotive 0019"o WhIh 9SePerte MOV11lse0 ft
orp .material to melted, in part vaporised. sleotrods-tool. Workplace is anode. Woel doe

and explled from gap. cathode.

Rigid machine tool for clone control of spark gap; Machine tool must be rigid to withstand high 11al

UC power mor~e; aerfmachas15m to control separating fores; must protect mechanieal aod
slectrode movemetAt; dielectric fluid aressure electrical systems from corrosive elstrolytes,

system and filter, and have provisions for vet of work areas, K
power source; electrolyte system, Inluding
pumps, filters, storage tanks, and heat exchanger;
electrolyte clarifier may be required; servo-

mechanism for procesa control optional.

~ TYPICAL APPUICATIOrS

Mauatueo- is(stamping, cold heading, High strength, high hardness materials; high temn-

forging. Injection molding); carbide forming tools; perature-alloy forgings; odd shaped holes and
tugtnparts; burrfree parts; odd shaped holes cavities; jet engine blade airfoils; small deep

strength and high hardness materials; narrow slats face turning of discs; tungsten carbide n aichlaing;f
(0. 002 to 0. 012 inch wide); honeycomb cores and etching of numbers and letters in hard ofels.

assemblies, other fragile parts.

TOLERANCES
Practical: +0. 002 to +0. 005 inch Practical: +0. 005 inch

Possible: ±0.0o001 to ±0. 0003 inch Possible: +0. 0005 inch

SURFACE

Finish is affected by removal rate: 4 to 50 me steally atained. No beat aftectsil our-

0. 010 cu In. /bm - 30 me face or burrs created. Guard against selective

3.05 cu in. Ibm 200 rms etching Io remote areas expoced to electcolyte by

Heat effocted zone: 0. 0001 to 0. 005 Inch silso as

PRACTICAL REMO"AL RATESj
About 0. 00025 cu in. /amp /min /brass i *J. 0. 04 to 0. 3 cu in. 'mm i o /10 mp
About 0. 0005 cu in. /amp /min /graphite electrode 0. 1 cui In. /mtn /1000 snmp often used for

approximation.
Ilcu in./min for 10, 000 amp ,cnit

(L
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Mae~l sdspae b ig eoct eto ih aeiz srenvd rmth ok-eebyahg

Material Is displaced by anozk. a high velocity.jto ihMtrt srmvdfo h oklc yahg

Ipn an Iteash . TC p w r 00 o Iost eantirsuet),sDryceaolfeepl of ebw ar, troe carridb 1 a

atl 410 th bte pe ur. hihene~rgyo Ab.raieI terloias stuminm aids anoiice~

argms-hydrogen, compressed air. bide, dolomite, or sodlurn bicarbonate (these ane

Abrasive jet gun system, Including tungsten carbide
or synthetic sapphire nozzle@ (tungsten nozzles lasti
from 12 to 30 hours, sapphIre nozzles about 300
hours). Pantograph or cawn systain to automatical-

ly direct nozzle.

TYPICAL APPUCATIONS
Chiefy for cutting stsllsas steel (4 to 5 inchbes) and Abrading and frosting glass; cleaning, cuttfin le
aluminum alloys (up to 6 inches). Metals resistant lines; machinig semiconductors fgermanlom, sill.
to oxy-fuai gas cutting (magnesium, copper, tanluw, con, gallium); deburring marking; cung and
nivks, sanl copper and nickel alloyis) 'ometimes cut etching materials (quartz, sapphire, mica, glass).

by I1IAM. PAM conidered for turning, milling, and
planing, but technique nO yet fully developed.

TOLERANCES
In cutting, accuracy ordinarily ±3/32 to ±1/8 Inch; Normal production. +0. 0005 inch; ±0. 002 inch can
with close control con be hold to ±1/16 Inch. Width he held with close control. Minimum width of cqt
of lcerf usually 3/16 to 3/8 inch, but could be up to is about 0. 005 inch.
1/2 Inchb on thick material.

Generally smoother than that achieved by gas cutting. Surface finish ranges from 20 to 50 microinchee In

Beat affected zone depends on mctal being cut, its most cases. 6 to 8 microinch finish can be obtal
jthick"e". and outtiig speed. Maximum of 3/16 Inch on glass with aluminum o~id- or slitcon varbidc

Iogid be effected on I Inch stok; would be less at ibrasives 10 microns in size. No heat damage to
high speed. .,surface.

PRACTICAL REMOVAL RATES

Ctigspeeds as high us 240 In. /min hae been achieved

*1hlarge automatically guit'ed machines.

ao.;s
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() croinches finish should be practical. within the limitation of the availbl ihw.

803.1.3.3 Surface Grindt" 10-3.2.1 RainlSCSUMg

Surfece grinding is accomplished by grinding wheels This process cuts ferrous znetas by ung aj* ogpwo
nmted on tables wWMh move wxnd-z the wheel in oxygen directed at a point in the metal wbkh m

e~whorzotalor otry asss.heated to the filion point Meanical flamectig
Tolerances for surface grinding eve: machine capable of cutting a many as 20 pseu

to COW00 inch, parallelism to 0.0004 to 0_W inh h'ccrc fth lm utigoeato 5ed
and length to ±0.0002 inch.ontetikesothmaeal& hweslytcn

be cut, the method of cL-ping; it, the distortion, and

being ground; however, 2 microinches rmi be obtained Tolerances for t;&e flame cutting proess am.
in production on hardened steel. (1) Portable straight line machines average ±1/8

inch.I (2) Portable shape cutting machrnes ± 1/16 inch
10-3.1.3.4 Abraive Belt Grinding possible.

(3) Stationary machines,., i-A inch.

This mett.od utilizes driven endless abraive belts Thuuawokdsrtn fwmcwihvayih
supported by suitable contact wheels providing oppos- Teuulwr itrinalwne hc aywt

ing resureto te wrkpece n oderto ahiee sock the particular cut being made also ist be considered.
inSpresur t th wokpicein rde toaciev stck Kerf width varies from 1/32 inch to o',- 3/3 incb,

Thc tolerances for abrasive belt grunding are: depending on the size of the torch jet.
(1) Flat surfaces, ±0.002 inch flatness and parallel- Cutting accomplished by the plasma jet techniquie is

ism. discussed in the machining secticM of this chepter.
(2) Centerless grinding operations, ±00005 inch

with fine grits, in production.
(3) lFinishes of 10 incroinches are typical. 10-3.2.2 Saing

Sawing processes include hack sawing, circular cold
10-3.1.3.5 Other Grinding Mehd sawing, and friction sawing. Hack sawing is relatively

slow and is used in low outqwu production primarily

___ Table 10.5 describes the characteristics of two grind- for cutoff operations. Circular v.old sawing is aplie in

ing processes that have the capability of performing medium tn high production cutoff and similar opera-
certain specialized grinding operations. They depend tions. Larger material and cult, can be hendled better

_ jon electrocheinical reaction and an elctrical spr to by circular cold sawing thani with power-operated hack
a ~remove metal. The two processes summarized by the sa.I

table are known as electrochemical grinding and el-,-

trical discharge grinding. 1.221Bn an

10.3.2 CUTTING This is ihe most wid~ely used sawing; method because
it is versatile and cap&.jile of making relatively intricate

The discussion of cutting processes here is restricted contour cuts. A wide variey of saw blades including
to flame cutting and sawing. Most cutoff or contour diamond arid abrasive blades are available making it
cutting is accomplished by use of one of these two pouible to cut such substanices as steel, tungsten car-
proc,-saes. Shear c itting may be used for straight cuts bide, glass, and vnreous materials.
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TAIBE I.. GRIONDG PROCA' CHRACTIuarh

EL rCTRICAL DiS-HARGE GRINDING (EDO) ELECTROCHEMICAL GRINDING (E CG)

PINCIPOLE

Medlar to electrical disnarge machining, but Metal removed by deplating; workpece is mode;

w-*sdvo electrode lz in form of grindin wh,,i. cathode to matal bonded grnding wheel with

abrasive porticles; most metal removed by de-
plating; 0. 05 to 10% removed by abrasive.

EQUIPM£NT

lectrical discharge grinder equipped with variable Grinder constructed to keep corrosive electrolytes

peed drve; insulated wheel adapter; servo- from mechanical and electrical systemb; do power

-.bealsm to control table speed; dielectric field- source; electrolyte system including pump, filter,

lant supply, storage tank, injector for electrolyte, and mist

collector, metal bonded diamond or metal bonded

aluminum oxide wheels.

TYPICAL APPLIATIONS

Carbide form tools, hardened gear rauks, thin slots Grinding of carbides; fragile parts, Including

cloaely speced in hard materials, carbide crushing honeycomb; parts with burrfree, atreufree re-

roils, carbide lamination dies, carbide r. "tting tools, quirements - I,:,draullc applications, thin wall

production grinding or intricate forms, tubing, hypodermic needles; high strength, high

temperature alloys sensitive to thermal damage;

resharpening of throwaway carbide tools, millin,

cutters.

TOLERANCES
Practical: +0. 0002 inch Possible and p.atical: +0. 005 inch

Posible: +0. 0005 inch

SURFACE

Finish ts affected by removal rate: Tungsten carbides: r to 15 rms

0.15 cu In. /hr - 125 rme Stels: 15 to 30 rms

0. 072 ou In. /hr - 40 rme (No finish pass required for those Irishes. No

0.012 cu in. /hr - 15 rms heat affected area produced.)

PRACTICAL REMOVAL RATIS

0.01 to 0. 15 cu In./hr 0.004 to 0.03 cu in./min /I00 amp often used

for approximation

10-20
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~ ) 10-3.2.2.2 Friction Band Sawing anodizing, parkerizing, . uiimao n balg,
roappishing (also consideed d i ng pam) is 

This method, sometimes referred to as high velocity pfseied ( -da ngi
sawing, is a frictional melting or burning process. The
high friction speed permits contour cutting of ex- Before considering these procamas, the einlc IW
tremely hard materials. Generally, it is limited to 1/2- plications of obtaining a fine surface fins h douM be
inch thicknesses; however; 2-inch armor has been cut considered. The cost of production increase as the
on a production basis. requirement for finer surface finishes incmse. Fg

109illustrates how costs increase with increases inj The following tolerances apply to sawing process: surfacelsstrtes how ts crt, it i s i n(1) Circular saws, cross cutting accuracy of 0.002 to surface smoothness. From this chart, it as obvious that
0.003 inch per inch. the designer should avoid prescribing a better surface(2) Conventional band sawing, 0.008 to 0.010 inch finish than that actually required.(2) onvntinalban saing,0.08 t 0.10 nch Tables 10-6 through 10-10 are listings of feces.on layout line. With sonie magnifying arrangement, Tals06thog 100arliinsoreo-0n layouinc ae Wichieoe mamended surface requirements covering a variety of de-0.003 inch can be achieved. sign contingencies.

Table 10-11 graphically illustrates the range of
10-3.3 FINISHING finishes that normally can be expected to result from

various process operations. It shows that some finishez
are practical and that others are physically attainable

Finishing processes are those operations performed at increased cost and degradation of producibility. The
on a material for the purpose of attaining the desired influence of specified finishes on factors other than
surface characteristics. This discussion does not con- cost-i.e., production time equipment availabiity,
sider those chemical or electrolytic processes such as worker skills, etc.-must also be considered.

TABLE 10.6. NONMATING SURFACES

AA Roughness Height Ratinp 500 -50 12 63 32 16 18

A. Clearance Holes X
B. Clearances & Reliefs

1. Small X
2o Medium 2Z Isrg;e X

C. lenjth surfaes -*hered-
sa e etec X

j). _Leeste._te

La. T 0 to erance X
E. ut Bot 4 Screw Head s. Un-

1. Ffnfi (imachined} bolts, s--rew& X
2 UnfltashM blts

F .Ends of Bot.Pis crews &Studs X I
G. ftedr, Wer rench slots X
H. Mhdr s.adoth and Undiercuts X

i I. -a - x

F. Exdrior Surfaces w d_
. -o....X.a... -

2. Housinz machined _3. Ouns through 30 min X
4 Gsover 30 min to 16 In. f T.Painted srfwces, guns 75 mm to 16 In -

Brclbbloglis
. r h Mechaniu~ma ___-

1. Guns throu 30 mm X
ms larger than m to 12 _ X

3. Guns 125 mmn to 1 in. X , -

10-31!
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MACHI DIC IOST3500-

3000

2500 -

S2000

1500 _

1000

~500 -

FINISH

(ICiOINO.ES) Soo 250 125 63 32 16 8 

AS CA ROUGH ORDIARY ROUGH ORDINARY HONING, HONING,
A ACHINING MACHIIING, FIRE LAPP.AG"----------- FINE FINE GR IND .LNG, - - - -

l 1 VAChIN~iNG MACHINING :

FIGURE 10-9. MschlWMin Costs ad Surface FhM
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L) TABLE 10-7. MUM~N OR CW'ITACT SURFACEU4ATiONARY

AA Rouahaeas Hll&uh PReti500 _ __ W T 1 W5 63 3 is a 4

I. S on or 15MR .A UZE5.,,-

G. yua Brecoet Boo Pesal- a ____

a for C ae x I:s

F. Cleae Barba" RMinimg Srfc

e rosfr AW- Ms-Sufc srfi _1_W

374 laX
K. Downesn Pinflotcn er PiXoe ~-

0. Inaide Die of Pinned Hubs, Collars,
an Saers -

P. Lena, Priam ad Mirror Mounting ___

W., Over 2 In, die x
T. Shoulder u0for ftateand ___

Usour_________________ J. - Iff-

910-3.3.1 Honing Operations microinch, cast iron, bronze, or soft steel, between 80
And 3 microinches; and aluminum to about 15 microin-

Hotting is a refined form of grinding. Surface finish ches
quality approaches that achieved by lapping. Honing is
not an economical production operation, however. The 10-3.3.2 Lappmng Operations
principal difference between honing and grinding is
that the abrasive stones have a large area of surface Lapping is another means of obtaininig more accu-
contact during honing; during grinding only lint: con- rate and smoother finishes than those possible with the
tact occurs. Stock removal is held to a min~imum in the finest grinding. It is a surface refining and stock re-
honing process. nioval process practicable in production if no more

The tolerances for honing are: than 0.0005 inch of material is removed. The mating
(1) Internal diameters over 4 inches held to within surfaces themselves arc used with a fire abrasive to

0.0005 to 0.001 i-ich total variation, ensure an accurate fit.
(2) Bores smaller than 4 inches held closer Since material removal shou!1 be h-Ad to a mini-

(±0.0001 to ±0.00025 inch on bores less than I inch). mum, the preliminary grinding operations must be ex-
(3) External honing held between 0.0001 and 0.0602 tremely accurate in order for lapping to achieve its

inch on long cylinders, potential in accuracy. The tolerance variations total
- The surface finish obtainable depends on the material 0.00005 inch (typical). Surface roughness ranges be-

being honed. Hare -ted steel can be honed as low as I tween 0.5 and 2 microinches.
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TABLE 10". MATIN OR BEARIG SURFACES-SLIDING ( )
AAoR- 50 250 125 63 32 16 8 4

AAReasHeightRating

A. Gear Teeth *K Srw .Freads
1. DP 10 or smaller

a, General - __

b.IT recision X
2. Coarser than 10 DP X
3. Hetavy load& -

4. WorQs
b . Wm Gears-

a. General X
b. Precisaon (lyned) X
c. For heavy loads X

6 Teeth of ratchets and pawls, X
7. Spline teeth x
8. Screw threads

a. Chased
b. Die or tap rut X
c, &lled

1.10 or more threads per inch -

2. Fewer than 10 threads per Inch X
d. Ground threads and breech

threads for guns -- -x. ___ -

e. Rolled threads _

B. Gibs and V'ays... X

D. Sliding Plate s _ X
E.....JI1 Clut'ch Surfaces ___

1. Metai to Metal X
2. Metal to Nonmetal. X

F jLjLQg Surfaces X
G. Valve Stems and Guidel BuahjL_ X
H. Cylinder Bores. Platong. ad Piston Rods X
I, Suifaces of Fluid Seals _

J. Valve Se ita X
K. Bearin Seats Bolts. Nuts. Screw Heads X
L. a_. Sur a 70 lowers_

1. Threld -a mu x
2. Groove

a. General ....... _

b. Precision "- X
3. Flqt or disc lobe

a. G amral .....
b. Prtectslo X

4. Throwout ty_ __ X
Locking Plungers Rou&I or Square End
Hol"s) X
!aKes and Keyrways X

O. Bires, a Frln MechanmoCnnonis X
P" Parts Sli~l in Packinp X

R. mie "0" Rini Beal Surfaces I I _"___X

T. ReO &1 5ecl im:ms Euillibrators ...
1. , nti-frk loa metal x
2. Cmrrmr rings X1 P ver rin e X

C Me - Roze -fXe_ endL x
5. C rods seel-control diameter -

A IS real bronz, surfaces[ , -. X
U. Procellent Valves Shafts x

affirt in Carn earrels

A,._C over 30 mm up to 75 -i " ..... X
b. Cannon 75 mm t.ip x _

,Orcovo !
-- .- Cannon over30 mmupto75mm _ XIb." Cla2R75 mmU u,""x

W. Barrel ns Grooves
J.SGuns thou 10 mml- X
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TABLE 10.9. MATING OR BEARING SURFACES-ROTATING

AA Rouahne Height Rating 500 250 125 63 32 1 16 8 4

A. Crankpi_ ' _

B. Pivot Holes- Pivot Pins X I
C. Barfuis - Bau Track X

Beain x i
B. 2. Piecision -

F 7 I With Jewel Bearing..- X
F. ShA OD Use Wit Oil Seal or Ni" BRig

l5 1__MtaiPins __

H. Fricti Differential Faces -

1. Varal eed Drives -Cone, Disc and
Widrces8J. Hb Cllr and Shaft Face Bearng

I~. aaeral -X

2. Precision X
K. PFAessre Lubrioated Bearings ...._ -

M. ro ler Blades X

10-3.3.3 Superfinishing conventional methods. The mos: significant advantage

of the process is its , pced and economy (relative to

Superfinishing represents the ultimate in refined sur- abrasive costs).

face finishes for production parts. It differs from lap-
ping and honing in that abrading is conducted at low 10-3.3.5 Rotofinshing
speeds and low pressures, in a flood of low viscosity
lubricant.

High tolerances and finishes, comparable to these Rotofinishing is a mechanical grinding and honing
attainable by honing, are possible with superfinishing. process using special abrasives which are tumbled in a

Howeve', an unworked, undisturbed crystalline sur- barrel sith the as to be finished. High production

face is produced. Accuracy is mandatory during the rates can be attaned, and the finishing cost per piece

preparatory operations because production superfin- is min No allained, an be finish e peco! is minimal. Not all p. rts can be rotofinished becaus: of
ishing will not remove gross out of roundness, taper, or their design; however, its availability without sacrifice
straightress deviations, of producibility makes it a highly desirable process to

the designer.

10-3.3.4 Electrochemical Honing (ECK) Ordinarily, the processing done before barrel finish-
ing sets the tolerance limits since the overall reducti3n
in dimensions should not exceed a fe'v tenths. Surface

In electrochemical honing, conventional honing is finishes obtainable also are determined by prior proc.
combined with an anodic dissolution of the workpiece. essing. For example. tumbling will reduce a S00-
The process is a faster operation, and features longer microinch finish to 80, a 60-microinch finish to IS, and
abrasive life and improved deburring action. Current a 15-microinch finish to 3.
equipment development limits !his process to internal Tables 10-12 and 10-13 contain common design andcylinder honing. production problems specifically pertaining to fabrica.

The tolerances and finishes achievable with elect ro- tion as discussed in Chapter 5. These tables supplement
chemical honing are comparable to those achieved by T able :3. I.
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TABLE 10-10. INTERFERENCE FITS

AA RSU&Mnss Height Ratings -F-o-- 250o 125 63 32 16 8 4

A. PushFit I x _

B. Kes an e~a x

C 1r.Oe !W t 2 in. di II _ X _ _-

2. Hls and saftsover 2 In, dim 1 -

TABLE 10-11. INHEREN SURFACE ROUGHNESS AND PRACTICAL TOLERANCES
OF VARIOUS MO, DUCIION METHODS

Left ci heavy line: practical finishes at commercial costs
Right of heavy line: obtainable finishes at Increased costs
Rompe of surface rotghneaa for each process is Indicated by shaded areas

200 50 115 10 020005 0.005 10.01

Cas I

Die- I

51*11 mol
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TABLE 10-11. DGIEREff SUMACE ROUGHNEW AND PRACTICAL TOLULANCES
OF VARIOUS PRODUCTION NETHM (CONTD)

Left of heavy line: practical finishes at commercial oosts
Right of heavy line: obtaLfiable finishen at increased costs
Rasp of surface roughwas for each process to indicated by sbm&d areas

Surface Roughness (microlwhes)

MACHINE FINISHES 1000 250 63 16 4 1 0.2
?000 5 125 32 8 1 2 1 0 5 0.1

Automatic screw moo ni

BIN Wamond 6 precision)
BOX W-01
Broach

ChID
coullk,
C rs"
rue-off

brasive

Drill
-Drill Igenterl MEMEL- I

zxt
Fees

r4i I ---- L
CTUlpffl-lolk? I I

Diamond I I I I
Disc
Biro
SE
Surface

Gear Cuttint
min
flob

-Gear Finisid I
Burnish I
Grind
I.Ap
Shave

Hone r, WrIcal
PIPat
Internal
Micro

Mifi
Finish
Willow
Hough

Nibble
lane 

-- -----

WAWA

Normal practice tolerance for average .0450.08 0*015 0.002 100.00 1 -0005 0.00015 0.00008
size parts (+ or .0310. 0 1 5 0.005 0.001 .00011 0.002-51 0.000 1 0 0.00005

Dependent on previous finish, grit. and grade of abrasive
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TABLE 10411. DIEREhT SURFACE ROUGHdEM AND FRACMiAL TOLERANCES
OF VAROUS RoDucInoN AumE~ID (CONml)

Left of heavy line: practical finishes at commercial coats
Right of heavy line: obtelnabi' finishes at increased coats

_______________________Range of surface roughness for each process Is Indicated by shaded oreasI Surface Roughness (mlicroLuebes)

MACHINE FINISHES 1000 250 63 16 4 1 0.2
2000 500 :25 1 32 2 0.5 0.1

saw

Soototh~

simoth

PROTrECTIVE & MECHANICAL
FINISHES

Galvanize*
oxide - block cost**
PhosDhate coat -L -- - .

Plate 10. 0005dep.- -

Sbrli ze -

Mechanical barrel fiis

Normal practice tolerance for average 0.041) 3.08 0.015 0.002 0.0 .01 0.01I.00

size parts (+ or -)0.031J0.015 0.005 01001 0.0005 0 0002 0.00010 0.00005

sRoughriess increases with thickness of deposit
-Surface on which applied does not change
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TA1E 12S. COMMON DESWGN ?UOU8MS

Pnbtm : AS-CAff OR AS-FORGED FINUSM 5ELDOM USED.

Cam and Effect:

Machi of cast or forged finisbs to coases ot Involving
,imensional tolerances do nothing more tan Improv the finishe,
Increase cost, and retard prodaction.

Potential Solution:

Eliminate requirement for maubining, If possible; change casting
method to produce the necessary finish without applying subequent
machining.

Problem: DESIGN CALLS FOi SHEET METAL TO L S-TZ q S% _
BEYO)ND WORKING LIMIT.

Cause and Effect:

Corner radi too tight.
l Potential Solution:

: Design !or larger corner radii.

' Problem: DESIGN DIFFICULT TO FORGE.

~Cause amd Effect:

Webs and ribs too thin leads to requirement for repeated blows, high
pressures, or repeated heatings; this results in slow prodution and higher
die costs.

Potential Solution.

Redesign part or forglag, and be prepared to do more machining;

use cast part.

Problem: FLATNESS REQUIP'MENTS TOO rIiCIT FOR SHEET METAL
PART.

Cause and Effect:

Bending flanges creates residual stresses which cause part to warp

Potential SoluUon:

Reduce flatness requirement If possible.

104 I
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,t3'LE 10-12. COMMON PUIGN PROKLMU (COW D)

Problem-, INTERNAL CORNER RADII TOO SMALL ON MILLED PARTS.

Cause and Effect

Requires use of small milling cutters which results in long
ar ,-conomlc machining times

Potential Solution:

Maximize internal corner radii for parts to be milled.

Problem:, LARGE CORNffl RADII ON TURNED PARTS.

Cause and Effect:

Requires round form tools with resulting machining problems;
requires duplicating attachment on lathes.

Potential Solution:

Use smrall radii or -harp conters where possible, if undesirable
stress concentrations will not result.

Problem: DESIGN DIFFICULT r) CAST.

Cause and Effect:

Wrong alloy specified yields a high rejection rate; overly thin
sections specified leads to high rejection rate, and sow production; poo"
sizing and shape specifications resuh in high rejection rates and slow
production; slow production Is caused by omission of allowances for
draft and tnc requirement for multpart molds.. High rejection ratt.s are
noted when insufficient allowances are left fo. finishing

Potential Solutlon:

Redesign casting; change material specification.

Problem: DESIGN REQUIRES EXCESSIVE MACHINING FROM BAR STOCK.

Cause and Effect:

Turned parts that contain two dfllerent diameters require that bar
stock size bo greater than the larger dipneter. This r.esults in a require-
ment for excessive machlniag on the smdler diameter

Potential Solution.,

Make part in two pieces. ehange to cast or forged part

104
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TABLE 10-12. COMMON DESMG MREMS (0 T'D)

Pr m: DRAWING SPECIFICATIONS UNDULY RESTRICT PRODUCTION
PERSONNEL TO ONE MANUFACTURING PROCESS.

Cause and Effect:

The designer must have a general knowledge of the processes to be
used to translate his design into hardware, but he should not specify the
process. If he does, be my caut.e unnecessary production problems, e. g.,
proper equipment may not be availaihie, etc.

Potential Solutikon:

Do not specify production process operations or sequence unless
absolutely necessary to achieve the objectives of the design. Specify
alternate materials, e.g., a range of steels, or casth4 or forging; this
gives production personnel a wide latitude in process selection.

Problem: WRONG TYPE OF CASrING iPECIFIED.

Cause and Effect:

Finish and tolerances specified cannot be achieved with casting
method required by design; finish and,toierance specified can be achieved
by uab.; a more economical casting method.

Potential Solution:
Casting casts are sensitive to changes in production quanrities and

rates; therefore, careful analysis of the required production quantities

must precede the selection of a casting method.

Pr"obem: NO PROVISION FOR HOLDING PART DURING FABRICAT!hN.

Cause and Effect:

Parts must be rigidly held and located for accurate machining. Special
effort will be required to prepare the workplece for machining.

Potential Solution:

Make provisions for gripping surfaces or locating points in the design.
if they do not affect the function of the part. Provide grippina surfaces that
will be removed after certain phases of the production process have been
completed.

Proble: PARTS CANNOT BE SUBASSEMBLED.

Cause and Effect:

Limits number of workers able to participate in production; may
require gre .e±r namber of skilled personnel

Potential ,,ution:

Redesign component or assembly so that it can be broken dovn into
subassemblies.
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TABE 1012. CMMON DEGN IqOBLEMS (CONTD)

Problem: UNNECESARY USE OF RETURN FLANGE..

Cause and Effect:

Requires considerable extra eifort for fabrication.

Potetial Wtion:

Redesign to avoid use of return flanges unless absolutely necessary.

Problem: EXPENSIVE SPECIAL TOOLING AND EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
FOR PRODUCTION.

Cause and Effect:

Parts caMot be fabricated as designed without special tooling.

Potentia Solution.,

Consult with produedon and manufacturing personnel and solicit
their ideas; redesign part; change the design bo that another material

can be subtstituted.

Problem: FINISH IEQUIREMENTS PROHIBIT USE OF ECONOMICAL
SPEEDS AND FEEDS.

Cause and Effect:

Fine finish requires that machines be operated with fine cuts and
fine leedse, thus increasing costs proportionately

Potential Solution:.

Review finish requirements; with a view toward altering them.

Problem: FLANGE HEIGHTS TOO SHORT.

Cause and Effect:,

Interference between metal pieces meeting at corner bend causes

metal to pucker

Potmtial Solution:,

Redesign notch with provision for sufficient clearance, provide for
filing or hammering operation.

10-32
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TABUI 10-13. COMA MODUCfIMO ?ROKL8

Process: ADVANCED TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESSES..

Problem:

The use of structural materials of increased strength and hardness introduce

increasing problems in iraaufacture. New manufacturing processes recently
developed and introduced show great potential of enabling the machining of many
of these new materials. However, these "breakthroughs" such as Combustion
Machining and Cavitation Machining, must be developed further and analyzed
to determine application benefits and limits before they are ready to be implemented
in production.

Application:

All components falling within the scope of material removal.

Process: ALUMINUM FORGING TECHNIQUES (GENERAL).,

Problem:

LEstablishing and maintaining a dependable aluminum forong sourcef capability must 1x dune on an operational level.

SApplication
All current lightweight weapons utilizing aluminui ,irgings., even more

. applicable to future %eaponAs.,

Process CABLE 'IN'ISTING MACIiNF.

Pro)len:,

There is no commerciall.% availahle machine for manufacituring twisted cables
(with conductors I rmed ol twisted strands) %hich can e.onomicall\ handle small
requirements of vatrving size.

Survey available commercial machine:s for usable segments or components %%hi(-h
can be adapted to constructing an all-ptrpo.,e cable twister and those necessar\ features
not vailable must be dIsgned and fabri cated. 

Process. CASTING.

Problem-

General Improvement in foundry technolog' is necessary before the
economies of casting can be full. realized. The basic problem is lack of
reliability (process control).

Aplication

Applies to all weapon systems using vast metal products. Processcontrols, new methods, and equipment.

11033
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TABUE 10-1. CONUONVSOPUC1O PROSLMS (cCNT9 (
Process: CASTtNG, GRAIN REFINEMENT.

Problem:

Present state-of-the-art centrifugal castings do not approach the ien-
sile strength of the wrought produat.

Application:

Rotating bands for large caliber projectiles. Vibratory motiono~ applied

during solidification.

Process: CASTING SUBSTITUTES FOR FORGINGS.

Problem.

La-k I( determination and dissemination of proper casting techniques
prior to !-oduction frequently prevents its substitution for forging.

Application:

Ferrous and nonferrous castings used for higl.iy stressed components.
Controlled solidification and heat treatment after castling.

Process- CHEMICAL MILLING AND BLANKING.

Problem:

The shaping of complex parts which require very intricate machining
etups and the use of heavy materials are very difficult to machine by

conventional metal-removal processes.

Application:

Any manufacturing operation involving sheet heavier than 0.060"

thick and plate up to 1/2 in. thick. photoengraving techniques.

Process: CHLORINE MACHINING.

Problem:,

In many machining operations. burrs are produced which must be removed
either by machining or a hand fir.!shing operation which is costly and time-con-
suming. A process is needed that not only attains a desirable finish but it must
lend Itself to high metal removal rates without imparting residual stresse" or
distortions.

Application.,

Any molybdenum, tantalum, etc.., process where general metal removal
or Improved surface finish Is required would benefit from this chlorine process.

10-4
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TABL 1013. COMMON 1RODUCTION ]PROBLEMS (CONTD)

Process: COLD FORMING TECHNIQUES--SMALL CALtIER GUN BARREL TULES
THROUGH 40 mm.

Problem:

Barrel febrlcating techniques must be modernized to reduce the amount
of machinery and plant space required by current orod.ction methods.

Application-

This process would benefit all small arms and armament items.

Process: COLD FORMING TECHNIQUES--GUN I3ARREL TUBES OVER 40 mm.

Problem:

Production costs, bore quality, and fatigue life of gun tubes produced by
current methods need to be imp'oved.

Application:

This process would apply to gun barrel tubes ranging from 40 mm tirough
105 num.

Process. DEVELOPMENT OF FORGING PRACTICE, BETA-TYPE ALLOY.

Problem:

On the basis of evaluations to date, the al!oy TI-SMO-SV-2FE-3AL
appears to be an improvement over the currently available beta-type alloy.
Forging characteristics need to be determined and a recommended practiceestablished.

Aplfllcation'

High strength titanium alloys are used in a varctN of weapxn structures,
rocket motor cases being an, example.

Process: DEVELOPMENT OF INJECTION MOLDING OF RUBBER
COM PONENTS

Problem:

Lack of technical guidance for the injection molding of rubber components.

Application:

Investigate and evaluate the general development of Injection molding
covering materials, equipments, and techniques.

10-35 4
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TABLE 10-13. COMMON PRODUCTION PROBLEMS (CONrD)

Process: DILLING.

Problem.

Improve precision drilling techn.4ues for small arms and aircraft
armament items to reduce costs in fabrication.

Application:

Wide application to prn'iuction requiring precision drilling operations,
High helix drills, gun drilling, trepanning, spade drilling, BTA System, etc.
should be investigated.

Process: ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE MACHINING (EDM).

Prcnhlem:

Slow machining rates, excessive tool wear, and arciig control selection
of better dielectrics, etc., are problems which need to be Improved upon.

ApRication:

Fabrication of weapon components using common and exotic metals.

Process: ELECTROCHETI -. MiCINING (ECM).

Problem:

Electrode insulation Iffe and removal of the precipitate from the
electrolyte are the more urgent areas req-.iring development.

Application:

Gun barrels, nozzle openings in rifle breeches, and sectoring
the breech threads on gun tubes.

Pr(.ces - ELECTROLYTIC GRINDING.

Problem:

Ex~cessive time and money is expended in the conventional abrasive
honing process.

Applt cati on

Gun barrel manufacture and otL'er applicauionn involving extremely hard
materials and requiring close tolerances would beri-fit from the electrolytic
grinding procests.

10-16
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K) TAU 10S13. QCNWPODUCDON WtOUSS (COMM')

Process: EMBRITTLEMENT MACHINING (SURFACE ACTIVE AGENTM).

Problem:

Machining times ad costs must be reduced In the processing of the difficult
to-machim metals and alloys. This is especially true in the production of gn tubes
where high rates of metal removal are usually necesssr).

Alilcation:

Where high rates of metal removal are required, particulary gun tubes.

Process: ENGINEERING STUDY AND APPLICATION OF PLASTICS FOR

GUN COMPONENTS.

Problem:

Too little is known of the practical application of plastics and elastomers for
their use in fabricating gun components.

Application:

Potential benefits such as cost, weight, and wear reduction, plus added
corrosion and shock-vibration resistance, dictate the requirement for continued
study of plastics as alternate materials in gun components.

Process: EXPLOSIVE FORMING.

Problem:

Present-day steel and aluminum armor fabrication is done by welding or
die-quenching processes. Both of these methods are costly in time vW
equipment.

Applicatlon:

Armor sections which demonstrate cost reduction potential.

Process: FABRICATION OF SMALL CALIBER METALLIC CARTRIDGE

CASES.

Problem:

,n econom kal process to pierce, extrude, head, ar4 form required
concentric cavities in small caliber metallic cartridge cmses within tight limits
has yet to be developed.

Application:

High-cyclc firing rate weapons.

0 10637
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Procss: FABRICATION OF SMALL CALIBER TRACER BULLETS.

Problem:

There is no specific machine for the manufacture of small caliber tracer
bullets.

Application:

Research and engineering efforts are required to explore and decide on
materials, methodology, and equipments to manufacture both existing oonven-
tional and possibly new (unoonveational) small caliber tracer bullets.

Process: FORGING COMBAT VEHICLE TRACKS.

Problem:

Cost of forging steel end connectors for combat vehicle tracks is

excessive.

Application:

Steel end connectors and other precision components, show costing
process.

Process: FORGING HIGH CARBON STEEL.

Problem:

Current production methods involve excessive processing costs and scrals
losses in high carbon and alloy steels processing.

Application:

152 mm XM409 HEAT Projectile, 1W7 mm XM502, ,.15 mm M466, 155 mm

XM483, 76 mm M495. Steels cast directly to shape; ready for forge proces3
finish.

Process: IMPROVE PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES FOR I ASFIH RODS.,

Problem:

Present production "know-how" and methods for producing laser rods are
too costly and time consuming.

Application:

Thoroughly investigte and resolve, if practical, the adaption of precision
optical (glass) production methodology, equipments and techniques to shaping
inorganic crystalline and noncrystalline doped glass materials to high tolerance
optical specifications.

10-38
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!I I BEAM MMacE G.

: !Proeotha Urn mug be rsc Is preclag boles ad raitmi ips

Ia refrscoy aeas, histreg n, mttals, sad nmomotallios reqred for, ah ima " ndolw,. 6191roe appsrws. ad salli arms component.

Broad appllcation to produotio requring material removal of high
hardoas materials %%lah ezed tho capacity of ege type cutting tools.

Process: LASER BEAM METAL REMOVAL.

Probiem:

Obtaibig proper sie and finish without harmful metallurgilcl mrface
effects on refractory and high hardness matorials frequently exceeds the
capablity of edge type cutting tools.

Aloiicat/ou:

Information obtained about 1ieer alpioatUon to production methods should
benefit all material that must be shaped y a material removal process.

f Process: MACHI [NG NONMETALLIC MATERIALS..~Problem:

The -- mafacture of nonmetallo components (ceramics, graphites, plastics,
carbides. d~o.j, often require specialized. costly. hilgh precision equipment andtools and unique techniques.

Ariito th

Stuy and establish the use of tool wear rate, wear geometry., and force
measurements to determine the most favorable turning drilling. milling,
grinding, and pocketing oharacterislts for important non netallic materials.

Process: MANUFACTURING MINIATURIZED COMPONENTS AND CARTRIDGES.

Problem:

There is a lack of knowledge and manufacturing capability to produce minlature
cartridges and miniaturized cmpoasets.

The manufacture of miniature cartridges and primers, including a micro-
ballistic sidearm that may be electrically (I. 5v) fired, requires the deslign ed devel-
opment of equipment for forming in owit continuous operation.

64-0 0 - It-I
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Prom"s: MANUFACTURING SMALL CAUSIER JACKETED SULLFTS OF LLM
TRANCAL .22.

The lack of specific machiniery for producing mlcrocaliber bullets of calibers
.14 traugh .20.

Design sndproduce an efficient machine capable of continuous line production of
small caliber Jacketed bullets of less than caliber .22.

Process: METAL REMOVAL AT ELEVATED TEMPEPATtRES.

Difficulties in the sbearing and blanking of the beryllium alloys. high-
strength nickel, and the tungsten alloys at room temperature require technique
diwelopment.

Application:

reurPotential application to all components where rough machining is

Process. METHODS FOR CON1INUOUS HOT-PRESSING METAL CARBIDES.

Problem:

Change hot-pressing from the existing limited batch and gang hot-molding
operation to continuous type operation.

AlctuLaboratory solutions to this problem exist; however, converting this inform-

ation into production technology is nece~ssary.

Process: MILLING 'I
Problem:

Improve tool life and surface quality tu increase production efficiency.

Wide application to all face milling cutters. Investigation of the angle

of engagement and disengagement of face milling cutters.

10-40
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Process: MULTILAYER PRINTED) CIRCUITS.

Problem:

Weight and sine of component assemblies must be reduced. Multilsyer
printed circuits should be developed and evaluated to this ead.

Applicotion:

Nuclear weapon systems, programming devices. telemetry units, etc. *would-
beneit from the development of thin process.

4 Process: NEW CUTTING TOOL MATERIALS.

Problem:

improved cutting speeds are needed to reduce leadtlme and production
costs. The available types of cerawak and carbidde tools should be evzluated.

Broad application to any production which could benefit from high
speed metal removal.

Process: PERFECTION AN'D AP9LUCATION OF METAL COLD FORMING

TECHNIQUES.

Problem:

Thlis new fnfustria process musnt be investilpted and evaluated as it
concerns the application of precision internal shapers to form tbular metal
components.

Application:

The tecinology developed wculd apply to tubular shapers requiring pre-
cisio internal configuration, outh as barrels or tubes in small arms, and
various other internal forms, such as pars and spliaes.

Process: PLASMA ARC METAL REMOVAL.

Problem:

Is the anuafacture of components such as beeecliblooks, large amountsof material must be removed rapidly.

Application:

Widespread application in production requiring high cutting speedas.

I04
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Process: PNEUMATIC-MECHA1ICAL FORGING TECHNIQUE.

Probem:

Data oa the reaction of materials to this method of forging Is required
before it can be determined that peumaUo-meohanical forged material
will meet design requirements.

Application:

To be determined by tests.

Process: PRECISION EXTRUSION LIMITS.

Problem:

Further development and testing is required in th impact extrusion
process. Process variables must be established.

Application.

Gun tubes and other components.

Process: PRECISION FORGING OF SPIRAL BEVEL GEARS.

Problem:

Spiral bevel gears, arc presently manufactured at high cost because
of extensive machining from a forged gear blank.

Gas turbine powered helicopters. Precision forming to near final
tolerance requirements.

Process: PRECISION FOBrING TECHNIQUES.

Problem:

Extensive machining is required to achieve the final shape of a forging
processed with present techniques.

Applicaton'

All current and future forging operations which now require further
machining after forging has been completed. Perfection and application of
precision forging techniques.

~1-42 I
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- PROCEWING METHODW AND EQUIPMENTS FOR PRODUCING
SMALL CALIBER CASELESS AMMUNITION.

Problem:

There presently exists the capsbilty for producing caseless ammunition only by
labor teciques.

SAmcUon:

An R&D feasibility and exploratory development program to required of the
problem areas in continuous manufacture of caseless ammunicatlon sad Its asocis-
bed hardware.

Process: PRODUCTION ENCAPSULATION OF ELECTRONIC MOI!WLES.

Problem:

Lack of standards for encapsulating methods, materials, and techniques.

Application:

Investigate, evaluate, sad publish standards concerning the encapsulation of
electronic modules giving particu'ar attention to those used in missiles and
tactical components.

Process: PRODUCTION ENGINEERING FOR PRECISIO ' OPTICAL
MANUFACTURE.

Problem:

The manufacture of precision optical elements is too costly.

Applicatio :

Research, test, and resolve the application of automatic data processing
techniques and capabilities to produce optics within the required narrow tolerances
and without undue expenditure.

Process. ROLLED AND WELDED PREFORMS FOR HYDROSPUN MISSILE

MOTOR CASES.

Problem:

At pre.-ni, ring forgings are procured in the normalized and rough
machined state. These forgings are relatively expensive due to material lost
in machining and the cost of annealing.

Application:

This process would reduce production costs of missile motor cases.

1043
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Process: S&ND MOLD CASNG .

Solidification characteristics of sand molds limit their use despite
their economy and usefulness.
Application: i

Tank hulls, turrets. gun mounts. Controlled solidification.

Process: SHARPLY-FOCUSED VORTEX OF ELECTRICALLY CHARGED

Problem: 
ABRASIVE 

PARTICLES.,

In the machining of brittle nonconductive materials, average volume
removal rates are extremely low in the ultrasonic machining process (USM).
Other processes (electrical discharge machining and electrochemical maaninting)
fail principally because the work material must be electrieally conductive for
the process to be used.

Application:

The machining of brittle nonconductive materials,

Process: STATIC CASTING.

Problem: .

There I, a size beyond which the static casting of a one-piece i- 3jectile

body becomes impractical. Centrifugal casting is not yet a suitable
alternative process.

Application:

Manufacture of projectilp bodies, 155 mm and larger.

Process TITANIUM CASTING.

Problem:

Present production methods of melting titanium are slow and result in
characteristics inferior to the slag cov(r consumable electrode technique.

Application:

Titanium alloy plate for use on U. S. Army armored vehicles and V. S.
Navy deep diving submersibles, cold-mold arc melting technique.
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Process: TOOL ViBRATION.

Problem:

Tool chipping and poor finishes are caused by excessive vibration.
Acceptable levels of vibration, which would allow efficient operation of machine
tools, must be established, along with methodb of detecting the causes for
purposes of correction.

Application:

This program applies to machine tools and varied other equipments
where excessive vibration is a problem.

Process: USE OF CARBIDE GRINDING BURRS IN LIEU OF ABRASIVE

GRINDING WHEELS.

Problem:

The time standard and costliness of the existing method of grinding
powder chamber contours must be reduced.

Application:

Any application where exact contours are presently "dressed" on the
abrasive grinding wheel.

1045
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CHAPTER II

HEAT TREATING AND CLEANING PROCESSES

11-1 HEAT TREATING The objective of designing for heat treatment is to
minimize temperature 8radients in the piee during
quenching. The presence of te.mr.perature gradients sets

Heat treatment is a process which, through heet-ng up internal stresses in the part which, ff severe, will
and cooling, changes the properties of a metal. This result in cracks and distortion.
handbook briefly considers some of the basic heat treat- Some general rules of designing for heat treatment
ing principles and some of the properties that can be are:
obtained by applying standard heat treating proce- (I) Insert radii or fillet% at all re-entrant angles or
dures. Appendix C contains a generic chart of the comers.
physical metallurgy processes, further expanding t0.e (2) Eliminate blind holes, if possible, by continuing
heat treatment processes discussed herein. Some coni- the hole through the part.,
mon design problems are presented in Table 11-6 and '3) Strive to have sections of the part contain the
some common production problems are given in Tah;! same tmount of metal so the piece will heat and cool
11-7. These tables are located at the end of this chapter, ,nifrir'-nl

iI

I 6&RDENING

11-2 MATERIAL SELECTION AND
DESIGN rOR HEAT
TREATMENT Hardening- f steel is accomplished by heating it to

a temperature above the transformation range, holding
it until transformation to austenite is complete, and

The manner in which heat treatment affects the then removing it from the furnace and quenching it.
material and the design is discussed. Upon selecting a The cooling can be infterrupted at an isothermal step at
material for a specific part, the designer's first task is a temperature above amient, or it can continue with-
to ensu'e that the material meets the intended service out interruption to room temperature. The haroeninw
requirements. To do this, he must first consider the process to be considered art qu.nching ana temper-
composition, hardening qualities, and various external ing, martempering and austvmpering, and maraging.
factors of steels. Certain metallurgical characteristics
will influence his decision. For example. tempering
martensitic steel is necessary to optimize its mechanical 11-3. 1 QUENCHING AND TEMPERING
properties. These properties are relatively uniform over
th,: full range of hardness. However, ductility and The simplest hardening procedure is cooling the

Thus, if the designer specifies the shape of the part some cooling medium. Air, oil, water, and brine are the

and its hardness, he has roughly established the other most common coolants. Tab!e II -I lis.s some quench-
mechanical properties. The problem then becomes one ing media together with their characteristics.
of obtaining a tempered martensitic structure, free of Selection of the quenching medium depends on the
internal stresses and combined with the lowest possible size of the piece being quenched and its composition,
carbon content. the primary objective being to cool the piece fast

4 , 1 - 1
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KMDIA APPLICATIONS

Ordiniary Usp Water is Ose; It is Owi commuoneet and cheapest quenog medium. Uneise
cooling Meotling in uneven andsng, watg. and/or cracking is comnmon. Nonuniform

WATER adeigIs reduced br adgipate circulation of the water. Not1 water is '4'eerally -adesir-

abea a gasachiag Medium; maximum water tempewrature aibould not exceed 709F.

Commnon salt (sodium chloride) dissolved in water (usually 5% to 10%, salt by weight) maies
a More efficient quenching medium than water; the most efficient quenching action occurs
with a 9% salt brins. Brine tends to rust the workplaces; also, all fittings In brine-
circulating system must be of same material to avoid corrosion. Quenching efficiency of

Woo#e Is loe affected by inoreases in temperature than that of water. U.dual operating
range Is '10* to 107. High quenohitig efficiency (elimination of soft spots) can be ob-
Wained with tirtle or no agitation of the brine or workpleces.

Solutions containing 2% to 7% onuwic soda by weight (sodium hydroxide) having quenching
efficiencies similar to those of brines (and superior to those of water). Most efficient

CAUSTIC Ev)DA quenching action occurs with a 3% solution. Caustic soda solutions may Injure the akin of
workmen; however, when both caustic sods and caustic soda solutions are properly
handled, there is little or o danger to personnel. High quenching efficiencies are obtaine
wlthot agitation.

Various types of quenching oils are on the market, and their quenching abilities are quite
similar (when the better grades or composite quenching oils are compared). Oil is a less

CIL drastic quenching medium than water or the water solutions., oil is expensive compared
with water and should be kept within a definite range of operating temperatures (i.e.., 90'
to 140*E)-. quenching efficiency is improved if oil temperature is maintained in upper part
of this range. Approximately I gallon of oil per pound of steel quenched perhour is required.

Work is quenched directly into maolten, or fused, salt baths in the various interrupted-
quench processes, such as martempering and austempering (upon removal from the salt

quench, the parts are usually air cooled),. For martempe, ng. salt is usually kept at about
400F.; at this temperature. agitated molteii salt produces a cooling rate equivalent to that

MOLTEN SALT of oil. Austempering usually reqtires salt temperatures between 400* end S007. Salts
used for quenching genterally have an operating range between 3006 and 11007.,

A smaller quantity of salt, when compared to o11, is requireo because its specific heat is
about double that of the otts. Agitation and control of temperature (so that the salt may be

either hesteed or cooled, as needed) are required.

Air cooling or quenching in limited ta air-hardening alloy Bteels andl to interruptet;-quench
work; the workpleces are usually coolee in still air, although cooling in an air bias!' in'

AIR (AND GAS) somietimes used. A cooled. nonoxidlzlng gas is used to quench light steel parts without

scaling in some limited applications.

After quenching in one of the above listed media (sometimes before and sometimes after
REFRIGERATED
MEDIA tempering), the hardened workpleces may lie further cooled in refrigerated chambers to

promote complete transformation
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FIGURE 1.-1., Isothermal Tranibformation Diagram (for AMtS 6434 Steel)

enough to pass t he no .e on the TTT curve Itcfore irait- amoutit of surface area av'ailt ble for heat transfer, the
formatitiv sltts, thu-. obtaining a completely rtarten- quenching weiium. anid the amount of circulation or
sifi~f structure. A typk~xd diagram is presented in Fig. agitation of the medium Properly quenched steel will
IlI-I1, f or A P'S 6434 steel. Similar diagrams exist for cons;ist entirely of the hard. brit tic, atid metastable con-
most steel analyses, ond reference to) the apropriali' stitueiit martetnsitc
one will allow eviljaaion of the oesirahle spee.d oif Since thc quenching process create% interial stresses,
quench. The diagram lit,,ented in Fig I I- I show% that '.as cu'tnched" steel i% brittle, and further pricsig.
the parineulai material must be cotoled withiin 30 se- known a,, tempering, must take place Te:m'nnng con-
cond% to beilow lOOT to nroduce a 9U'7,%- 100% mdrten- rosts (if reheating the -,eel to a tempera-ire below the
sitic structure. A critical cooling tane exists for every transformration rai~ge (between 300' and 12WYF) and
mraltmal analysis. the length (S finis interval iust be then cooling it to room tcmpevrature Thc temperature
cotisitkred in selectine the quenching media %clected varies in order to obtain the bcst compromise

For optimium results, it i% neces-.ary that the quench hetwccn ductibhi and strcn-'th The higher the !emper
bath ha-,, adequate at.J iinif(,rm heat extrac' ng Aihi'. attire, the greater twductility but ailso tho greater tloc
On,'y unlc- such condition, is unit'ormi~y in hardening los.s in hardnesand wtength The frillo-Aing pioperties
achieved, not un~v 1,.roughout a igle part, hut also a..d mas-, cffects must Iv considtred whcn selecting a
Crom one part to Ohw next 'I he heat e%traetinn rate quenching mcthlod

rlswideIN depending upon the mm,, of tht . ert, the (1) Priopcrti .% Qualies, 'ouch as >ir:d %rcng~ls. yield

r I11.3
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FIGURE 11-2, Comparative Jominy Hadenability of Sirllow
Hardened SAE 1040 Steel and Deep Hardenea AMS 6428 Steel

.noint, percent elongation, and percent reduction, are point just long enough to equalize the temperature in
,)btanable or. quenching and tempering and can be the part. then cooling it in air. This causes the marten.
furnished by steel suppliers. sitic transformation to occur at low transformation and

(2) Mass effect:'Mass afects cooling rate by decreas- thermal stress conditions because of the small tempera.
ing the rate as the mass increases. if the cooling rate is ture difTerential in the piece.
not high enough to produce a complete martensitic
structure, some nonmartensitic constituents will result,
with a corresponding effect on mechanical proxrties. 11-3.3 AUSTEMPERING

The ability to fully harden is measured by mcpn, nf

the Jominy End Quench Test. Fig. 11 -2 presents a com- Austempering is similar to martempering. but holds
parative Jomin,, Hardenability Chart for two steels, above the s rtensitic transformation temperature until

AiS 6428 and SAE 1040. It can be seen that the AMVS transformation to a constituent called bamite takes
6428 steel is deep hardened, showing Rockwell C49 out
to 2-in. depth; SAE 1040 is shallow hardened, main- place. The properties of bainite are similar to thdn.e of
taining a hardness of Rockwell C45 only to 1/8-in. tempered martenste at the same hardnes,.
depth.

11-3.4 MARAGING
11-3.2 MARTEMPERING

Maraging (from martensite and aging) is a heat treat-

The martempering procesm modifies the quench and ing process where the steel is aged for several hours at
temper process by quenching to a temperature just approximately9fXO7F. This process ircreas s compres-
above that where martentte forms and holding at this sion strength and reduces brittleness

11-4
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114 ANNEALING ture below the r, owation (1000 to~~120OrF) until recrystaliTion Uk place. :

A number of different types of annealing are possi-
ble, with the choice dictated by the requirements of the 11-4.5 STRESS REUE NG
situation.

Stress relieving is an annealing process conducted at

114.1 FULL ANNEALING 850 to 1200"F. It reduces residual stresses, imprves
dimensional stability, and restores ductility after cold
working.

Full annealing is a softening process accomplished
by holding the steel above the transformation tempera-
ture long enough to complete the transformation to 11-5 NORMALIZING
austenite, and then cooling it slowly ti below the trans-
formation range.

Annealed hypoetutectoid steels (steel with less than The normalizing process heats steel to about I0
0.83% carbon) consists of ferrite and pearlite, above the transformation range and cools it in still air.
Hypereutectoid st.is (steel with more. than 0.83% car- Depending on the composition, the resulting structurebon) consist of pearlite and cementite. will be pearlite, pearlite and femte, or pearlite and

cementite.,
S1-4.2 ISOTHERMAL ANNEALING Normalizing cancels the effect of pi evious heat treat-

ment or cold working, and ensures that later reheating
for hardening or annealing will produce a homogene-

This annealing process provides better control (uni- ous austenite In addition, normalizing or normalizing
fortuity and fineness) over the formation of pearlite. It followed by tempering can be used as the final heat
requires the extra step of holding the heated steel (after treatment in some applications of medium carbon alloy
it is transformed to austenite) in a salt bath at a selected steels (such as 4130 or 8630 types). With these steels,
temperature below the transformation range until the the alloy often confers sufficient strength without
pearlitic transformation has been completed. Providing quenching. Normalizing can also be used for parts that
the hardness is satisfactory, the pearlitic structure in are too large for liquid aqenching.
carbon and alloy steels with 0.20% to 0.50% carbon
exhibits good machinabiity characteristics.

11-4.3 SPHEROIDIZING 11-6 INDUCTION HEAT TREATING

Spheroidizing steel converts the carbide into globule- In thi% process heat is generated in the work piece by
through prolonged heating at or just below the critical subjecting it to thc influence of a varyinf electromag-
temperatures followed "y slow cooling. The procedure netic field crcated by a flow of alternating e!ectrical
varies with type of s'eel, the size of the object treated, eurrent in a coil. The magnetic field of the coil induces
and the purpow. S1 ,heroidizing may be applied to all current to flow around closed paths in generally pre-
cl&ases of carbon st, cl% dictable patterns, depending upon the shape of the coil

Spheroidizing re aces hardnems and improves shap- and geometry of the work. The current encounters re-
ing characteristics. In the steels above 0.60% carbon, sistance and the power lIss manifests itself in :he form
spheroidizing improve machmability, of heat. The configuration of the coil is defined by the

shape of tle work piece and heat pattern required Its
effectiveness varies inverscly with ihs distance from the

114.4 PROCESS ANNEALING work, b: it must be far enough Pway to prevent fia-
shover to the work. The heat penetation deptn is de-

Process annealing is applied to cold worked, low pendent upon, along with other fac'ors, the frequency
carbon, and low al:oy steels to cause them to recrystel- of the cail current &nd the length of time the coil is
lite ferrite grai.s that were distorted during the cold energi.ed. The heat zroe depth ;ks directly proportonal
working. It i% accomphihed by heating to a tempera- io time and inversely proportional to the frequencyf '

[i,
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the alternatig current appled to the coil. (d) Case depths obtainable: 0025 in. to 0.160 ill.
Selection of induction heating over other methods (4) Pack Caaiburizi g-Part i packed it a powmbr

may be influenced by any of the following factors: composed largely of charcoal and sealed in an alloy
(1) Speed of heat generation in a definite area and to carbuizing pot or box.

a specific depth. (a) Type of case: carbon
(2) Accurate heat control for repetitive heating as- (b) Operating range: 1.50' to 1750"F

sures prduct uniformity., (c) Time at temperature: 3 to 48 hours
(3) Adaptability to high speed production work. (d) Case depths obtainable: 0.025 in. to 0.250 in. S
Practical applications of these factors include surface (5) Gas Carburizing-Part is placed in gas atmos-

hardening, through hardening, tempering, stress reliev- phcre rich in carbon obtained by cracking an air-gas
ing, annealing, forging, upsetting, and hot coining, mixture enriched with propane or outmne.

(a) Type of case: carbon
(b) Time at temperature G 700 to 1800"F): I to

11-7 SURFACE HARDENING 8 hours
METHODS & (~c) Case depths obtainable: 0.010 L. to 0.060 in.

(6) Flame Hardening-Flame is applied to part ei-
ther stationary or while moving until area reaches

There are several methods available to increase hard- quench temperature for material. part is quenched and
ness along critical surfaces. These produce a hard sur- tempered to desired surface hardness; the carbon con-
face and a softer interior. When applied to alloy steels, tent should be 0.35% or more for appreciable harden-
great core strength can be combined with extreme sur- ing: best range is 0.40% to 0.50% carbon
face hardness, resulting in a composite structure capa- (a) Type of case. tempered martensite
ble of withstanding certain kinds of stresses to a high (b) Trme at temperature (indicated by time-tem-
degree. Where low or moderate core strength can be perature-depth relation which depends upon
tolerated, cheaply fabricated !ow price carbon steels fuel used). heat long enough to attain quench
can be used in combination wi*h the surface hardened temperature
conditions. Maximum carbon content of carburizing (c) )cpth hardness obtainable. 0.030 in. to 0.250

i steel is 0.25% for plain carbon material and alloy steel in or mo;re

having over 2% added elements. For alloy content of (7) Shot Peening-Part is abraded with h.rdened
I% to 2%, carbon content may be up to 0.40%. The metal ball, of various sizos. While developing a
methods are described in the paragraphs which follow, residual %urface compresi%e stress, the surface hard-
and are al,,, discussed in Chapter 13, Coating Materials ness, also increases due to effects of cold working. Eflec-
and Methods tne depth 0 )l in to 0 010 in on thin pieces and up

(1) Cyanide Case .4ardenng (Nitridng)--Part is to 0025 an for tlhcier parts
held in molten sodau cyanide; geiier Nt used for t4) lnductci licating--Part is heated to quench
shallow case on sinai: parts. tempinature h us of induction coil and quenched to

(a) Type of case: carbon-nitrogen martelistte. section a, tempered to desired hardness
(b) Operating range: 1400 to 1600"F (9) Chrome Plating-Parts may be plated with
(c) Time at temperatu'e. I minute to I hour chromium to gase a hard wcar (if'."flceof aproximatel)
(d) Case depths obtainabkl-: 0.001 tn. to 0.010 in Rockwell C(). TI.c thickness may vary from 0.003 in.

(2) Activated Cyanide C-sc-Part is held in molten to 0 !1( W.
sodium cyanide salt plus a calcium banu.n salt as a
catalyst.

(a) I vpe of case: carbon-nitrogen 11-8 CLEANING
(b) Operating range: 1200" to 1675 F
(c) Time at temperature- up to 3 hours
(d) Case depths obtainable: 0.10 an. to 0.40 in. Cleaning is not alwa)s considered part of the prod ic-

(3) Salt Bath Carbunzing (Nitnding- -Part as held tion proccs,, but something that takes place after (he
in molten salt bath containing a minimum of sodium product s made. This thinking is erroneous. Cleaning
cyanide plus other carburizing compounds. is an important part of the production process, even if

(a) Type of case: caron-nitrogen it is the la,t step. As much care should go into the
(b) Operating range: 160' t. 185("F selection of the cleaning process and equipment as tnlo
(c) Tame at temperature: up to 15 hours any production operatin.
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seiectios r * eaiungPsawt iMs il fail preatburd itfM mdaa s o aSelection of a cleaninS process is inaluenr by te carflly prqared. Od, grmse, dirt. rn =i, wstr.
t ofsoil to be removed. thedeeeof lim and salts must be removed. Both machucl ad
requifad aomn bsequent perati the bos material to chemical cleaners ar ommouly wed to im the n id
be claed, the fragility, size, &A intricacy of the pan, requirements for surface cleanem
and the cast.

The gmairi chart of cleaning procenes, Appendix C.
illutrats the availble deaning proceses They are 114.3.3 ElSChoplathi
broken down into mechanical, chemical, or electro- Ele oplating o require the greatest of
chemical types. These procesm and their applicability cleanliness and surface preparatim. Four step are
are discussed later in the chapter. commonly c.'e for before plating: (1) precamniag

with a solvent, (2) intermediate cleaning with &alaine

114.2 SOIL TYPES solutions, (3) electrocklining and (4) , cle.ing.
This last sep conditions the surface, removes ight ox-
ide filns from previou cleaning, and micro-etches the

T7he six types of soil that might be picked up or surface.I iigenerated in production operations are shown in Fig.
11-3. Each of these contaminants can be removed by
one or more of the cleaning processes. One method will 11-8.3.4 Bonding
be preferred depending on other silection factors, notae
bly sub! qwnt operations. To bond properly, adhesives mest be applied to clean

CHIPS AND 0 UTTING FLUIDS grease-free surfaces. In some cases, degrearnl with a
POLISHING AND 3UFFING solvent is sufficient. In others, however, wire brush

cleaning or sand blasting may be required to prepare an
RUST AND SCALE ideal bonding surfacc. In the case of aluminum, it may

PIGMENTED DRAWING be necessary to pfetreat the suface with a chromic
PRODUCTION i COMPOUNDS sulfuric acid to schievc a good bond,
OPERATI(M - UNPIGM':NTED OIL AND
S01L TYPES GREASE TBLE 11-2. CUANIN MEIMODS SuIMAILE

M' SISCELLANEOUS SURFACE FORi IN4FROCESS UNSI'C1ION OIERTIOI8
CONTAMINANTS .......

(LAPPING COMIPOUNDS BOIL CLEAING _TOD
AND REMIDUE FROM Low Production -

MAGNETIC PARlCLE Hot eulstion. bad slush.
INSPECTU)N) Pigmented spray emulsioan.

Drawing Vapor slush degree.
Compounds

Hig Produ iuon -

FIGUIR 11-3. Sol Types Normlly Generated by .. Automac spray emulriom.

oPrduction Opemtions Low Production -
Emulsion dip or spray.) Vapor degrose.

11-8.3 SUBSEQUENT OPERATION- Unpigmented Cold solvent dip.
18.3tOSE Tl and Alkaline dip, rinse, dry.
Grease High Prdcto -

11-8.3.1 Phosphating Automatic vapor degreese.
. Emulsim, tumble, spray,

.rtm. dry.

How well a phosphate coatting adheres depends tn Low ProAttoa -
Alkotlls dip and srfactant.

the cleanliness of the surface. The p.'esence of oil, draw. Chips and Solvent
ing compours. and coolants will cause poor adhesion. COtiM Steam
Alkaline cleaners must be used with caution because, Fluid High Production -

if carried over into phasphating tanks, t0./ will neu- Alkaline dip or spray sd
tealize the acid phosphating solution. .. emulelo- ,

I .
11
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TAKSE 11-3. CLIRAIUN MEfNOOS 91 TA IA 114. C aUM i XT10 S1N (0)
FSEIMIAIINFOR ATING ?WARAIION FOM PHO6IUM

lWlL CLEAMGNO NITHOD

Low Prodution - S L _ ,_AN__ METHOD

Alkaline MsOak, hat rin", Low Production -

PiVsned haw wipe. Hot emulsion hnd slash,
Drawing Hi -w spray emulsion. bWe rinse,
Compunds Hot emulsion or alkaline soak, Drawing wipe.

hot ris, eloectrolyte Compouids High Production -
Alkalif hot rinse. Alkinse soak, bot riam,

alkaline spray. hot rinse.
Low Production -

Emulsion sotk, barrel rinse, Low Productwon -

Unp gmented Electmytlic Olkaline, rinse, Emulsion dip or spray, rins.
oil an hydrochloric said dip, rinse. UnpiLgmented Vapor dogresse.
Grease High Production - oil nd High Production-

Automatic vapor dogrease, Grease Emulsion power spray, rinse.
electrolytic alkaline. rin5e, Vapor degrease
hydrochloric acid dip, rinse. Acid clean.

Low Productio - Low Production -
Alkaline dip, rinse, electro- Alkaline dip, emulsion

Chips and lytic alkaline, rinse, acid Chips and curactant.
Cutting dip, rinse., Cutting Solvent or vapor rinse.
Fluid High Production - Fluid High Production -

Same as low production, Alkaline dip or spray and
except soak rather than dip. emulsion surfactant.

Low Production - Low Procduction -
Surfactant, r1inse, electro- Sfrlactant, rinse.
clean. Emulsion soak, rinse.

Emulsion spray or soak, Polish;ng E i o n
rimne, alkaline spray or Compounds High Production -
soak, rinse, electroclean Surfactant. alkaline spray,

Solvent presoak, alkaline soak spray rind
Polishing or spray, e.ectroclean. _ . Emulsion spray, rinse.

and Buffing High Production -
Compouds Surfactant. alkaline soak,

spray rinse, electrolytic
alkaline

Emulsion spray or soak,
rinse, alkaline spray or 11-9 CLEANING METHODS
soak, rinse, elctroclean.

Solvent presoak, alkaline soak
or spray, electrclean. 11"9.1 MECHAItCAL CLEANING METHODS

The mechanical cleaning methods include grinding,
11-8.3.5 In-rocess Cleaning brsh:ng, abras've blasting, steam or flame jet cleaning,

and tumbling The paragraphs which follow give a brief

description of the processes.
In-proc.z cleaning methods faciltatc inspection and

gaging procedures and correct location in jigs and fix-
lures. Using th' two parameters, type of soil and pur- 11-9.1.1 Grinding
pose of the cleaning, tables have been constructed
which enumerate typical cleaning processes that can be Grinding deans by weaving away dirt, slually taking
used. Table 11-2 (cleaning in-process), Table 11-3 part of the base metal with it. This method is com.
(preparation for plating), Table 11-4 (prepartio, for monly used to remove coarse irregularities as well as
phosphaing), and Table 1 -5 (preparation for painting dirt from castings and other forms (3rinding is done
or bonding) give cleaning information helpful for the with motorized grinding wheels or abrasive belts, both

partc6d.ar ,s0tations indicated, stationary and portable

114 I
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)TAUS A 14. CURAIW MUIO IN 114.1.3 Ama We uling

j _______ __________________ This method colonissfbo.di a Ith

ii~L ____ ____ ____ an abrasive at Lish velocity. Mamy Ahrm (me&.

e141144101 Vapor slush degrose, wipe. Air is usually the transfer medianm for the abrsiv bw
Drwng cicew liquid can also be used.

C1p11sHgh Production -Teefctoftearsebls aycuvi o
Alkaline soak, rinse, alialse Th effetDs of abaieMm ar cod*t

spray rinse. tp Whrns ftearsv.pifesno iI abrasive, velocity at impact and angle of isopset with
LOW Production - the surface. On metal, sandl gives a matte finistwichnpipmened Vapor degrease valries with the grit size and pressure used. Steel pit

Oilsad Phosphoric aold clean.
Grease HihPouto produces a matte finish that is similar to that produced

Automaitk vapor tiegrease. with sand, and steel shot produces a bright finish.
Blasting produces a good bonding surface for paints

Low aProduci n dmlso welds, and heat-treated parts of all shapes and sizes.
Chips awn uratat

Cutting Solvent or vapor. Guarding against possible dust explosions may be re-
Fluid High Production - quired.

Alkaline dip or apray anid Blasting is also a rapid method of removing scale,
emulsion surfactmnt. rust, and burrs and is widely used on cast iron, carbon

Umw Production - and alloy steels, nickel, and titanium. To avoid con-
Agitated soak aid riin. tamination by embedded particles of a metallic abra-

Polishing Emulsion soak. rinse. svnnealcarsvsaeue nsanessel
Compounds High Production - %vnnealcarsvsaeue nsanessel

Surfactant alkaline spray an c(,pper, brass, bronze, zinc, aluminum, tin, aMW lead.
rinse. Abrasive blasting should not be used on magnesium

since the abrasive particles reduce corrosion resistance.
11-9.1.2 Brushing Also, stringent dust control methods are necessary to

prevent explosions.
Brushing is an abrasive operation done with wire or Blasting can be used instead of some chemical clean-

fiber brushes. mounted on a motor driven wheel, Dif- ing methods because it leaves a mechanically and some-
ferent brushes and various kinds, length!,, and gages of what chemically clean surface. It does not however,
wire, fibers, or hair, give a wide range of abrasive ac. remove heavy coats of grease. Also, blasting cannot be
tion. For heavy abrasion. steel wire is used Mild abra- used on parts where ihe dimensions must be retained.
sive action is obtained with tampico (plant) fiber, Thus, it has limited use on complex, curved surfaces,
horsehair, arid other bristles. Moderate abrasion is and on parts with deep crevices, threads, or machined
done with -.4. fine wire made from nickel-silver. brass, surfaces
etc. 1-.. ta rFaeJtCennWire brushing may he uneconomical since further 1-.. ta rFaeJtCenn
cleaning is usually required. Tenacious scale, dirt, em.
bedded sand, and paint mtist be removed. However, Cleaning widi steamn or flame jet% is an economical
almost any part that does not havc precise dimensions method of removing loosc wcale on large, unwieldy,
and can be easily handled by the operator m~ay be wire ferrous metal parts. It s not suitable for cleaning non.
brushed. Wire brushing also may be used on most types ferrous metals. In the steam jet process, a jet of hihh
of steel o- iron. With stainless steel and aluminum, wire pressure steam is directed onto the surface and physi.
particles may become embedded in the surface and cally removes heavy scale. Oi and dirt-beaning grease
later corrode, producing surface staining and ihe ap- can be remoi ed by adding chemical cleaners to the jet
pearance of poor corrosion resistance. Use of stainless stream In the nlame jet process, an oxyacetylene flame
steel brushes will overcome this problem. When wire rapidly heat% the scale which then breaks away from
brushes are used on magnesium, close control of dust ihe metal because of the different rates of thermal ex-
is necessary bes-ause of the explosive nature of mag- pansion of scale and metal. Flame jets are also used toI resium dust remove old paint prior to refinishing.
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I 1 1.5 TV0 the film of sil rapidly. sow dad"* " or e-*

trolytc avldine deaing am, certain impitf "m the t
11W tUmblig opertio m M o rowmtsia brsel tank May OW Out On the nufao chidwclam t bath

i omimi sDl Prm, either lon or with abraives may cae pitting the posbility exts that bydrog

Sid Idbiticauing (cushioaiua) liquids. Cleaning, debur. emrtlna of bardested dad parts wall oimr, znc
ri,. abrading. wek hardenig brnmtisis , or ombi- alWminum. brass. lead. (ti, solders. etc.. are attadckd by
naitam of these may take piae d on the type arg aakline cleaners
of barrel and media The main advat of this dean.
in$ process isitlowcatt. haM5 0( ll111 11-9.2.3 Electrcost. Pick ong

- be handled and several treatments and rim can 1Il
be carried out in the same barrel, thus avoiding trans-
fermi peces from one p of equipment to another. The advantage of applying an electric current to
Tumbling as a mean of finishing is discussed in Chap. pickling is similair to that for alkaline cleaning. The
ter 10. liberation of gas mechanically loosens scale and speeds

up the process. In electrolytic pickling, the bath may be
either acid or alkaline. In the acid process, the metal is

11-9.2 ELECTROCHEMICAL CLEANING made the cathode in a dilute sulfuric acid bath. In the
METHODS alkaline process, the bath is a strong cyanide solution

containing a complexing agent. The metal can be either
the anode or the cathode, or a periodically reversing

11-9.2.1 Electropoishing current can be used. In the alkaline bath, organic mat-
ter can be removea .,nd there is less attack on the metal.

Most electropolishing methods are patented proprie- The process has certain limitations in that the tem-
tary processes that represent a wide range of elec. perature and concentration of the bath must be closely
trolytes and operating details. In general, the metal is controlled aJ prolonged pickling produces a deeply
made the anode at high current dcnsity in a concen- pitted surface. Dvnn.ions may be seriously altered by
trated acid bath. The action involves a rapid attack on dissolving of the metal and acid may be trapped in Soles
the elevated spots in the rough finish and a minimum and crevices of complex forms. The process is applica-
attack on the depressed ones. A stnoothing or rounding ble to sheet, sand and die cast aluminum; copper and
off results in a brillant finish, its alloys. iron and steel; stainless steel: riagnesium and

Electropolishing is applicable to most metals, with its alloys; and nickel and its alloys.
the exception of mild steel. The main advrntage of this
process is that it can be used to polish thin sectioned
or intricate shapes which are too cumbersome for me- 11-9.3 CHEMICAL CLEANING METHODS
chanical wheel finishing. Electropolishing is useful
before plating since it removes or diminishes scratches, The pnncipal chemical cleaning methods are solvent
burrs, and unwanted sharp edges. Plated rneial coat- cleaning, emulsion cleaning, alkaline cleaning, acid
ings may be brightened by an electropolishing process. cleaning. pickling, descaling with sodium hydndc, and
Any sorface defects (such as seams or deep pits) are paint stripping.
revealed, however, and metal that tends to pit cannot
be satisfactorily elctroposhed. Electropolishing is
also much more expensive than barrel tumbling. 11-9.3.1 Solvent Clerning

Solvent cleaning is one of the most widely used meth-
11-9.2.2 Electrolytic Alkaline Cleaning ods of cleaning metal surfaces. The solvents include

petroleum or coal tar hydrocarbons and chlornated
This method speeds up a.kalne cleaning' by generat- hydrocarbons as such, as emulsions. and as diphase

ing Vs to aid agitation and soil removal. The alkaline systems. The types of soil most efficently removee are
solution is the electrolyte; the metal to be cleaned is one unsaponifiable mineral oils and greases. Solvent clean-
electrode, and the tank or a steel plate is the other ing is economical for high production work. particu-
elctrode. When cnrrent is applied, the water in the larly when the surface must be immediately ready for
electrolyte decomposes to form oxygen at the anode further treatment. Solvent claning can be used for any
and hydrogen at the cathode. The gas bubbles break up metal. Parts dry rapidly after cleaning. Solvent clean-

11-10
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(9$ ghas these limitations: solid soils, saponillable mg method to remsove trapped emulsion Which Would
I- v'mum med metallic soaps ame ofte= no rmoved- a impair subsequent finisbing operationa, Parts in this

redl oil flm may be left on the urfu; flammabil- categery include sand core bras plumbing f tures,
ity ad toxicity hazards me present; material costs are tubular parts for furniture, mad parts with lapped and
higher than for malkalin cleaning; and distillation is spot welded sections.
neessary to keep the solvent clean. Emulsion cleaning is less costly than solvent cleaning

The following methods are used in solvent cleaning: because it uses relatively small amounts of expensive
(1) Sosl or tank claning-All three fornms of solvent solvent and large amounts of water. It is safe to use

(straight, emulsion, and diphase systems) may be used. with most metals if the pH remains below 10. It also
The parts are immersed in the solvent, and some form leaves a rust preventive film of oil on cleaned parts,
of mechanica agitation is provided, which may or may not be advantageous.

(2) Spray degreasing-The heated solvent (either
satight or emulsified) is pressure-sprayed on the sur-
face. Spray degreasing is usually followed by rinsing 11-9.3.3 Alkaline Claning
with clean solvent or by alkaline cleaning.

(3) Vapor (L-greasing-The parts to be cleaned are Alkaline cleaning, in all of its forms, is probably the
suspended in the upper part of a vessel containing most widely used cleaning method. Alkaline com-
boiling solvent, usually chlorinated hydrocarbon such pounds in aqueous solution are extremely effective for
as trichloroethylene. The solvent vapors condense on the removal of organic and water-soluble soils, vegeta-
the surface and clean it as the liquid returns to the ble and animal greases, and any solid dirt that may be
solvent reservoir. This method probbly provides the embedded in a surface. It is the least expensive cleaning
most efficient and economical means of removing min- method for high production operations.
eral oil and grease. Alkaline cleaners work by detergent action and

(4) Ultrasonic cleaning-This method utilizes ultra, saponification. They displace the dirt from the surface
sonic vibrations in a liquid to obtain unusually rapir, aad suspend it in the solution. Fatty soils are sapon'-
and thorough cleaning. It is based on the use of piezoe- fed. Alkaline cleaning is done in soak tanks and by
lectric materials or tran',.ducers The violent action pressure spray, In some cases, heat or mechanical agi-
thoroughly scrubs the metal surface. The liquid pene- tation is used and, for rapid action, an electric current.
trates into deep crevices in the metal part and removes In cases where electro-finishing is neces ,, other
minute particles of insoluble soils, greases, oils, anti cleaning methods must be followed by alkaline clean-
metal chips, which are difficult to remove by other ing. To eliminate traces of alkali, an alkaline cleaned
methods. Chlorinated solvents are commonly used in surface must be thoroughly rinsed or neutralized prior
ultrasonic degreasers, although alkaline solutions can to most finishing operations since poor rinsing causes
also be used. Ultrasonic cleaning is rapid and produces paints to deteriorate Zinc, aluminum, lead, tin solders,
a very clean surface, even with complex shapes. and brass are attacked by strong alkaline cleaners. In-

hibited cleaners ar,. required for these metals.

11-9.3.2 Emulsion Cleaning
11-9.3.4 Acid Cleaning

The emulsion cleaning process uses common organic
solvents dispersed in an aqueous medium with the aid Acid cleaning is commonly used on light soil and
of an emulsifying agent. The cleaning process is con- rust. Although acid cleaning involves pickling, such
ducted between room temperature and 180F. The sol. ti'eatments must be considered distinct from straight

ivents uW.- are generally petroleum base; the emulsifiers pickling. Acid cleaners are usually water solutions of

include polyethers, glycerols, polyalcohols, high phosphoric acid, organic solvents. acid-stable deter-
molecular weight sodium or amine soaps of hydrocar- gent,. and wetting agents.
bon sulfonates, and others. Emulsior cleaners are np- Acid cleaning i performed. either hot or cold, in
plied by spray and dip tank methods. Dip tanks are soak tank% and spray systems Cleaning is done by
preferred for small parts that must be placed in baskets, emulsifying oils on the surface and dissolving or under-

tubular parts, intricate castings, and other complicated cutting oxide films. A slight etch is usually left on the
shapes. surfacc Acid cleaning is unsuitable for removing heavy

] Emulsion cleaning of sorne parts is not recom- c oats of grease, oil. and dirt because a deep etch would

mended unless it can be followed b,' some othei clean- .e sult from the long immersion time necessary for
' 11-11
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thoroug canian This proces is usid on ferous met. the metal eart in the hot molta bath. The ."dii..'.(9
al, uoppe, and aluminum alloys. It is seldom usW on hydride reaci with the metal ox"d, and the reduction
nickel, magnesium, lead, or tin. take pla within a minute. The metal is wwmoved,

driie and immersed in water. The generate steam
11-9.3.5 Pickling mechanically loosens the reduced flaky metal. A water

rnse and a short acid dip remove traces of remaining
Pickling is an acidic treatment for chemically remov. akali and brighten the surface.

ins surface oxide, scale, and dirt from a metal. Wide The process has these advantages: the bs metal is
variations ae possible by the type, strength, and ten- unaffected; the bath attacks only the wale, making it
peratzus of the acid solutions useo. The sci is selected impossble to Imeae metal by over-treatment (an appmw-
on the basis of the menal to be pickled and the t:,,,e of ciable saving when processing expensive alloys); the
foreig material to be removed. same bath can be used for several metl, hydrogen

Hydrochloric and sulfuric acids are commonly 46W embrittlement is impossible as the metal under treat-
for ferrous surfaces. Hydrochloric acid, which ritacks ment cannot absorb hydrogen (the tendency is to drive
metal rapidly, is used cold. Sulfuric acid, with a Mower off ary hydrogen present in the metal); the fluid bath
rate of attack, is heated. Phosphoric acid, the slowest penetrates deeply into minute recesses and complex
acting of all types, is used where it is important to shapes; both oxides and organic soils are removed, leav-
obtain a steel surface free from carbonaccous smut. ing a very clean surface; and, occasionally, the process
Hydrofluoric acid is used to remove embedded sand can he combined with heat treatment.
from molding or sand blasting operations. For nonfer- The pnncipal disadvantages are: thin sections may
rous surfaces, particularly aluminum and magnesium, buckle or warp at the temperature used (700F); ii is
many combinations of acids are used. Some of these are uneconomical for light oxide films; it is not a useful
chromic, acetic, nitric, and hydrolluo'ic, together with process where draw temperature of steel is less than
certain inorganic salts. 700'F; and t is not suitable for low melting metals and

A properly controlled pickling bath is much more alloys of magnesium, zinc, tin, aluminum, and lead
efficient for scale and rust removal than mechanical because they are readily attacked by caustic soda.
abrasion. However, pickling must be followeO by a
thorough rinsing and neutralizing. Hydrcchloric and
sulfuric acids, unless thoroughly removed, can cause 11-9.3.7 Paint Stripping or Removing
organic finishing difficulties. Pickling is applicable to
sheet, sand, and die-cast aluminum and its alloys; cop- Stripping off old paint finishes is c'len neccess.ry
per and its alloys; -iron and steel; stainless steel; mag- before applying new ones. It can be done by a combina-
nesium and its alloys; and nickel and its alloys. tion of chemical strippers and mechanical action the

type of stripper used depends on the paint film to be

11-9.3.6 Descaling removed. Strong, aqueous alkali solutions are used for
paints based on drying oils and polymerized resins. In

The odim hdrie poces isa mtaldesother cases, mixtutes of organic .solvents work well A

The soiumn hydride process is a metal descaling third type employs a mixture of alkalies, solvents, and
proc Nq that avoids several disadvantages of conven- wetting agents
tional pickling and other methods It is suitable for All paint stripping requires some soit cf mechanical
ferrous metaz,, copper, nickel, and titanium. It easily assistance, usually brushing, to remove the loosened
removes hot rolling, annealing, and heat treatment film. Even after thorough rinsing, the metal surface
scale from toth ferrous and nonferrous metals. may require one of the other cleawng procedures

In the process, sodium hydride is generated by react- Stripping is usually a quick acting method of removing
ing metallic sodium and anhydrous ammonia. The im- paint from old painted surfaces but, on occa, ion, may
mersion bath consits; of fused sodiur. h.'droxide, at require long penod, of time to attain best results. Some
approximately 7O0"F, conitaining appror-riateiy :.,c stnppers are toxic and flammable; some strippers at-
sodium hydride. Descaling is carried o! t by immeising tack the metal surfaces

11-12
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TABLE 114. COMMON DESIGN MOSLEMS

I
Problem: MACHINING OPERATIONS ARE SPECIFIED AFTER HEAT TREATMENT,

Cause and Effect--

The beat des , material, and beat t ua trea y sult in distortion which
must be alleviated by machining.

Potential Solution:

Change process sequence to perhit annealing, rough machining, heat treat-
ment, and finish machining or grinding as an example.

Problem: PART DISTORTS OR CRACKS DURING HiEAT TREATMENT.,

FCause and Effect:

Quenehing to obtain desired hardness bets up btress in part, causing t to
distort or crack.

Potential Solution:
Change material or clange process to ninrquench or some other heat treat-

~ment process. Review design to improve sectional di stribution, e.g., add

holes to equalize sectional volumes, use generout, filleth. If dihtortion cannot

be elimiated, machining after heat treatment can e specihfnidi however, h
- is a costly alternative.

Problem: SPECIFIED MATERIAl° IS NOT R(EADILY MACIIINVD)

Cause and Effect:

Some materials, after having been subjected to c'old w, rktzng, maN have
internal stresses or be work hardened.

Potential Solution:

Prescribe heat treatment to 1,nprove machinabilltv.

I 11.13 i
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TAKES 11-7. 00i" VOOUCI1 MOSLMMI

Procesi: CARBURIZING (CASE HARDENiNQG FERROUS MATERIALS.

Problem:
Gas vtrws liquid carburisinlg s more ameable to large-scale production and

can be perfurned in a xliortier time, but this process Introduces many variables

which affect the strength, toughaess and behavior of components.

AvPlication:

Process Improvements will be applicable to carburizing components for
weapons.

Process: INVESTIGATION OF EMBRITTLEMENT CONCERNING GUN
COMPONENTS.

Problem:

Hydrogen embrittlement of high strength steels has caused premature failure
of we.pons and components.

Application:

Investigate and resoive practical means of controlling embrittlement; consid-
ering but not limited to, barrier coatings, electrolytic post treatments, at well as
variations in .lectrolytes.

Process: PRODUC'I1ON OF DUAL-HARDNESS ARMOR PLATE.

Problem:

fleat treatment and joining.

Application-

Develop production methods (after specifications) for dual-hardnesi armor
plate, Including joining, and iold test to obtain superior proteeti.'n for a given weight
or equivalent protection for lesser weight.

Procesw: SURFACE 'I'EATMENT 'o EXrEND LIFE O GUN C(OMPON!:N

Problem.

"7he :ioevre galling that occur,; whian I aanl ,n is ictcA up)o)zi by rubbing ar shal-
ing forces has preventcd Its tise as a light ineta sub. titute for sivel in n,'xirn
we:ponry.

Atjjlit ~ion:
(un compa)nents having ighteiht, high stre-ngth r(quirenients.

11-14
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CHAPTER 12 j

JOINING METHODS

12-i GENERAL in procurement for prototype or production quantities. A

In addition to load considerations, the following crit- i
eria should be considered when selecting a fastener for

The complexities of modem industry have de- a particular application:
manded development of new and improved methods of (1) How long should the fastener last?
joining materials. The selection of a joining method (2) Should it be capable of being used over and over,
deserves the same degree of attention as any other facet or will it be discarded after one use and replaced?
of the design, and exerts a strong influence on the (3) What are the consequences if the fastener is lost
material selection. or not available in the field?

Charts in Appendix C display a variety of joining (4) Will the fastener require tools to install or oper-
t.chniques currently available to the engineer. The ate? If so, are they in the supply system? Are they
capabilities, applications, and limitatio;is of the princi. standard tools available to the user9

pal techniques as they relate to producibility are dis- (5) What is the environment that the fastener will
cussed in the paragraphs which follow. Some common operate in? Hot? Cold? Corrosive? Etc.
design problems are presented in Table 124, and some f,,) Should the fastener be nonmagnetic?
common production problems are given in Table 12- t 'I, Will the fastener join dissimilar materials/met-
These tables arc located at the end of this chapter. ,6"

W. , ,ype of vibrations are present that might
f, !;,u oi osen the fastener?

12-2 MECHANICAL FASTENING nt expanded checklist of this type will aid in select-
ing the best fastener for the purpose.

For fasteners producing permanent joints, the field

Mechanical joints cav be divided into those which of selection is much narrower. However, a similar
eperanealint ae died n to those which checklist would assist in attacking the problem. In ad-are permanently faste d and those which are held dition, if a permanent joint is required or can be used,with fasteners which p ' mit disassembly. Oyer OA),00 the fielo widens to include other methods of joining.

commercially available devices can be idintified by

name, type, size, and material.
In selecting a fastener, the designer is constrained by 12-3 METALLURGICAL JOINING

the current Military Specifications, Standards, or pub-
lished handbooks which prescribe military hardware
type items. While this is an impostnt contribution to Metallurgical j&;ing includes such processes as
standardization, only a small percentage of the fasten- elia olding nd s olid se i
ers available have Military Specification numbes, welding, brazing, soldering. and solid state bonding.
ean availblent havo tr Spei ftin maybeovr- These methods create joints that are normally consid-
looked, and the producibility of the product and its ma be di soldered nd brazed joints, however,

reliability could be improved by using them. Should may be disassembled.

this be the case, early action to prepare Military Specifi-
cations must be taken. The material and physical char- 12-3.1 WELDING
acteristics must be established and recognized so that
there will be no delay when the fasteners are required There are some 40 welding processes in use by indus.

12V
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tr today. Information in Table 12-1 will assist in clas- on the type and thickness of the material to be welded,
uifying these processes. The capabi!Wties of the processes the physical requirements of weld deposits, the re-
,verlap in some areas; ustially, one will have a specific sponse of the weld metal to heat treatment, the position
advantage over another in a p,rticular applicaion. For in which the weldment is to be made, and the ccnfigu-
example, in some cases, only one welding process can ration of the materials in all thicknesses except ex-
do the job; in others, two or more processes could do tremely thin sheet s!ock.
the job although one will probably do it better.

. Selecting the optimum method requires analysis of 12-3.1-1.2 Inert Gas Metal Arc Consumable
the decign, the joint requirements, metals to be joined, Electrode Welding
configuration of parts, production quantity involved,
production rates desirei, and equipmient available. Ta-
ble 12-2 is a guide containing information to assist in The inert gas metal arc consumable electrode weld-
making the selection. More comprehensive guides to ing process is relatively new and employs small diame-
recommended practices are published in most welding ter wire and nigh current density. This results in a
handbooks. The principal welding processes are dis- relatively high rate of metal deposit. Specially designed
cu.-sed in the paragraphs which follow, welding equipment is required to perform the various

functions of this method of welding which can be used
either partially or fully automatically. The selection of

12-3.1.1 Arc Weldinqg the filler wire is dependent upon the material to be
welded and the mechanical properties of the weld metal

Arc welding is a versatile and w;dely used "welding deposit. The inert gas metal arc consumable electrode
process wherein the heat of an electric arc is used to process can be used to weld carbon and stainless steels,
bring metals to a molten state. Almost all arc welding and specific alloys of aluminum, opper, nickel, and
now employs a shielded arc to protect weld metal from titaniutia. It is especially applicable to heavy materials
impurities and embrittlements. The method is frst and or where relatively rapid travel speeds are required on
suitable for automatic production methods. Six princi- thin sections of material. Fig. 12-1 is a schematic dia-
pal arc welding processes are described briefly in the gram of equipment used for this type of welding...
paragraphs w!ich follow.

WIRE DRIVE MAY BE LOCATEDIN WELDING GUN HANDLE GAS
OR AT WIEREEL SO

12-3.1.1.1 Coated Electrode Arc Welding INSHELDING GUNHADLS

A coated electrode is a metallic core wire of a speci-
fled chemical analysis covered with a formulated coat- WORK

ing. The coating forms an atmospheric protection
about the arc, aids the metal transfer, alters the chemi-
cal composition of the metal deposited, and forms a
protective slag over the weld deposit. Most ferrous met-
als and some nonferrous metals--such as aluminufn
aihoys, bronzes, and high nickel alloys, such as Inconel '.
and Monel--can be welded with prescribed electrodes. D

Welding electrodes are -lassified by the American
Welding Society (AWS) and the American Society for CONTACTOR
Testing Materials (ASTM) on the basis of the composi- F
tion of the metal deposit, tensile strength, type of weld- CURRENT, GAS FLOW, AND

ing current, and welding position of the electrode. WATER, IF USED.
Welding electrodes in each class may have been deve-
loped by diffixent electrode manufacturers. Coated
elxtrodes also are found in various sizes depending on FIGURE 12-1. Schematic Diagram of Eqelpment
the diameter of he core wire, which ranges from 3/64 for Inert Gas Metal Arc Conamble
in. to 3/8 in. S!ection of the proper electrode depends Electrode Welding

12-2
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TABLE 12-1. BASIC WELDING PROCESSES

CARBON ELECTROD4 ..[ WT ._..TWIN S A C

....... tINERT GAS CARBON ARC

-ARC ... STUD
SHIE- SUBMERGED ARC

- ET LECTRODE.[f~
u '  "ATOMIC HYDROGEN

METAL [ COATED ELECTRODE

LUNSHIELDED- STUD

-LASER
-FLOW

-INDUCTION

[OXYACETYLENE

-GAS -OXYHYDROGEN
WELDING--AIR ACETYLENEWTA.LPRESSURE GAS

-THEMIT PRESSURE 4THERNCT L NONPRESSURE

AROLL 4SFORGE AHAMMER

r DIE

ELECTRON BEAA- VACUUM
.NHEED SNONVACUUMT

~-PROJECTION
-U-PSET

-RESISTANCE ]-SEAMj

LASERM

C-PROJECTION
AS-FIASH

LPLASMA r-ARC
ELECTRON BEAM
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TAI11 12-2. RECOMMENDED WELDING PROCESSES

"44F

4 4 4 ~ a

A. BASED ON WELDED MATERIALS V10

Low osrbcn mild steely"asSAE 110.SAE 120 R R S' 8 9- R It R R R S S

Medum carbon steel typesa-SAE 13,SAE1050 It R S S S jR IS B R S S

vWought a110Y enginerivg steels - SAE 4130, R~~1 ~lY~ B
SAE 4340 RI ' R1 w~qS SN

Hi&,alloy stainless steels, austenitk types- BBBB R SSN
A,'Z 301-309-316

Stainless steels, ferritic and martensitic typeJ a~SN
A1S! 405-430ItS 8SS N

High temperature alloys - 19-9DL, 16-25-6 B S S S S 9S R NB NP N?

*Cast Iron, Gray iron S NR NB 8 NB NB NANARI NB RB

Aluminum and aluminum alloys S NSBB RS RS8 S BRItNA
Nickel and nickelalloys BtS SEB RS R S S 6 RBNB

Copper andocopper alloya NR NH NRB R S S NBS8 S R NR

Magnesium and magnesium alloys NA NA NB B S MB S NR NIR NB NB NA
Silver NBNR It B S S MRBNR B S B NB

Gold, Platinium, Iridum NB NR Bt B S 8 6 NB B S B Nal
Titanium and tMnUM alloys YA NA NA B NB S S NB NA NB S NA

Uranium, Molybdenum, Vanadium, Zirconium, NAA RI.B SNB BNBB
TungstenNAN k NIS 8 SNRN NR R

8, BASED ON JOINT DESIGN II;

Butt Joint 14gtsoticn 3 ) S S R B NR NB NA NA B NB S KA
Heawy secttcn(~ B R S S B i NA NA S NB S R

LPoft Light section RBBS K hRNBR R R B B tNALa Jin Hav scio R itS R R I RS8 BRRNA

Fillet Jont Lihtl Beto S S IB NB NB NA INA R B BtNA
Heavy section R R SBI RNA NA S Bt RNA

Lightsection NB NRB Bt NB NB NA B R NAS8 NA
Heavy section BtBS S S Sr4A ItS NAS8NA

Ovorlay welding It Bt R R F. R NAJ%:A B NB S Nit

NOTES3 ( 1) Shielded Metal-A~re (coate electrode). UKe: It N Recommended
(2) Gas Welding (O.,yac*tyene). S - satisfactory
(3) Light section - 0. 005 to 0. 125 inch. 'RR ft Not Recommenided
(4) Heavy section - 1/8 Inch and over. ft Not Applicable

12-4
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Tr- es from 1/8 in. to 3/8 ' and the type of wire12-3.1.1.3 Inert GA& Tungsten Are W*Mng depends on the material to be welded end the meocani-
cal praperties required. The composition of the flux

This process is an electric arc welding method where differs depending on the material to ae welded, the
calr".ce is produced by heating with an electric arc filler wire used, and the appliwation. Submerged arc
between a metalli.: tungsten electrode and the wcrL welding is best suited where relatively heavy weld (W I
(Fig. 12-2). Tut;~ten electrodes are used because they deposits are rq;ed. Most carbon, low alloy, and
have a higher melting point when contained within an ianless steels can be readily welded with the sub-
inert protective atmosphere such as h- or argon merged arc process. Nonferrous ulloys such as nickel, 1
gas. Filler wi:e may be added manually. The type of Monel, Inconel, coppernickel, and copper-silicon can
filler wire used depends on the material to be welded also be successfully welded with this r'roces
and the mechanical requirements of the weld deposit.
The tungsten arc welding process is applicable to .2-3.1.1.5 Atomic Hydrogen Welding
materials such z carbon steels, stainless stedls, alumi.
num alloys and is frquentiy recommended for welding
dissimilar metals. In this arc welding process heat is obtained freel -.

electric arc between two metallic clectrodes in an at-
mosphere of hydro en. The work, however, is not a
part of the electrical circuit. The hydrogen in its normal

TUNGSTEN ELECTRODE GAS state (molecular hydrogen) is diatomic and, when suL-
SUPPLHLEjected to high welding temperatures, is dissociated into

atomic hydrogen. Filler wire, which is dependent upcn
the material to be welded, may be added to the weld

$Ht.L ,,deposit if necessary. Because there is a sudden decrease
HELD .A..ALLY CON DUCTOR I in tperature at a short distance from the arc stream
IF - INSULATION J where the atomic hydrogen recombines to form

GSO ,PASSAGES molecular hydrogen, the amount of heat applied to thework can be closely controlled. The atomic hydrogen
O SHIELDING GAS welding process is applicable to carbon and alloy steels,

WORK Oaluminum, and nickel alloys such as Monel and Inco-
nel.

.; IOURCE J
12-3.1.1.6 Plasma Arc Welding

FIGURE 12.2. Schematic Digam of Equipment
for Inert Gas Tungsten Arc Welding Plasma arc welding is one of the latest fusion welding

techniques. It utilizes a high velocity plasma stream
consisting of inert gas ionized in an electric arc. Materi.

12-3.1.1.4 Submerged Arc Wldlng als up tc 0.250 in can be welded in-one pass. It offersadvantres over gas tungsten arc welding in that its arc
i- -nort stable, square butt-joints can be welded, it is

Submerged arc welding is an arc welding process faster, and welds can be produced without filler
wherein coalescence is produced by heating with an matetal. Fig. 12-3 is & schematic diagram 01 a plasma
electric ate or arcs between a bare wire electrode or arc gun.

electrodes and the work. The welding is shielded by a
blanket of gi,.,ular fusible material on the work. The -
E.uiular matn.ial is referred to as a flux, althugh it 12-3.1.2 Resistance *V4Idlng
does not perfo im the functions usually ascribed to it.
Filler wire is fed continuously by the welding equip- Resistance welding, one of the principal welding
ment to maintain a constant voltage at a predetermined mchiods, employs electrical energy to generate heat for
welding current and voltage. A hopper feeds the flux by melting. It is adaptable to very high production rates,
gravity ahead of the arc. The diameter of the filler wire produces high uniformity, and requies less skillful op.

12.5
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ItINO WATER IN ALAME. SUPPLY~

~-~-I r UNGS&4 IGUJN
ELFCTRODECA

I ~~LaMA- J
.. ~ ~ ~ GA INLETta~~i

4.) TORCH IFjj},,. E N

+ DC

ANODE

TIP NUT % A +1V

COPPER ~DC

FOCUS COIL

WORKPIECELECTRON BEAM

FIGUR 12.3. Schematic Diagram of a Fimna-
Arc Gun F1(GUE 12.4. Schematic Diagram of Typical Electmon

Beam Gun

enters for specialized applications. To take advantige repair castings; however, it can be used to make electri-
of these features of resistance welding, however, the cal cable connections a;-,d fine wNire joint.s.
large power, air pressure, and water requirements for
ciioling must be considered. Thie process may involve
sitbstawial capita~l equiprnnt outlay. 12-3.1.5 Electron Beam Welding

C 123.1. Ga WelingThe kinetic energy of an electron beam which has
impacted the workpiece in a finely focused Wi inten
sity stream of electrons produces the required heat in

This method prm.-les heat by buzrning a mixture of this process. In some machines the workpieces must be
oxygen and gas, ustiail acetylene. It is not suitable ror contained in a vacuum atmosphere, although recently,
high production ratwk axvpt on light-gege metals or nonvacuum electwon beami welding techniques have
alloys with low melting pniits. It is adaptable to !ow been developed. Since heat is localized, narrow welds
production rates and quanies anc9 requires little capi- which practically eliminate distortion can be made.

ttal equipment, but requires skillksi welders. Changes in mechonical properties are minor because

the low energy input does little to change the micro--
12.31.4 hermt Wedingtructure, Welds can be made on material ranging from
12-32.4 hemi Welinga few thousandths to 3/4 in. thick. Speeds can range

from 10 in. per min to 300 in. per min for thin material.
The thermit welding process generates heat b-, a Steel, stainless steel, high temperzture and refractory

reaction involving finely divided aluminum and iron slloys, and alloys of titanium, aluminum, and copper
oxide. The method is not suitable for high production. raa be welded with this technique. Fig. 12.4 is a sche-

Iisgeneirally used to fabricate large weldments or to mo~c diagram of an electron beam gun.
124
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TABLE 12-3. 1IWALS AND ALLOYS SUCCEWSUY
M MNE BY ULTIM~ONJV IEJN MRIN ICK

Wa ON FASDLIfY RM AS N 6&0NT~AE

-X
xxxx , xxxx xxxxx xx

ICopper XX XXX X.V XX X X

Germanium X X
Gold X11 X X X X X
Iron X XX XX XXXX
Lead
Mtwgesium X X
Molybdenum XX X X X X
Nickel XX XX XX
Palladium X"iPlatinum X4
Rbenium X X

.Sliceon X'
J Silver X X

Tintalum X XX
Tin

Titanium XX,Tungsten

Uranium X
Zfrconium

Blank spaces do not necessarily mean that a welding combination
Is impossible or impractical.

Adapted from Welding Handbook, American Welding Society,

5th ed., vol. 3. 1964, p. 49.9.

12.3.1.6 Ultrasonic Welding production techniques. In some processes, operator

skill is more important than iz: others. However, in
U,'trasonic welding produces a metallurgical bond many welding operatires on military equipment,

applying ultrasonic energy to joined or clamped work- specifications require certification that the operators
pieces. There is no fusion of the weld metal since weld can coisistently produce welds that meet the applicable
temperature only approaches 35% of the absolute melt specifications. This rod the requirement for exception.
ing temperature of the metal. This solid state process ally close quality control and inspection procedures are
produces a minimum of oxides or other impurities, elements tiat the designer should consider in his design
Ultrasonic welding is chiefly used for aluminum but cycle.
can be used for most metals and makes posible the
joining of many dissimilar metals. Table 12-3 illustrates i
some of the metal combinations that can be joined by 12-3.2 SOLDERING
ultrasonic welding.

Soldering is a process wher- ccalescence between the

metal parts being joined is produced by heating to tem-

12-3.1.7 Summary peratures below 800"F and by using nonferrous fillers

with temperatures lower than the base metals being
In summary, all of the welding techniques present joined. Soldering is used in assemblies with low

one common problem to the designer, i.e., the quality stresses, in which good electrical and thermal conduc-
of the welds Is dependent on the correct application of tivity are important, and in assemblies where a her-

12-7
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:, -Melt seal is h . i an ad id" an ira- 12.3.3.5 Ilot Prom I smt* Presure, ad
"t pedant to ensure good flow sad Wetting by the solde. Vacuum Fwurn ervanti#4

Heating methods employed iude soldering irons,

,. fline heating, dipping. Wsheeled spraying; and induc-
t." ion. resistance, and oven heating. These processes produce no deformation during 1

! '. bonding but diffuse metal atoms across an atomically -

- 123.Z S LID-S ATE NDINGclean joint by applying heat and pressure for predeter- : .
mined periods of time. Since surface clealiness is cru- " '-
, 1~c to the process, operations are all-perforamed in inert

~In theory, solid-state bond:.- is simple: similar or or vacuum atmospheres. -]-"
dissimilar metals are metallurgicaly joined by interdif- !
fusion of atoms mating across thg: joint. In practice it *"
is not so simple. There are several olid-state bonding 12-3.4 BRAZING !
processes, discussed in the subsequent paragraphs,-
w hi, ith ar e in varying stages of developm ent and can B . i"-rc s w e e c a e c nc s p o u e
effect sound solid-state bonds. B. rcs hr olsec spoue

by heating the part to a suitable temperature abovea00F
and using a nonferrous filler metal with a melting
point below that of the base metals. The filler metal is

12-3..1 Rll Bodingdistributed by capillary action between the closely fit.
ted surfaces of the joint. The methods used to obWn

Roll bonding is oldest method of solid-state bonding the iiecemsry temperatures are numerous.
used to produce clad materials. Two pieces of metal in Th~e properties of the brazing filler metals are most i

intimate contact are heated and deformed at the same important and must meet the following criteria: !
tme. Conventional rolling mills can be utilized. (1) The filler metal must be able to effectively wet the i

base metals at the operating temperatures so as to have "
good tota! contact and make a good joint. !

12-3.3.2 Friction Bonding (2) The filler's melting temperature and flowing ac-
tion mnust be suitable for good distribution and good
capillary action.

In this method the use of fiat.,n bonding 1 limited (3) The filler's chemical characteristics must be suit-
since one of the parts must be cylindrical. Friction heat able, and must create no undesirable interaction with
is obtained at the joint by rotating two surfaces aginst the base metals.
each other under a constant load. (4) The filler's mechanical charaicteristics must also *

be suitable, such as sufficient strength, etc. ,
In brazxing, care must be taker to avoid certait, de-..

generation of the base metals--sch as hydrogen, sul-

12-3.3.3 Extrva,.lon Bonding phur, or phosphorus embrittlement; stress cracking,
etc. Parts should be designed so that they will be self-

Extrusion bonding uses the conventional tube extru- positioning during brazing in order to ease assembly
sion proces is eih j ndissimilar metai tubing and cut down on rejcts from misalign ent. Also, as
together. Each coobination, size, and metal will r- Vaum eusne Bonib t
ae ei d pn et gravity flow will aid capillary action during the brazing

ti.reseitance deveoment heafotn.eeprcsspodenoefmaindig

nnoperation.Sl
It is important that the clearances between the parts

isnts ipbeing joined be small. When metals with different oef
12-3.3.4 Explosive Bonding ficients of expanion are being joined, the cleance at

brazing temperature may be different from that atPressure and heat ag produed by exploding similar room temperaturei tinally, proper fluxes must be used

or dissimilar metals together. This proce is used ex- to efectively neutralize or rpg hder harmless any un-h.te haively to make metals corrosion resstant Heat ex- desicaant products of the brazing in order to promoe

cffge reuction vessels, and clad coin stock n be a good bond. The principal types of brazi n a dis-uce
produced by this process cussed in the paragraphs which follow.

!i24
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(1) Tolerance in parts quit close, requiring expm-
12-3.411 TOi O sive machining before brazing.

(2) Clearance problems result from joining parts
In torch brazing, the heat required by the process is made of metals with different expansion coefficients.

furnished by a gas torch. Several fuels are commonly
used. The wort is cleanod, prepared, fluxed, and heated
by a hand-held torch until the temperature is deemed 12-3.4.3 Induction Brazing
correct. Then, filler inetal is fed in, melted, and ab-
sorbed by capillary action, with any excess forming a In induction brazing, the heat required is generated
fillet. The process can be mechanized, however, by by inducing eddy ct'rren-s with a high-frequency alter-
prepositioning the filler metal and having stationary nating field in an inducti n coil closely coupled to the
flames provide a heating zone with the ;.ork moving workpieces. There is no actual ct-rent flow between the
through it. Some advantages to this process are: induction coil or coils and the workpieces. The fre-
(1) Simple to set up. quency range is from 10 kHz to MHz. The lower the
(2) No points of stress concentration. frequency, the deeper the penetration. Normally,
(3) Leadtime short. smaller induction coil. are air-cooled with the larger
(4) No special production tooling generally required. installations using water cooling. Inasmuch as the eddy
(5) Gocd strong joints can be produced. currents, and consequently the heating, can be limited
(6) Method adaptable to many metals and shapes, to the surfaces of the pieces, it is possible to heat rapidly
(7) Finished assembly stress-free. only the section hoiding the brazing filler metal. Thus,
Some dksadvantages of torch brazing are: the bond is rapidly complet2 ,without heating the en-
(1) Clearances must be accurate for good capillary tire assembly. Also, the heat input per unit time can be

Ltion. (Requires more precise machining and tighter faster than that required for other methods. The braz-tolerances,) ing filler metal is generally prefluxed in the form of

(2) Fairly high operatur skill required to make satis- washers, rings, powders, or coatings on the base metals.
factory joints. Controlled atmospheres can also be used with induc-

(3) Production speed slow. tion brazing. Some advantages of induction brazing(4) Atmosphere in which torch brazing is done can- are:
not be readily controlled. (1) Good jointq can be achieved.

(5) Disassembly quite difficult. (2) No p ints of stres concentrations; finished as-
semblies stress-free.
(3) Method very fast, allowing high output.

12-3.4.2 Furnace Brazing (4) Heating can be concentrated at the surfaces being
joined, with little heat loss.

This process brings the parts bring worked p to the (5) Once timing cycle is adjusted correctly, very uni-
proper temperature in a fNiniace. The heat may be fur- form results are achieved. Therefore, method is adapta-
nished by flames or by electrical coils and there may or bie to va" -us metals, sizes, shapes.
may not be a special atmosphere. The brazing filler Some disadvantages are:
metal is usually preplaced. Work can either be batch- (I) Disassembly difficult.
loaded or continuously fed through by means of con- (2) Coupling distances between coils and work must
veyor belts, etc. As in other types of brazing, the tem- be kept small.
perature and clearances between the parts must be (3) A thick wall being joined to a thin one createsclosely controlled, daiigcr of over-heating the joint.

Some adantages of furnace brazing are: (4) Part design must allow preplacement of metal.
(I) Very good oints can be made.
(2) Finished free of stresses; no points of

stress concentration. i2-3.4.4 Dip Brazing
(3) Method easily adaptable to economical high-out-

put operation. The heat required for this operation is obtained by
(4) Relatively low skill level required for production. dipping the workpiece in a molten bath. The molten
(5) Generally used for stel parts; process also effec- batch can consist of 3 salt bath (which is-essentially the

tive with other metals and with dissimilar metals. flux) or of molten filler metal. In a flux bath, the filler
Some disadvantages are: metal is preplaced prior to dipping. In a metal bath,

12-9
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there is generally ac of mver fl on the. fae
of the metal bath, and te perts po.ing i-zuers must 12-3.4.7 Ultasonic Brazing
flrst go through the fluy..
Some advantages are:
(1) Easily cordr-lnbi hath ,emperatuze. In this p the brazing is effected by the close
(2) No stress ¢ ntrat. a, stress-free joints, application of acoustical energy to the workpieces. This

fproess has not yet been widely used in industrial ap-.(3) Skill level required fairly low. oications.
(4) Proces, 1,-dtime short.
Some dis dvantages are:
(1) Prtess generally li ited to smaller parts. 12-3.4.8 Block Brazing
(2) Considerable cleaning, in some cases, required

after brazing. The required brazing temperature is obtained I-y 4

13) Large baths of molten material are a safety haz- heating large metal blocks in a furnace and the, bring-
ing them into contact with the workpieces. Heat is then ;

. ,
transferred by conduction. Like flow brazing. this
method is now virtually obsolete.

12-3.4.5 Resistance Brazing J

12-4 CHEMICAL JOINING
The heat required for this method is obtained by

passing a current through the pieces being joined. Most
of the heat is generated by the resistance at the contact Chemical joining is defined as the holding together
electrodes from which it is then conducted to the work- of two or more parts b the application of a chemical
pieces. The same equipment used for resistance welding agent between the parts which, by means of a chemical
can be used (with slight modifications) for resistance interaction, creates a holding bond. The chemical agent

brazing. The voltage ranpe is from 5 to 25 volts, and the can itself become the bond or part of the bond, or it
current range is 50 to several thousand amperes, de- may simply induce a reaction in the parts being joined,
pending on the rize of the workpiece. The brazing filler with the bond being directly between them.
metal is generally preplaced. The reaction is chemically triggered; this may be

Some advantages are: accomplished by heat application, a catalyst, pressure,
(1) Pressure exerted to keep electrodes in good con- evaporation of a dispersant, or some combination of all

tact tends to squeeze out filler metal, thus producing a of thi"e. Recent developments in high strength adhe-
good bond. sives have opened up entirely new fields of applications

(2) Leadtime low. for chemical bonding.
Some disadvantages are:
(1) Disassembly difficult.
(2) Electrodes require frequent cleaning. 124.1 ADHESIVES
(3) Joints must be accessible from both sides to apply

pressure. Adhesives are substances which hold material
(4) Process generally limited to small parts since uni- together by surface attachment. They can be classified

form heating is difficult to maintain, by form, by chemical composition, by vehicle, or by
(5) Current flow timing at operator's discretion, bonding type. The ideal adhesive bond is one in which

leading to uncertain process repeatability, ultimate failure would occur in the materials being
bonded rather than in the adhesive itself, or in the
adhesion between it and the materials being held.

12-3.4.6 Flow Brazing Adhesive joints have the stresses distributed uniformly
over the entire bonding area, with no stress concentra-

In this process, workpieces are preheated and molten tions (such as those found in muhanical fastenings)
filler is poured over the joint until brazing temperature and without internal thermal stress (such as are created
is reached. The pouring operation is then stopped, and by welding). A great variety of dissimilar materials can
the brazing operation is completed. Thi relatively old be joined and adhesives can also serve as insulators or
brazing process has been largely replaced by other seals. Adhesives must be selected on a case, basis. Fac- (
mote effective methods. tors to be considered in selecting an adhesive include:

12-10
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(1) Type of materials. The adhesion cf the adhesive sins. They include the acrylics, asphalt, polyring - 1<
to the materials must be sufficient to supply the re- tate, etc. They have higher bonding st'ength, and muwh

quired holding power. better resistance to moisture and rot than do the natu-
(2) Design of the joint to be bonded is important, ral adhesives. However, they tend to creep with a rise

inasmuch as extreme stress concentrations must be av- in temperature. Thermoplastic adhesives are available
oided, in solid, liquid, and granular form. They can be solvent

(3) Constraints on the bonding process. If the assrm- activated or heut activated. Some other characteristics

14ies bring joined cannot be subjected to any high tem- are:
peraturms, heat-activated adhesives are then ruled out. (1) Applicable to itiost mater ]ls, but especially to
Also, in a fast-moving production line, an adhesive porous substances or substances that can be heated to
with a long curing time would not be satisfactory. eqect the curing.

(4) Ultimate strength required of the bond. Adhe- (2) Can be applied by low skill personnel.
sives satisfactory for low stress materials might be un- (3) Generally available on market.
satisfactory for a high stress demand. (4) Suited to high speed production.

(5) Cost of the adhesives. Price can vary from insig- (5) Good shelf life.
nificant to very high for some c f the more exotic bond- (6) Joints generally impervicus to moisture, fungus,
ing ag--nts. etc.

The various types of adhesives available are dis- (7) Not suitable for nonheatable, nonporous materi-
cu!lcd in the paragraphs which follow. als.

(8) Temperature limit about 200F.

124.1.1 Natural Adhesives
12-4.1.3 Thermosetting Adhesives

Natural adhesives, for the most part, are those ob-
tained from animal and vegetable sources. These in- Thermosetting adhesives usually come in two parts,
clude natural gums and resins, fish, hide and bone a partically cured resin and a catalyst which triggers
g. s. Normally, natural adhesives are applied in a liq- the hardening reaction when mixed. Some of the com-
uid solution (generally water), although other liquids pounds, however, are one-part and must be kept under
can be found in use. The bond is created as the solution refrigeration since they are heat-cured by room temper-
(dispersant) evaporates. atures Similarly. some two-part compounds can be

Some advantages of natural adhesives are: kept from setting, after mixing, by refrigeration. Some-
(1) G'-nerally low cost, easy availability, times, the addition of heat is necessary to complete the
(2) Good resistance to heat. reaction; in some cases, generated hat alone is the
(3) Easily applied, low skill level required. curing agent. Normally, the only pressure required is
(4) Long shelf life. (Not generally affected by long that needed to keep the parts together. The joints

storage before use.) formed are stronger than thermoplastic, natural, and
3) Short leadtime. elastomeric bonds and heat resistance is good, in some

(6) Easily adapted to automated, high speed produc- cases up to 500'F. Thermosetting adhesives are rela-
tion. tively new with other types continuously being deve-

(7) Good repeatability, loped for specialized applications. Some of these more
Some disadvantages are: exotic applications include the haneycomb panels for
(l)Generally low bond strength. aircraft and missile work which have extremely high
(2) When bonding nonporous substances, no way for strength-to-weight ratios. They show little tendency to

dispersant to evaporate except through the glue line creep under load and thus can be used for structural as
itself, thus leading to long setting times or weak spots well as continuously stressed parts.
in ihe bond.

(3) Dispersant can have detrimental effect on materi-
als being bonded. 12-4.1.4 Elastomeric Adhesives

(4)Generally poor resistance to moisture.
Elastome.-ic adhesives produce a nonraigo bond. In-

cluded in the group are natural rubber, silicones, neo-
12-4.1.2 Themoplastic Adhesives prene, etc. Their bonds siret-h and bend under load,

and recover their shape after load is removed, provid.
Thermoplastic adhesives are primarily synthetic re- ing the elastic limit has not been exce.'ded. The vehicles

4"430 0 71 . to 1241
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for application are varied, and the adhesives can be (2) Adaptable to high production.
one-component, two-component, or heat cured. (3Relatively inexpensive.

Some advantages are: Some disadvantages are:
(1) Generally good resistance to moisture, most (1) Low joint strength.

fungi, and many solvents. (2) Unpleasant odors.

TABLE 12.4. COMMON DESIGN PROBLEMS

Problem:, DESIGN SPECIFIES SPOT RESISTANCE WELDING BUT LOCATES

SPOTS IN AREAS THAT CANNOT BE REACHED WITH TIPS.

Cause and Effect:

Excessive costs for tooling and special tips when they are not needed; many
welding arrangements can be achieved using standard tips and holoers, an advan-
tage the designer should try to benefit from if he specifies spot r.. sistance welding.

Potential Solution:

Redesign part to utilize standard equipment.

Problem: DESIGN SPECIFIES WELDING WHICH DOES NOT MATCH
REQUIREMENTS.

Cause and Effect:

Heavy weld bead might result in joint stronger than parts it is holding together;
too small a bead on heavy metal parts will take more time to lay and be of po'rer
quality thar, one of the proper size.

Potential Solitlon:

Specify welds that meet, but do not exceed, requirements.

Problem: PARTS ARE DIFFICULT T0 AYSEMBLr.

Cause and Effect:

Not enough room is provided for a4semblers to tse hands aad/or tools;
available room precludes secing work.

Potential Solution:

Provide access holes to fucllitate assembl:'; make parts self-locating; make parts
fit loosely without requiring exact alignment.

1.12-
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PotentialSolution

Alwfor warping during the design; prov~de str~aightening or machining oper-

atlons after welding; charge welding technique specified.

Problem: WELDING IS SPECIFIED IN LOCATIONS OR AREAS AT WHICH
PERFORMING THE PROCESS IS IMPOSSIBLE FOlP 1ACK OF ROOM
OR OTHER REASONS.

Cause and Effect: 7

A welder given insufficient room in which tc c,_.ata Nyfl produce poor welds,
high defects, and slow produc4.'on output.

Potential Solution:

Design w4th welding space in mind; design part for some other means of

joining; change sequence of assembly.

TABLE 12-S. COM1rJN PRODUCTION PR3BL;FMS

Preua: ANNULAR CATHODE FUSION WELDING.

Problem:

cot.Welding and cleaning time must be reduced in order to reduri! prodvetion

Aeplication:

This prz w',uid benefit several types of manuf--cturcd items,
includIng hzavy or light tubing, pipe. drive shafts, gears to shafts. exhaust
pipes, etc.

Process: AUTOMATIC WELDING OF JOINTS OF COMPLEX GEOMETRY.

Problem:

A w,!ding macine capble of three- iimensional control must be developed
to adapt automatic weld contro' production techniques to complex geometries.

Application:
Widespread sppllcs!tla to areas of rodxuction involving geometrically

complex design.

12-13
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TABLE 12.5. COMM*N MRDTOW''"N A R'LEMS (OTD

Process: ELECTRON BEAM WELDING.

Problem:

Welding quality must be improved to reduce production costs. Costs cm
be reduced by eliminating assembly distortions and speeding production rates.

Application:

Wide-spread application in the manufacture of joined metallic components.

Process: EXPLOSIVE PRESSURE (IMPACT) WELDING.
i( 'Problem:

This joining process has not yet been developed to the extent that it can
immediately sstisfvy k~rmy applications.

~Application:
This process would benefit a broad range of field operations.

Process: IMPROVED TECHNIQUES FOR BONDING GLASS COMPONENTS.

Problem:

There Is a dearth of recorded knowledge with respect to cementing glass to
glass and glass to metal.

~Application:

Review, establish, and maintain current technical data (including theory)
relating to bonding optics.

Process: JOINING DISSIMILAR METALS.
Problem:

While composite fabrications are advantageous due to the combined properties
of their material elements, joining dissimilar metals by a thermal process is likely
to impair the structural benefit or corrosion resistance otherwise attainable.

Application:

All weldments of dissimilar metals.

Process: SEMI-AUTOMATIC WELDING OF STEEL ARMOR.

Problem:

While the gas metal arc (consumable electrode) process has been used
successfully with other stiel materials, difficulties have been experienced with
joining heavy thicknesses of steel armor. Results of prior work warrant further
investigation of ihis process.

Application:

This process can be used for heavy armor fabrication connected with
production vehiclen.

12-14
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: Process: SOLDERING.

To take full advantage of printed- circuitry production methods, little time -.t, Xi
be expended in making the solder wet and nlow well in the joint area. Solderini, thne: I.i
must be kept at a minimum to prevent dampge to the printed board and to the cou.x,,o:uts.

' ;- l] ~~~~In order to obtain the high degree of reliab Hity needed for the successful operatio '2eet o rdevt.[l i

• space age devices, a thorough and coordirited study of all the ramifications of
solderability should be made.

Application:
Widespread application throughout the fabrication of variedelcrncdve.

Process: SOLID RIVETING.

f Problem:

Work is required to develop rivet material with suitable forming characteristics
for high strength metal joints.

' ! i "Application:
~The production process of various materials including columbium, molybdenum

: '. and tungsten alloys.

Process: MECHANICAL FASTENING.

~Problem:

, There are many problems in design, production and use of fasteners made
. from materials compatible with advanced weapon requirements. Modified physical

characteristics sometimes required are often ignored until fasteners are requiredj
for test or prototype construction. This is usually too late, and poor availabilityA

~or performance results.

~~Applicat/on
i Broad application in the joining of dissimilar materials. Use of multi-piece,

i insert type, eollet-eore design nuts may be a solution.

,Procesa. RESISTANCE WE LDING.

( Problem:
The need to progressively upset the material in the welding area intro-

duces very difficult mechanical problems in application fr - sheet-to-sheet
built jobs and the like.

Application:

This process offers flexibility. minimum fixture requirements, and
mininium warpage and distortion to a broad range of manufacturing area-
excluding molylxdeniim and tungsten.

12-15
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TAML 12-3. COMMON ?RODUC10 FROBLD6 (CONT')

Process: SEALING MATERIALS AND METHODS FOR MILITARY VEHICLES.

Problem:

JonThere is a lack of specifications for both sealing materials anti seated I,,

desig, and techniques, Including thi~inaoctrination and training of Implementing7;

Process: BRAZING AND SOLDERIJNG DEEP SECTIONED COM4PLEX*1 STRUCTURES
:' Pr&-lem:

The temperature gradient existing between the outside and center of deep
sectioned complex structures prevents satisfactory joining by usual brazing and/or

Aenlication

Develop and resolve materials, equipments, and techniques to apply heat I
internally to large complex assemblies when brazing or soldering.

Process: CIRC~UIT INTERCONNECTION IMPROVEMENTS.

Problem:

Techniques and equipment for the control of timeti.emperature and other
factors affecting the characteristics of connectors. components and subassembliet
must be studied.

Aesi~ication:

Cosild improve reliability and rcduce size, weight .-..d cost of cabling.

Process: EFFECT AND CONTROL OF FLAWS IN WELDS.

4- Problem:

The occurrence of various flaws In weld deposits has been an inherent
problem with welding since this means of fabrication was conceived.

A2cation:

Considering the number of items which m~ust bc fabricated by welding, the say-
Ings in both time and money would be considerable.

12.16
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Process- SUBMERGED ARC WELDING.

...... .To obtain maximum efficiency from this process, it should be developed
for use in heavier plate sections.Appication-

iiiiii A successful program will be applicable to the productio fabrication of

all armored vehicles. V!

Process: WELDED OVERLAY ROTATING BAND.
Problem:

" ' .., '*, "Banding operations have not been optimized for prod!uction activity. )

Application:

Arhis process would bpply e al t types of current and exprimentl
llammunition vehicle

Process: WELDING AS A MAINTENANCE TECHNIQUE.
Problem:

Present design criteria do not permit the use of wed repair on cannon.
mortar, or recoilless rifle barrels, resulting In costly discarding of gun tubes.

Application:

The results of this project could extend the life of gun tubes and apply to
< several other areas.

Process: WELDING OF HIGH STRENGTH ALUMINUM ALLOYS.

Problem:

'A

Weldblnty has been an important factor restricting the selection of high
strongth alloys in the construction of tactical and personnel carrying t
vehicles. :Appllcati:

Satisfactory welding ct high strength aluminum alloys will permit their

use for roduction o a lightweight vehicles. ts o

t a i o t t d r c

//
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Prces: L DINGtS OMONIG SRENTNTUCTION ALO~LD STEELS,

Problema:

The welding of high-strength steels withmit loss of strength charcteristicsz
~ f must be studied comprehersively.

Applicatin

High strength steels that can be welded in a manner suitable for production 21
application will result In military vehicles capable of high performance Wn
strucntral integrity for meeting modern delivery concepts.

Process: WELDING SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS

Problem-
Government specifications and standards have not been kept up-to-date

with the rapidly changing technology of welding techniques.

Application:
Widespreid application teo all production requiring the weldment of ferrous

and nonferrous materials.

12-19
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CHAPTER 13

COATING MATERIALS AND METHODS

13-1 GENERAL electrochemical reaction with its environment.
Corrosion may proceed at slow or fast rates, the rate -I

being controlled by the metal undergoing attack, by-the
The principal reason for applying protective coatings environment, by the concentration of reactants, and byLs to upgrade the corrosion resistance of ferrous metals the prevailing temperature. Inasmuch as the metal may

(and some nonferrous metals). Thus, coatings can irn- vary from high purity to an alloy containing various
prove performance and reduce cost by obviating the other elements, a wide variety of corrosion behavior is
need for using more costly corrosion resistant metals. possible. Physical structure variability--because ofL:, Other advantages include improving appearance, re- heat treatment, quenching, cold working, etc.-also

sistance to wear, and abrasion. influences susceptibility to corrosion. Furthermore, the
The Coatings chart (Appendix B) isplays the four shape, form, or finish of the metal---e.g., concave

basic methods employed to apply coating materials, shapes, sumps for the accumulation of corrodants, cast
and the appropriate technique/mateial combination or wrought forms, and grit blasted or mechanical

commonly associuted with each. The four broad finishes-influence the rate of reaction between the
categories are metallurgical, electrochemical, chemical, metal and the corrosive agents.
and mechanical. The principal coating methods, char- Environmental conditions such as moisture, chemi-
acteristics, and tyrical applications of these categories cal contaminants, and temperature can acceniuate or
are outlined in this chapter. In addition, some com- moderate corrosive reactions to a significant degree;
ments rmlative to corrosion as they relate to the deterio- they can also influence the nature and extent of damagc
ration of materials are included. For a more detailed to metals. The many variables and factors related to the
treatment of corrosion, see MIL-HDBK-721(MR), corrosive environment should be analyzed and under-
Corrosion and Corrosion Protection of Metals. Also in- stood as fully as possible, so that workable and depend-
€luded therein is a listing of specification! for protective able measures can be devised to control the corrosion
finishes, processes, and maerials. The Corrosion Prop- process.
erties chart (also A;.petidix B) shows the generic tree
relating to corrosior processes. Some common designproblems are presented in Table 13-8 and some corn- 13-2.1 TYPES OF CORROSION

mon production problems are given in Table 13-9.
These tables are located tit the end of this chapter. There are several types and forms of corrosion which

are evidenced as uniform corrosive attack over the sur-
faces of the metal, or as concentratcd attack at local or

13-2 NATURE OF CORROSION isolated areas. Corrosion can be broken down into the
following categories:

(1) Uniform corrosion.
Corrosive attack of metals involves complex pro- (2) Galvanic or dissimilar metal corrosion.

cesses and is evidenced by tarnish, general attack, pit- (3) Concentration-cell corrosion.
ting, or perforation of the metal. The attack varies with (4) Stress corrosion.
the metal, and with th- environment and conditions to (5) Fretting corrosion.
which the metal is subjected. Corrosion cn be defined (6) High temperature corrosion.
as the deterioration of a metal through a chemical or Other terms applied to specific modes of attack or

13-1
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e a encompassing oneor more orthe proce rgcommeid h ppo ate proteCt M rM Is 0
- s in. comman. tnets Mets or alloys whc1WO

( vInter rainular corrosion. th esabili to corrosio n ' Ig V u
(3): Erosion corrosion.. ofproceissing or other fnit The d0ujn e . "a
() pingement (molecular rearrangement) coo be * iced o he o o re t

von ~~~~~~~workability, mciica propres 0anaety vi~
Cavitation corrosion. abilit, or cost. If crosions s a a

(6) Fatigue corrosion (results are the same as (4) requirement, some alloys, ent e
above)n sistiacenay pbe isete deidte o r tusdicral
(7) Fiiform corrosion. characteristics. The engineer must ;sudy ip si
(8) Dezincivication. and be guided by the priority of req tins.
(9) Umrphitization. .Fabrication and assembly met"od hive a dktkt
1) Biological. pffect on corrosion occurrence, extent, aidetpe. rlien

ou ine ofabricating and assembling met culneophents, inis.
sential problem is to avoid any physical or itruc:ural

1X32.2 PROTECTIONtec in t CORROSION transformations that will leave the product susciptii-
to uniform or localized corrosion. It nisimposille to

diffring butthe pproch i thesame hedes g eneialized dclres for at a necheta n d thod; -

e9inc amost every situation presents the possibility eeralie an delar e theintperatio such as
thdit some form of corrosion will occur, applopriate bolting, brazing, casting, riveting, solderng, or wed-
means of protection must be routinely considered dur- ing, will leave a metal more vulnerable to corrosion.
ing the desip process. The design engineer developing The application, the environment, and the charactris-
metary equipment which ianolves metals must pre- tics of the metal or alloy and its physical reltion to
scribe measures for protecting that equipment from adjacent and different metals determine relative resist-
corrosive attack. The detailaof each application are ance to attack. The design engineer must consult spe.
different, but the approach is the same. The design cialized sources for data on each metal and method;
engieer must know the functional requirements of the even a brief inquiry will indate the intricacy of such Jsdesign, the environmental conditions most likely to be prcblcns.
encountered by the item in use, the materials available The corrosion resistance of bolted joints may be af-
for consideration in the design, and the protective fected by the coition (and electrode t eti a dif
measures that can be employed. ference) of the, bolts and the joined parts, as well at by

In analyzing and correcting a potential or eyisting the presencu of trapped moisture, stress, type )f- expo-
corrosive situation, four principal steps are involved. sum- in service, and by faulty installation.

~These are: Brazing involves the use of a brazing metal that melts
(1) Considering the metal and ascertaining whether and flows at a temperature lower than that of the alloys
the choice is good or whether other metals might be being joined. It is important to note that the chemical
more appropriate to the intended application, and physical characteristics in the area of the brazed
(2) Dterining the environmental condition which bond may make it susceptible to concentration-ill cor.will prevail and, J warianted or if possible, altering it. rosion.
(3) Reviewing the design of the structure in which Although oldering does not require that the joined
the metal or metals are employed and considering metals be heated to their melting points, difficulies
modifications which could alleviae the cause of dam. may arise due to the difference in potential betwdin the
age. solder and the joined metal. Certain metals cannot be
(4) Providing the metal with a coating or treatment used in corrosive environments if soldered. In joining
to protect it from the attacking medium. aluminum, for instance, the corosion resistance of

brazed or wilded joints is generally superior to that of
soldered joints.

13.3 STUDYING THE CO)RROSION Similarly, welding reqiires careful consideration and
PROBLEM adherence to appropriate procedures. In the welding of

solid, corrosion-resistant materials, maximum resist-
ancc can be maintained if the filler rod has substantially

Even though the design engineer may be aware of the the same corrosion resistance as the metal. Generally, Cnumerous aspect% of a cornsive environment, and can it is necessary to select the proper welding rod and

13.2
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,R 6cS.ing, tret0 r technique for deputing the protection, and heat and oxidation esistance. Geawr-
tiliii'6aoi d0-epotlips une artny , a ia eassmwed Mteral snd'to avos4 gaspockets, laps, wnder, flame-sprayed coatings are applied tomet; some

cuts, d excessive nonfineallic (*ab inclusions. Such plastics, graphie, wood, and paper also can be coctod

wc dlng deIectp localized €orrosion. Precau- by flame spraying Flame-sprayed coating S cm bca.p-
tions are important when welding alloys that are sus- plied to ,cast iron, steel, aluminum, copper,
ceiiible to corroion. Correct welding temperatures, bronze, molybdenum, titanium, magnesium, nickel,
heat treatment after welding, careful attention to all and beryllium.
defects in the area of the weld, and removal of all weld There are three principal methods of applying flame-
spatters are essential to ensuring corrosion resistance. sprayed coatings. Briefly, tht'- characteristics are:

(1) Oxyacetylene Spraying-This process uses an
oxyacetylene flame to melt the material to be sprayed.
The material is fed into a chamber as wire (1/8 in. to1,343/16 in. in diamete), as a powder, or as a rod. The

MATERIA L material, after being melted, is atomized by an air blast

and blown onto a previously prepared surface of the
material to be coated.

Several methods of coating or treating materials to (2) Detonation Spraying-Accurately measured
resist corrosion are possible. These processes often im- quantities of powdered metal or ceramic, oxygen, and
part other desirable properties to the material, e.g., acetylene are pressure-fed into a gun chamber and ig-
those affecting wear, heat, hardness, appearance, etc. nited by a timed spark. The resultan! detonation hurls
Some coatings with such desirable properties are ap- the then melted powder out of a gun barrel at high
plied as the primary goal and corrosion protection as velocity to impact the material to be coated. The con-
a secondary benefit. However, in no case should a coat- trolled detonations build up the coating to a desired
ing process which improves appearance, wear, hard- thickness. The high noise level requires that the opera-
ness, etc., at th2 expense of corrosion resistance be tion be isolated and remote controlled.S selected. A

Inlected (3) Plasma Spraying-Plasma spraying utilizes the
In Appendix C, coatings are classified into four plasma-arc gun used for plasma-arc machining (de-

groups: metallurgical, electrochemical, chemical, and scribed in Chapter 10). The high temperatures (up to
mechanical. The first group depends on metallurgical 2,000"F) of the plasma-arc permit it to use any known
adhesion (flame spraying); the second depends on an solid inorganic material which will melt without
elctrchemical reaction for application (anodizing, decomposition. The coating material is fed into the gun
electroplating, etc.); the third on a chemical reaction in the form of powder. It gives a denser and better
(immersion and conversion coatings); and the fourth bonded metal or ceramic coating than that possible
on mechanical adhesion (pant, elastomeric coating-, with either oxyacetylene or oxyhydrogen spraying.
etc.). The principal techniques comprising each of these The coating materials which can be used with the
categories are discussed in the paragraphs which fol- flame spraying include metals, ceramics, carbides, bo-
low. rides, and silicides. Briefly, their characteristics are:

(1) Metals-A wide variety of metals can be applied
13-4.1 METALLURGICAL COATINGS as flame-sprayed coatings. Table 13-1 covers some of

them, together with their typical applications.

Four major types of metallurgical coating methods (2) Ceramics-Ceramic materials are useful as coat-
are described herein, i.e., flame spraying, weld deposi-' ings in that they provide refractory properties, insula-

tion, diffusion, and hot dipped metal. tion, erosion resistance, oxidation and corrosion resist.
ance, or electrical resistance. The oxides of aluminum
and zirconium are the most commonly used materials.

13-4.1.1 Flame-sprayed Coatings (3) Carbides-The carbides are generally used for
wear-resistant coatings, tungsten being the most com-

Flame-sprayed coatings are applied by spraying mol- mon.
ten material onto a previously prepared surface. Its (4) Borides and Silicides-Flame-sprayed borides

S ,; principal value is in increasing the wear resistance of are used as neutron absorbers in nuclear applications.
metal parts; however, it is useful in building up worn The silicidcs are useful in high temperature applica-
and damaged parts, as well as in providing corrosion tions.

13-3
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'~TOUL 1341. MIETALS THAT WUNR FLAIIE.SAYED AND RikCIPAL A*IUC&IINS

ISTAL A?LIAZION

4' ~AUJMDVM Corrosion protiction in Industrial and sal, atmospheres, electrical

BABBIT for bearing buildup -
CADMIUM corrouion resistance

COBALT For ha' 4facing

COPPER Electrical applications, aluminum, bronze, and phosphor bronze are used
for general purpose wiear applications g

CARBON STEEL AISI grades 1010, 1025, and 1080 are used for rebuilding worn parts and
wear resistance

HAFNIUMNeutron flux depressor

mI Mgnetic applications

LEAD Nuclear shielding, rest.stance against acids

MAGNESIUM Corrosion resistance

MANGANESE Hardfacing and wear -

MLYBDENUM Hard wearing surfaces, bonding between substrate and sprayed ceramic 9 .
coatings, buildup material jt '

NICKEL Hardfocing, corrosion-resistant coating

PIATINUM Electrical corktacts, high temperature electrical connectors

SILICON Wear resistant coatings e

SILVWR Electrical contacts

STAINLESS STEEL Corrosion protection, wear resistant applications

TANTALUM High temperature applications

Tih Electrical contact coating, food container coating

TITANIUM Corrosion and oxidation resistance at high temperature (l0ov')

TUNGSTEN Metal and nonmetallic parts exposed to high temperature, as a means ok
fabricating intricate parts from tungsten

ZIRC General atmospheric corro3ion resistance U
ZICONIUM j Nuclear applications£

13-4
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', " 13-4.1.2 Weld Deposition Coatings 134.1.4 Hot Dipped Metal Coatings

Weld deposition coatings are applied to produce a This process, generally applied to iron and fleet, con-
h4rd, wear-resistant facing on less expensive base met- sists of dipping the material to be protected in a molten
als or ones with special engineering properties, e.g., bath of E, more corrosion-resistant metal. Aluminum,
toughness. These facings are applied in thicknesses be- zinc, lead, tin, and lead-tin alloy are the principal
tween 1/16 and 1/4 in. by any standard fusion welding materials applied by hot dipping, as indicated by Table
process. The use of these hard facings is generally re- 13.4.
stricted to. ferrous metals but, with some difficulty,
copper, bronze, and brass can be faced.

Over 100 facing materials for use with weld dep"si- 14.2 ELECTROCHEMICAL COATINGS

tion coatings are available. They have been classified by
the American Welding Society and th. American So- Electroplating, anodizing, and hard anodizing are
ciety for Metals in order of increasing toughness or in the major electrochemical coating, xhniques discussed
order of decreasing abrasion resistance. Despite their herein.
name, hard facings are often applied for corrosion or
thermal applications. Table 13-2 lists the major facing
materials and their properties. 13-4.2.1 Electroplating

13-4.1.3 Diffusion Coatings Electroplated coatings are applied in a wide variety
of metals and alloys. They provide wear resistance,
corrosion resistance, hardness, and reflectance; they

A diffusi3n coating is a surface alloying treatment also, in general, add to the attractiveness. It is probably
for metal, produced by changing the surface composi- the most widely used industrial process for applying

tion of the metal and tb-.,eby improving its properties. coatings.
It is accomplished by heating metals to high tempera- Electroplating is an electrochemical process consist-
tures while the surface is in contact with some appro- ing of an electrolytic cell formed by the object to be
pr-2te' 'ompound. Diffusion coating results in wear- coated (cathode), and an anode in an aqueous solution
and abrasion-resistant surfaces; however, they are also of salts of the metal to be deposited. The application of
used to obtain corrosion- and heat-resistant surfaces. voltage- causes the metal ions in the solution to be at-
Table 13-3 lists the properties of some diffusion coating tracted to the object to be plated (the cathode), where
processes and their basic uses. they gain electrons and are deposited as pure metal on

TABLE 13-2. HARD FACING MATERIALS USED FOR WELD DEPOSITION

- ATERIAL PROPERTIES MATERIAL. PROPERTIES

1|I GSTEN CARBDE Highest hardness and beat NICKEL BASE ALLOYS Used where abrasion resis-
wear resistance tance plus resistance to

heat and/or corrosion are
HIGH CHROMMIU IAON Beat for metal to metal required

wear, inexpensive
COPPER BASE ALLOYS Used where a combination of

MRTENSITIC IRON Good abrasion resistance corrosion resistance .,-d
liquid erosion is needed

JAUSTl eITIC IRON Less abrasion resistance

than martensitic, less HARTESITI STEELS Good combination of low
tendency to crack cost, hardness, strength,

abrasion resistance, good
COBALT USE ALLOYS Used where wear and abra- Impact re.istanceand fair-

sion resistance must be ly high toughn&ess

combined with resistance to
heat and oxidation or cor- AUSTENITIC STEELS Used for moderately abra-

rosion sive applications or as a
buildup material

13-5
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TABLE 13.3. DIFFUSION COATING PRIOCESSES

PW1ESS BASE METAL SURFACE PIUTURE USE

CAW.VZED Carbon and low alloy Aluminum compound or Resistance to high temperature
steel Al C) vapor oxidation makes useful for

furnace parts, chemical pots,
air heater tubes.

CARBURIZED Carbon and low carbon Solid, liquid, or gaseous Gears, came, pawls, shaft.
alloy steels carbon

CYANIDED Carbon and low carbon Carbon and nitrogen Gears, came, pawls, shafts.
alloy steels

?UTU)ED Special steels for altrid- Nitrogen in contact with Gears, cams, piawls, shaft.
Ing, medium carbon ammonia
Cr Mo utoel, stainless
steel, acme cast Iron

CHROMIZED Calton steels, alloy Chromium High resistance to wear,
steel, oast iron, abrasion, and corrosion; high
stainless, Iron hardness. Aircraft, railroad,
poWder parts and atito parts; tools.

NICKEL- Ferrous metal Nickel phosphorus Pipe and fittings because of
PHOSPHlORUJS high corrosion resistance.

IRON- Cobalt, nickel, and Iron iron-alumiumn Gas turbine blades and corn-

ALUMINUM base superalloys, ponents subjected to high
carbon and stailess tvmperatures.
steel, some copper
alloys

NICKEL- Niokel base alloys Iron-aluminum Gas turbine blades and comn-
ALUMINUM ponents subjected to high

temperatures.

SILICIES AN~D Columblum, molybdenum Silicides or metal Aerospace components subjected
METAL ADDITIVES tantalum, tungsten additives to high temperatures, 3000F.

for a short time.

SILICONIZED Low carbon, low sul'fur Silicon carbide and Pump shafts, cylinder liners,
steel chlorine valve guides, anid valves.

SHERARDIZED Ferrous metal Zinc Small parts that must resist
atmospheric corrosion, elec-
trical conduit.

134
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TABLE 13-4. HOT DIP COATINGS

COATING BASE METAL PROPERTIES USES '1
ALUMINUM Steel, cst iron Protects equipment subject to Oil refinery process piping,

corrosion and heat up to 10001F. appliance parts, furnace heater
Minimizes high temperature tubes, brazing fixtures.
oxidation and permits use of in-
expensive materials for use in
corrosive or high temperature
applications.

ZINC Steel Combines high corrosion resis- Nails, wire, tanks, boilers,
tance with low cost. Effective pails., hardware, lighting
life generally is in proportion standards.
to thickness.

LFAD Steel, copper High resistance to atmospheric Wire, pole-line hardware, bolts,
corrosion and chemicals. tanks, barrels, cans, air ducts,
Protective oxide film regenerates outdoor gutters, flashing. and
itself when damaged. siding.

TIN Steel, cast iron, Good resistance to tarnishing Milk cans, food grinders, cooking
copper and staining indoors, and in pans, kitchen utensils, and

contact with foods. Sheet lends electronic parts. (Food cans
itself to stamping, drawing, generally are electrolytically
rolling; readily soldered, tin plated.)

LEAD-TIN Steel, copper Provides some advantage of Roofing, gasoline tanks, oil filters
ALLOY tin coatings at lower cost; capacitor and condenser cans,
(TERNE) ductillty and good adhesion connectors, printed circuits.

allow deep drawing; excellent
paint-holding properties; good
solderability.

13-7
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(4) Rinsing-30 sec. to 60 sec. as are listed in Table 13-4. Elastt.mer e oC y " l

(5) Acidulated rinsing-30 &m . to 60 sec. applied manually, by sloryi,' g OIL'~ ete
(6) Drying-3 rain. to 5 rain. For production line use of~thie process , tWiy"Z = :
Paint or lubrication should be applied as soon as applied by dipping.

!] possible after drying; otherwise additional cleaning and

V drying steps will be necessary. 13-4.4.2 viwe s Einael Coatings

] l1343.2 ~roat. oatngsVitreous or porcelain enamel coatings may be ap-

A plied to metal or cast iron. They provide a hard glass-
"Chromate coatings are simple and economical to ap- like surface which has excellent resistance to atmos-

ply; they provide a corrosion-resistant surface filn, an pheric corrosion and most acids; they can be attractive
-excellent base for paint, and may be a decorative finish. and have th e ability to absorb radiant heat energy. The
/They are applied to aluminum and aluminum alloys, coating is applied (after fabrication of the part) by dip-

; zinc and cadmium plate, zinc castings and galvanized ping or spraying a water suspension of powdered
Smetal, and to a lesser extent on copper, tin, magnesium, ceramic material onto the surface. After drying, the I,:)
-silver, and chromium. These coatings may be applied coating is fused at a temperature in the range of be- A
• by dipping, brushing, spraying, swabbing, and elec- tween 1400 and 1600F.

;trolytically. The colors and variety of finish attainable range over ":
~ ~Chromate coatings exhibit the characteristics of be- a wvide variety of colors and color combinations (speck- } .i
ing "self-healing" in that scratches and minor abra- led, stippled, etc.). .
sions a e protected by a bleeding of the chromium coat- p a ys r g
ing onto the damaged area. F use coatings can be dyedeof he ace, tne anle

Paint ~~~ ~ 34.. ornt lubricatio shouldr bed aplidassona apie y ipig

a variety of colors; in the undyed state, they vary from Caig . .

13442Vteu nmlCoatings

S clear and highly polished to a flat black (depending on t:'
.; treating method used, substrate mateial, and thickness Paint offers probably the most versatile type of oat- "of the oating). ing for protecting metals against corrsion and for pro-

tecting wood against weathering. Generally, a properly

134.4 MECHANICAL COATINGS applied paint coating off s much higher corrosion.re-
sistance than an inorganc fnish such as a plated coat-

exellenbastfor, intos , and aibe adecoatiensh ing or a bare surface coating. Therefore, whenever the
among the commonly used mechanical coatings; they cating is ape ar aitinthe a)wb i.
are covered in the discussions which followv should be painted. It is recognized that materials such

as varnish, lacquer, sealer and certain bituminous coat-
ings, strictly speaking, are not paint; however, for this I

13-4.4.1 Elastom er Coatings purpose, they are considered as "paint". rgob
An important consideration is that paint as pur-e 00

ElaCtomeric coatings may be applied to most metals, chased, is in liquid form. Unlike a piece of cloth, a(pc
gsla wood. fabric, concrete, and most other materials. plastic floor or wall tile, or a wood shingle, paint a
sit addition to being elastic, they offer a wide range of purchased is not a finished product, but as to be ap-

intersin g protective properties. The fie major elas- tlied to the surface and allowed to dry. Thus, the skill
tom types used in coating are: and conditions of application of the liquid paint are of

(1) Polyehioroprene (Neoprene). importance for the protection of the surface.
(2) (hlorosulfoated polyethylene (Hypalon). Of major importance in painting is the proper prepa-
(3 ) Urethane. ration of the surface prior to the application of the
(4) Polyaufide. paint. If the surface is improperly prepared, the best
(5) FluoroelaNtomCr. paint may fail to give the deired protection. On the
Combinationi of the above are sometimes used, one other hand, a paint of only medium quality may give

as a primer and the ether as a top coating. This enables good service when applied to a properly prepared sur-
the designer to take advantage of the best properties of fact. A clean and dry surface, free from oil, dirt, dust,
each. moisture, rust, mill scale, and any other foreign matter
The typical properties of astomeric coating matei, is of prime importance. After the surface is thoroughly

13-11
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r ',,.,clean, another step is the application of the surface (1) Varnish-Varnish may be cl-ised as a spirit or

) , treatment. Oroper surface treatments applied to clean oeresinos prtvrihi n hs im;
., steel, zinc, aluminum, and magnesium prolong the pro- comprised of materials with the Wq.CUer being con- I

'i; tective life of the paint coating. verted from the wet to dry state by the evaporation of

"A further important consideration in painting is the the! aivent. Anr oil varnish is a combination of drying

Sthickness or the dry film. If the coat is too thin, the oil, resin, thinner, and drier. When this varnish is

. protection of the pointed surface may be inadequate. spread in a thin film, the we fiim is converted to dry

Up to a practical limit, the thicker the pAint coat, the film by oxidation.
more durable is the pinted coating. Generally the (2) Shellac--Thi produc~t is actually a spirit varnish,

point is applied in several thin cits in order to obtain consisting of shellac reain dkioled in alcohol-ulmlly

< :'" ! the proper total film thickness. about four pounds of the 4lc resin dissolved in one gallon

Other Important considerations ame the use of corret of alcohol. When shellac, amish is spread in a thin film, i

, ... ] type of paint and use of g od quality paint. Three dries by simple evapomtion of the alcohol, leavinga

A- - points may be of satisfactory quality, but one h. de- continuous film of the d~iy shellac.
l signed to prime wood, another to prime steel, and the (3) Lacquer-A tyr.tl clear cellulose lac'quer con-

' .i third to prime aluminum. The quality o the point sists of nitrocelluiose a resin such as an alkyd, a plasti-

; (provided It has been prior tested) is assured by the cizer, arxl volatile wo vents. A film of this lacquer dries

. < I detail requirements of the many MilitAry and Federal by sclve, t evaporati, m. There are several other kinds of

; ::' " t Specifications. In general, the title of, he specification lacquer, ,for examine, vinyl lacqiuer ir which the non-..

;.indicates the intended use of the point. voltile v(.hicte consists of vinyl reain and plasticizer.
j Four types o transpavent coatings in tze are varnish. Other clear lacquers may have acrylic ester resin bases (

.,'," shellac, lacquer, and linseed oil. A brief dmription of alo ne, or in romnbinacion with cellulose nitrate, ethyl "-
r "' ] their characteristics are: cellulose, and vinyi resins.

13-12
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(4) Linseed oil-This drying oil is used as a clear porcelain enamel in hardness, suoothne,
costing. When linseed oil is spread in, a thin film, it These features are imparted by the use o avs h
absorbs and combines with oxygen from the air and is vehicle in. pace of oil.
converite a 4dry film of linoxyn. (3) Lacquer enamels-Pgmented lacques(lcuePiigmetti coatings include oil-type painL , varnish (3 ~irenamels ..~ on ~lls erivte ---fum e N a -

entreeiKlacquer enamels, sealers, undercoaten , sur- enamels) based on cellulose derivatives-for

facers, n some stains. Brief descriptions of the oil- cellulose nitrat---may be used on tanks, trucks, ammu-
type paints, varnish enamels, and lacquer enamels fol- rition and automotive components, and on other sur-
low: faces. These lacquer coatings drycWietlyby t evapo-

(1) Oi type paints-These paints consist principally ration of the volatile solvents and diluents, with little
of drying oil (usually linseed), thinner and drier as the or no oxidation. The pigmented lacquers have the same
vehicle, mixed with pigments. The paint can be applied composition as the clear lacquers except tor the addi-
by brushing or spraying, but generally it is applied by tion of pigment. These lacquers are applied by spraying
brushing. and the film dries rapidly (within a few minutes), Pig-

(2) Varnish enamels-The term enamel is an ab- mented lacquers can be formulated to dry with a glossy,
breviation of enamel paint, e.g., a paint suggestive of a semi-glossy, or lusterless finish.

TABLE 13-8. A COMNMON DESIGN PROBLEM

Problem: PROTECTIVE FINISH NOT PROPERLY DELINEATED.

Cause and Effect:

Lack of information results in poor quality, poor bonding, or a coating
that is not as desired or required.

Potential Solution:

Review of design to ensure that metal preparations, prime coats
(the number of thicknesses, the material specifications), and final costs
(the same factors) are as specified. Include all applicable Military
Specifications in the listing.

13-13
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TADLE 13.9. -COW* 'ROOVWrIN PROLM

-4Process: AUTOMATED PLATIN G OF GUN B3ARRELS. I 5,-

IProblem: _g ~

Present-day electroplating and electropolishing of gun baiktel bores are
too cosly.

Application:

Study and evaluate automated techniques so that the bores of gun barrels
can be electroplated and electropolished without having to measure bore
diameters during processing.i

Process: A? PLICATION OF EROSION-RESISTANT CO)ATINGS.

The ultimate of gun tube life saving cannot be realized by electrodepositing
p~~. chromluni alone because of the engraving (erosion) forces of the rotating band -

of the accelerating projectiles.

Aplication:

All commodities requiring improved erosion resistance.

Process: COATINGS ON ALUMINUM AND STAINLESS STEEL.

Present surface coatings on aluminum and stainless steel wear off and
become bright. To prevent this, come durable coating is needed. In ad-

dition,. surface we.,r would expobe only additional nonreflective areas.

Night vision equipment and other itenis made of aluminum and 8tainless
steel.

13-14 ,
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STABLE 13-9. CO14MON. PRODCTO PROBLEM (CONT'D)
~A41

-Process: PLASMA ARC COATING PROCESSES.

Problem:

In order to obtain oplimum properties of plasma arc sprayed coatings,
studies must be made to define the variables in the process: i.e., plasma gas,
gas velocity, powder, feed characteristics, feed rate and distance, and
orientatioa oi surface for deposition.

Application:

Deposition coatings and building up shapes of refractory materials. All
* :weapon systems where refractory or extreme abrasion resistance coatings

are required.

j Process: PLASMA COATINGS BY CHEMICAL REACTION.

Problem:

'Use of the plasma gun has acquired wide popularity as a means for
spraying refractory powders onto graphite or other materials. However, the
bond to the substrate is a mechanical bond and under some conditions there is

' lack of integrity.

Application:

Coating of jet vanes, nozzles, leading edges, and other specialized
missile components.

k Process: PROPRIETARY COATINGS.

Problem:

Many new proprietary cc,tings and processes for applying electroplated
or other finishes are on the market; however, the only information concerning
them is that provided by 3ales promotional literature.

Application:

Many Army programs could benefit from these new coatings and develop-
ments; however, they first must be tested and evaluated by respensible
agencies before tly can be utilized.

13-15
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TAL 1-9. COM4MON PIRODUCUON PROBILEMS(ON')- ;

Process: CORROSION RESULTING FROM DISSIMILAR METALS IN

~WEAPONS. ":

Problem:

Adjacent dissimilar metals and even surface finishes contribute to the
corrosion of gun components.
ApF3on:

Corr-3sion potential incident to weapons, particularly cannon.

; rocess: ELECTROPHORETIC COATING OF AMMUNITION COMPONENTS.

Problem:

There exist numerous problems associated with conventional (spray, dip,
brush, etc.) methods of application of organic coatings.

Application:

I Production of ammunition components.

Process: ELECTROLYTIC PLATING PROCESSES FOR GUN COMPONENTS.

Problem:

The electroplating of gun comporvmt, is not a fixed art and existing
processes require continued revic;w and upgrading.

Application:

Gun components requiring plating to reduce wear. [

13-I6
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TABLE 13-9. COMMON PRODUCTION PROBLEMS (CONT'D)

II

Process: CHROMATE COATINGS ON ZINC- OR CADMIUM-PLATED STEEL.

Problem:

Dyed chromate coatings applied over zinc- or cadmium-plated steel are
not colorfast. Neither are the dyed chromate coatings on aluminum.

Application:

Any application which requires colored steel or aluminum surfaces.

Process: CHROME COATINGS IN GUN BORES.

Prcblem:

Current chrome plated coatings in gun bores exhibit certain i z l'tations
which preclude much greater improvement in their expected life sp r.

Application:

Gum bores, or any other item requiring an erosion resistant coating,
could benefit from a coating exhibiting better corrosion resistance than that
offered by chromium.

Process: CHROMIUM AND CADMIUM PLATING.

P-roblem:

* Chromium and cadmium plating and pickling processes are common
sources of detrimental hydrogen embrittlement. Long post heat soaks offset
the possibility of cracking and failure caused by embrittlement; however,
they are time-consuming and expensive.

Application:

Weapon components requiring the beneficial effects of plating.

13.17
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TABLE 13-9. COMMON PRODUCTION PROBLEMS (CONT'D)

Process: VAPOR DEPOSITION AND OXIDATION-RESISTANT HIGH TEMPERA-
TURE COATINGS.

Problem:

Carbides, nitrides, and borides are well known for their refractory qualities,
but their usefulness is limited by the difficulties these materials offer to forming
into finished products.

Application:

Processing parameters using tungsten, molybdenum, and certain carbides
and nitrides.

Process: ION-NITRIDING (GLOW DISCHARGE AS A HEAT TREAT PROCESS).

Problem:

While this process is widely acclaimed in Europe, there is little technical
information about it in the United States. Ion-nitriding in Europe is r Irrently
being used on several weapon barrels and its potential for other applications
is generally acknowledged.

Application:

Components that require a surface hardened layer; i.e., gears, cams,
piston pins, valve seats, etc.

Process: NONREFLECTIVE ALUMINUM AND STAINLESS STEEL.

Problem:

Aluminum and stainless steel components cause undesirable light re-
flectionk, in combat situations.

Application:

Determine dulling processes for coatings or preventive impregnation of
the reflective metals to decrease tactical hazards.

13. S
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Process: PAINT USED ON ARMY EQUIPMENT. )" ' -

Problem:

" Paint is used on many items of Army equipment. It is applied by
Satomized spraying, dipping, or brushing; these processes are expensive with

respect to both equipment and labor costs. Electrocoating and electrostatic
~spraying exhibit advantages in these and other areas.

" IApplication:
i An Army program having a requirement for the application of paint could

benefit from specification of improved paint application methods.

13-19
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PART THREE INFORMATION SOURCES

-APPENDIX A

1|

THE TECHNICAL INFORMATION ENVIRONMENT

I

r A-1 INTRODUCTION sent traditional t.pproaches, while objectives and con-
straints of new requirements usually demand extensive
innovation and the search for information concerning
recently developed concepts.

The material presented in this appen'dix gives first a The stockpile of available information advances at an
general review of important considerations in using and estimated rate of 100,000 published pages per day and
acquiring technical information in the design functions. an unsystematic search will almost certainly only gen-
Following, then, are compilations of specific sources erate trivia and irrelevance.
which are frequently used by engineers and scientists. A basic knowledge of cataloging systems described

X ... Use of the information available contributes to the previously will t. of major assistance-it being a lot
skills of the designer and to the products of his effort. simpler to get along with the discrepancies and get to

the right bookshelf than to search through the whole
library. Indexes and abstracts may be helpful, and the

A-2 SEARC4ING THE LITERATURE automated data retrieval system may provide the right
way if the user knows the right question. All systems
suffer from one drawback-they involve Zwo groups of
people: one classifying information and stoing it, and

A-2.1 INFORMATION SEARCH PROBLEMS the other attempting to retrieve it. If the classifier has
not stored ,he information so that it can be reached by

Producibility is not a key search term in any of the a term which the user is likely to use, the information

generally used indexing systems, nor does it appear as will probably remain untapped. The services of a

a generic term in the DOD Thesauns of Scientific and professional information specialist, or thc traditional
Engineering Terms'. This should rot prove unduly sur- librarian, will frequently be of considerable value.

prising since the producibility of any design is the prod- However, these services may be unavailable and, even
uct of many actions by the design organization rather when they are, it is incumbent upon the potential usert manye actions ytheves doesn hrganiaiowher to provide sufficiently descriptive explanation of thethan the actions themselves It does, however, compli- information being .sought to permit a search to be made
cate the apparent task of searching for information or which will retrieve information of probable value while
data on mne suojct, avoiding the recovery of mountains of extraneous.junk.

Once the concept of producibility is grasped, the
search for information appropriate to any design effort
need not be unduly complex if it is approached in an A-2.2 INFORMATION ROADMAPPING
organized and logical manner. Many of the companion
handbooks of the AMCP 706-series discuss specific
design attributes of the commodities which they cover Any engineer is well .-vare that there are nornmlty
and a high degree of producibility is inherent in these four inherent relationships in any design situation. The
design approaches. However these, in general, repe- area of interest has input and output parameters, su-

A-1
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perior controls (demands or constraints which must be titles (among other things) any Broader (higher orde),..,
.- :-:' met) and inferior controls (products which appear as Term (M'D Narrower (Iowea order) Terms (INTl) and
" " -superior controls" at directly related subleveis of de- Related (same level) Terms (RT). It thus represents a

, sign), tabulated rodmap, components of which can be put
_ The design effort consists of accepting the inputs, in together in almost any combination as a means of ini- i-

the form in which they are preserited, and designing a tiating an information search. For example if (in Fig. ,
subsystem, assembly, or subasseably which accont- A-1) information is sought on Nitrile Rubber, the j "

.plishes a prescribed reaction to present a requirn:d out- Thesaurus recommends the use o Diene resins as the
:"put. It must do so within the restrictions of the superior key term. If a search is unfruitfid, it might be pursued

controls, or constraints and must avoid the creation of under the broader term of addition resins or, if the
infcior controls which are impossible to live with at the question can be more specifically defined, under one of
next lower level of design effort. This is one of the key the six narrower terms. Even the related termsl my
elements of system engineering and may be simply ex- prove useful. A~ppendices B, C, and D each present a
pressed as: series of special roadmaps developed to assist in the

acquisition of informnation necessary to the design, pro-
duction, and logisti.c support of Army commodities (in

SSuPE:tOR0 fact, the roadmaps in Appendix D are a generic trie
COO.. T S presentation of the terminology used by the Defene

tp-- Logistics Studies Information Exchange (DLSIE) at
DESIGNINPUT EFFORt -OUTPUT the U. S. Army Logistics Management Center, and

Su t hese are the terms used to query that agen y for infor-
INFERI1ORCORtrOLS mation). A brief bibliography is provided ,w Appen-

o adices B ante d ( sclevel on the same basen as the
(SUPERIORCONTROLS) ga aps to whici they relate. Th w as e of the

Theesi o c. of ainformation resources which maty frequently as tapped
, KXT LEVELfEi st ar prT a and its rate of change precludes incorporation of more

l or s s detailed bibliographic listings and the user wll fre-
quently find the roadtaps useful, onjunction with

This is fundamental design effort roadmap. All the balance ofsthis appendix, in properly identifying the
factors external to the actual design effort must be nature of the information which is sought as well as its
known and corelated if the design is to achieve its most probable source.
objective. Tle situation is ompletely analogous to that
ofinformftion storage and retrieval. A search for infor-

mation frequently results from the existence of a prob-
lem. If the "problem" is substituted for "design effort", A-23 DEVELOPING AN INFORMATIONthe same relationships sill be found to exist. The wer m d
organized information system attempts to anticipate

the problem by structuring the infomnation in the same
general relationship. Unfortunately, however, in prac-tice thed relationships tend to change with each in- A-2.3.a oiW.uon of Terms

dividual application.
A number of structured roadmaps exist which at- When the roadmaps to get to the information do not

tempt to provide a fairly universal and logical relation- exist, or are outdated and unreliable, the user can build

ship of facts. These serve to improve interdisciplinary his own. Ths may uake the form of a term index: a

communication and also as a fundamental structure for thesaurus or a generic tree; a flow chart; a PERT nct-
information storage and retrieval. Among the most re- work or a specification tree. Each one is simply a slight
cent and extensive of these is the previously mentioned variation ,fhe
DOD Thesaurus jointly ptpared by DOD and the (1) What is this a part o.T

Engineers Joint Council. This Thesaurus provides a

- - - - - inform2) Wat re sostichtustr ety tpe

structured, generic tree relationship (illustrated in Fig. (3) Whate is scane sitn ot?
A-d)abeeween 17,b n aengineering and scientific descrip-w

tors-key terms. The structure provides the identica With a little practi,:e it will frequently be fountd that
relationship as illustrated above. Each main entry iden- simply building the roadmap has provided the answer,

A-2
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@5._E "" inibnmatio and discover the answer. The builder is A-3. The indexes wre consulted first sin=e they direct
: " |p.-esented with a jigsaw puzzle in which all the pieces the searcher to the specific infonnatio contained in the
4 [have the same geometry and can therefore be fitted sources.i together in a combination. What is more, he has a
;': random number of pieces. He may ignore or recognize A-. TEHILBOK
(/. _ each. He may put pieces; together in a manner which A-. TCNILBOK
. suits the development of his interests and which serves

asan aid in the solution of his problems. Most books am arranged in libraries by classification
il The process will delete terms which are inappropri- systems, which have tP"-. common objective of grouping
{i"  [[ate to the problem, and retain and organize those which books on the same and related subjects in logical rela-

Shave some bearing. tion to each other. Generally, either the Library of
~Congress or the Dewey Decimal Clasification System

is used. Fig. A4 presents a summary of these systems
A-2.3.2 Ranking by Degree of Relationshp in general and in the armxs of science and technology.-A

Familiarity with these systems will enable a searcher to
After relating the terms to the problem. the terms learn where material is likely to be located.

m~ay be ranked.
Virtually any situation has an input-output relation-

ship. There are functions which impact upon it and
those wh.ch it impacts upon. With this in mind, the -. JOURNALS AND PERIODICALS
previously identified terms may be plotted on a grid
shown in Fig. A-2. Though shown graphically here, Journals and periodicals are invaluable aids to any
this may frequently be simply a mental exercise. designer. It is probable that the first awareness of a real

Each of the terms accepted can be related by order or potential advancement which will be of direct benefit
• of magnitude and entered o r the chart. This will estab- to design activities %ill be published either through a
- lish some order of probable significance of he terms professional a,,.oiation or a technical periodical or

and demonstrate their distribution. After creating the journal. These publications are a means of providing
distribution, the originator may discover that it doesn't current information concerning results of research and
relate to this problem. When this occurs, he may technical information, and they" represent a chronologi-
deduce one of three things: cal record of advances being maade in specific subject
(1) He doesn't understand !be problem (fog factor) areas.
(2) He doesn't really have a problem. (Again, proba- Information found in technical jourals is often more

bly fog factor. At least, he may have discovered that all recent and more specific in detail than that found in
- the answers are under his ov n control.) books. On the other hand, suc:h information is more

(3) This just never happened before (in which case he scattered and difficult to obtain For this reason, it is
should return o the first two). necessary o consult the several indexes available for

periodical literature. These include:
(1) Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature3

A-3 SOURCES OF TECHNICAL (2) Engineering WneX4

INFORMATION AND DATA (3) Applied Science and Teclmoiog, lndes
(4) Ulkich' l ntcrnatiowi Pen~lials Dircto.6

The information required in design efforts is concen-
trated in the following broad categories of published A-3.3 DOCUMENTATION AND
materials-': INFORMATION ANALYSIS CENTERS

(1) Technical books in specialized subject areas
(2) Journals and priodicalf Documents. includjing techni.cal report. are a signifi-
(3) Document-, (including technical reports and cant source of information available. To enableusr

' , , findings) (and potential users) of this type of data. centers have
(4) Other materials (specificatior., standards, pam. been established to collect, abstract. index. and dissemi-

phi!f., trade catalogs, Government documents) nate technical reports and findings. It is tw'ming in-
For ready reference, a brief summary of these creasingly essential that contributors to technology be

A-3
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Iuuwarwunthe scr C ii' iili the iu servl'o h fVice to US. in their arei.sstvt rMuju

centtrs Four majov documentajoe The fist of( documentation and nomt& centu.n
6..eii forigaeral ft04 include. which follows has benm pie rm ~a(I)Deens Dcumution Center, DOD sourcees. Other compilain hhmyhelpu

(2) Technical Information F~acility, NASA include Directoryf Special Libraries -andIufrn o(3) Division of Technical Irtfonnation.Extension, Centers'" and Directory of Federally Supported Infor.AEC madon Analysis Centers". The centers lised have been
(4) CIlaringhouse for Federal Srientific and Techni. grouped by sponsoring agency, including:Cal Information. Tastitute for Applied Technology, Na- H

S tional Bureau of Standards, U.S. Department 4 om (1) Department of Defense
inerce. (2) Army

In1 ard~don to documentation centers, infomtn (3) Navy
a"aYsis centers have been established which review or (4AiFoe
analyze scientific or engineering dlata. 11he prmr (5) National Aeronautics and Sp~ace Administration
fnction Of these centers is to provide i~est us (6) Atomic Energy Commission
dions, rather than references to documcnts for someone (7) Other Governmeni Agencies
to read. These centers are mission- and subject-oriented (8) Industrial and Trade Associations
centers whose mission is to review, analyze, appraise, A subject index to the centers concludes the presen-
and summarize information and to provide evaluation tation.

A-3
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S<' (1) DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 1-7 DSA. DEFENSE SUPPLY AGENCY TV

Technical Coerage. Documentation in all-areas of
1-1 ARPA. ADVANCED RESEARCHI DO interest.

PROJECTS AGENCY
1-8 1A C, INFOR NA TION ANAL YS(S

Technical Coverage: Ballistic missile radiation analysis, CENTER
ballistic missile defense, seismic information and anal-
ysis, and remote-area conflict information. Technical Coverage: Shock and vibration, chemical

propulsion, counterinsurgency, hibernation, en-

1-2 BDIAC, BATTELLE-DEFENDER tomology, remote-area conflict.

INFORMATION ANAL YSIS
CENTER 1-9 DDC. DEFENSE DOCUMENTA 77ON

CENTER

Technical Coverage: Ballistic missile defense, penetra-
tion aids, decoy technology, electromagnetics, elec- Technical Coverage: Documentation on scientific and
tronic countermeasures, flight mechanics, vehicle dy- technical information.
namics, nuclear effects, and re-entry systtms'
vulnerability; R&D information pertaining thereto. -10 HEMS, HUMAN ENGINEERING

INFORMA TION AND ANAL YSIS
] SER VICE

1-3 BAMIRAC BALLISTIC MISSILE
RADIATION ANALYSIS CENTER Technical Coverage: Human factors t--gxneering and

Technical Coverage: ballistic missile phenomena, with analysis.

primary emphasis a optical radiation. 1-I11 SVIC S/lOCK AND VIBRATION

INFORMATION CENTER
1-4 DASA. DEFENSE ATOMIC

SUPPORT AGENCY Technical Coverage: Mechanics, mechanical engineer-
ing, shock and vibration.

Technical Coverage: Nuclear-weapon-effects research
testing and safety mechanisms; training and evaluation
of test results. (2) ARMY

1-5 DASA DATA CENTER 2-1 AEC, ARMY ELECTRONICS

COMMAND
Technical Coverage: Effect of idcleisr explosions on
electromagnetic propagation; effect of electromagnetic Technical Coverage: Nuclear, plasma, and solid-state
pulse on electrical and electronic material; air-blast physics, geophysics, meteorology, radio communica-
field predictions; blast scaling: blast loading and re- tions, automatic data processing, aerospace electronics,
sponse, blast simulation techniques; hardened in- combat radar, plectronic warfare, detection vsems,

strumentation; ionospheric instrumentation; computer frequency control, electronic parts and components.

programs used in NWER studies.

2-2 AMC, REDSTONE SCIENTIFIC
1-6 WSEG, WEAPON SYSTEMS INFORMATION CENTER

_ EVALUATION GROUP

Techrical Coverage: Aerospace logistics, operations.
Technical Coverage: Weapon systems evaluations and ballistics, fire control, fuzes, warheads, and related mis-
studies. sile and rocket ordnance.

A-S
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2-3 ARDC, ABERDEEN RESEARCH 2-9 ATEC ARMY TEST AND

AND DEV'ELOPMENT CENTER E VA LUA TION COMMA ND

' '" Technical Coverage. Ballistic ineasuremtents, weapon -Tchnical Coverage. Weapons-, equipment and all
':: systems evaluations, operations research, reliability, mhiteriei and techniques used by the Ar~my.

quality assurance, test-data analysis, probability and
mathematic&l analyses.

2-10 ACRREL, ARMY COLD REGIONS
RESEARCH AND ENVGINEERING

2-4 NTI.C NONDESTRUCTIVE
TESTING INFORMA TION LABORATOR Y

A NA L YSIS CENTER

Technical Coverage. Nondestrurtive-test data on Technical Coverage. Physical, mechanical and struc-
materials, acquired through radiography, ultrasonics, tufal prperties and behavior of snow, ice and froze.

elecromgneic ad oherNDT ethdsground; geology, geophysics, geography, meteorology;
elcrmgei n te D ehd.engineering and technology; environmental conditions
~and physics; military applications.

- 2-5 AWC. ARMY WEAPONS COMMAND

"Technical Coverage: Engineering research data oni can- 2-11 ARDC, ABERDEEN RESEARCHt
non, mortars. howitztrs, and antitank and antiaircraft AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER

. weapons, including recoil mechanisms, fire control

[ ~ oeuci e -t estin meqimnot.ceupetn Technical Coverage: Scientific and technical informa-
nondstrctie-tstin eqipmnttion regarding human factors affecting military opera-

tioals and materiel.

" COMMAND

2-12 ARDC. ABERDEEN RESF'ARCtt
Technical Coverage. Data on high-performance hell- AND DEVELOPAIE'NT CFNTI=R
copters, advanced V/STOL aircraft, propulsion sys-

[';-- .terns, radiation-protection devices, tactical land vehi- Technical Coverage: Chemical cleaning and corrosion;
i ] cles, rail motive power, high-speed amphibians, aerial paint, varnish, and lacquer, automotive chemicals,
-l delivery equipment, parachute systerns, etc. fuels, and lubricants.

-2.7 AMC. ARMY MfUNITIONS

COM11AND 213 ANL, AR Y NA cK
LABORATORIES

: Technical Coverage: Nuclear and non-nuclear projec-
Stiles. rocket and missile warheads, mechanical fuze tim- Technical Coverage: Physical, life and earth sciences.
,ers, mines. mine fuzing, pyrotechnics, propellant ac- and engineering as applied to food, living, and weapons

Stuated devices. toxic chemical munitions. flame military equipment.
weapon systems, and incendiary devices; also numeri-
cal analysis, mathematical statistics, probability and
-- operations-research niet hodolcgy. 2-14 HDL, HA RR Y DIA UfOND-

[ 2-8 PLASTEC. PLASTICS TECHNICAL LBRTRE

EVLATO.CNE Technical Coverage. Systems research in fuzing. rang-
ing, guidance and detectior., instrumentation. measure-

t Technical Coverage. Plastic materials, with emphasis ment and simulation, electronic and electrical compo-
:on plastics in structural weapon systems. electrical and nents; nuclear wapons effects: basic research in

electronic apiainacgngand mechanical de- electromagnetic properties of plasma. nonlinear cir-

Svices. cuits and lasers.

1A_
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:,' & 2-15 ANDL, ARMY NUCLEAR DEFENSE 3-S SMACS SERIAL YIRZ 'ISSILE
- LOGTILABORATORY 4CN ELWiNENAT ETCO ROL

I. , Technical Coverage: Nuclear radiation, residujl radia- SYST
tion, shielding, radiological defense and radiation Technical Covrge: Ordnance faintenance.
fects.

3-6 UADPS, UNIFORM AUTOMA TIC ..

DA TA PR OCESING SYSTEM FOR2-16 DEFENSE LOGISTICS STUDIES INDUSTRIAL NA VYAIR STATIONS . 7
INFORMATION EXCHANGE ARMY

LOGITICSMANGEMET CETERTechnical Coverage. Aircraft maintenance.

Technical Coverage.- Logistics and related subject 3.7 TDS, TECHNICAL DATA SYSTEM
material.(NVAR

2-17 TAERS, THE ARMY EQUIPMENT Technical Coverage: Analysis of Naval weapon systems
RECORD SYSTEM effectiveness and support development programs.

Techw*-al Coverage: Maintenance-management data, 3-8 TDS, TECHNICAL DATA SYSTEMpart repair and replacement frequency, maintenance (NA VFAC)
resources, and manpower requirements.

Technical Coverage: Engineering and scientific fields
relating to docks and Naval shore facilities.

()A Y3-9 ALREP. MISSILE PERFORMANCE

DATA AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
3-1 NARDIS, NA VY AUTOMA TED AIR-LAUNCHED MISSILES

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
INFORMATION SYSTEM Technical Coverage: Reliability and performance of air-

*- launched missiles fired by fleet operational units.
Technical Coverage: Technical ard management infor-
mation on Navy research and Jeveiopment projects. 3-10 ASROC IDENTIFICATION AND

TRANSACTION SYSTEM

3-2 DAMS. DEPOT MAINTENANCE Technical Coverage: ASROC component usage, ser.
PLANNING SYSTEM viceability status, service environments for surveil-

!ance, and service life studies.
Technical Coverage: Technical simulation.

3-11 UWSRD, UNDERWATER WEAPON
3-3 ADCS AIRCRAFT DIRECTIVES SYSTEMS RELIABILITY DATA

CONFIGURATION SYSTEM

Technical Coverage. Reliability evaluations of under-
Technical Coverage: Aircraft maintenance. water weapon systems.

3.12 UWDDMS, UNDER WATER WEAPON
3-4 AMMRL, AIRCRAFT S YSTEMS DESIGN DISCL OSURE

MAINTENANCE MATERIAL MANAGEMRNTSYSTEM
READINESS LIST

Technical Coverage: Service engineering and mainte-
Technical Coverage: Aircraft maintenance. nance for underwater weapon systems. A-

A-7
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3-13 I=1S INFORMA77ON HANDLING 3-20 UICP, MWIMiORM INIENTOR Y .J.
SYSTEM CON? vLPOINT PROGRAM

Technical Coverage: Engineering calculations, draw. Technical Coverage: Repair parts, allowance lists, am
provisioning requirements.

ings, design sketches, technical data, and tables on
NWC weapon testing.

3-21 ADP, SYSTEM FOR INDEXING AND
RETRIEVAL OFENGINEERPNG

3-14 ADP SYSTEM FOR DRA WINGS AND TECHNICAL
SUMMARIZATION QEL REFERENCES
SURVEILLANCE AND

FLEET-FIRING OF VT FUZES Technical Coverage:Technical data on components and

Technical Coverage: Component reliability of VT fuze weapon systems.

performance.
3-22 ADP SYSTEM FOR THE NAVY

3-15 ADP SYSTEM FOR SUMMARIZATION CALIBRATION PROGRAM,
OF Q t SURVEILLANCE OF NA VY NUCLEAR WEAPON TEST SETS

Technical Coverage: Reliability of test and measuring
Technical Coverage: Performance reliability of Naval equipment for nuclear weapons.
gun ammunition.

3-23 ADP SYSTEM FOR NA VY
3-16 ADP SYSTEM FOR FLEETFIRED CALIBRATION PROGRAM FOR

NAVY GUN AMMUNITION M POMONA xJ,
Technical Coverage: Reliability of stockpile ammuni- Technical Coverage: Reliability of test and measuring
tion. equipment.

3.17 SMS, CONFIGURATIONMANAGEMENT 3-24 USNIRS, UNDER WATER SHIP
MONITORING SYSTEM NOISE INFORMATION

RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

Technical Coverage: Missile systems engineering for TEngieerng hang PrposlsORDATSandSHI Technical Coverage: The physics of underwater ship
Engineering Change Proposals, ORDALTS, and SHI-
PALTS. noise, ship silencing, and mine wrfarc.

3.18 SMS, ENGINEERING DRA WINGS 3-25 VSMF, MARINE ENGINEERING
AND DOCUMENTATION SUPPORT FILE

SYSTEM 'Technical Coverage: Electronic and mechanical prod.

uct data for research and development maintenanceTechnicai Coverage:Misile systems engineering draw- egneig
ing and data. engineering.

LI 3-19 SMS, CONFIGURATION 3-26 DSD. DIVING SYSTEMS
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

Technical Coverage: Missile systems reliability studies Technical Coverage: Underwater-diving-systems
and predicted failure rates. evaluation and human-factors analysis.

A-8=
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3-27 LYQAL. LEAD YARD QUALITY 3-34 LIBRARY INFORMATION
ASSURANCE LISTS RETRIEVAL PROGRAM ..

Technical Coverage: Shipbuilding and submarine Technical Coverage: Technical data system, reseamrb
maintenance cuality-nssurance data. and engineering.

3-28 NUMIS, NAVY UNIFORM 3-35 DOCUMENT INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

SYSTEM Technical Coverage: Scientific and technical docu-

Technical Coverage: Ordnance maintenance. ments, technical reports, and information pertinent o
Naval weapon personnel.

3-29 NODC, NAT IONAL
OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA CENTER 3-36 SMS TECHNICAL LIBRARY INDEX

CONTROL SYSTEM

Technical Coverage: Physical, geological and biologicalaspets f anorapy a".. rlatd evirnmets. Technical Cover-ge: Technical information and docu-
mentation regarding ship m.sile systems.

3-30 CPIA, CHEMICAL PROPULSION 3-37 PROJECT SHARP AUTOMATED
INFORMATION AGENCY LIBRARY INFORMATION

STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL

Technical Coverage: Research, development, test and SYSTEM
evaluation information on chemical rockets.

Technica; Coverage: Marine engineering and ship

3-31 IIAC, INFRARED INFORMATION maintenarce.
ANAL YSIS CENTER

3-38 MDCS (SHIP), MAINTENANCE
Technical Coverage: Infrared physics and technology, DATA COLLECTION SUBS YS1EM
including solid-state physics, radiation physics and op-
tics, infrared spectroscopy, atmospheric phenomena, Technical Coverage: Maintenance and equipment mal-
information proceaing, military infrared equipment, function data, including operating timt- and active re-
industrial and medical infrared and related subjects. pair times.

3-32 NSD-PHILA, NA VAL SUPPL Y 3-39 MDCS (A VIA TION),
DEPOT:PHILADELPHIA MAINTENANCE DATA

COLL ECTION SUBSYSTEM

Technical Coverage: DOD and Federal Specificationsand Standards: related publications and handbooks. Technical coverage: lvlaintcnance, aircraft statistical,
and man-hours data, including support actions and
maintenance actions.

3-33 LIBRARY INFORMATION SEARCH
AND RETRIEVAL DATA SYSTEM 3.40 FARADA. TRI-SER VICE AND NASA

FAILURE RATE DATA PROGRAM
Technical Coverage: Subject search file arranged by de-
sriptor number and containing descriptors, descriptor Technical Coverage: Comprises the collection, run-
code numbers and accession numbers of reports posted; mari7ation, analysis, compilation and distribution of
master report file containing bibliographic data for failure-rate and failure-mode data for use in reliability
each report title in the system, arranged by accession and maintainability prediction by the Army, Navy, Air
number; a document file. Force, and NASA.

,A.,
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3-41 IDEP INTERAGENCY DATA istics of Naval electronic assemblies. User-computer
EXCHANGE PROGRAM mean-time-betwnm-failures and mean-time-to-repair -'

*factors on a conr~ctual, predicted and actual basis.

Technical Coverage: Qualification reports, engineering

analysis, contractor high-reliability specifications, 347 NAVSECNORDIVDATA BANK
materia!s reports, processing, failure analysis, and gen-
eral technical reports-all as related to parts and com- Technical Coverage: Reliability, maintenance, and
ponents. equipment perfoi'mance data.

3.42 iAEARS MAINTENANCE 348 BWAMMIS, ARMAMENT
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

RECORDS SYSTEM (WR-30) INFORMATION SYSTEM

Technical Coverage.: Integrated maintenance data for Technical Coverage: Shipboard weapon systems
aeronautical weapoa~s, weapon systems, and relatedi maintenance.

equipment.

349 GMSR, GUIDED MISSILE
3-43 OPTEVFOR, OPERATIONAL TEST VARIABLE INFORMATION

AND EVALUATION FORCE PROCESSING RETRIEVAL
SYSTEM

* Technical Coverage: Performance and maiiakcnance TcnclCvrg:ehia aaadifraino
d~ata on preproduction equipments.TehiaCoeaeThnc!daadmfrtonn

configuration and OrdAlt Management Program for

Surface-Launched Guided Missiles.

3-44 F?.SAEG, FLEET MISSILE S] iEM
ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 3-50 ADP SYSTEM FOR AIR

GROUP LAUNCHED MISSILE GUIDANCE
AND CONTROL SECTIONS

Technica! Coverage: Reliability, maintainability, and
avaiability data for fire control radars and computers, Technical Coverage: Missile component reliability for
search radars, guided missile launching systems, Sidewinder and Sparrow Ill.
weapon direction systems, test equipment, and missiles.

3-51 MFS-A, SU(RFACE MISSILE SYSTEMS

A VAILABILITY EVALUATION

345 ARMMS AUTOMATED
RELIABILITY ANDMAINTAINABILITY Technical Coverage: Reliability, maintainability, logis-MEASUREM NT SYSTEM tics, configuration control, Planned Maintenance Sys-tem implementation, cost and logistic projection. avail-

ability, and effectiveness in the areas of fire control
Technica Coverage: Reliability and maintainability radars, search radars, fire control computers. weapon

direction systems. and guided missile launching Nys
tems.

3-46 MEAL, UNIVERSITY OF
PENN YLVANIA MODULE 3.52 IRIA. INFRA RED INFORMATION
ENGINEERING ANAL YSIS AND ANAL )'SIS CENTER

LIBRAR Y
Tchnical Coverage: Infrared research and technology.

Technical Coverage: Electrical and physical character aricular emphasis on military technology.

A-10
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(4) AIR FORCE meteorological development.

4-4 AFARL AIR FORCE
AERONAUTICALt" RESEARCH

4-1 AFOAR, AIR FORCE OFFICE OF LABORA T RIES
AEROSPACE RESEARCH

Technical Coverage: Engineering and scientific infor- Technica Coverage: Research information and data on

mation applicable to aerospace technology; specifically, metahurgyc, crm chemistry, physics, applied
the following: Basic research mathematics, aeromechanics, and propulsion.

propulsion--energy sources, energy release aid trans-
formation, conversion to useful work, theoretical and 4-5 AFIT, AIR FORCE INSTITUTE OF

experimental techniques TECHNOLOGY

materials--internal structures and properties of mat-
ter, structure and properties of interfaces, proposed Technical Coverage: Educational and research informa-

synthetic methods, theoretical and experimental tech- tion in the technical areas of engineering, systems and
niques logistics.

electronics-particle physics, interaction of fields and
matter, transfer of electromagnetic energy, information STUIESFINTITAE
sciencesSTUDIES INSTITUTE

geophysics-planetary lower atmosphere, upper atmos- Technical Coverage: Aeronautical, chemical, and elec-
phere, space environment, experimental and theoreti- trical engineering; military science and history.
cal techniques

life sciences-molecular and cellular biology, biological 4-7 AFOAO. AIR FORCE OPERATIONS
organization, integrative and regulatory functions, ANAL YSIS OFFICE
complex higher-order functions, individual and -roup
performance and behavior, theoretical techniques Technical Coverage: Reliability and accuracy; statisti-

aeromechanics--flow field properties, mechanics of cal and mathematical techniques. Space systems: test-
flight, experimental and theoretical techniques Ap- ing, test analysis, and design. Weapon systems: evalua-
plied research, including nuclear weapon effects, nu- tion, costs, logistics, and maintenance.
clear applications, aerospace environment.

4-8 AFREIC. AIR FORCE RA DIATION
4-2 AFOSR. AIR FORCE OFFICE OF El FECi S INiFORMAT O7"O CENTER

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

Technical Coverage:- Engineering, chemical, physical Technical Coverage: Eff.cts f nuclear radiation on

and mathematical sciences: life and information materials, components. and systems that might be used
and athaicasciencesandfreaearchnfin a nuclear-powered airborne weapon system and as-
.siences, and research analysis., sociated ground support equipment; effects of nuclear

bursts, pulsed radiation and space radiation on materi-

4-3 AFCRL AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE als. components, aid systems.
RESEARCH LABORA TORIES

4-9 AFEPIC. AIR FORCE ELECTRONIC

Technical Coverage: Basic research-computer and PROPERTIES INFORMATION
mathematical sciences, electronic materials sciences. CENTER
electromagnetic radiation, astro.surveillance sciences,
propagation sciences, communication sciences, in- Techiucal Coverage: Major categories of materials cov-
strumentation and general engineering. Geophysical ered by EPIC include, semiconductors, insulators, fer-
research-photochernistry, thermal radiation, research roclectric dielectrics, metals, ferrites, ferromagnetics,
instrumentation, atmospheric circulation,. terrestrial electroluminescent materials, thcrmionic emitters, and

sciences. ionospheric physics, acrophysics and super-conductors.
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4-10 AFMPDC AIR FORCE 4-15 AFAMIC AIR FORCE AEROSPACE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES DATA MATERIALS INFORMATION

CENTER CENTER

Technical Coverage. Mechanical properties of struc- Technical Coverage: Adhesives, coating, lubricants, fi.
tural materials, with primary emphasis on metals, and brous materials, oils, polrners, various types ofmanu.
secondary emphasis on plastics, including test procc- facturing procedures, methods of materials evaluation
dures, material formulation, processing, and environ- and related materials.
ments.

4-16 AFSC AIR FORCE SYSTEMS
4-11 AFDMICAIR FORCE DEFENSE COMMAND

METALS INFORMATION CENTER
Technical Coverage: All phases of engineering research

Technical Coverage: Properties, fabrication, and ap- and development for materials and operations in the
plications of aluminum, titanium, beryllium, mag- areas of aerospace and weapons.
nesium, tungsten, molybdenum, columbium, tantalum,

* rhenium, stainless steels, hot-work die steels, low-alloy 4-17 AFM 66-1 AIR FORCE
hardenable steels, nickel-base superalloys, cobalt-base MAINTENANCE DATA
superalloys, and iron-base superalloys. COLLECTION SYSTEM

4-12 AFCGIC, AIR FORCE CERAMICS Technical Coverage: Maintenance data; maintenance
AND GRAPHITE INFORMATION analysis and control; failed-parts summaries; and

CENTER maintenance manpower management in the areas of
aircraft, missiles, electronic communications, ground

Technical Coverage: Inorganic nonmetallic materials, equipment, and munitions.
metal oxides, sulfides, carbides, borides. nitrides, sili-
cides, intermetallics, metalloid elements and their re- 4-18 RADC-RELIABILITY ANAL YSIS
fractory compounds, glasses and vitreous adhesives, CENTRAL
lubricants and sealants, inorganic cements, and car-
bons and graphites. Composites of thee materials, Technical Coverage: Part failure rates, part characteris-
together and with other materials, including coatings. tic-drift data, and part failure-mode and failure-mech-
Mechanical testing for high-modulus and brittle anism data as a function of time and stress. Part failure
materials and composites. distributions and distribution parameters, part applica-

tion information, and environmental limitations. Parts
4-13 AFTPRC. AIR FORCE of established reliability, part characteristics, including

THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES physical attributes and pertinent electrical and per-
RESEARCH CENTER formance properties. Relationships between reliability

properties and part characteristics as established by
Technical Coverage: Thermophysical properties of all materials, process controls, quality controls, function
substances and seven properties: viscosity, thermal and cost. Comparison of reliability obtained under field
conductivity, thermal diffusivity, diffusion coefficient, operation with reliability obtained under laboratory
specific heat, thermal radiative properties-spectral and and qualification tests, and part test programs. The
total (emissivity, reflectivity, absorptivity, transmissivity), foregoing with regard to electronic parts, semiconduc-
coefficient of exparsion, and Prandtl number. tor integrated circuits, and electromechanical and me-

chanical parts.
4-14 AFMDC AIR FORCE 4-19 AIR FORCE PROJECT RAND

MACHINABILITY DATA CENTER

Technical Coverage: Game theory, logistics, materials,Technical Coverage: All types of matcrials and all mathematics, reliability, statistics, system analysis in
material removal operations, including conventional the fields of aircraft, missiles, communications, costmachining and alternate removal processes. analysis, electronics, propellants, propulsion, radar,
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and spce lih, I well as other related fields NASA, The Atomic Energy Commission, The De ---t.

met of Defense and other Government a encie.
4-20 AIR F9RCE MATERIALS

LABORA RYIS -R 5-5 NASA RESEARCH IN PROGRESS
Technical Coverage: Machanicat, physal and thermo. CENTER
physical properties of all materials including metals
and alloys, electrical encapsulating mterias% struc- Technical Coverage: Basic and applied research in phy-
tund Plastics, ceramics, and graphite. sics, chemistry, mathematics, earth sciences, materials,

and electronics.

4-21 DEFENSE CERAMIC
INFORMATION-CENTER

5-6 NASA TECHNOLOGICAL

Technical Coverage: Composition of materia,: borides, INFORMATION UTILIZATION
carbides, carbon (graphite), nitride3, oxides, sulfides, ACTIVITY

silicides. intermetallic compounds, metalloid elements
and glasses in the form of monophase and polyphase Technical Coverage: Devices, materials, processes and
ceramic bodies, coatings, fibers, composites, and foams. techniques developed by NASA and its contractors.

Applications, property and performance data, process-
ing and fabricating methods, testing methods, and fun-
damental aspects of processing and behavior of the 5-7 NASA APIC/PRINCE

INFORMATION CENTER
materials.

Technical Coverage: Technical information on parts

and materials, specifications, and testing results.' (5) NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND

SPACE ADMINISTRATION 5-8 RATR. RELIABILITY ABSTRACTS

AND TECHNICAL REVIEWS
5-1 STAR, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL

AEROSPACE REPORT Technical Coverage: Reliability information as related
to aerospace research, development and operation:

Technical Coverage: Scientific and technical reports of specifically, space probes and manned space vehicles
NASA and its contractors, government agencies, uni- and all equipment components.
versitics, and research organizations throughout the
world.

5-9 CR YOGENIC DATA CENTER.
5-2 NASA, FIELD DATA SOURCES CR YOGENIC DATA COMPILA TION

UNIT
Technical Coverage: Scientific and technical informa-
tion in the aerospace field. Technical Coverage: Cryogenic, thermodynamic prop-

erties, fluid mixtures, prope.-ties of fluids, transport
properties, properties of solids. thcrmophysical proper-

5-3 NASA HEADQUARTERS AND ties.
FIELD LIBRARIES

Technical Coverage: Aerospace scientific and technical 5-10 SCIENTIFIC AND TECHlNICAL
information. INFORMA TION DIVISION

5-4 NASA REGIONAL TECHNICAL Technical Coverage: " c ientific and technical infor-
REPORT CENTERS mation generated by NASA. and the information gene-

rated by other agencies and governments in the aeros.

Technical Coverage: Technical reports generated by pace sciences and all related fields.

A-1 3
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(6) ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 6-9 DIVISION OF PEACEFUL
NUCLEAR EXPLOSIVES AEC

Technical Coverage: Physics, chemistry, seismology,
6.1 AEC DIVISION OF TECHNICAL and related subjects applicable to excavation, mining,

INFORMATION ":water-resource development, and o! recovery.

Technical Coverage: Nuclear science and related
sciences. 6-10 DIVISION OF RAW MATERIALS

AEC

6-2 AEC DIVISION OF TECHNICAIL
INFORMATION EXTENSION Technical Coverage: Ores capable of yielding fissiona-

ble or potentially fissionable materials.

Technical Coverage: Nuclear research and develop-
ment.

6-11 DIVISION OF PRODUCTION AEC

ci6-3 DIVISION OF RESEARCH. AEC Technical Coverage: Related fields of nuclear material

Technical Coverage: Physics, mathematics, chemistry, prod
metallurgy, materials, and controlled thermonuclear
reactions, as applied to the atomic energy program.OPERATIONAL

SAFETY. AEC
6-4 DIVISION OF BIOLOGY AND

MEDiCINL AEC Technical Coverage: Industrial health, safety, fire pro-
tection, and radiation protection.

Technical Coverage: Medicine, biology, biological ap-
plications of radioisotopes, and environmental studies
related to atomic energy. 6-13 REACTOR PHYSICS CONST4NTS

CENTER

6-5 DIVISION OF ISOTOPES
DEVELOPMENT. AEC Technical Coverage: Physical data on reactor constants,

such as nuclear-physics data pertinent to diffusion

Technical Coverage: High-intensity radiation; interac- lengths, migration lengths, Fermi age. slowing-down

tion of radiation and matter. constants, etc.).

6-6 DIVISION OF REACTOR 6-14 REACTOR CROSS SECTION
DEVELOPMENT. AEC EVALUATION GROUP

Technical Coverage: Nuclear reactor svw,. and as- Technical Coverage: Thermal cross sections. resonance
sociated chemical-processing and waste-%..pu.a. ,,pera- parameters. cross-section curves, and angular distribu-
tions. tions for elements and isotopes.

6-7 DIVISION OF MILITARY 6-15 NEUTRON CROSS SECTION
APPLICATIONS. AEC COMiILA TION GROUP

Technical Coverage: Nuclear weapons and weapon sys- Technical Coverage: Nll available information regard-
tems. ing neutron cross sections of materials.
A-14
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6-16 NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONX 6-22 NUCLEAR SAFETY INFORMATION
LAWRENCE RAIATION CENTER

LABORATOR Y
Technical Coverage: Containment of nuclear facilities

Technical CoNCA2ga Measurements of menron cross fission product release, transport and removal,
sectioi's for all rections with neutron energies between meteorological considerations; nuclear instruments-
0.001 and I5 Mev; differential and integral cross sec- tion, control and safety systems; radioactive effluent
tions for all iope.control, monitoring, movement and dosage reactor

transients, kinetics and stability; operational safety and
6-17 CHARGED PARTICLE CROSS cieine

SECTION INFORMATION CEN~TER
6-23 RADIATION SHIELDING

Technical Coverage: Nuclear cross sections of charged INFORMA TION CENTER ,particles
Technical Coverage: Silielding information related to

6-IS NUCEARDATAPROECTradiation from reactors, weapons, and accelerators and
radiation occurring in space.

Technical Coverage: Nuclear-energy levels (experimen-
tal), basic nuclear physics not org~..ird by existing 6-24 RA RE EART11 INFORMA TION
nuclear classifications; specifically, low-energy basic CENTER
nuclear physics, nuclear ma~sses, *pns, levels, Mo-

menshaf lve, eca shees, recions an stPic Technical Coverage: Solid-state physics, physical and
abundances. mechanical metallurgy of the rare-earth metals and

their metallic and semi-metallic alloys.
6-19 ATOMICANDMOLECULAR

PROCESS ES INFOR MA TON
CENTER 6-25 R ESEA R CH MATEF.RIA LS

INF ORMA TION CENTER
Technical Coverage: Information concerning atomic
and molecular processes; specifically, (1) heavy particle Technical Coverage: Optical p~roperties, magnetic prop.
interactions, (2) particle interactions with~ electric and ertics, electrical properties, crystal structure. physical
magnetic fields, and (3) particle penetration into mat- propcrties. preparation methods, characterizaiion
ter, also, atomic and molecular structure, and transport method%, crystal growth.
phenomena in gases.

6-20 ISO7WPES INFOR MA HiON (7) OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
CENTER

Technical Coverage. Isotope production, gaging radiog- 7-1 ALBRA NY META LL URG Y
raphy, process radiation, isotopes in biology and medi- REARCH CENTER
cine, isotope power sources, isotope safety, isotope trac-
ers, activation analysis. Technical Coverage:- Basic thermodynamic data on heat

capacity, heat of formation, entropy. and other proper-
6-21 NFl IC, NUCLEAR FUEL ties of metals and compounds. Specialized data on zir-

TEC'INOLOGYINFORMATION coniumn and hafniumn
CENTER

7-2 BOULDE.R CITY MEETALL URGY
Technical Coverage: Metallurgy. metaflography. RESEARCH LABORATORY
ceramics technology, welding aid brazing, nondestruc-
tive testing, irradiation testing, remote fabrication, re- Technical Coverage. Chemical metallurgy, pyrometal-

processing, economics. lurgy. and elect romctallurgy d
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" " Teckkal Coverage Corrosion resistance of high- 7.1 5i'_U [% -;
i~i " - :'. . .. ". .. "lNOR/S METFALLURGY l?' '

p, 7.4 HIGH PRESSURE DATA CENTER Technical Coverage. Pyrometallurgy, eleoM-oiad"

lurgy, ceramics, and synthetic material preparation.
Technical Coverage: High-pressure research (P >1 Techniqats for coating refractory metals, alloying and
k bar). metal plating. Preparation and evaluation of pure met-

als.
7.5 INORGANICATERJALS

SDI Vi SIN 7-12 RENOMETALLURGY RESEARCH"

Technical Coverage: Constants, properties, constitution CENTER

I and microstructure of nonmetallic inorganic sub-
stances including ceramics, glass, and refractories. Technical Coverage: Chemical metallurgy, pyrometal-

A Ylurgy, electrometallurgy, hydrometallurgy, and ther-
7-6 MATERIALS ADVISORY BOARD modynamics.

Technical Coverage: Metallurgy and organic and inor-
ganic metallic materials. 7-13 ROLLA METALLURGY RESEARCH

~CENTER
7-7 METALLURGY DIVISION CENTER

Technical Coverage: Mineral dressing, chemical metal- ) I
Technical Coverage: Structure and properties of metals lurgy, electrometallurgy, and physical metallurgy. -

(fatigue and fracture), creep, electrodeposited coatings, Properties and behavior of metals under a variety of
stress corrosion, phase transformations, crystal conditions.
growth, alloy physics, diffusion, reactions at metal sur-2
faces, and imperfections in metal crystals.
- I7-14 SALT LAKE CITY METALLURGY

- 7-8 MINNEAPOLIS METALLURGY RESEARCH CENTER

IRESEARCH CENTER
Technical Coverage: Mineral dressing, hydromtal-

Technical Coverage: Basic and applid research in min- lurgy and pyrometallurgy. Extraction and refining
eral dressing, hydrometallurgy, pyrometallurgy, ther- methods, alloying, and metal-plating processes.
modynamics, and physical chemistry. New blast fu;-
nace techniques.

7-15 TUCSON METALLURGY

7-9 NATIONAL REFERRAL CENTER RESEARCH LABORATORY
FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY±

Technical Coverage: Mineral dressing, pyrometallurgy,

Technical Coverage: All phases of scientific and techni- and hydrometallurgy.

cal information. j
7-16 TUSCALOOSA METALLURGY

7-10 NATIONAL STANDARD RESEARCH 'ENVER
REFERENCE DATA SYSTEM

Technical Coverage: Metallurgical research in thermo-
Technical Coverage: Nuclear properties, atomic and dynamics, physical benefication, hydrometallurgy,
molecular properties, thermodynamic and transport pyrometallurgy, and extractivc metallurgy.
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(8) i-NDUSTiAL AND TRADE 8-8 COPPER DEVELOPE. N

ASSOCIATIONS A$SOCiA TION DATA CE.NTER " 1

Technical Coverage. Corer technology. : ~
INDEX

8-1 AMERICAN CERAMIC SOCIETY89FULELIFO ATN

Technical Coverage: Ceramics. glass, refractories, por- IDEX

celain enamels, cermets, composites, whitcwares, struc Technical Coverage: Fuel cell type, electrodes, elec-
tural clay products, chemistry, solid state physics, and trolytes, fuels, application, theory, techniques, materi-
instrumentation for high temperat,re reactions. als of construction, competitive systems.

8-2 ALLOY CASTING INSTITUTE 8-10 GIC, GERMAVIUM INFORMATION

CENTER
Technical Coverage: Cast high alloys. Technical Coverage: Gerr inium: analytical tech-

niques, batteries, detectors, glasses, thermometry, crys-
8-3 AMERICAN WELDING SOCIETY tals, device development, electrochemical properties,

thin films, infrared properties, inorganic chemistry, al-

Technical Coverage: Soldering, brazing, resistance loys, magnetic properties, radiation effects, surface
welding. phenomena, thermoelectric properties, optical proper-

ties, organic chemistry, piezoelectric properties.

8-4 AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR
METALS 8-11 METAL POWDER INDUSTRIES

FEDERA TION--AMERICAN

Technical Coverage: Scope ranges from ores and con- Technical Coverage: Powder metallurgy processes, pro-
centrates to heat treating and fabrication; from non- ducts, and equipment; metal powders, magnetic cores,
metallic materials similar to metals in nature and prop- including iron powders and ferrites, chemical and pyro-
erties to solid-state physics, mechanical engineering, technic powders and metallic-paint pigments: and oil-
electrical engineering, inorganic chemistry, and nu- impregnated bearings.
clear engineerirg as related to metals.

8-12 NATONAL RESEARC T

8-5 AMERICAN ZINC INSTITUTE CORPORATION
Technical Coverage: Refractory metals. powder metal-

Technical Coverage: Technical and application engi- lurgy, 'acuum technology and equipment, ultrahigh
neering related to the zinc industry, galvanizing, dice- vacuum. metal coating, vacuum fusion, space simula-
casting, rolled zinc, zinc oxide, zinc chemicals, building tion, super-conductivity, and cryogenics
construction, corrosion, cathodic protection, electric
cells, toxicity, paints, pigments, plating, coating, alloys, 8-13 NUCLEAR METALS
and metallurgy. INCORPORA TED

Technical Coverage: Nuclear technology, principally

8-6 CIIEMICAL ABSTRACTS SER VICE reactor engineering and technology, and high tempera.
ture materials and refractory metals, as well as related

Technical Coverage., All aspects of chemistry, including area% of chenilry and chemical engineering.
chemical engineering.

8.14 PNEUMODYNAAla CORPORATION

8-7 COBAL T INFO RMA TION CENTER Technical Coverage: lydraulic and hydraulic.
pneumatic %hock absorption and mitigation, machining

Technical Coverage- Metallurgy and chemistry of co- and processing of higi;-srength metals, flash butt weld-
bait. ing of metal-,. and platic wrapping and molding.
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8.s RwAlcl LSTmn r testing of metals ceraics, wood, pls m conspo-

-~ UNIEST 0F1L4 YTON nents.

Technical Coverage: &deiecrmc, ~ 818 THIESOCIETY OFTVif

graphites, coatings, elastotners, lubricants, electrical PLASTICS INDUSTR Y ..

and electronic materils, fibrous materials, metals, oils,

plastics, polyniers, and manufacturing methods. 'Technical Coverage:, Plastics.

8-16 REYNOLDS METALS COMPANY 8-19 TIN RESEARCH INSTITUTE
TECMICAL INFORMATION

CENTER Technical Coverage:Tin technology, including: tinplate

Technical Coverage: Aluminum, aluminum alloys, and terneplate, solders, bronze, white metal bearings,

alumina, bauxite, production, fabrication, uses, finish- pewter, hot dipped tin coatings, electroplated coatings,
ing, corrosion, metallurgy, castings, wrought products, collapsible tubes, and tin chemicals.
packaging, printing, joining, forming, properties, natu-
ral resources, standards, and chemicals. 8-20 TRANSDUCER INFORMATIONCENTER

8.17 SOCIETY FOR NONDESTRUCTIVE C TE
TESTING Technical Coverage: Transducers, instrumentation,

electronics, calibration, reliability, bioelectronics,
Technical Coverage: Techniques for the nondestructive strain gages. 4
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DATA SUBJECT INDEX

Adhesives-4-15, 8-15 Chemical cleaning-2-12 F
, __ Aeromcchanics-4-1, 4-4 Chemical engineering--4-2, 4-6, 6-6. 7-2 (metaliurly),

Aeronautical 'ugineering-3-42 (weapons), 4-6 7-10 (kinetics), 8-5, 8-6, 8-13
Aeronautics--5l, 54, 5-6 Chemical powders-8-11
Aerophysics-4-3 Chemical warfart -2-7, 3-30
Aerospace logistics--2-2, 4-6, 4-16 Chemicals-2-12 (automotive) 8-16 (metal), 8-19 (tin)
Aerospace reseach---4-1, 4-16, 5-2, 5-3, 54, 5-8 Chemistry--44, 5-5, 6-3, 6-8, 7-8 (physcal), 8-1, 84,
Aerospace sciences-2-1 (electronics), 4-1, 5-2, 5-3, 8-5, 8-6, 8-7, 8-10, 8-1I, 8-13

5-4, 5.8, 5-10 Circuits--4-18 (nonlinear)
Air blast field-I-5 Coatings-4-15, 4-21, 7.7, 8-5, 8-12, 8-19
Aircraft-2-6, 3-3. 34, 3-6, 3-38, 4-17, 4-19 Cobalt-8-7
Alloys--4-l 1, 4-20, 624, 7-3, 7-7 (physics), 7-11 (engi- Cobalt-base superalloys--4- i1

neering), 7-14 (alloying), 8-10 (germanium), 8-5 Cold regions-2-10
(zinc) Colloids--7-10

Alteration systems, equipment-3-17, 3-49 Columbium--4-11
Alumina-8-16 Combat radar-2-1
Aluminum--4-11, 8.16 Communications engineering-4-3, 4-19
Ammunition-3-15 (gun), 3-16 (stockpile) Components-2-14, 3-10, 3-14, 3-21, 3-41, 3-50, 4-7,
Amphibious-2-6 5-8, 8.17
Analytical techniques-8-10 Computers-3-44, 3-51
Antiaircraft-2-5 Computer programs-i1-5
Antitank--2-5 Configuration-3-49, 3-51
Astrosurveillance--4-3 Copper-8-8
Atmospheric phenomena-3-31, 4-3 Corrosiosi-2-12 (chemical), 7-3 (resistance), 7.7, 8-5, I
Atomic cnergy-6-3 thraugh 6-25 8-16
Automatic data processing-2-1 Cryogenic properties-5-9
Ballistics-i-I, 1-2, 1-3, 2-2 Cryogenics-8-12
Batteries-8-10 (germanium) Crystallography-6-25 (crystal structure), 7.7
Bauxite-8-16 Data processing-3-3 I
Behavioral sciences-4-1 Delivery equipment-2-6
Beryllium-4- II Detection systems-2-l. 2-14
Bibliography wrvices--3-33 Die casting-8-5 (zinc)
Bioelectronics-8-20 Diffusion-7-7, 6-13 (lengths)
Biology-3-29 (oceanographic), 4-1, 6-4, 6-20 (and iso- Docks-3-8

topes) Earth sciences-2-13, 5-5
Blast loading & responses-I-5 Effectivcness-3-7, 3-51
Blast scaling--5 Elastomers-8-15
Blast simulation--5. 2-14 Electric cells (zinc)-8-5
Borides-4-12, 4-21 Electric material-I1-5. 2-14 (components), 4-20, 8-15,
Calibration-3-22, 3-23, 8-20 4-9, 6-25 (properties)
Cannon-2-5 Electrical engineering-4-6. 8-4
Carbides-4-12, 4-21 E!ectrochemistry-8-10
Carbon--4- 12, 4-21 Electrodes-8-9
Casting-8-15 Electrolumincsccni matcrials--4-9
Ceramics-4-4, 4-20, ;-21, 6-21, 7-5, 7-11, 8.1, 815, Electrolytcs-8-9

8.17 Electromagnetism-i-2, 2 4. 2-14 (properties), 4-1, 4-3
Cermets-8-15 (radiation). 4-18 (parts)
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Ekdcrolnewlurgy-7.11, 7-12, 7-13, 7-15 - aed eq-ipment-3.31
Electronics--5, 3-25, 4.1, 4-2, 4-9, 417, 4.19, 5-5, Infrared technology-3-31 (also i phyLics), 3-52

8-20 Inorganic cements---15
Eletronic components-2-1, 2.14, 346 Inorgani nonmetallics-8-4, 7-5, 4-12 -
Electronic countermcasures-1-2 Instrumentation-l.5, 2.14, 4.3, 8-. 8-20 1 -
Electronic parts-2-1, 4-18, 8- 5 (materials) Insulators--4-9
Electronic warfare-2.1 Intermetallics--4-12
Electroplating-8-19 Ionosphere-1.5, 4-3
Engineering sciences-2-10, 3-17, 3-18, 3.34, 341, 4.2, Iron-4-1 1, 8.11 (powders and ferrites)

4-3, 4.5, 8-13 Lacquers-2-12
Environmental conditions and physics-2-10 Laser-2.14
Environmental testing-4-10 Launching systems-3.44, 3-49, 3-51
Equipment availability-3-44, 3-51 Life sciences---13, 4-1, 4-2
Failure analysis--341 Logistics-2-2, 2-16, 3-51, 4-5, 4-7, 4.19
Failure mode--3-40, 418 Lubrication, lubricants-2-12, 4-12, 4-15, 8-15
Failure rates-3-19, 3.40, 3-46, 418 Magnesium--4-11
Feasibility engineering--4-2 Magnetic cores-8.11
Feed mechanism-2-5 Maintainability-3-40, 3-44, 3-45, 3-47, 3.48
Ferrites-4-9, 8-11 Maintenance-2-16, 3-3, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 3-28, 3-37, 3-38,
Ferroelectric dielectrics--4-9 3-39, 3.40, 3-42, 3-43, 4.7, 417
Ferromagnetics-4-9 Maintenance engineering-3-25, 3-27, 4-17
Fire control-2-2, 2-5, 3-44, 3-51 Malfunction (equipment)-3-38
Flight mechanics--2, 4.1, 4-2 Management-2-17, 3-1, 3-49, 4-17
Fluid mixtures-5-9 N.anufacturing--4-15, 8-15
Fluid properties--5-9 M-rne engineering-3-37
Food-2-13 V'.+teri 4s-3-41, 4-1, 4.8, 4-9, 4-10, 4-11, 4-12, 4.14,
Frequency controls-2-1 1 ' 4-?.0, 4-21, 5-5, 5-6, 5-7, 6-25, 7-1, 8-15
Frozen ground-2- 10 Max, ,andfing--4.14, 4-15, 5-6, 7-11
Fuel celi-8-9 'S..,. -t., -ting-5-6, 5-7
Fuels-2-12 (automotive, 8-9 Mate -2-9
Fuzing-2-2 (fuzes), 2-7 (fuze timers), 2-14, 3-14 (VT Mathemai. -, -2-3, 2-7, 4-2, 4-3, 4-4, 4-7, 4-i9, 5-5, 6.3

fuze) Measurement '-,chnology-2-14
Galvanization-8-5 Mechanical ent.ineering-1-1 . 3-25, 4-18, 4-20, 7-10,
Geography-2-10 8-4, 8-5
Geology-2-10, 3-29 (oceanographic) Mechan-cs-1-1 I
Geophysics-2-1, 2-10, 4-1, 4-2, 4-3 Metals--4-9, 4-10, 4-11, 4.12, 4-20, 7-1, 7-2, 7-3, 8-4,
Germanium-8-10 8-5, 8-15, 8-17
Glass-4-21, 7-5, 8-1 Metalingraphy-6.21, 7-7, 7-8. 8-4
Graphites-4-20 Metallurgy-4-4, 6-3, 6-21. 6-24, 7-1, 7-2, 7-3, 7-6, 7-7,
Ground equipment-4-17 7-8, 7-11, 7.12, 7-13, 7-14, 7-i5, 7-16, 8-4, 8-5,
Guidance-2-14 8.7, 8-12, 8.14
Hafnium-7-1 Metal products-4-20, 4-21. 6-21, 8-5 (zinc), 8-6, 8-11,
Heat-7-1 8-12
Helicopters-2-6 Meteorology-2-1, 2.10, 4-.
High pressure research-7-4 Military science & history-4-6
Human factors-1-10, 2-11 Mine warfare-2-7, 3-24
Human factors engineering- -10, 3-26 Mineral inaustries--7.8, 7-13, 7-14, 7-15 (dressing)
Hydraulic ergineering-8-14 Mineralogy-7-8
Hydrometallurgy-7-8, 7-14, 7-16 Missiles-I-I, 1-2, 1.3, 2-2, 3-9 (air launched), 3-!7,
Ice--210 3-18, 3-19, 3-36, 3-44, 3-49, 3-50, 3-51, 4-17, 4-19
Industrial safety--6-12 Molybdenum--4-l I
Information sciences--4-2 Mortar-2-5
Infrared-3-31, 3-52, 8-10 (properties of germanium) Munitions--4-17
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Naval shore facilities-3.8 Radiation-I-I, 1-2 (optical), 1-3, 2-15, 4.31o4
Neutron cross sections-6-14, 6-1 , 6.16, 6.17 tromagnetic, thermal), 6-5
Nickel-base superaloys-4-11 Radiation effects-2-15, 4-8 J,
Nitrides.-4.12, 4-21 Radiation physics-3-31, 6-5, 6-20
Nondestructive testing-2-4, 7-5 6-21, 8.17 Radiation protection-2.6, 2-15. 6-12,6-23 (shueldui. :1
Nuclear (Section 6, AEC) 4-1, 6-8 (applications), 8-4 Radio communications-2.1

j (engineering), 6-10 (fission), 6-11 (production), Radiography-2-4
7-10 (propeties), 6-3 (reactions), 66 (reactor sys. Radioisotopes--64, 6-14, 6.20
tems), 6.2 (R&D), 6-1 (science) Radiological defens.;--2-15

Nuclear effects--2, 1-4, 1-5, 2-14, 2-15, 4-1, 4-8 Ranging, nuclear-2-14
Nuclear Medicine-6-4, 6-20 Rare earh metals-6-24Nuclear physics--2-1, 4-2, 6-1, 63, 6-13, &-18, &-19, Recoil mechanisms-2-5

7-10 Re-entry systems-l-2

Nuclear reactor physics-6-13, 8-13 Refractory materials--4-12, 7-5, 7-11, 8-1, 8.12
Nuclear safety engineering- 1-4, 6-12, 6-22, 6-23 Reliability (engineering)-2-3, 3-9, 3-11, 3-14 (compo-
Nuclear technoiogy-3-22, 4-8, 6-1, 6-2, 6-4, 6-7, 6-14, nent), 3-15, 3-16, 3-23. 340, 341, 3-44, 345,

&21, 8-13 347, 3-50, 3-51, 4-7, 4-18, 4- 19, 5-8, 8-20 :
Nuclear weapons and weapon systems-61 Remote area conflicts---

Oceanography-3-29 Repair-2-16, 3-20, 3-28, 3-46
Oil-impregnated bearings-8-11 Rhenium-4-11
Oils-8-15 Rockets-.2-2, 3-30
Operations-2-2 Science-7-9
Operations research-2-3, 2-7 Seismology- ]-1, 6-8
Optical equipments-2-5 Semiconductors-4-9, 4-18
Optical properties-6-25, 8-10 Serviceability-3-10. 3-12
Ordnance-3-5, 3-28, 3-33, 3-24 Ship-3-37
Ores-6-10, 8-4, 8-5 Shipbuilding-3-27
Oxides-4-21, 4-9, 4-12 Ship silencing--3-24
Paint-2-12, 8-5, 8-11 Ships missile systems-3-36
Parachute-2-6 Ships weapon systems-3-48
Parts-3-41, 4-18 Shock & vibration-I-I I
Penetration aids-l-2 Sidewinder-3-50
Photochemistry--4-3 Silicides-4-12, 4-21
Physical sciences-2- 13, 42 Slowing down constants-6-13
Physics-3-24, 3-31 (infrared), 4-2, 4-4, 6-3, 6.8, 6.13. Snow-2-10

6-18, 6-19, 6-24 Solid properties-5-9
Plasma physics-2-1, 2-14 Solid state physics-2-1. 3-31. 4-2. 6-24, 7-10, 8-1, 8-4
Plastics-2-8, 4-10, 4.20. 8-14, 8.15, 8-17, 8-18 Space-5-1
Poiymers-8-1 5 Space flight-4-19. 4-2
Powder metallurgy-8- I1, 8-12 Space simulation-8-12
Powder technology-8-I I Space ystems-4-7
Predictability--3-19, 3-40, 3-46 Sparrow-3-50
Preproduction-3-43 Specifications-3-32. 3-41, 5-7
Probabil-ty-2-3, 2-7 Spectroscopy-3-31 (infrared)
Projectiles-2-6 Standards-3-32, 8-16
Propagation sciences-4-3 Statistics-3-38. 3-39. 3-40. 4.19
Propellants-2-7, 4-19 Statistical techniques--4-7
Propulsion-2-6, 2-7, 4-1, 4-4, 4-19 Steel-4-11
Provisioning requirements-3-20 Steel, hot-work die-4-11
Pyrometallurgy-7-2,7-8,7-11. 7-13, 7-14, 7-15, 7-16 Steel, low-alloy hardenable--4-11
Pyrotechnics-2-7, 8-Ii Steel. stainless-4- -I
Quality control & assurance-2-3, 3-27 Strain gage--8.20
Radar-3-44, 3-51. 4-19 Structural clay product,,-8-1
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Submrine3-27Toxicity-8-5

Sulfide"--12, 4-21 Transducers-8-20
Superconductors-4-9, 8-12 Transpo~rt engincerig-5-9, 7-10
S'srvwillane- ' 10 Tungsten-A-Il
Systems- 4 -5, 4-8 Ultrasoincs--2-4
System analysis-4-19  Underwater weapon systems-3-l 1, 3-12, 3-24
Tactical land vehick--2-6 Vacuum engineering-8-12
Tantalum-4- II Varnishes-2- 12

Technical-3-l (iaformation), 3-2 (simulation) Vehicle dynamic-.-l-?, 5-8
Technology-2-10, 3-31 (infrared), t-25, 7-. 8-8, 8- 10, Warheads- -2-2, 2-7

8.12, 8.13, 8-14, 8.18 Wepon-2-13 (equipment), 3-25, 3-42, 6-23
Test--2-3. 3-13 (weapons). 3 22, 3-23, 3-44, 4.7, 4-10, Weapon direction systems-3-44, 3-51

5-7 Weapon systems----I-6. 2-3, 2-7 (fame), 2-8, 3-7 (na-

Thermionic erniters-4*A val), 3-13, 3-21I, 3-35, 3-42. 4-2, 4-7, 4-8, 4.16
rhermodyiamics-5'), 7-1, 7-8, 7-10, 7-46 Welding-8-3, 8-14

Th'ermoelectricity-& 10 Whiieware_%-8-1
Thermophy-ical propertie-4- 13, 5-9 Wood-8- 17

Tin-8-1I9 zinc--8-5
Titanium--1I! Zirconiurn-7- I
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BROADER TERMS
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RELATED TERMS eINPUT) RELATED TERMS (OUTPUT)
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LISRARY OFCONGRESS D010' DECIMAL
Genera owting

A Cearta Weaha. V0311sPINY o Coo" wosrkW s
s-sio PbilsmPhp to Ib11hS"Piy
B L-RK 11011120 11ga

C Ainaa u kimosao to Notey 200 swcill Imo
D unimul ad Old World Higst- 400 141080111

G Goka Anthropoka. "IO Oft o Technology
H Ceasra afti ft" 700 The Arts
HA Sooaio 600 Ulrstare
"a-NJ Eeasmica on History
HM-HX Sacisohgy
J Political $doomi
X LAW
L imeilas
a. Mask
N nlamArta
P [amuag. ad oliteratur

Q Scieme
a Madicills
S Agricultre
T Tock"149)y

V Militry scion"e
V Naval Science
z Bibliographty and Library science

Science

Q General Science 500 Pure Science

QA MAlthematics 510 Mathematics

Q8 AatrorsomY 520 Aatrotwmy

QC Physics 530 Physics
QO Chemistry 540 Chemistry
QE Geology 550 Geology

QI Natural History. General Biology 5#.0 Paleontology
QK Blotany, 570 Biology. Anthropology
QI. Zoology 5%10 Botany

QM SHuman AWN~imy 590 Zoology
Q,- Human Physiology
Qit Bacteriology, Microbiology

Technology

T Technology 600 Techroolog)

TA Engineering sand Building. General 610 Medical Scences
TC Hydraulic E'igineering. Harbor&. Rivers. 620 Engineering

Canals. 630 Agriculture

TI) sanitary and Municipal Engineering 640 Home I conomica
TE Roads and pavements 650) Business
Tr Railroad Engineering and Operstii 660 Chemical Technology
TG Bridge and Roof Engineering 670 Manufactur~ria
TH Building. Fore Prevention and Extinction. 6110 (Aher Nwvtarturers

TJ Mechanical Engineering 690 RouildIng Construction
TK rlectrical Engineering aud industries.

Electronics. Atomic Power
TL Motor Vethirles. Cycles. Aeronautics
TN Mining Engineering. Mineral industries
T P chemical Technology
TR Phiotography
TS Mandaocturers
TT Mechanic Trades. Arts and Crafts
TX Domestic %iclencov

FIGURE A-4. Suimmary of Library of Congm and Dewey Decimal Clasiffication Systems
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A-A AISIRACTIMI AND OEING Their active role is s uum ted by the c o eratw of

SERVICES the I mnd sociie, may tow e prob-.'

leas or to evaluate proposals for new sylsteals

The keys to the world's published literature of Sohations to Army probliems freqrntlyemege from -

science and technology arm the bibliographical evices rCer' indip other thandtoe which the
which, through their abstracting and indexing publica- probwnaaea most directly r& B&cus of this,

tion, aid in the d=mentation of the journal literature, it may Pc )vc beneficial to hold memOnb I thip ro0 ily in

making it readily available to all scientists and engi- the soci.ty of one's own discipline. but also in those of

mero. Thes services are described in A Gude to related specialties.
die Woris Ab/uctiq ad lndexhig Seices in Science Details concerning these scientific and technical or-

ad Tecno ;og ". Included are "bulletins, Journals, ganizations may be found m The Eneyclopo of

card services, and fiches issued by an association, Gov- Asocaition. " and Intermtomi Sclemtc OPSMI*

eminent agency, library, professional society technical dora"
organization, or commercial body and containing ab-
stracts ad/or references to cuirently published scien-
tific and technical literature in the form of periodical A-3.6 TRADE. BUSINESS. AND
articles, pamphlets, books, patents. technical reports, COMMERCIAL ORGANIZATIONS

and related materials!'.
Many of these orgaix.,ations sponsor committees and

Aask groups to work with DOD agencies in the estab-

A-3.5 SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL lishment of standards and specifications or to resolve
ORGANIZATIONS standing problems in DOD-industr) woi king relation-

ships, terminology, or procedure. Many also operate

Scientific societies and awsociations play a vital role informational services from which general or specific
in ihe dissemination of scientific and technological in- answers to problems may be sought.
formation. Every scientific disvipline has at least one While professional association membership is gener-

k society devoted to its interest. The functions of these ally individual, that in trade, business, and commercial
socities are to briig their members together in conven- organizations is usually corporate. Nevertheless, these

tions. conferences, seminars, and symposia to discuss associations are also dedicated -o the objective of dis-

advances in their fields, and to publish journals tha: %emination of information
disseminate information on advancement in their field. Dctails of these trade, business and commercial

Army scientific and technical people are usually dc- organizations may be found in The Encyclopedia of

tive members of the societies in their disciplines. They Associations and International Scientific Organiza.

attend sxiety meetings and receive society journals tio.

A-2
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J APPENDIXB8

• THE DESIGN ENVIRONMENT

! i B-1 INTRODUCTION 4. American Society of Tool and Manufacturing '

i- Engineers, Tool Engineers Handbook, McGraw-Hill Book
| Army materiel is influenced by the principal environ- Co., N.Y., 2d Edition, 1959.

meres of design, production, and use, From a producibdi- 5. Eric Baei, Engineering Design for Plastics Van
ty standpoint, the use and logistic envifrnments are syn. Nostrand Reinhold Co., N.Y., 1964.
onymous. Within each environmental situation, specifics 6. Theodore Baumeister and Lionel S. Marks, Eds.,
will differ, depending on various factors such as com- Standard Handbook for Mechanical Engineers, McGrawy-
modity;, complexity-, development and production Ii|l Book Co., N.Y., 7th Edition, 1967.
schedules; usage time frame; and strategic, tactical, and 7. Norman N. Barish, Economic Analysis for Engi.
support factors. Nevertheless, each of the three environ- neering and ManagerW Decision Making, McGraw-Hill
ments includes many factors of influence which will Book Co., N.Y., 1962.
repetitively occur. 8. C. W. Besseter, Miss*/ Engineering Handbook,

Vat) Nostrund Reinhold Co., N.Y., 1958.
9. James A. Broadston, Control of Surface Quality,

B-2 DESIGN ENVIRONMENT Surface Checking Gage Company Publishers, Hollywood,
GENERIC TREES Calif.. 10th Editon. 1968.

10. Earle Buckingham, Dim,,nsions and Tolerances.
This appendix provides a series of generic trees. or Industril Press, Inc., N.Y., 1954. (Out of Print.)

road maps, which describe the main elements of the de- 1 1. Earle Buckingaam, Manual of Gar Design. 3
sign environment, together with the constituent elements Vols., Vol. 1. Mathematical Tabls, Vol. 2. Spur and
of each (se Figs. B.! through B-6). These are followed Internal Gears, Vol. 3.1Helical and Sgrtl Gears, Industrial

iby a bibliography of references to source material which Press, Inc., N.Y., 1 1935-37).
w assinscrninomtoneesrtoahee 12. G. B. Carson, Production Handbook, Ronald

Seffective performance within the design environment. Press Co., N.Y., 2d Edition, 1958.
t 13. W. E. Ciason, Eiectrotechnicai Dictionary, Ameri-

I can Elsevier Publshing Co.. N.Y., 1964.
SB-3 BIBLIOGRAPHY 14. Daniel 0. Dommasch and Charles W. Laudeman,

Principles Underlying Systems Engineering, Pitman Pub-
, hshmng C, ,p., N.Y.. 1962.

SB-3.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 15. P. E. D'Yachenko et al., Actual Contact Area
Between Touching Surfaces, Consultants Bureau Enter-

1. Americ:an Society of Mechanical Engineers, prises, Inc., (Orders to Plenum Publishing Corp., N Y.),
ASME Handbook of" Engineering Tables, McGraw-Hill 1964.
Book Co., N.Y.. 1956. 16. Donald P. Eckman, Systems: Research and De-

2 American Society of Mechanical Engineers. sign, John Wiley and Sons, N.Y., 1961.
Mfetals Engineering-Design. McGraw-Hll Book Co.. 1 7. Samuel Edlon, Elements of Production Platnning
N.Y., 2d Edition, 1965 and Control The Free Press. N.Y., 1962.

3. American Society of Tool and Manufacturing 18. Salah E. Elmaghraby, Systems Engineering:
Engineers, Manufacturing, Planning. and Estimtating Analysis and Design of Production S ystems, Voi
Handbook, McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y., 1963. Nostrand Reinhold Co.. N.Y.. 1966.
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DEVELOPMENT IDEVELOMN
SYSTEM Dt.CRIPTION

Fig. 8-2

PROGRAM PLAN

Fig. B-3

PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS

Mechanical Phiysical Chemical, Corrosive, and Thermodynamic

Fig. 8-4 Fig. 8-5 Fig. B-6

PRODUICTION ENVIRONMENT

Fig,. C-1

LOGISTIC ENVIRONMENT

Fig. D-1

FIGURE 0-1. Development Emuoonent Gcnerk Ties
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On~n HwAWL 5pwftkiijs Mowls bo im SWAm& &&ASWim

~'Federa I Militesy, Cnrco Fedel 0411"es Cwntrcte

f erfarmmnc* Characteristics OpproiltY

Operational Useful Natural Dangerous Materilsb -We MswainIlIty 7 bw
Life Envirammemi awd Contpnets k ~ort V11f I f

Enelaymmst Deployment Trarsportability Safey I1i1iilty Vi*~ew

~ act~stiLIPerformpnc

Supply and Ma0intenance

Supply Maintenance

Persoflne and Training

Operational Maintenance Personnel Training Item Special Persol Total
Penone Personnel Prerequisites and Facilities Features Pesoannel

Organization Maintenance Personnel Requirements

~~i* System Weinitian

4,System Engineering Primary Functional Development List of Maoar

Documentation Areo List Description List Cononrents A

Requirements for Primary Functional Area- To Other Primary Functional Area

Primary Functional Area

Functional Areo Allocated Performance and Functional Developments
DeinRectoirements Interface% Dosttriptiom List

System Design &Construction Standards

General Design & Conss.'Ation Requirements

IMaterials, Ports Identification corrwilon of Selection of Specifications Standar Commercial
and Processes and Moriing metal Ports and Standards Iand Oualifled Farts

InterchongoeAliity Period and Moisture and Electromnetic Woriunaraiiip
and Replaceability Conditiors of Fungus Resistance Interfacestorager

Value Engineering Design Engineering Area

Publications
Civil MhIlear Mecco chanicalL TEST AND EVALUATION - - 1 Ityrik Oes

-PREPARATION Engineming/ Rolliolty Acceptance Engineering
FOR DELIVERY Ser-ce Tast Test Test Design Test Plan

-NOTES R&D Acceptconce Test

APENOIX

FIGURE 8-2. System Description Tree
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19. Ovid W. Eshbach, Hadbook of fsevin 39. Thomas F, Walton, Technkd Date Reffuiroii
' ):' " Fundomt, xa/k John Wiley and Sonst, N.Y., 2d Edition, for systems Engineerinig and Suppowl, Prentice "al, Inc.,1952. EewoodCliffsNJ., 1965.

S20. Wilhelm Flu&ge, Et.. fandbook 4ftlfedim 40. Wesley E. Woodson and Donald W. Comnoer, Eds.,
; Me c , Mcd~raw-Hlill Book Co., N.Y., 1962. Human Engineei Guide for Equ4~me Delirm,

i 2~~~1. Harry H. Goode and Robert E. Michol, System Univ. of Californiar Prss, Berkiy ai. 95

~~Enkneerft , McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y., 1957.
22. Duglsh C. Greenwood, Enginwing Date for

~Pwoduct Design, McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y., 1964.

23. Mechlanical Detaih for Product Design. McGraw- B-3.1.1 SCOPE
Hill Book Co., N.Y., 1964.

24. Product Engineering Desin Amanua McGraw-lal ARMY REGULATIONS

B o o k C o ., N .Y ., 1 9 5 9 . 7 - 7S s e / t j c / a a e m n25.1. Arthur D. Hall, Methodology for System Engi--7SstmP jctMngmn

neering. Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., N.Y., 1962.
26. William Kent, Mechanil aEngineer's Handbook 2 7036 Space System Research and Dev-

Vols., Vol. 1, Design and Production, ed. by C. Car- elopment

michael, Vol. 2, Power, ed. by J. K. SaLitbury, John
Wiley and Sons, N.Y., 1950. 120-10 Nonindustrial Facilities for Mo-

27. Archer E. Knowlton', Ed., Standad Handbook for bihizatitn

Electrical E MgIneerso McG raw-Hill Book Co., N.Y., 2d 3 0 iiay P biai n: I d x o
Editon, 967.Technical Manuals, Technical28. Roberf E. Machol et al., System En gineeritW

Handbook, McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y., 1965. Bulletins, Supply Manuals (Types

29. E. Molloy and M. G. Say, Eds., Electrical Engi. Luriato rer, and Modupl Bleifi-
neer°s Reference Book, Transatlantic Arts, inc., Levit- cationatoon Orders, n oii
town, N.Y., 9th Edition, 1958. aoWrkOds

30. Benjamin W. Niebel and Edward N Baldwin,41 20D sg p rvA
Designing for Production. Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Hlome-
wood, Wl., 1963.

3 1. James J. O'Connor and John Boyd, Standwid 70035 Product Improvement of Matene|

Hlandbook of Lubrication Engineering, McGraw.-Hill 715.7 Advance Validation of Technical
Book Co., N.Y., 1968. Data Required for DSA Procure-

32. Harold Pender et ,'l.., Eds., Electrical Engineers' mn
tliaidbook, 2 Vols., Vol. 1. Electical Power, Vol. 2,
Communication.lectronics, John Wiley & Sons. N Y., 795-19 Functions and Responsibilities of
Vol. !, 1949; Vol. 2, 1950. intonational Logistics and Activ-

33. Prentice-flail Editorial Staff, Enc-'clopedic Div itries
tdona , of Productitbn and Production Contnd, Prentice-
Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.. 1964. DA PAMHIS

34. Robert A. Pritzker and Robert A. Grmng, lids.,
Mod em Approache ) Production Planning and Control, .1M n g m t A al ss i thAmerican Managem,. Association, N.Y., 1960. (Out of 15 a a e et A ayt h
Pint.) Dpartment of the Army

35. H. A. Rothbart, MIechanical Design and Systems
Handbo~ok, McGraw-Hill Book Co.. N.Y., 1964.

36. William Stanar, Ed., Plant Engneerbng Hand- AMC REGULATIONS
book, McGraw-ll Book Co.. N.Y., 1959.

37. Spencer A. Tucker. Cost-estiwrtg and Pricing 70-18 A:,t,< Engineering Desgn Hand.
with Mfachine tlour Rates, PrentceIilli Inc., Engewood book
Cliffs, N.J., 1962.

38. H. II. Uhhig, Ed., Corrosion Htandbook, .1ohn 705-13 ineltial System,%/Compor nts
Wiley and Sons, N.Y., 1948 Development

8-
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(9 AIC PAim wIs MILITARY SPBAIFICATIONS

705.1, Vol Principles and Philosophy MILD-I 000 Drawing, Engineering and A6ro-
ciated Lists

705-1, Vol. 2 Objectives for Technology

MILS-6872 Soldering Process, General Speci-
fication for

MIL-0-9858 Quality Program Requirements

705-2 Planning A Guide for Estimating
Development Cycle Administra-
Dve lopme CMILI-45208 Inspection System Requirements
tire Leadninie

706-08 Elements of Armament Enineer- MIL-I45607 Inspection Eqr,'pment, Supply

ing, Part Three, Weapon System and Maintenance for Ordnance

and Componentsd Seom eanis, MILS-45743 Soldering, Manual Type, High

706-136 Servomechanisms, Section 1, Reliability, Electrical Connec-

Theory tions f)r Missile Systems, Proce-
dures for

706.137 Servomechanisms, Section 2,

Measurement and Signal Corivei t.
ers MILITARY HANDBOOKS

706-215(C) Fuzes, Proximity, Electrical,Part H-50 Evaluation of a Contractor's
Fve (U) Quahty Progiam

706-242 Design for Contrel of Projectile MIL-HDBK-52 tEvaluation of Contractor's Cali-

Flight Characteristics bratik n System

1.53 Guide for Sampling Inspection

11.106 Multi.levcl Continuous Sampling
Procedures and Tables for Inspec-

B-3.1.2 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS tion by Attributes

MIUTARY STANDARDS !H-107 Inspection arid Quality Control,
Single Level Continuous Sam-

MIL-STD-100 Engineering Drawing Practi.es piing Procedures and Tables for
ispection by Attributes

MIL-STD-105 Sampling Procedures and Tables
for Inspection by Attributes li-I9 Quality Control and Reliability, A

Statistical Procedures for Deter-

MIL.STD-109 Quality Assurance Terms and mining V.ldity of Suppliers' At.

Defini!ions tributes Inspection

MIL-STD-l 20 Gave Inspection DA PN $

MIL-STD-252 Wired Equipment, Classification 310-35 Index of International Standardi-
of Visual and Mechanical Defects zaton Agreements

MIL,.STD-414 Sampling Procedures and Tables 325-5 Federal Statistical Standards
for Inspection by Variables for
Perceni Defective ARMY REGULATIONS

MIL-STD-454 Standard Requirements for Elec- 70-22 Centers for Analy%is of Scientific

tronic Equipment and Te-hmcal Information
6.5
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AMCP 706.100

335-5 Standard Computation of
Rates

420-16 Technical Daia Report (reports
Control Symbol ENG-94(RS)) 715-33 AMC Production Base Support

70047 Defense Standardization Program Program
700-75 Use of Metric Units of Measure- 715-35 Military Urgency Determinations

ment in United States Army
Weapons

700-76 International Standards for
Length and Mass 715-73 US. Anny Materiel Command In-

715-10 Standardization, Policies, Proce- dustrial Readiness Assurance Pro-
dures, and Instructions (Also gram
identified as Defense Standardi-
zation Manual 4120.3-M (former-
ly DMS-200))

75042 Distribution of Technical Data
for Maintenance Support of
Aircraft Systems and Related
Equipment

oUHER
AMC REGUIATIONS

ASPR Arm,?d Services Procurement
18-5, Vols. 1-5 Methods and Standards : ,ulation

18-5, Vol. 6 Methods and Standards-Systems DCt , ed M3terial Quality In-
Analysis and Design Change 1

70-33 Airworthiness Qualifications of DODD4155.11 1110ved Management for Quali.
U.S. Army Aircraft Syitems ty and Reliability Assurance of

105.85 Joint Policy for Single Service Material
Testing of Communicai.;s Elec-
tronic Test Equipment DSAM 4135.3 Evaluation of Contractor's fn-: spection System

310.6 Quality Assurance 1'0lications
DSAM 8200.1 Procurement Quality Assurance

700-6 Quality Assurance Sy.tem lManual

700-34 Reliase of End Items for Issue DSAR 8205.1 Preparation and Distribution of

Material Inspection atnd Receiv-70040 Area Standadization of Army ing Reports
Equipment

702-1 Guide for Expanding and Sus-
taining the Zero Defects Con- 8-3.1.3 REQUIREMENTS
cepts

70-43 Technical Channels for ARPA AMC REGULATIONS
Orders

70-14 Processing Qualitative Materiel70-51 USAMC System of Type Designs-Rqiemns mllDvlptton fo De elop ent andRequirements, Small Develop-
tions for Development and
Adapted Items of Materi ,l ment Requirements, and Qualita-tive Materiel Development Ob-

715-16 Defense Materiels System jeclives
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79-28 SsesAnaysis MILR-22973 Relibility Index Dteminaton
for Avionic Equipment Models,

70-30 Concept Formuat~or,, rerc: ui- Genteral Specification for
sites to Initiating Engineering oy

Operating Systems Development MILR-38100 Reliability and Qurlty Assurnce
Effort Requiremeas for Established Re- "

liability Parts, General Speicifica- '
tion for '

ARMY REGULATIONS,

705-50 A-ny Materiel Reliability andSuppl. Maintainability

3-3.1.3.1 3ELIABILITY
~MILITARY STANDARDS

MIL-STD-690 Life Testing Sampling Proccdure

for Establishing Levels of Relia- OTHER
bility and Confidence in Elec-
tronicParts andSpecifications 1. OuaGty Control and Reliability Handbook
i(Interim) H-10, Sampling Procedures and Tables for

MIL-STD-721 Definitions of Terms for Reliabi Life and Reliability Testing fBased on Expontential

lity Engineering Distributlon), Office of the Assistant Secretary of De-

fense (Supply and Logistics), U.S. Government PrintingMIL-STD-756 Protedure for Prediction and Office, 29 Aprl 1960. for
Reporting Prediction of Reliabili0 2. Quality Control and Reliability Technial Report

M S 9ty of Weapon Te sting Smampling Procedures and Tables for Life and Relia-
bflty Testing Based on the geibull Distribution (Rean

MIL-STD-757 Reliability Evaluation from Life Criterion), Office of the Assistant Secretary cf

Demonstration Area Defense (Installations and Logistics), U.S. Government
~Printing Office, September 1961.MIL-STD-781 Reliability Tests Exponential Dis- 3. Quality Control and Reliability Technical Report

tribution Tr 1, Sampling Procedures for Life and Reliability Test- r

MIL.TD. 1 efintios ofTers fo Reiahi Lifed nd Rhelbl iTstibin (a d t Expo tea

MIL-STD-785 Requirements for Reliability Pro- r on), Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
gram for Systems and Equipment (Installations and Logistics). U.S. Government PrintingOffice, 28 February 1962.MIL.STD-790 Reliabilit Assurance Program 4. Quality Control and Reliability Technical Report

for Electronic Parts Specifica TR.6, Sampling Procedures and Tables for Life and Re-
tions liability Testing Based on the Weibull Distribution (Aa

liability Life Cri terion), Office of the Assistant Secretary
MI.,STD-839 Parts with Estai sh d Reliability of Defense (Installations and Logistics), U.S. Government

Levels, Selection and Use of Printing Office, IS February 1963.
5. Quality and Reliability Assurance Technical

MIL.STD-i 304 Reliability Reports Report TR-7, Factors and Procedures for Applying V!fL.
trbuioTD.!O5D Sampling Plans to Life and Reliability Test-MITLITARY SPECIFICATIONS fng, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (installa-g yEtions and Logistics), U.S. Government Printing Office, 21

MIL.-R-227j 2 Reliability Requirements for May 1965.
Shipboard and Ground Electron- 6. Advisory Group on Reliability of Electronic
ic Equptp 5ent Equipment (AGREE) Reliability of Military Electrnic

MI..TD 04 Reibiit epit RprtTR7 Fctr ad cdrsfr.pylg€L
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Equipmen, Oice r" .Axiiaiint 5.retary of Defense AMC REGULATIONS
(Research and Engineering,. Washington, D.C. 20301, 4
June 1957 700-60 Maintainability Program for AMC .

7. FARADA SP,63-467, FARADA Program Stan- Materiel
dard Operadng Procedure, U.S. Naval Fleet Missile Sys-
tems Analysis and Evaluation Group, Attn: FARADA, 750-6 Maintenance Engineerig GUbjec-
Corona, Calif. 91720, Rev. 1, 1 September 1965. tives

8. FARADA SP-63-470, FARADA Progrm Failure
Rate Handbooks, U.S. Naval Fleet Missile Systems Analy- 750-7 Depot Maintenance Pilot (h -r,
sis and Evaluation Group, Attn: FARADA, Corona, haul and Recondition Tening
Czlif. 91720. (In April 1967, handbooks comprised five
,volumes: IA, lB, 2, 3, and 4.) 750-15 Maintenance Support Planning

9. IDEP-l, Requirements for Parti.ipation, Inter-
agency Data Exchange. Program, U.S. Army Missile Com- 750-17 Serviceability an,. Maintenance
mand, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama 35809. Standards

10. IDEP-Il, Codes for Establishing Index Nurmber,
Interagency Dao Exchange Program, U.S. Army Missile 750-33 Economic Evaluation of Msite-Command, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama 35809. nance Suppor, Alteinatives

11. Suggestions for Designers of Electronic Equ ip
ment, U.S. Naval Electronic Laboratory Center, San AMC PAMPHLETS
Diego, California, 1966. (Revision scheduled for late

1969.) 706-134 Maintainability Guide for Design

OTHER

B-3.1.3.2 MAINTAINABILITY USA OMC Maintainability Design Factors

MILITAS' STANDARDS T.O. 00-20 Series Supplements to AFM 66-1, Mr'
tenance Management

MIL-STD-280 Definitions of Terms for Equip-
ment Dwsion

MIL-STD-470 Maintainability Requirements for
Systems and Equipment B-3.1.-.3 HUMAN PERFORMANCE

MIL-STD-471 Maintainability Deraonstration MILITARY STANDARDS

MIL-STD-721 Definitions of Effectiveness MIL-STD-1472 Human Engineering Design Crite-
Terms for Reliability, Maintain- ria for Military Systems, Equip-
ability, Human Factors, and Safe- ment and Facilities
ty

MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS
MILITARY HANDBOOKS %

MJL-H-22174 Human Factors D.ta for Aircraft
MIL-HDBK-472 Maintainability Prediction and Mis.c $ stems

e

ARMY REGULATIONS MIL-H-24148 Human Fng ;ncering Reqite-
met: s tor Bun ,i of Ships-S';s-

705-26 Maintainability Program for tems P;ad Equipent
Materiel and Equipment

Ml-D-2623'9 Data, Qualitative and ',uantita-
750-6 Maintenance Planning Allocation tive Persoanel Require.nents In-

and Coordination formation
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M~lI,--2784 IHuman Engineering Require- 8-3.1.3.4 SAEY,

ments for Aerosrace Systems and l

Equipment MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS , i

MIL-481 Hmn Fors Engin~eserin a

MIL..4619 itmi~ actos Eginerig ~ MIL-A-1953 I Aircraft Maintenaz'ce and Engi. -

Development of Missile Systems neering Inspection Requiremeau

MIL-H-46855 Human Engineering Require- MIL-S-23069 Safety Requirements, Minimum,
ments for Military Sysv rns, for Air Launcsd Guided Missiles
Equipment, and Facilities

MIL-S-38130 3afety Engineering of Systems
ARMY REGULATIONS znd Associated Subsystem: and

Equipment
70-8 Human Factors and Social

Sciences Research ARMY REGULATIONS

602-1 Human Factors Engineering 385-10 Aimy vafety Program
S appl. Program

385-25 Studies and Reviews, Nuclear
We ,no Systems Operational

AMC REGULATIONS Surety Pro~gram

104 Mission and Functions of the 385-30 Safety Colci Code Mciings and
Human Engineering Laboratories, Signs
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.

385.80 Nuclear Reactor Sysems Health

OTHER and Safety

HEL Standard S.1.63 Maximum Noise Level for Army AMC RECULATIONS
Materiel Command Equipment

10-18 Mission and Functions of U.S.
HEL Standard S-2-64 Human Factors Engineering De- Army Materiel Command Field

sign Standard for Vehicle Fight- Safety Agency
ing Compartments

38s/-1 Safety Responsibilities
HEL Standard S-3.65 Hunan Factors Engineering De-

sig Standard for N:ssile Systems 38"-1 2 Verification of Safety of Materiel
and Relat.d Equipment From Development Through Test-

ing, Production, and Supply to
HEL Standard S.4-65 Human Factors Engineering Re- Disposition

quirements for the Development
of U. S. Army Materiel 385-100 Safety Manual

TM I1 Report of Preliminary Observa- 385-225 Safety Requirements for Manu.
tions of Ifuman Engineering facturing and Processing Military
Problems under Desert Condi- Pyrotechnics
tions

385-226 Safety Requirements for Manu.
Th 20 Visual Efficiency under Desert factiing Nitroglycerin

Conditions

TM 2-62 Manual of Standard Practice for
Human Factors in Vchicle De lr

B-9
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S385-228 Safety Requirements for Manu- 708-13 Federal Manual for Sup,-Iy Ca- ,

facturin 8 Small Arms Ammuni- lolling, Chapter 3: Supply C zW-
tion fication (Cattloging Manual M

708-14 Federal Manual for Supply Cata-

logng Cbpe :,tftn*Po

385-102 ,':afeti, Repulations i'or Chemr- logan 8 , Cater .. -S i~gMnl-
ical Agents GB and VX 1eue (-4)gg aua

-. -- ,. =i--*)

l 708-16 Fede;J Manual for Supply Cata

Joging--., -~tr6 prtn

385-104 Safety Criteria for Processing,
. Handling and Decontamination Forms (Cataloging Man~ual M 1-6)

3ee708r17 Federal Manual for Supply C,1ta.

loging Chapter 7: Format and

Content of the Federal Supply !i ~ Catalog, Department of Defense

Section (Cata'ko,ing Ma.nual M
1.7)

708-19 Federal Manual for Supply Cata-

38510AMC PAMi ALETS Ioging, Chapter 9: Inpu and Out-
put Codes (Cataloging Manual M

70'81 8 .- anuitalry FfCrotechnics, Part Two, 19)
Safet, C.otedr and Gossary

1 H i n750-1 Maintenance Concepts

7 7 d Maintenance Support Planning

i750-!2 Coopelative Logistic& %lainten-
ance Sapport nd Serices A-

rangements

B.3.1.3.5 SUPPLY AND MAINTENANCE 795-25 Policies, Responsibilities, and
CntProcedures for l Supply ort
Ctlg DepartmeArrangements

11-14 Materiel Readiness

32-5 Introduction of New Clothing

and Textile Itents Into Depart-
ment of Defense Supply System

700-16 Distribution Planning for Prin- AMC REGULATIONS
cipal Item- of Equipment Change
I

708-12 Federal Manual for Supply Cata- W0- Designation of Armny ClamlCoging, Chapter 2: Item Cdentifih anager Activities for
pcation (Cat,loging Manual M 1-2) DSA-/GSA-Assigned Iems

" 8-10

70.,iI !y ioehis Pr w,19
Saey eue n1Gosry701 MitnneCnet

750. Maitenace Sppor Planin
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70D_5I PNtru~cusi, akaJ! Cheirical kt~pori- B-3.1.3.8 ELECThOMAONETIC IN~TERFERENCE
sibiliti.Ai of Charlesturm, New
Cumberland, ind Shart-w Arnmy ARMY REGULATIONS
Depots

11-13 Army Electrornai:,zen- Compati-

701-IG irudttit of Ne -v 117;- inlto - .,iv Program Changes 1-3

the DO'D Supply System

B-3.1.3.9 STANDARD COMMERCIAL
750.6 Maintenance Engineering Objec. AND QUALIFIED PARTS

tives
AMC REGULATIONS

750-15 Integratei Logistics Support

'700.36 Use of Brand Name Products

8-3.1.2.10 MP. jUCTS,

AND PRO....

&.3.1.3.6 FUNCTIO14AL INTERFACES MILITARY HANDBOOKS

.AMC REGULATIONS MIL-l-IDBK-7 Lumber and Allied Products

700.21 Comnaunicatioa.- Equipment H-8 Steel and Wrought Irun Products
Installed ini Vehic!es at Army
Depots and Manufacturer'& Miais MIL-HDBK-149 Rubber and Rubber-Like Matcri-

als

MIL-HDBK-203 Manufacturers Symbols and

Designinons for Anj-k-0tion

64.1.3.7 ELECTiRICAL Bearings

ARMY REGIULATIONS MIL4IIDBK-2)2 Gasket Materials (Nonmetallic)

MIL-HDBK-223 Coded List of Matewi~s

105.67 .eporting and Updating of FElec- MIL.HDCK.691(MR) Adhesives

t~r-~gnti DtaMIL.HDBK-692 (,!..dc to Selection of Rubber

705.19 Eleo-ic-d System in Motor Ve- O.Rings

hiesMIL.HDBK-693(MR) Maignesium and Magnesium Alloy

MlL.HDBK-694A(MR) Aluminum and Aluminum Alloys

AMC REGULATIONS MIL.HDBK-697(MR) Titanium and Titanium Alloys

705.6 Radio Frequency Allocations and MIL.HDBK-698(MR) Copper and Copper Alloys
Assignments MIL4IDBK.700 plastics,

705.IOC) Quick Reaction Capability for C.~e2 ue16
Electronic Warfare (1j) MIL.HDL)IK.723(MR) Steel and liron Wrought Products
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743,' Strg an -Hnln fClu

AL&T1~l ventaq0 S"tage nflec andling So el- )
715-4.1 udeo Avaii ie of Mate. age a.0- . s D Trnpration f Cruiteiai

tclaerials i o:rmn nadEpoie hrceitc

715-44 Sete ntAalbte of MatwCoe.

AMC r~~iast of Materials C~d705

7001 achney Dta740.8 Storage Modernization Plan

706-331 Compensating Elt;,j i

706-340 Carriages and Nkuunts-General

706-341 Cradles

706-342 Recoil Systems

706-343 Top Carriages

706344 BotomCariags-3.1.3.12 IDENTIFICATION AND MARKING

ARMY REGULATIONS

706.45 qu~!braors385.65 Identification of Inert Amniuni.

706-346 Elt /ating Mechanisms tion and Ammunition Coin.
patients

706-347 Traversing Mechanisms

706-355 Thie Automotive Assembly 8-3.1.3.13 SYSTEM DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS-706-3 56 Automotive SuspensionsDSGNNGEENGIRA

B-3.1.3.11 PERIOD AND CONDITIONS
OF STORAGE ARMY RPEGULA TIONS

'ARMY REGULATIONS 70-38 Research, Development, Test and

*740-12 Covered atid Open Storage of Emealiuati CoVnitiosEx

Supplies ijm liai oniin
715-16 Engineer Functional Components740-20 Preparation of Military MaterielSytm(haeofprtis

for ShpmentConstiuction Planning)

740.22 Care of Supplies in Storage, In- ()706 ula epn n ula
spection, and Reporting W07065 Neaon Maenielucea

3-12
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FAMC REGULATIONS' 11-25 Reduction of Lead Time

50-2 AMC Nuiclear Weapons Surety 11-26 Value Engineering

Program 5-I11 Zero Defects Program

70-23 Res;--arch and Development Labo-
ratory Notebooks 700-11 Reduction of Equipment Re-

quirements

70.26 Electronic Warfare Research and
Development for Army Missiles 715.22 High Dollar Spare Parts Breakout

Program

70.32 Ae'-onautical Dek- Standards
(ADS) for U.S. Arnny Aircraft
Systems -

70-34 Coordination of Research, and
Development of Election Devices I i AMC Cost Reduction Program

105-I Telecommunications Fixed

Plant Requirements Planning
Programming and Project

105-1l Nontactical Vehicular Radio1-1 VleAayi

Operations -I VleAayi
705-1 AMC Nuclear Weapons Effect 11-3 Value Engineering Piogrami Man-

Research and TcL Program Coor- agement Guidelines
dinating Committee

11.4 AMC Cost Reduction Program
70.47 Radio Frequency Vulnerability Directory

of Nuclear Weapon Systemns

and Nuclear Munitions OTHER

MILiTARY SPECIFICATIONS ASDP 70-I Guide to Value Engineeri.r.

MIL-V-21237 Value Engineering of Naval Or- DOD H-1I I Value Engineering
dna,,ce Equipment

DOD Inst. 5010.8 DOD Value Engineering Program
MIL-V-38352 Value Engineering Program Re- (I&L)

* quirements

MIL-V-45201 Value Analysis of Ordnance 8-3.1. TEST AND EVALUATION

Equipment
ARMY REGULATIONS

MIL-V.55051 Value Engineering of Signal
Corps Equipment 70-10 Army Materiel Testing

ARMY REGULATIONS AMC REGULATIONS

11.8 Cost Reduction Program 10-214 Mission and Major Functions of
the U. S. Army Test and Evalua-

11.20 Army Cost Reduction Program tion Command B1
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I.1-4, Vol. 5 AMC" Resource Management 715-504 Acceptance Inspection Equip-
SYt-Mc -P.-,gram Budgetng ment Design Regultion for
for Resea.ch, Lvelopment, Materici
Tcst, and Evaluat.,on 715-505 Test Procedures for Cartridges

70.7 Test and Evaluation of Materiel (Vols. 3, S, 8) (7.62 mm, cal .45, and 20 mm)

750-25 Inspection, Testing, and Main-
420-19 Tcstine. and Inspecting Unfired .enance of Lifting Devices

Plre.ure Vessels and Gas Com-
pressors B-3.1.6 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

700-6 AMC Quality Assurance System ARMY REGULATIONS

700.9 Army Metrology and Calibration
System 740-17 Excessive Pa kaging

700-30 AMC Zero Defects Program 740-21 Preparation of Vehicles for Over-
sea Shipment

700-38 Test and Evaluation of Materiel -
Correction 'of Defects Found 746-5 Color and Marking of Army
During Materiel Life Cycle Test- Materiel
ing

700-39 Steel Armor Plate for Testing
Ammunition

AMC REGULATIONS
702-1 Independent Product Assessment

702-2 Inspection Equipment Design, 700-18 Responsibilities fer the Packaging
Supply, and Maintenance of Army W'd eriet

702-4 Quality Assurance Provisions-
Depot Mainfoiance and Supply
Operations Nonhazardous Mate-
riel

746.2 Packing of Army Materiel

702-6 Product Quality Analysis and
Liaison Operations

715-502 AMC Regulation on Inspection
Equipment Testing and Calibra-
tion Operations

715-503 Sampling Procedures and Tables AMC PAMPHLETS
for Inspection by Variables with
Separatc Criteria on Mean and 706-121 Packaging and Pack Engineeiing
Variability

B-I A
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PROGRAM PLAN PO RMPLAN

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

WORK BREAKDOWN IR7UCTURES (Level 1, Sample Only)

V Systeir !w nrd Evaluation j- -------

Sysem nteraton Test Plonnirvj and Integrationi Flig.t Simulnt~on Flight Test Program

Operation Integration Design Intf.jfu~ion Design Analysis Materials and Mockups
and Support Processes

-System Support IIIIII

Logistics Spares .o~und Support Operational Service Data and Training and
Support-General Epa!pment Facilities Engineering Handooks Training Equipm-ent

-System Major Assemblies

L.. Airframe StructuresI I

Fuselage Wing Lnndlng Gear Engine Installastion Nacelles Empennage

Airframe S,,osystem -T - I-I-
Environmental Electrical Commujnications/ Flight Flight Controls Landing

Control Power Navigation Deck and Hydraulics Gear

I I I I I
Starting Cargo Fire Detection Accessory Lngine Inlet Aircraft Integrcted

Accommodotlions and Extinguishing Drive Anti-Icing Data System (AIDS)

L Propulsion System IIIIII

Engine lrw'alled Exhaust/Thrust Air Induction Propulsion Noise
Coordination Perfai-ance Reverser System IControls

Air Induction System Instollation F.-,eI System

-Quality Assurance I I -- IIV -- I--

Rel~ibility Human Configuration Standardization Logistic Life Support

Engineering IManagement IIManapement

Value Interface Mantanability Quality Control Safety
Engineering Management

it.Production Design

-Progr"m Management I

Program Management Data Management Facilities Plan Economics Cast Analysis4 and Controls

'See note f.,iiowing Poge

FIGURE B-3. Program Plan

j B-15
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ACP 70640

PROGRAM

Tap Lovel Program Assignments Work Plan Technical Financial Work
Network and Controls and Schedule Performance Summary Asignments

PERT/COIST

LOGISTIC SUPPORT

Principal Item Most Critical Principal Item Critical Secondary Overhaul Plan Forecast
Delivery Asset Position Distribution Item List Schedule Actual

Rqmts. Current Inventory In-House Overhaul Schedule

PERSONNEL STAFFING

Plan

TRANSITIONING

Plan

LAPPROVED PLANNING DOCUMENTS

Index

*Program Management Master Plan (PM P) For Major Frrgroms

Othar Plan Formats As Prescribed By AMC Or Individual Comnifgn& For Smaller Programs

"Lower Level breokout Parallels And Extends Work Sreakdown Structure

Figure B-3. Program Plan (Continued)

B-16
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PkOPETIES iS m

LONGTIME

I TThemal Fotigue Creep Fatigue Wear

Tensile Izod Chvpy Drop Weight Explosion Bulg"

Notch Properties < "

TENSILE I1 I

Yield Strength Stres-Strain Ductility (Tesion) Strength Import Notch
Properties (tension) Proplrtie Properties

Modulus of Elasticity Tangent Modulus Secant Notch Toil.e

Polsson's Ratto Modulus Impact Properties

COMPRESSIVE

Modulus Modulus Ratio Elaticity

SEND -
No,,ch Ultlmae. Ductility Stress*-Straln Yield

Proper~lies Strength Properties Strength

TORSIONAL 1

Stress-Stroln Strength Yield Strength Ductility
Properties (For Fracture) (Torsion)

TorsMonuE Modulus

FIGURE 84. Mechanical Portertes
-- TOSION!. II8I?
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OPTICAL

-Photoelectric Effect Color EmIttance Index of Rtefracton pliatopotentl

MAGNETIC 1

Ptmmblihy Hlysteresis Retentvity Remanence Coercive Mogneoreuistivity

ELECTRICAL -

Photo Actric Seebeck Thompson Power Electrostric1on Mqngetosistivhty

Effect Coefficlent Coefficient Factor I
Electrical Impedance Thermopower Electemotive I

Conductivity Fre

Phon*-Drag Diffusion

Tmperature Coefficient Suprconc|ictivity I-' of Electrica Restitvity
o l iElectrode Thermopower Contact

Potential (Also Thermal Prop.) Potential

Phono-Drog Diffusion
Th -power Thermopower

THERMA I I I

Melting Boiling Emittance Expamion Debye Vapor Soebecki
Point Point (Also Optica Prop.) Coefficient iemperatre Pressure Coefficient

I I I' II

Heat of Heat of Heat of Conductivity Heat of Specific Diffusivity Temperature I
Vaporization DIffAslon Fusion Subllmp'lon Heat Coefficient '

ROslstancei Dion
VISCOSITY (Het Capacity) I
COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION

DENSITY

- COMPRESSIBILITY

- POWDER PROPERTIES

Powder Size and Sivtape
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AIPPENDIX C

~THE PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT

}C-1 INTRODUCTION 5. Theodore C. Hines et al., Eds., McGraw-PH///Basic

Biiwpyof Science and c Ttnokoo, McGraw-Hil
SFig. B-1 identifies the production and logistic environ- Book Co., N.Y., 1966.

merits as being generic elements of the design environ- 6. Roy A. Lindberg, Prcess and Material: of
iment. While these follow in chronological sequence, all Manufacture, Allyn and Bacon, Inc., Rockleigh, N.J.,

necessary planing to accommodate their limitations and 1964.
ibenefit from any advantages must be accomplished in the 7. Charles L. Mantell, Ed., Engineerft Materilsl

design phase; and the engineering product (the Technical Handbook McGraw.ifl Book Co., N.Y., 19S8.
Data Package) must fully reflect and implement this 8. Dougls F. Miner and John B. Sastone, Eds.,
planning. Handbook of Engineering Mate, qls John Wiley and

Sons, N.Y., 1955.

.. C-2 PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT
GENERIC TREES C-3.1.1 METALS, FERROUS AND NONFERROUS

Appendix C is organized to facilitate identification of 1. Amerdcn Bureau of Metals Swdstic Yea Book,
requirements and potential problems as well as assist in American Bureau of Metal Statistics, N.Y., annual.
the acquisition of necessary information. The gneric 2. American Society for Metals, Magetic Properrie
trees (Figs. C-1 through C-14) are, themelves, Infirma- of Metals and Alloys, by R. M. Bozorth and others,
tional and may frequently serve to a&Deviate the need for American Society for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio, 1959.
further information searches. 3. American Society for Metals, Taylor Lymph, Ed.,

Metals Handbook, Vol. 1, Properties and Selection of
Metals,. American Society for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio,

C-3 BIBLIOGRAPHY 8th Edition, 196 1.
4. American Society for Metals, Propertes of Metals

In Materials Engineerin, American Society for Metals,
C-3 1 MATERIAL Metals Park, Ohio, 1949.

5. American Society for Metals, (fltrafth-purity
1. George S. Brady, Materkhl Handbook. McGraw. Metals. American Society for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio,

HIl Book Co., N.Y., 9th Edition, 1963. 1962.
2. H.R. Clauser, Encyclopedia of Enhleeftg Mate 6. American Society for Metals, Golden Gate Chap-

r*ft and Procee, Reinhold Publishing Corp., N.Y.. ter, Meterkh Science and Tecimology for Advanced
1963. Applications: Vol. 1, rentice-Hall Inc., Englewood

3. Robert G. Frank and W. F. Zimmermsn, mjterkk Cliffs, N.J., 1%2; Vol. 2, Western Periodicals, North
for Rockets and Mits'es, MicMilla Co., N.Y., 1959. Hollywood, Calif., 1964.

4. Bruce W. Gonser ind Henry H. IHauser, Eds.. 7. American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Samuel
Modern Materials: Adves In Developnent ond A ,  Hoyt, Ed., A$KE Handbook of Metals Properties,
piktion, Academic Press, Inc., N.Y., Vol , 1 9S8; Vol. McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y., 1954.
2, 1960; Vol. 3, 1962; Vol. 4, 1964; Vol. S, 1965; Vol. 6, 8. Volker Weiss and John G. Sessler, Eds.,Aerospace
1968. Structural Alfetals Handbook, 2 Vols., Vol. 1, Ferrous
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Vol. 2, Nonferou Alloys, Symcuse Lnlv. Press, MtKeQ, American Society for e e, Park,
'. ,,vu, N.Y., Vol. l, 1964, Vol. 2, 196S. Revision Ohio, 1965.

pa'ets issued 196S, 1966,1967. 2. Harry Phillip Brown et M1., Textbook of Wood
Technology, Vol. 11, The Physica/, Medwni4 and
Chemical Properties of the Commerda Woods of the

.&1I. CERAM!CI United States, McGraw.Hil Book Co., N.Y., 1952.
3. A. J. Panshin and Carl De Zeeuw, Textbook -of

1. P.P. Budnikov, Technoky of Cemuncs and Re- Wood Technology, Vo!. 1, Stncture, Identmfction,
fnrctors, M.I.T. Press, Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1964. Defects, and Uses of the Commercial Woods of the

United States, McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y., .2d Edition,
: :LC ¢3.1.3 PLASTICS 1964. T

C . PA I14. A. J. Panshin et al., Forest Prodcts, McGraw.Hill

1. American Institute of Chemical Engineers,Ap- Book Co., N.Y., 2d Edition, 1962.
plications of Plastic Matena In Aerosace, American

-* Institute of Chemical E!pineers, N.Y.. 1963.
2. A. F. Dorian, Dictionary oflndsrlal Chemistry C-3.1.6 GLASS, CARBON, AND MICA

(Poiglot), American Elsevier Publishing Co., N.Y., 1964.
3. John Haslam and iI.A. Willis, Identification and 1. G. W. Morey, The Properties of Glass, Reinhold

Analysis of Plstics, D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., Priice- Publishing Corp., N.Y., 1954.
ton, NJ., 1965. 2. C, J. Phillips, Glass, Its Industria Applications,

4. H. L. Lee and K. 0. Neville, Handbook of Epoxy Reinhold Publishing Corp., N.Y., 1960.
Resins, McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y., 1967. 3. E. B. Shand, Gla= Engineering Handbook,

5. Arnold E. Lever and J. Rhys, f'opertle: and McGraw-Hili Book Co,, N.Y., 2d Edition, 1958.
Testing of Plastics Materials, 2d Ed., Chemical Publishing
Co., N.Y., 1962.

6. Robert H. Perry et al., Eds., Chemical Engineers' C-3.2 FABRICATION, PRIMARY
Handbook, McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y., 4th Edition, AND SECONDARY
1963.

7. Herbert R. Simonds, Concise Guide to Plastics, 1. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, R.
Reinhold Publishing Corp., N.Y., 2d Edition, 1963. Bolz, Ed., ASME Handbook of Metals Engineering:

8. Herbert R. Simonds, Source Book of the New Processes, McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y., 1958.
Plastics, 2 Vols., Vol. 1, 1959; Vol. 2, 1961, Reinhold 2. American Society of Tool and Manufacturing
Publishing Co., N.Y. Engineers, Manufacturfti Planning, and Estimating

9. Society of the Plastics Industries, Plasics Engt. Handbook McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y.. 1963.
neering Handbook, Reinhold Publishing Co., N.Y., 3d 3. American Society Mf Tool and Manufacturing
Edition, 1960. Engineers, Fundamentals of Tool Design, Prentice.Hall,

10. J. Thorpe, Dictionary of Applied Chemistry, 12 Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1962.
Vols., John Wiley and Sons, N.Y., 1937-1956. 4. American Socio'v of Tool and Manufacturing

11. Charles C. Winding and G.D. Hiatt, Polymeric Engineers, Tool Engi .. Handbook, McGraw.Hill Book
atkials, McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y.. 1961. Co., N.Y., 2d Edition, 1959.

12. Annemarfe Wlttfht, Patic Lexicon (Polyglot), 5. American Socie:y of Tool and Manufacturing
American Elsevier Publishing Co., N.Y., 1963. Engineers, Tooling for Abcmft and Missikc Manufacture,

McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y., 1964.
6. Theodore Baumeister and Lionel S. Marks, Eds.,

C-3.1.4 ELASTOMERS Standard Handbook for Mechaniml Engineers, McGraw-
Hill Book Co., N.Y., 7th Editioi, 1967.

1. Glen Alliger and I.J. Sjothun, Eds., Vulcanitation 7. H. R. Clauser, Encyclopedia of Engineering Mate,
of Ehstomers, Reinhold Publishing Corp., N.Y., 1964. Halt and Processes, Reinhold Publishing Corp., N.Y.,*.

2. Gerald Kraus, Reinforcement of Elastomers, John 1963.
Wiley and Sons, N.Y., 1965. 8. Lawrence Doyle et al., ManufactuA.g Pro ,ses

and Materials for Enginem, Prentice.Hall, Inc., Engle-
C¢3.1.5 ORGANIC MATERIALS wood Cliffs, N.J., 1961.

9. William Kent, MechanicalEnginer Handbook 2
I. American Society for Metals, Fiber Composite Vols., Vol. I, Design and Production, C. Carmichael, Ed.:
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Vol. 2, Power, J K. Salisbury, Ed., John Wiley and Sons, hqy; Vol. 3, Ctfled ad Annotated Bib44M
N.Y., 1950. thmugh 1952; Vol 4, 2 Pts., Pt. I Lftwte Surivey, Pt.

10. Rupert Legrand, Ed., New American Machint's 2, Patent Survey, John. Wiley and Sons (Interscieae),
Handbook; McGraw.Hill Book Co., N.Y., 1955. N.Y., 1949-1%3.

. i11. Samuel E. Rusinoff, Manufacturing Processes: 17. Gray Iron Founders' Society, Inc., ray hn
Materials etd Production, American Technical Society, Castings Handbook, Reinhold Publishing Corp., N.Y.,
Chicago, Ill., 1962. 1958.

12. Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., Plastics 18. Henry H. Hausner, Ed., New 7pes of Metal
Engineering Handbook,- Reinhold Publishing Corp., N.Y., Powders, Gordon & Breach, Scienr* Publishers, Inc.,
1954. N.Y., 1964.

19. Henry H. Hausner et al., Powder Metaluy bntIni , N~~juclvea .*,ieeding, American Society for Metals, Metals
C-3.2.1 FABRICATION, PRIMARY Park, Ohio, 1958.S o

20. Franklin D. Jones, Die Desin and Dineakif
1. American Foundrymen's Society, Cast Metals Practice, Industrial Press, Inc., N.Y., 3d Edition, 1951.

Handbook, 3d Ed., 1944. 21. W. D. Jones, Fundamental Princlples of Powder
2. American Society for Metals, Casting Desin Metallury, St. Martin's Press, Inc., N.Y., 1961.

Handbook, American Soci et'y for Metals, Metals Park, 22. Malleable Founders Society, Mdeable Iron Cast.
Ohio, 1963.3. American Society of Mechanical E.,gineers, big;, Cleveland, Ohio, 1960.

23. Clarence T., Marek, Fundamentals in the Produc-
Metals Engineerin Processes, McGraw-Hill Book Co., doan and Design of Castings, John Wiley and Sons, N.Y.,
N.Y., 1958. 1950.

4. American Society of Tool and Manufacturing 24. National Tool, Die, and Precision Machining
Engineers, ASTME Die Design Handbook, Frank W. Association, Basic Diemaking, McGraw.Hill Book Co.,I. Wilson, Ed., McGrwoHill Book Co., N.Y., 2d Edition, N.Y., 1%3.
1965. 25. S. S. Oleesky et al., Handbook of Reiorced

5. American Society of Tool and Manufacuring Pastics of the SPI, Reinhold Publishing Corp., N.Y.,
Engineers, Mfanufacturin, Planning and Estimat HandL 1964.
book, McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y., 1963. 26. J. B. Paquin, Die Design Fundamentals, Industrial

6. American Society of Tool and Manufacturing Press, Inc., N.Y., 1962.
Engineers, G.H. DeGroat, Ed., Tooling for MetalPowder 27. Claude E. Pearson and R. N. Parkins, Extrson of

7Pts, McGraw.H ll Book Co., N.Y., 1958. Metals, John Wiley and Sons, N.Y., 2d Edition, 1%0.
S7s28. 1. L. Perlin, Theory of Metals Extrusion, Primary

presson and Transfer Moulds, lliffe-NTP, Inc., N.Y., Sources, N.Y., 1964.
192. 29. V. M. Plyatskii, Extrasion Castng, Primary

8. J. Butler, Compression and Transfer Moulding of Sources, N.Y., 1964.
. Pladc4, John Wiley and Sons, N.Y., 1960.t J W y S , 6. 30. Paul B. Schubert, Ed., Die Methods, Industrial

9. Glenn J. Cook, EngineeredCastin, McGraw.Hill Pre, Inc., N.Y., 195.
Book Co., N.Y., 1961.

10. Daniel B. Dallas, Prov ssve Dies: De:!Sn and
Manufacture, McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y., 1962. C-3.2.2 FABRICATION, SECONDARY
IL. H. H. Doehier, Die CastinL McGraw-Hill Book

Co., N.Y., 1951. 1. American Society for Metals, Machining Dfflult
12. J. H. DuBois and W. 1. Pribble, Platics Mold Alloys, American Society for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio,

Engineerng, Reinhold Publishing Corp., N.Y., 1965. 1963.
13. J. L. Everhart, Impact and Cold Extrusion of 2. American Society for Metals, Metals ilandbook,

Metals, Chemical Publishing Co., N.Y., 1964. Vol. 3., MwMcnlng, American Society for Metals, Metals
14. Heinz D. Feldman, Cold Forging of Steel, (tr. by Park, Ohio, 396".

A.M. Hayward), Chemical Publishing Co., N.Y., 1962. 3 Am-erican Society of Too! and Manufacturing
1. Edwin G. Fisher, Extrusion of Plastics, John Engineers, Frank W. Wilson, Ed., Hatdbook of Fxture

Wiley and Sons, N.Y., 2d Edition, 1964. Design, McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y., 1962.
16. Claus G. Goetzel, Treaise on PowderMetalurgy, 4. American Society of Tool and Manufacturing

4 Vols.. Vol. 1, Technology of Metal Pouders and Their Engineers, High Veloity Formft of Metals Prentice-
Products; Vol. 2, Applied and Physical Powder Metal- Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1%5.
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4.., 5. American Society of Tool and Manufacturing 8. Albert G. Guy. Pydcal~rtalkugy for Engineer, V
Engineers, Frank Wilson, Ed., *laA Mt ith Crwbaes Addison-Wesley Publhshiig Co., Inc., Reading, Mass.,
amd(Oxide;, McGraw-HIl Book Co., N.V., 1952. 1962. 7

6. American Society of Tool and Manufacturing 9. Bernard S. Lenient, Distortion In Tool Stees,
Engineers, G. H. DeGroat, Ed., Toolingfor Metal Powd er American Society for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio, 1960.
Pats, McGraw-Hill look Co., N.Y., 1958. 10. Josarh Maltz , Ed., Physical Metalluirgy of Refra c-

7. Richard F. Carlson, ferpl Stanmping Desgn, Pren- tory Metals, Gordon & Breach, Science Publishers, Inc.,
tice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ., 1961. N.Y., 1966.

8. Toni Heier, illustrated Techr fae Dictionary of If. Peter Payson, Metallurg of Tool Steels, John
Metal Osuin Toolk (Polyglot), Lond, n, Blackie and Wiley 3nd Sons, N.Y., 1962.
Son, 1964. 12. Robert E. Reed-Hill, Physical Metalhurj' Prb-

9. Franklin D. Jones, Jig and Fixture Design, In. diples, D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., Princeton, N.J., 1964.
dustrial Press, Inc., N.Y., 1920.

10. B. P. Lazarenko, Electrospark Machining of
Metals, 3 Vols., 1962; Vol. 3, B. A. K.asvuk. Ed., ~ CENN
Consultants Bure~au Enterprises, Inc., N-Y.

11. orae E.Linley Brochig: oolig ad ~1. American Society for Metals, Taylor Lyman, Ed.,
tIke, Industrial Press, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y., 1961. Metals Handbook, Vol. 2, Heat Treat, Cleaning, and

12.J. earon nd .S.Rinhar, Eploh'eWordng Finishing, American Society for Metals, Metals Park,
of Metals, Pergamon Press, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y., Oho194
1963. 2. S. Spring, Metal Cleaning, Reinhold Publishing

13. George A. Roberts et al., Tool Steels, American Corp., N.Y., 196$.
Society for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio, 3d Edition, 1962. 3. S. Spring, Metal Cleaning and Surface Prepara.

14. L. D. RoebrUltrasonic Cutting, Consultants don, Reinhold Publishing Corp., N.Y., 1965.
Bureau Enterprises, Inc., N.Y., 1964.

15. Haldon J. Swinehart, Gundriling, Trepanning, 0-3.5 JOINING
and Deep Hole Machining, American Society of Tool and 1 mrcnWligScey rigMna enManufacturing Engineers, Dearborn, Mich., 1967. 1 mrcnWligScey rzn au eno. Joseph P. Vidosic, Aetal MahinadFomg hold Publishing Corp., N.Y., 1963.

TehooyRnl resC. .Y,16.2. Robert Bakish and S. S. White, Handbook ofTecholoy, onad Pess o.,N.Y, 164.Electron Beam Welding, John Wiley and Sons, N.Y.,
1964.

3. T. B. Jefferson and G. Woods, Metals and How to
C-3 PHYSICAL METALLURGY Weld Them, Jame . F. Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation,

sPheres adCfrbo.,' Control, American Society for Fastening and Joining of Metal Parts, McGraw-Hill Book
Metals, Metals Park, Ohio, 1964. Co., N.Y., 1956.

2. American Society for Metals, Grain Control in 5. J. A. Neumann and Ir. J. Bockhoff, Weldig of
Industrial Metallurgy, American Society for Metals, Plastics, Reinhold Publishing Corp., N.Y., 1959.
Meiials Park, Ohio, 1949. 6. J. A. O3tes, Modern Awx Welding Practice, Trans-

3. American Society for Metals, Induction Harden- atlantic, 1961.
ingawid Tempering (Heat Treating Monograph), American 7. Fred Smith and Rex Montgomery, Chemistry of
Society for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio, 1964. Plant Gums and Mucilages, Reinhold Publishing Corp.,,I

4. Armerican Society for Metals, PhysicalMetallurg N.Y., 1959.
of Alu'numw Alloys, American Society for Metals,
WMdals Park, Ohio, 1949. C-3.6 COATING

5. Bruce Chalmers, Physical Metallmrgy, John Wiley
an4 Sons, N.Y., 1959. 1. American Society for Metals, Surface Pro'ei Ion

6. Donald S. Clark and Wilbut R. Vafney, Physical Against Wear and Corrosion, Reinhold Publishing Corp.,
Metallu.,v for Engineers D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., N.Y., 1953.
Princetov, NJ., 2d Edition, 1962. 2. William Blum and George B. Hobaboom, Frk-

7. W. H. Dennis, Metallurgy of the Femwi Metals, ciles of Electropiatlng and Eicctroformlng, McGraw-Hill

Pitman Publishing Corp., N.Y.. 1964. Book Co., N.Y., 3d Edition, 1949.
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3. A. Brenner, Electrodeposition of Alloys, Pi. Publishing Co., N.Y., 1959.
dples and Practice, 2 Vols., Academic Press, Inc., N.Y., 13. Metallizing Engineering Co., Inc., Metallng '
1963. Handbook, Reinhold Publishing Corp., N.Y., 1959.

4. R. M. Burns and W. W. Bradley, Protective 14. Harold Narcus, Metalizing of Pstics, Reinhold j
Coaings for Metals, 3d E d., Reinhold P'.blishing Corp., Publishing Corp., N.Y., 1960.
N.Y., 1967. I5. Oil and Color Chemists Association, Int ruction

5. D. G. Foulke and F. D. Crane, Eds., Electro. to Paint Technology, Chemical Publishing C,., N.Y.,
platen' Process Control Handbook, Reinhold Publzhing 1951.
Corp., N.Y., 1%Z. 16. E. A. Ollard and E. B. Smith, Handbook of

6. Philip L. Gordon, Faint and Varnish Manual, John Industrial Electroplating, American Elsevier Publishing
Wiley and Sons (lnterscience), N.Y., 1955. Co., N.Y., 3d Edition, 1964.

7. K. A. Graham, Electroplating Engineering Hand- 17. D. H. Parker, Ed., Principles of Surface Coating
book, Reinhold Publishing Corp., N.Y., 1962. Technology, John Wiley and Sons (Interscience), N.Y.,

8. C.P.A. Kappeimeier, Ed., Chemical Analysis of 1965.

Resinbased Coating Mate.als, John Wiley and Sons 18. Thomas M. Rodgers, Handbook ofPractlcaElec-
(lntercience), N.Y., 1959. troplating, MacMillan Co., N.Y., !959.

9. F. L. LaQue and H. R. Copson, Corrosion 19. W. J. McG. Tegart, Electrolytic and Chemkcal
Resistance of Metals and Alloys, Reinhold Publishing Polishing of Metals in Research and Industry. Pergamon
Corp., N.Y., 2d Edition, 1963. Press, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y., 2d Editin Rev.,

10. Frederick A. Lowenheim, Modem Electroplating, 1960.
John Wiley and. Sons, N.Y., 2d Edition, 1963. 20. H. H. Uhlig, Ed., Corrosion Handbook John

11. C. R. Martens, Emulsion and Water-Soluble Paints Wiley and Sons, N.Y., 1948.
and Coatings, Reinhold Publishing Corp., N.Y., 1964. 21. William Von Fischer, Ed., Paint and Varnish

12. J. H. Martin and W. M. Morgans, Glossary of Technology, Hafner Publishing Co., N.Y.,c 1948 (facsimile
Pigments, Varnish and Lacquer Constituent4 Chemical Edition 1964).
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MATERIALS
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Fig. C-9 Fij. C-10
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FIGURE C-2. Ferrous Metals
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FIGURE C-3. Nonferrous Metals
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FIGURE C-3. Nonferrous Metals (Cont'd)
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PR1MARY FICAMKN PRIMARY FM TO

CASTING "

Centrifual SemicontinuoS Continuous Static

Centrifuge Semi True Dip ing

I I
Die Cost Pemanent Vacuum Investment Pr Sand

Bonding Mold Costing
ki Harrion

Process ~ ---
Slush Mold

Green Sord Shell-Maid C02-Mold Core-Mold

r~i-
SBaked Cold-SettIng

FORGING

Die Upset High-r, -zy Rate

L:. ,,r'-'T r--'
'Powder Harrison Press Hammer Press Hammer

Process

EXTRUSION C

Hydrostatic Hot Cold Powder Impact Extrusion

I j __ Hot Cold

DRAWING I

- Sheet Tube Wire & Rod

~~ IL R(LUNGPlug
: - ~OLUNO . .

Hot Cold

Powder

FIGURE C-9. Pimaty Fabd'kation
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PRIMARY FAIRICATION PRIMARY FABRICATION

I I i I i

CLADDING EILTROFORMING PIERCING SWAGING TUSE REDUCING

I I
Electmladd lng Electrotyping

P POWDER METALLURGY I I I I

Hot PruNing Powder Sintering Compoction Blending

I Precompacted Loose Pressureless Pressure

stcic Forging Solid Die

Infiltration Slip Cating Cold Extrusion Forging Solid Die

Vibratory Isottatic Powder
Rolling

FIGURE C-9. Primary Fabrication (Cont'd)
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FAIWICATION *

-CUTTING
I I

Electrochemicol Sawing FlAe
F- I I I1

Circlor Bnd Friction Hock

METAL REMOVAL

Machining Grinding
, I I I I

LOer Plcma Abrailvo Electrechemical Electrical Dischare Mechanical

lean Are Jet

Chemical Ultrasonic
-I Cylindrical CelnWr0

Electrochemical Electron Sam Mechanical Electrical Discharge

Irv TrepInning Milling I TurI n Inl

( ) Siotting Drilling Planing Topping Threading Shaping Porting Gear Generating

SHEARING I
i Circling blanking Percing Lancing Perforating

- NISHING I-

C*Tlcal Mechanical Electrochemical
hn IIII I

Vibratory D&brring Buffing Bumishing Etching Polishing Honing

Polishing Plonishing Peening Lopping

SuperfAnhh 2I2 Hnlrw Bel I Whevi o1 Hammer Shot

RoH(thihing Vibratory Glass Bead

FIGURE C-10. Secondary Fabrication
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FORMING
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2 ,,}: Heading :pnig xtrusionlpt Swin R Die r Wm Ilc

" I J

"o Stni;I Eectra tretc RoCl rawin

Shearing Trimming Swaging-7 Extrusion Sizing Bulging Redrawing Drawing

Bend Punching Coining Form Upsetting Ironing Tapering

Piercing Beading Embossing Necking Flanging Trimming

Perforating Blanking

FIGURE C-1O. Secondary Fabrication (Cont'd)
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ALLOY DEVELOPMENT

- MEtALLOGRAPHY

Motallographic Preparation MIcroscopy

I I I I
Light Electron Emission Etch Pitting

Transmission Replica Field Electron Field Ion
I

DIFFRACTION TECHNIQUES Fractography
I I I I I

X-Ray Electron Neutron X-Ray Trawmisslon Topography

I

Fourier Analysis

Ordter-O rder Crystal Structure Lattice Defects

Grain Atomic Lattices Orientation Dislocations Radiation Damage Point IIVolume III
Stacking Faults Partial Locking Interstitials Vocancles

Aastmpy Textures Substructure ! I
Suzuki Solute Atom

IrI Energy Probility I

Recrystallization Deformation Orientation I I
I Imprittioe Impurities

DIFFUSION Preferred

Self Diffusion

PHASES

I
FIGURE C-I I. Physical MetalurlY
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PHYSICAL PYIA
METALUAGY ' METALLURG Y '

- ANNEALING MECHANISMS

I I I I --- -''

Homogenization Recrystallization Twinning (Thermal) Grain Growth RecoveryrI II I
I I Discontinuous Stres Relieving

Secc-lary Partial Softening Textures 1hermc,)

ANNEALING PROCESS

I I I I 
Bell right Static Diffusion Vacuum Dynamic Finish Pot Induction Resitane

Salt-Bath Snd
Strip Continuous Belt Strand

ANNEALING PARAMETERS

SOpen Fire Proces Magnetic Jet

Grain Size Time Temperature
And Shape

Softening Recrystallization

SOLID-STATE PHYSICS

Electronic Structure Nuclear Structure Magnetic Effects

DEFORMATION PARAMETERS Curie Temperature

Strain Deformation

Cold Work Hot Work

DEFORMATION MECHANIS/S
I I I T I

Slip Deformation Twinning Creep Strain-Hardening Crncking

Fatigue Initiation Growtl,

FIGURE C-I I. Physical Metalurgy (Cont'd)
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METALLURGY METALLURGY .

PHASES

I I I
Stabilization Tramformatiorns Diagrams

Solubility Ternary Phas :)uaternary Phose

Solidification Diftuslon Condensation Vaporization Diffusionless Melting Solidification
____ __I

Segregat'on
Eutectoid Eutctic Peorlitic Boinitic Morteritic Maive

Coring
-H HARDENING PARAMETERS

I I I I I
Lattice-Defect Solid-Solution Age Dispersion Strain

Aging Quenching Solutlon-Amaalilng

F-I-i1
Temperature Time Temperature Time

HARDENING MECHANISMS

Dispersion Age Strain Lattco-Defec Solid-Solution
L I j I I I I

Strain-Aging Solute Aom; Order-Disorder Stocking Faults

I'--I I---I r'---i
Solution-Annealing Quenching Aging Interstitial Substitutional Erergy Probcility

Impurities Impurities

Radiation Daimge Dislocation Vacancies Intersitials

I Impurities
Locking Partial Stacking-Fults

Suzuki
Energy Probability

FIGURE C-1 i. Physical Metehlurgy (Cont'd)
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CLEANING CLANN

-MECHANICAL.

I i - i i;-~(

Vibratory Swring Scraping Wire arush Blasting Power Brush Sanding Tumbling
PeeningI

Grit $and Wet

CHEMICAL

I I I I 1 I I I I~****

Pickling Alkaline Emulsion Degreasing Ultrasonic Salt Bath Diphwe

Immersion Bath Spray Alkaline Solvent Ultrasonic, 3
ELECTROLYTIC

Cathodic AnodicI I
Direct Reverse

FIGURE C.12. Cleanin8
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JOINING J INiNG '

-CHICAL

:2 "1I I p ,

Thermaplastic Thermoset Natural

ELECTROCHEMICAL

MECHANICAL

Anchoring Crimping Nollng Riveting Screwing

Bolting Stapling Pressing Stitching

METALLURGICAL I

Brazing Welding Solid State Bonding Soldering

Dip Furnae Torch Ultrasonic Diffusion Resistance Hot-Plate Spray,

Infrared Resistance Furnace Induction

I I I Isastatic I I I

Induction IBlock Flow r I I Infrared Dip Conduction

Twin-Carbon Arc Hot Wall Cold Wall i-r- i -i
Roll Extrusion Explosive Vacuum

Ac Laser Resistance Induction Friction Furnace Hot Press
4I ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Carbon Metal Seam Spot Flash Projection Gas Forge
-'-- Electrode Electrode Percussion Upset I

L ~~Oxycet Air-Acet Di ~ l
IeShielded Unshlelded Pressure Oxy-Hydrogen HammerShielded Unshielded I ''

Stu I
Thermit Electron-Beam

Atomic Stud Submerged I
Hydrogen Arc ' II

Pressure Low-pressure Vacuum Ionvocuum

Carbon Arc Twin Carbon
Arc Plasma-Arc

inert Gas Carbon AM Plasma-Electron Beam
Metallic Arc

FIGURE C-13. Joinin
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METALLURGICAL

Physical Vapor Deposition Diffusion Metallizing Weld Deposition Hot DippingI! I I'
rI iI "'

Splat Cooling Ion-Spattered Detonation Tin c L

Pl Ar Oxyhydrogen Ten Aluminum

MCI; Chromizec Coloied Ca.ontricle d Nickel Aluminum

Nitrided Siliconized Cyonided Carburized Iron-Aluminum Nickel Phosphorous

, - CHEMICALI III1

Reduction Silvering Coloring Bronzing Converson Vapor Deposition

Electrolm Immenion Pat[na Blueing Chromate Chromlc-Phosphate

Blackening Oxide Phosphate ,..

Sensitizing Metallizing
(Plostics) (For Plating)

- ELECTROCHEMICAL I I I I

Cothodically Electrophoretic Colorig Anodizing Electroplating
Precipitated I I_

Catephomi$ Blckening I I

Bright Automatic Barrel

MECHANICAL Electrotinning Strike Perlodic-leversal

Inorgoanic Organic *

Porcelain i I

Enamel Elostomeric Varnish Plastic

Petroleum Bae g I

Theamoplastlc Thernoset Elostomeric

FIGURE C-14. Coating
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, APPENDIX D

i THE LOGISTIC ENVIRONMENT

D -1 INTRODUCTION this individual service should use the form shown herein,

i ~ ~or they may telephone the request and the relevant.;:
~The Defense Logustics Stadies Information Exchange information to the DLSIE.

: , (DLSIE) serves as a focal point for DOD-on behalf of The Exchange does not furnish or loan documents;,
; 1each armed service-for the accumulation, abstracting, however, a perpetual inventory of logistic studies is

i ;, and retrieval of informtion concemng all aspects of maintained and will be made available at the Exchange to - '_

logistic support of field equipment. The Exostqngf., properly authorized personnel of the defense community .

therefore. reviews and abstracts a substantial vo',a e of who may write, call, or visit the exchange at any time for
material having a direct bearing upon producLuty and further information or or assistance. The mailing address ,
its objectives. The use of DLSIE periodical i-,,Iexes and is:
special bibliographies will frequently facilitate access to Command~t
prducibility reports and data. Fig. D-I shows a generic U.S. Army Logistics Maagment Center

; tree breAkdown of the principal logistics elements. ATTN: Defense Logistics Studies
Information Exchange

0-2 U~giION F DEENSEREQUEST FOR SPECIAL LOGIST!CS STUDIES
LOGISTICS STUDIES INFORMATION BIBLIOGRAPHY4

EXCHA GE (DSIE)Defense Logistics Studies Information

The mission of DLSIE is to collect, store, and Exchange
disseminate information about logistic studies and related U. S. Army Logiostics Management Center

material for DOD. Fort Lee, Virginia 23801

The principal method for disseminating logistic study oitcSujtAea(. ,FiniaCnrlsn
information is an Annual Bibliography of Logistcs Mtra aaeet
StUdies and Related Docuiments published on I January OteDsriieTrs:(g.Fna ia mng.
with supplements I April, I July, and I October. These ment: Commodity manageme|t: Army, Navy, Air Force,
bibliographies are compried of completed, in-process, ad D f nesokf n s t .and planned logistic studies and related material. Most tdDfnesokfns t.

cittins onainanabtra2 f te onentofthestjy Other Information: (Elaborate on the central theme
adchit biation ot is aricosl tined. te tu by giving a brief resume of the proposed scope and

Thdec publihdatiogaies aritinde ted atm objectives of the study along with any other pertinent

cally to the military departments and other defense inomtnavlbe)

agencies which perform or have responsibility for the Sedre cilbbiorpytos)n, ae n

supervision of logistic research. Other Government Ades

agencies ad Government-certified civilian organizations D21 HWT EUSTO
nuy obtain copies upon request to the Exchange.DOUETLIEDNA

Since bibliographic data about all studies in theDOUETLIEDNA
isystem are stored on computer magnetic tape, specially DLSIE BIBLIOGRAPHY

compiled comprehensive bibliographies pertaining to The DLSIE Bibliographies are prepared by ADP ina
specific subjects can also be furnished. Requesters for standardized format, the elements of which are explained

_________________ ________

A~cp7~:t
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(t 1) if the citation contains an AD Number (So Item Duringl the development of this handbook, DLIE

, 6 in TAW D-1), requisition from Defense Documentation furnished a number of special biblicophies - in
Center for Scientifi and Technical lnformwa~in (DDC ), .nwkt*tW printout form which were run on behalf of
Cameon Stttion, Alexandria, Vtrginio, 22314(fotmedy the develpient of the handbook-using a sreies of
A STIA). The AD Number U the only information selected terms which had a-direct bearing upon produci- L;--

needed. Requests can be processe quickly when a DI)C bility.- '
Document Request Form (DDC Form 1, obtainable from Approximately 50 terms were utilize. One .nAe run, ..
DDQ is sumitted. alone (in the highly significant field of cost control) - , :'

}; : (2) If the citation does not contain an AD Number, called out approxi mately 320 documents and sources of
. .requisition from the sponsor. (wee Item I in Table D-I). information identified to the sponsoring age ,:y in the
f-* he following information should be furnished: full title, following sequence:
,,references, date of publication, and the name of the (1) DOD
..... contractor if it is included in the c tation. The use of (2) ARMY
. Inter-Agency Document Request (DD Form 1142) will (3) AIR FORCE

s implify and expedifte reply. In the requisition, designate (4) NAVY
, the appropriate authority for obtaining copies - Depart- (5) DEFENSE SUPPLY AGENCYmert of Defense Intrction S154.19, Air Force Regla (6) CONTRACTOR AND CIVILIAN AGENCIES.

lion No. 40.37, Army Regulations No. 1-12, Secretary Aii bib,,,Sripfy ,, re:.=t to .. I.-

~of the Navy Instruction 4006.24, or Defense Supply content of interest to this appendix starts to become .
: ~Agency Regulation No. 4100-1. out-of-date the day it is prepared. Accordingly_ -isting

:Theses available for loan only (indicated at end of of this type is not included. However, see:
abstract) should be requested through library uals. (1) Annual Bibliography and ;4 quarterly -u_.!a .

6Books, articles from periodcal, and items involving described in par. Do-2. o sa o D

. costs may also ba requested through library channels or (2) Par. D-2.1 - How to Requisition Documents '
ipurased from the publisher. listed in a DLSIE Bibliography. o

: (3) Table 1D-2 of this appendix.

4

fTmw

2~1 ameon tatonAleandra, irgn~a 2214 forerly thedevupientof he hndbok-sin a erls o
ASTI). he D NmberIi he nlyinfrmaton eletedters whch ad diectbearng ponprouci

C.~ 1 neded Reuest ca be rocssedquikly hena DD biity
DouetRqes om(D or ,otialefo prxiaeyS emswr tlidOesc u
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LOGISTICS LOGISTICS

e FACLTIES i *

Acquisition Constuction Design & Development Development Disposition

Evaluation MoIntenonce mnwl Opermton

Requiremerts Plannln%
I F I I

• i -- ~MANAG EMENT 't! I!I-

Development Concepts /t-ailysis Control Planning Support Techniques

Acquisition A tonD istribution Procurement Design & Development Dev-1opment

MATE Ioition Analysis Evaluation Control Production

Test and Research and Requirements Manangemunt Malnter..nce Readines
Evaluation Development

Inpection Movement Storage

Administration Requirements AnalysIs Concepts I:elop,-nnt Control Support

'Planning Readiness Evaluation Simulation

'4-ORGANIZATION IIII

Analysis Concipts Control Planning Requirements

ERSONNEL I I

Administration IEvcuaton IHospitalization Management Movement Requirements

Support Training

-RESOURCES I I J I I J J
Deo pmentI I Allocation IPlanning IRewdlnew I Monagernnt Ditribution Analysis

Requirements Control Supor Evaluation

SERVIC ES , I "1

Requirements Fumlshii

FIGURE D-1. Logistic G(neric Tree (See Table D-2 for Additional Terms)
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TABLES D-2. ADOALLGS

LOGI"TISTICS "'

':s LOOCIC "

3 M AMMUNITION ONS

ACE AM PHIBIOUS CARGO BREAKWATERS

ACMS AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS BUDGET ALLOCATIONS

ADMINISTRATIV9 SUPPORT AMPHIBIOUS SUPPORT BUDGET FORMULATION

ADPE AMPHIBIOUS SYSTEMS BUDGETARY CONTROL

ADPS AMPHIBIOUS TRANSPORT BUDGETS

ADSAF AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLES BUDOCKS

ADVANCED BASES AMSM BUILDINGS

AERIAL SUPPLY ANALYTIC MODELS BULK FUELS

AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION APPIED RESEARCH BULK PE TROLEUM
AERONAUTICAL EQUIPMENT ARCTIC REGIONS BULLPUP "A" m

AFLOAT SUPPLY SYSTEMS AREA or OPERATIO NS RULLPUP "B"

AIR ASSAULT DIVISIONS ARMORED UNITS C-SA

AIR DEFENSE ARMS CONTROL CALUBRA71ION SERVICES

AIR FORCE SUPPORT ARMY MATEPIEL COMMAND CANADIAN DEFENCE FORCES

AIR LOGISTICS ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE CAPITAL PLANT EQUIPMENT

AIR MOBILIT Y ARMY REORGANIZATION CAPRI

AIR MOVEMENT ARMY SCHOOL SYSTEMS CAREER MANAGEMENT

AIR SUPPORT ARMY-70 CARGO

AIR TRANSPORT ARMY-75 CARGO HANDLING

AIR TRANSPORTATION ARNIY-80 CARGO MOVEMENT

AIRBORNE OPERATIONS ARSqTRIKE CARGO OPERATIONS

AIRCRAFT ARTILLERY UNITS CASSARS ;

AIRCRAFT CAPABILITY ASSAULT FORCE MODELS CASUALTIES
AIRCRAFT CARRIERS ASTRONAUT ICS CASUALTY ESTIMATION _

AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS AUD)ITS CATrALOGING

AIRCRAFT ENGINES AUTH STOCKAGE LISTS CDR

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE AUTODIN CDR DEFENSE

AIRCRAFT SQUADRONS AUTOMATIC TESTI EQUIPMENe CBR MATERIEL

AIRCRAFT SUPPORT AUTOMATION CBR WARFARE

AIRDROPS AUTOPROBE CBU

AIRFIELDS AUTOSATE ccIS

AIRLIFT AUTOSTRAD CCIS-7

AIRLIFT CAPABILITIES AVIATION SUPPLY CENTRALIZED MANAGEMENTr

AIRMOBILE OPERATIONS BAKER BOARD CENTRALIZED SYSTEMS

AIRTRANS-70'8 BASE DEVELOPMENT CiImK¢U1 EQ 1PMEN-F

ALLIED FORCES BASIC RESEARCHl CHEMICtAL AGENTS

ALLOWANCE LIST MODELS BIBLIOGRAPIES CIVIL AFFAIRS

ALLOWANCE LISTS BIDDING THEORY CIVIL DEFENSE

ALPliA BIG LIFT CI' l1 ENGINEERING

AMMIP 130MBS CLEAN ROO)S

0-

ti
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LOGISTCS LOISTIC

CLOTHIAI AD EQUIPMENT CONUS DICE
OCOBOL CORPS OF ENGINEERS TIMES

COCOAB COsMOs DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

COD COST ACCOUNTING DIVISIONS

COIN COST ANALYSIS DOCTRINE

COMBAT DEVELOPMENTS COST CONTROL DRONES

COMBAT GROUPS COST EFFECTIVENESS DRYDOCKS
COMBAT ITEM COST£ MODELS ECONOMIC AL.SISTANCE

COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT COST REDUCTION ECONOMIC IMPACT PROJECT

jL COMBAT UNIFORMS COST REDUCTION PROGRAM ECONOMIC ORDER QUANTITY

COMBAT UNITS COST SCHEDULING ECONOMIC STABILITY

COMBAT VEHICLES COST TO ORDER ELECTRICAL MATERIEL

COMBAT ZONE COSTAR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

COMBINED OPERATIONS COUNTERINSURGENCY ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

COMMAND AND CONTROL CPE SYSTEM ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT

COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS CRITICAL PATH METHOD ENGINEER SUPPORT

COMMISSARIES CROSS SERVICING ENGINEERING DATA A
COMMODITY MANAGEMENT CRYPTOLOGISTICS ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

COMMUNICATIONS CYBERNETICS EOQ

COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS DAIS EQUIPMENT

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS DAMAGE CONTROL EQUIPMENT COSTS

COMMUNICATIONS ZONE DAMS AND LOCKS EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT

COMMZ DART REQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

COMPELS DASH EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

COMPTROLLER FUNCTIONS DATA COLLETTION EXCESS PROPERTY

COMPUTER PROGRAMS DATA SYSTEMS EXCHANGE SERVICE

COMPUTES DECISION MODELS EXERCISES

CONCEPTS DECISION RULES EXTRATERRESTRIAL BASES

CONEX DECONTAMINATION FACILITY REQUIREMENTS

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT DECONTAMINATION SYSTEMS FACT.

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT DEEP OCEAN AREAS FAILURE RATE DATA

CONSUMPTION RATES DEFENSE SUPPLY AGENCY FAMILY HOUSING

CONTAINERIZATION DEMAND DATA FAR EAST

CONTAINERS DEMA,) FORECASTING FBM SYSTEM SUPPORT

CONTINGENCY PLANS DEPAR I MENT OF DEFENSE FDIS

CONTRACT DEFINITION DEPARTMENT OF THE AF FIELD ARMY

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD HOSPITALS

CONTRACTOR DATA DEPARTMEN4T OF THE NAVY FIELD MAINTENANCE

CONTRACTOR EVALUATIONS DEPOT MAINTENANCE FILL

CONTRACTOR SUPPORT DEPOTS FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

iD
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TABLE D-2. ADDITIONAL LOGISTIC TERMS (CONT'D)

LOGISC LOGITC

FIRE SERVICE INDIVIDUAL TRAINING JOINT OPERATIONS

FIREFIGHTING EQUIPMENT INDUSTRIAL DYNAMICS JOINT REQUIREMENTS

FIRM INDUSTRIAL ENGIiEEING JUNGLE OPERATIONS

FISCAL POLICIES INDUSTRIAL FUNDS KC-135

FLEET MARINE FORCE INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT LANCE

FOOD SERVICE INDUSTRIAL MOBILIZATION LAND TRANSPORTATION

FOREIGN ARMED FORCES INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS LAOS

FORTRAN INDUSTRIAl READINESS LAUNCH SYSTEMS

FUELS INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT

GAME THEORY INFANTRY LAUNDRY SERVICES

GAMES INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, LEAD TIME

GAO INFORMATION SYSTEMS LEARNING CURVES

GENERAL SUPPLIES INITIAL PROVISIONING LEASE VS PURCHASE

GENERAL WAR INLAND WATERWAYS LEVEL OF SUPPLY

GERT INSECT CONTROL LIFE CYCLE COST

GLADEYE INSPECTIONS LIFE SUPPORAf SYSTEMS

GOER INSTALLATIONS LIMITED WAR

GOLD FLOW IrTEGRATED MANAGEMENT LINEAR PROGRAMIING

GREENLAND INTEGRATED SYSTEMS LINES OF COMMUNICATION

GROUND EFFECT MACHINES INTELI.IENCE LOGEX

GROUND SUPPORT INTELLIGENCE DATA LOGISTICAL COMMANDS

GROUP DYNAMICS INTERNATIONAI, LOGISTIC CONCEPS'

GUERILLA WARFARE INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS LOGISTIC MANAGEMENT

GUNS INTERNATIONAL POLICIES I)GISTIC OPERATIONS

IAINES BOARD INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT LOGISTIC PLANNING

HARBOR STRUCTURES INTERSERVICE SUPPLY LIISTIC READINESS

HELICOPTER ASSAULT FORCE INTRACONS LOGISTIC RESEARCH

HELICOPTERS INVI:NTORY ANALYSIS IOGISTIC SUPPORT

HERO PROGRAM INVENTORY CONTROL LOGISTIC SYSTEMS

Ill-VALUE ITEMS INVENTORY METHODS LOGISTIC TRAINING

HIGHWAY INVENTORY MODELS1; LUNAR BASES

HOSPITAL SHIPS INVENTORY POLICIES MAC

HOSPITALS INVENTORY SM(OTHING MAIN"TAINABILITY

HOUSEHOLD (OODS INVENTOHY SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE ENGINFERING

HUMAN FACTORS IPE MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

HUMIDITY CONTROL IRON CROSS MAINTrENANCE METHOI

II)EP RON SHflEID MAINTENACE MODE S

INCENTIVE CONTRACTS IRRADIATED FOODS MAINrENANCE SHOPS
INCENTIVE SYSTEMS ITEM MANAGEMENT CODES MAINTENANCE STANDARDS

INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT JCS MAINTENANCE SUPPORT

D-7
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TAKLE D-2. ADDITONAL LOGIM. IC 7Ell (CONTVW)

LOTICS L LOISIC J

MAINTENANCE SYSTEMS MICROMODULES NATIONAL EMERGENCY

MAINTENANCE TRAINING hIDDLE EAS' I NATIONAL LEVEL
MAINTENANCE WORKLOAD$ MILITARY ASSISTANCE NATIONAL LOGISTICS

MANAGEMENT MILITARY BASES NATIONAL OBJECTIVES
MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS MILITARY DEPARTMENTS NATIONAL POLICY
MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS MILITARY ESSENTIALITY NATIONAL PROGRAMS
MANAGEMENT CONTROL MILITARY POLICE NATIONAL SECURITY

MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT MILITARY REQUIREMENTS NATO
MANAGEMENT METHODS MILITARY SERVICES NATO FORCES

MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVLS MIL9SCAP NATO LOGISTICS
MANAGEMENT PLANNING MILSTAFW NAVAL AIR STATIONS
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS MILSTRIP NAVAL LOGISTICS
MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES MINUTEMAN NAVY CAMPS
MANAGEMENT TRAINING hil NAVY PROGRAMS

MANPOWER CONTROL MISSILE BASES NAVY SHORE FACILITIES

MANPOWER MANAGEMENT MISSILE SUPPOIRT NAVY SUPPLY SYSTEM
MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS MISSILE SYSTEMis NICPS

MANPOWER UTILIZATION MISSILES -1 ZEUS

MAP MK 94 MOD) 0 INORTHERN GPERATIONS

MARADS MINMIS NUCLEAR DEFENSE

MARINE RAILWAYS MOBILE SUPPORT U'NITS NUCLEAR POWER

MARK 4, GUN POD MOBILITY NUCLEAR RADIATION

MARKING SYSTEMS MOILIZATION NUCLEAR WARFARE

MATERIALS HANDLING MOBILIZATION PLANNING NUCLEAR WEAPONS

MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIP MODEL 1S OCEAN TRANSPORATION

MATERIEL RUADINFSS MODERN MTISER OCEANOGRAPHY

jMATHEMATICAL ANA LYSIS MODERNIZATION PROGRAMS OFF-ROAD MtOBlUTY
MATUFNMATICA!. MODELS1 MODULAR CRITERIA OFFICER TRAINING

MATHEMATICAL RESEARCH MONTE CARLO OFFSHORE PROCUREMENT
MATS MOO)N OJT
MAULIER MOORINGS OP~ERATION ARM
MAW MC)tL. OPERATIONS CONCEPTS
MCI) MOTOR VEHICLES OPERATIONS RESEARCH

MEADS MOVECAP ORDNANCE

MEDICA L SEll VCES MOVE MENT CONTROL ORDNA NCE IT EMS
MEDICA L SUPPLY MN1h.1 ORDNANCE SERVICES

MERCHANT MARINE MISTS OREGON TCRAIL
MESS MANAGEMENT MULTI-YEAR PROCUREMENT ORC-AN17ATION ANALYbNs
ME'I EORO (XXMCAL D.IATA NA PALMA ORGANIZATION CONCEPTS

METHODS IMPROVEMENT NATIONALI DEFENSE OUTPATIENT CLINICS
ATETRI NATIONAL FCONOMY OVER1- rHI-11ACH

D-8
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TAKS -2 ADUMlONAL LOIMTERMS V)

LOGITIC LOGISTICS

OVERHAUL PREVENTIVE MEDICINE 'QUALITYCOTL

OVERSEA COMMAND PRICE COMPETITION QUEUING MODELS

OVERSEA. SUPPLY AGENCIES PRINCIAL ITEMS QUICK GAMING

OVERSEAS BASES PRISM QUICO

PACKAGING PRISONERS OF WAR R&D PROGRAMS

PACIONG AND CRATING PROCUREMENT RADAR SYSTEMS

PALLETIZATION PROCURE"MENT COSTS RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

PAMUSA 13ROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT RADIOLOGICAL DEFENSE

PARM "ROCUREMENT MODELS RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY

PARTICIPATIVE MANAGEMEN4T PRODUCTION BASE RADIOS

PEMA PRODUCTION CONCEPTS RAIL TRANSPORTATION

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS PRODUCTION CONTROL RAMMS

PERSONNEL MARAGEMENT PRODUCTION MODELS RAS SYSTEM

PERSONNEL SYSTEM MODELS PRODUCTION PLANNING

PERT PRODUCTION SMOOTHING RATIONS

PERT/COST pRODUCr ITY MEASUREMENT READINESS

PETROLEUM PROGRAM ANALYSIS READINESS MODELS

PIERS PROGRAM MANAGEMENI REAL PROPERTY

PIPELINE REQUIREMENTS PROGRAMMING REAR AREA SECURITY

PIPELINES PROGRAMMING MODELS REBUILD

PLADS PROGRAMS RECOGNITION SYSTEMS

PLANET PROJECT RECORDS A.DMiNISTRATION

PLANNING PROJECTf AGILE RECOVERY SYSTEMS

PLANNING CYCLES PROJECT AIM REFRIGERATION

PLANNING TECHNIQUES PROJECT DEFINITION PHASE RELIABILITY

POL PROJECT FLATTOP REORGANIZATION

POLAR REGIONS PROJECT MAC REPAIR CRITERIA

IN)LARIS PROJECT MANAGEMENT REPAIR PARTS

POLICIES PROJECT MASTER REPAIRABLE IrEVS

POWER SOURCES PROJECT OTTER REPLACEMENT FACTORS

POWER SYST;.MS PROJECT PACE REPLACEMENT POLICIES

POWER UNITS PROJECT PIlt"A REPLACE MENT SYSTEMS

POWS5 PROJECT PRIME REPORT CONTRLL SYSTEMS

PttACTICXS PROJECT TRANSIM REPORTS AN'D REPOMING

IPREDIC l'ION MFTIIODS PROTECTIVE CLOTHING REPUBLIC OF KOREA

PiE(POSITIONING PROVISIONING MODELS REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM

PRESCRIBED LOADS PROVISIONING POLLCIFS REQUIREMENTS

PRESERVATION PSYCIIOIAX;:0A L OPFRA71ONS REQUIREMENTS MANAG EMENT

PRESER1VATION METHODS QDI4I REQUISITION CONTROL

P'REVENTIVE MAINTENANCE QMIX) RESEARCHI AGENCIES

D-9
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LOGISTICS I LOGISTICS

RESEARCH AND Dk.VELOPMENT $HIP STORE STOCKAGE PLANS

RESEARCH LABORATORIES SHIP TO SHORE SYSTEMS STOCKPILE MANAGEMENT

RESEARCH METHODS SHIPBOARD STOCKPILE-TO-TARGET

RESEARCH PROGRAMS SHIPBUILDING STORAGE

RESEARCH TECHNIQUES SHIPPING STORAGE OPERATIONS

RESERVE COMPONENTS SHIPS STRAF

RESOURCES MANAGEMENT SHIPYARDS STRATEGIC MATERIALS

ROAD SHORE FACILITIES STRATMAS

ROAD DIVISIONS SHRIKE STRIVE

ROCKElE II SIDEWINDER I-C SUBMARINES

RODAC-70 SIGNAL EQUIPMENT SUBROC

ROKA SIGN L SERVICES SUBSISTENCE

ROLL ON ROLL OFF SIGNAL UNITS SUNSPOT

ROTATION SYSTEMS SINISCRIPT SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT

SADEYE SIMULATIONS SUPPLIES

SAFETY SERVICE SINGLE MANAGER SUPPLY - CLASS I

SALFO SMAIL BUSINESS PROGRAM SUPPI.Y - CLASS n

SAM SOUTHEAST ASIA SUPPLY - CLASS III

SAMPLING TECHNIQUES SPACE LOGISTICS SUPPLY -. CLASS V

SAMSOM SPACE OPERATIONS SUPPLY AFLOAT

SANITARY ENGINEERING SPACECRAFT SUPPLY ECONOMY

SANITATION SYSTEMS SPARE PARTS SUPPLY OFFICERS

SATELLITES SPARE PARTS SUPPLY SUPPLY PERFORMANCE

SATS SPARROW II SUPPLY SUPPORT

SATURN V SPECIAL EQUIPMENT SUPPIY SYSTEMS

SCHEDULING SPECIAL FORCES SUPPORT COMMANDS

SCHNELLSP!EL SPECIFICATIONS SUPPORT CONCEPTS

SEA HAWK SPREMAT SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

SEA-WATER CONVERSION SST SUPPORT PLANNING

SEALIFT STANDARDIZATION SUPPORT SERVICES

SEALFT CAPABILITIES STATE OF THE ART SUPPORT SYSTEMS

SEAPORTS STATISTCAL ANALYSIS SURPLUS PROPERTY

SEARCH hND RESCUE STATISTICAl CONTROL SYSTEMS

SECONDARY ITEMS STATISTICAL SAMPLING SYSTEM ANAI.YSIS

SENSEPS STOCK CONTROl, SYSTE.M EFFECTIVENESS

SERGEANT STOCK CONTROL SYSTEMS SYSTEM ENGINEERING

SHELTERS STOCK FUND SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

S1IEIDING STOCK LEVEIS SYSTEM RESEARCH

9.P DF SIGN STOCK POINTS TA"

SHIP OVERHAUL, STOCKAG E OIBJECTIVES "AERIS

D-1I
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TABLE D.2. ADIMTONAL LOGIIC TUM (CXN )

LOGISTICS LOGlf'/S

TATOST RANSPORTADLUTY UTILITIES

TANKERS TRANSPORTATION VALUE ENGINEERING

TANKS TRANSPORTATION MODELS VEHICLES

TARGETS RANSPORTATION NETWORKS ET CONG
TASTA-70 TRANSPORTATION SERVICES VSL COMPUTATIONS

TAWS TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT WALLEYE
TECHNICAL DATA TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS WAR GAMES

TECHNICAL MANUALS ROPICAL REGIONS WAR PLANS

TECHNIQUES TRUCK TRANSPORT AREHOUSES
TECSTAR TRUCKS AREHOUSING METHODS

rEiPAS UNCONVENTIONAL WARFARE WARFARE

TERMINAL COMMANDS ERDEVELOPED AREAS WARNI'G SYSTEMS

TERMINAL FACIUTIES NDERSEAS TRANSPORT WARSHIPS ?

TERMINAL OPERATIONS NDERWATER OPERATIONS WASTE DISPO6A'.

THAILAND NDERWATER STORAGE WATER

THEATER ARMY NDERWATER REPLENISHMENT WATER SUPPLY f
THEATERSPIEL FICATION WATER SYSTEMS

TIMMS UNIFIED COMMANDS WEAPON SYSTEMS

TIRES NITIZATION WEAPONS

TITAN I S AIR FORCE WEAPON CARRIERS

TITAN IIIC ARMED FORCES WEAPON SLPPORT

TORPEDOS ARMY WEIGHTED GUIDELINES
TRACKED VEHICLES I MARINE CORPS WETEYE

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT NAVY WHOLESALE LOGISTICS

TRAILERS SAREUR WORK ANALYSIS
TRAINING AIDS SCONARC rWORK MEASUREMENT

rRANSP MOVEMENTS R WORLD WAR 1!

TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 1SR ARMIES ',ERO DEFECTS

Each of the foregoing terms may be utilized as an
independent searching term. Many of them may also
be used in combination with terms in Fig. D-I and
would thus become third level modifiers in that
geneic tree as

MATERIEL

Resources Production

Cost Reduction Lead Time Methods Improvement

D-1 I
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IN EX

This handbook was developed prior to the release and distribution of the Department of Defense
Tbosa s of Scientific and Iadiaeerinj Toms. The Thesaurus, or generic tree, concept utilized in the A

hdbook, particularly Appendices A to D, can be used to considerable advantage in conjunction with
the DOD publication, which provides generic structuring for some 23,000 terms. -

To facilitate use of the DOD Thesaurus, minor changes have been made to some terms in this index
to slip them with those of the Thesaurus, where these changes do not detract fron the utilitv of the iniex.
All DOD hsaunw terms which appear in the index are so identified (singular/plural differences not af-
fecting interpretation have been ignored). Many other related terms not identified in the index will be
found in the Thesaurus and may also be used to stimulate or simplify information search tasks. Since
Information structuring in automated information retrieval systems is usually based on similar generic
concepts, combined use of this index, the generic trees, and the DOD Thesaurus may particularly sim-
plify the task of querying data banks such as those listed in Appendix A.

Main indexing terms which appear in the DOD Thesaurus are preceded by an asterisk. Terms ap.
pearing in the generic trees in Appendices B, C, or D have their generic tree page number shown in
parentheses, as: *Aluminum coating, (C-24), 13-4, 13-7; *Alloys, reference sources, A-12; Configura.
tion management, (B-i.),2-1, 2-9, 4-4.

*Abaca, strategic material, 9-6 Aeromechanics, reference sources, A-11

Abrasive belt grinding, (C-17), 10-19 Aeronautical engineering, reference
*Abrasive blasting, 11-9 sources, A-10, A-il
*Abrasive machining, (C-17), 10-14 *Aeronautics, reference sources, A-13
ABS polymers, (C-11) *Aerophysics, reference sources, A-i1

costs, 9-37 Aerospace logistics, reference sources,
forms and uses, 9-33 A-S, A-l, A-12 7

*Abstracting services, A-27 Aerospace sciences, reference sources,

*Acceptance tests, (3.3) A-S, A-il, A-13
*Acetal, (C-11) *Age hardening, (C-21) %

costs, 9.37 *Age hardenable steels, (C-7)
forms and uses, 9-33 *Aging (metallurgy), (C-21)

*Acetates, (C-il) *Air acetylene welding, (C-23)
forms and uses, 9-33 Air hardening steels, (C-7)hazards, 9.37 *Aircraft, reference sources, A-6, A-7, A-9,

Acid cleaning, 11-11 A-12
Acrylic (C-1) AISI steel, (C-7) j

costs, 9.37 *Alkaline degreasing, (C-22), 1i-11
forms and uses, 9-33 *Alkyds, (C-1l)
hazards, 9-37 costs, 9-36

tAdhesives, (C-23), 12-10 forms and uses, 9-33
natural, 12-11 Allocated svstem requirements, (1I33)
reference sources, A-12, A-18 Allo, development. (C-19)

I
'.S.
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'Alloys, reference sources, A-12, A-13, 'Asbestos
Ad.-1A .1 hazards, 9.37

Allyllcs, (C-11) strategic miaterial, 9-3
firs and uses, 9-33 Astrosurveillance, reference sources, A-i

'Alumina, (C-10) *Atmosphefic corrosion, (B.19)

*~. : 1referesce sources, A-18 Amoperics, referensoucs -,A
Alumira silicate, (C-14) 'Atomic energy. reference sources, A-IS, A.16
WAlmloui. (C41) *Atomic hydrogen welding, (C-23),12. 12.5

clad, 9.29 *Atomic volume, (C-19)
Costs, 9636, 9.3 *Auswiupering, 11.4
hazards, 9.37 'Austesitic steels, (C-7)
powder metallurgy, 9.31 *Availability, 1-5
production problem, 10.34, 12-17, 13.14, 13.18 Bainitic diffusion, (C-21)
reernce sources. A-11. A-IS Baked core mold casting, (C-15)
standard forms, 9.21 Bell peening, (C-17)
strategic material, 9-3 Mallistics, reference sources, A-6

'Aluminuom bronzes. (C-4) Band sawing, (C-i7). 10.20

prodoction problem, 9.83 *B~arium, hazards, 9-37
'Ajq'iamsi coating, (C-24). 13-. 13-7 *Barrel plating, (C-24)

'Aminos, (C-Il1) *Buxite

forms and uses, 9.33 reference sources, A-18
*Ammuuition, reference sources, A-8 strategic material, .4

j Amphibian, reference soutcesA-6 (see als0 Aluminum~i

Analytical techniques, reference sources,-e(n,(-8
A4I7 Bearing. surface finishies, 10-14

*Anchoring, (C-23) *Beafings
'Anistrophy, (C-19) production problem. 9-81
*Anneallns, (C-20). Il-6 reference sources, A-i7

j *Anodic cleaning, (C-22) *Behavioral sciences, reference sources, A41i

*Anodizing, (C-24), 1348 Bell annealing, (C-20)

'Antiaircraft, reference sources, A-6 *Bend properties, (B-17)
*ntimony *Beryl, strategic material, 9-4

Ahazards,9-3 *Beyides, (C-10

*Antitank, reference sourc"s, A.6 hazardb, 9.37

Appendix (system description), (8-3), 2-9 powder metallurgy', 9-31

Applicable documents (system description),rerncsocsAl
*(B-3) 2-1 *Beryllium copper, (C-8)

bibliography, (6-5) 'Beryllium oxides, (C-10)

Aqueous corrosion, (B-19) Bibliographic services, reference sources, A-9
* 'Ar braing,(C-2) 'Bology, references sources, A-il, A412, A-i5

Arc welding, (C-23) 122Bismuth, strategic material, 9.4
Arm o wed n ,( -3 .1' Black ting, (C-24)

mateial roblm, 951*Blanking (cutting), (C-17)

production problem, 10-37. 11-14. 12-14'latceng,(-2
Armydesin enifone~t.1-1'Blast loading, scaling, and simulation,

Armydespi nvirnme't,1-1reference sources, A-5, A-6
Army life cycle, I-1
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*Btet4d'AL (C-16) *Cannkon reference sources, A-6
*Block brasing. (C-23). 12.10 *Carbon and carbon compounds. (C44)
Blueing, (C-24) hazards, 9.37

*Boiling points, (8.18) reference sources, A.12, A-13FR 1

'Boning, (C-23) *Carbon arc welding. (C-23)
*Boains (C23)Carbon dioxide mold casting. (C-15)

'Bor1ides, (C-10) 'Carbonitridiag, (C-24)
*Boring, (C17, 1049 'Carbuniziag, (C.24), 11. 13-6

surface toughness, 10-27 production problem, 11.44
'B1orn and boron compounds. (C-10) *Case hardening, 11.6

flamesproyed. 13.4 Cast alloy steel, (C-7)
hazards. 9-37 Caamnuw. (C48)
relfence sources, A.12, A.13 Cast bonding, (C-1S)

*Borosilicat* glass, (C-14) Cast carbon steel, (C-7)
'B3raking, (C-18) Cast copper, (C-8)
'Brass, (C-8) Cost gray iron, (C-7)

clad, 9-28 Cast heat-resistant steel. (C-7)
costs , 9-36 *Cast iron, (C-7)
powder metallurgy. 9.31 Cost lt-ad, (C-8)

'Brazing. (C-23), 124, 1248 Cost magnesium, (C-8)
production problem. 12.16 Cast nickel, (C-Wj

'Bright annealing, (C-20) Cast nickel chrome iro, (C-9)

*Bright plating, (C-.24) Cast nodular iron; (C-7)

ur face ra(C 4 ) s 10 27C ast S steel, (C -)

clad,9-28Cast titanium, (C-9)
costs, 9.36 Cast white iron, (C-7)
hazards, 9-7cast zinc, (C-9)
p~owder metallurgy. 9.31'asig(C1)102

Bronzin*Casin, (CC-1 reeenesor. 1
*Brushing, 11-4) production problems. 10-33
*Bufing, 1C-9?
'T- Bulging, (C4i7) surface roughness, 10-26

'Bullets and cartridge cases, production *Castor oil, strategic material, 9-4
5 prolems 10.7, i.~o Cataphoresis, (C-24)

'rbes 0-7 04 Cathodic~cleaning. (C-22)
Burnishing, (C-17) *Cathodic coating. (C-24)

surface toughness, 10-28
'B3usiness organizations as information sources, 'Cavitation. (8.19)

A-27Celestite, strategic material, M.

'Butadlenes, hazards, 9.37 'Celtlose (C.11)

'Butyls, (C412) costs, 9.3?
*Cadmiumforms and uses, 9.33

coating, 13.4, 1349 Centerless grinding, (C-47), 10-14

hazards. 9-37 'Centrifugal casting, (C-IS). 10-2a

strategic material, 9-4 *Ceramics, (C-10)
'Calibrating, reference sources. A-6, A-8, A-I8 bibliography, (C-2)
$Calorizing, (C-24). 13.6 production problems. 9483

Candidate materials (alphabetized by application, references sources, A-1i1, A-13, A-1 . A-16, A-17

Air ducts to X-ray tubes), 9-5 A-1 8

ini
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-I Charpy, (W47) 'Coating mthods and materials (coat'd)
Checklists production and use problems, 13-14 to 1348

functional types 48 reference sources, A-12, A-13, Ao16, A-17A-28
Sproducibility, 4-8 *Cobalt, (C.8)

value engineering, 7-10 coating, 13.4,13.5
*Chemical cleaning, (C-22) hazards, 9-37

reference sources, A.6 powder metallurgy, 9-31
*Chemical coatings, 'C.24). 138 reference sources, A-12, A.17
Chemical coloring, (C-24) standard forms, 9.26

*Chemical engineering, reference sources. A-Il, strategic material, 9-5
A-14, A-16, A-17 Coconut oil. strategic material, 9.5

*Chemical finishing, (C-17) *Coefficient of expansion, (B-18)
Chemical joining (C-23), 12-10 *Coefficient of friction, (B-18)

productior, problem, 12-14 *Coefficient (pyroelectric), (B-18)
* Chemical machining, (C-17), 10-16 Coercive.force, (B-18)

production problem, 10.34 *Coining, (C.18), 10-26
'Chemical properties, (B-19) *Cold extruding, (C-iS)
*Chipping surface roughne3s, 10-27 *Cold heading, (C-8), 10-2b

Chlorinated polyethers, (C-il) Cold isostatic bor.ding, (C-23)
I Chlorosulfonated polyethylenvu, (C-12) Cold powder extrusion, (C-15)

'Chromating, (C-24), 13-11 Cold regions, reference sources, A-6

production problems, 13-17 *Cold rolling, (C-15)
-Chrome plating, 11-6 production problems, 10-35

production problems, 13-17 Cold setting casting, (C-15)
Chromic phosphate, (C-24) Cold work deformation, (C-20)

'Chromite, strategic materia!, 9-5 Colemanite, strategic material, 9.5
'Chromium *Colloids, reference sources, A-16

clad, 927 *Color, (R-18)
hazards, 9-37 *Columbium

Chromizing, (C-24), 136 reference sources, A-i1
'Circling, (C-17) strategic material, 9-6
Circular sawing, (C-17) Commercial organizations as information

'Civil engineering, (B-3) sources, A-27
' Clad materials, 9-27 Communications engineering, reference sources,

forms and applications, 9-28 A-S, A-I1, A-12
'Cladding, (C-16) *Compaction, (C-16)
•Cleaning, (C-22) *Compositions, (C-13)

bibliography, (C-4) *Coiapressibility, (B-18)
for bonding, 11-7, 1 11 *Compressive properties. (B-17)
designer-created problems, 11-13 *Computer, referrnce sources, A-10 J
for electroplating. 11-6, 11.7 *Computer programs, reference sources. A-5
in-process, 9-49, 11-8 Concentration cell corrosion, (B-19)
for painting, 11-7 *Condensation reactions. (C-21)
for phosphating, 11.6, 11-7 Conduction soldering. (C-23)
process selection, 11-7 *Conductivity, (B-18)
soil types, 11-7 Configuration management. (8-15), 2-1. 2-9, 4-4

Coated elec:rode arc welding, 12-2 Construction standards, 1B.3)
Coating methods and materials, (C-24), 13-3 Contact potentials. (B-18)

bibliography. (C-4) Contict -,urface finishes, 10-23
designer~created problems, 13-14 *Continuous casting. (C-15). 10-2a ii

1-4
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g1  Cotour rolling, 103 ,ata processing, eference sources, A S. A|9

Contract definition phase, 1-4 .Dealuminization, (B-19)

*: \ 'Conversion coating, (C-24) *Debuning, (C-17)

"Coppery (C.8) *Debyc temperatuse, (B-IS)
clad, 9-28 Defense Production Act, 9-2

coating, 13-4, 13-9 Definition Baseline, 1-4, 2-1

powder metallurgy, 9.31 *Deformation, (C-19), (C-20)
reference sources, A-17 *Depeasing, (C-22)
standard forms, 9-22 *Delivery, (B-3)
strategic material, 9-6 Delivery equipment, reference sources, A-6

"Copper nickel alloys, (C-8) Denickelization, (13-19)

'Cordierite, (C.10)SCorold aing, (C-I ) *Density, (B-18)
Core mold casting, (C-15) Department of Defense (DOD)
Cored pressed forging, (C-15) dnta centers, A-5

*Coring, (C-21) Thesaurus, A-2

*Cork, (C-13) *Deployment, (B-3), 2-2

*Corrosion, (B-19), 2-8, 13-1 Descaling, 11-12

protection, 13-2 *Design, 3-6

reference sources, A-6, A-IS, A-16, A-17, A-18 adequacy, 1-5

types, 13-1 analysis, 3-7
*Corund'n, strategic material, 9-6 deficiencies, 5-1

*Costs, 1-5, 3-7 designer-created problems, 5-1, 9.78, 11-13,

of materials, 9-32 12-12, 13-14

*Cost analysis, (B-15) evaluation, 3-7

formulas, 8-1 problems in production, .80, 10-33, 11-14,

*Cost-effectiveness, 1-4 12-13, 13-14

*Cotton, (C-13) refinement, 3-8

*Counterboring surface roughness, 10-27 systematic approach, 3-1

*Countersinking, surface roughness, 10-27 Design changes, 1-6

*Cracking, (B-19), (C-20) Design constraints, 2-7, 2-9

*Creep, (B-17), (C-20) Design deficiencies, 5-1

*Crtimping (C-23) Design difficulty diagram. 1-6
Critical Design Reviews, 4-6 Design engineering, (B-3), (B-12)
Critical materials, 9-1 Design environment, (B-I), 1-1

*Cryogenics, reference sources, A-13, A17 bibliography, (8-I)

*Cryolite, strategic material, 9-6 Design evolution, 2-1

*Crystal structure, (C-19) Desi quaty diagram, -5

*Crystallography, reference sources, A-1S, A-16 esign
Design reviews, 4.J

*Curie temperature, (C-20) key tasks, 4.6

Cut extrusion, 10-2b *Design standards, (B-12)

'Cutting, (C.19), 10-. 10-19'Dsgstnrd,(12
-27 Detection systems, reference sources, A-.5, A-6

surface roughness, 10-27 Detonation metallizing, (C-24), 13-3tool problem, 10-45 Development Baseline, 2-1
Cyanide case hardening, 116DelomnBsli,21
'Cyaniding, (C-24), 13.6 Development desciption, (B-3), 1-4. 2-1, 2-12
Cylindrical grinding, (C-17), 1014 comparison with system description, 2-9

'Dacron, (C-Il) critical component. 2-12

*Data, (B-1 5) equipment, 2-12
list (TIDP), 2-13 facility, 2-12

Data management, (B-15) inventoty item, 2-12

t-5
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Devlopment description (cont'd) Duranickel, (C-9) -.
minor item, 2412 Dynamic Ranneating, (C-20) £A7)j-

Development environment, (B-3)
Devitrified ceramics, (C-10)
Dewey Decimal Classification System, A.3 'Earth sciences, reference sources. A-7, A-10 4

'D ucfcain,(*9 Economics, (B-15)
Diallyis, (C-li) *Effectiveness, reference sources, A-7, A-10t

hazads, .37Elastomeric adhesives, 12-i1
Diamond, strategic material, 9.6, 9.7Easoeicatn,(C2)13l

VDie casting, (C-i5), 10-2a materials and properties, 13.12
reference sources, A-17 *Eatoes (C-i2)

*Die forging, (C-15). iO2a bibliography, (C-2)
'Die welding, (C-23) reference sources, A-1 8
Diffraction techniques, (C-19) *Electrical conductivity, (B-18)

*Diffusion, (8-18), (C-19) Electrical discharge grinding, (C-17), 10-14
reference sources, A-14, A-16 Electricul discharge machining, (C-17), 10-14

* * Diffusion annealing, (C-20) production problems, 10-36
* 1 'iffusion bonding, (C-23) 'Electrical engineering (8-3)

'Diffusion coatings, (C-24), 13-S reference sources. A-11, A-17
materials and uses, 13.6 Electrical material, reference sources, A-5, A.

Diffusion thermopower, (8-18) A-li, A-i5, A-18
Diffusionless transformations, (C-21) *Electrical propeities, (9-8)

'Diffusivity, (B-18) *Electrochemical cleaning, 11.10
Dilation, (13-18) Electrochemical coating, (C-24), 13-5

'Dimethyl, hazards. 9-37 Electrochemical cutting, (C-17)
'Dip brazing, (C-23), 12-9 Electrochemical etching. (C-17)
Dip forming casting, (C-i5) Electrochemical grinding, (C-17). 10-14
Diphase cleaning, (C-22) Electrochemical honing, (C-17), 10-25

'Dip soldering, (C-23) Electrochemical joining. (C-23) I
Discontinuous annealing, (C-20) *Electrrcchemical machining,.'1) 10-14

'Dislocations, (C-21) proreuction problems, 10-36
'Dispersion, (C-21) *Electrochemical polishing, (C-17)
'Docks, reference sources, A-7 *Electrochemistry. rdferences sources, A-17

Documentation centers, A-3 Electrocladding, (C-16)
subject index, A-19 *Electrode, referenLC sources, A-17

Down (waterfowl), strategic material, 9-7 Electrode potential, (B-18)
'Drawing, (C-15), 10-2b 'Electroforming, (C-16), 10-2b

surface roughness, 10-26 Electrohydraulic forming, 10-2b
*Drawings. (B-3), 5-2 'Electroless plating. (C-24)

* engineering, 2-13 Electroluninescent materials, reference sources.
*MIL.D-1 000, 2-13, 2-27 A-1I

MIL-STD-100, 2.13 *Electrolytes, reference sources, A-17
positioning controls, 2.27 'Elertrolvttc cleaning. (C-22), 11.10

*production, 2-13 Electromagnetic forming. 10-2b
(TDP), 2-13 *Electromagnetic interactions. (B-3), 2-8

*Drilling, (C-17), 10.12 *lcrmgeism. reference sources.A-5, A-6,j
production problem, 10.36 A-11, A-1 2
surface roughness, 10-27 *Electromptalhirgv. reference snurces. A-1i,

'Drop weight. (B.17) 0'Eletomotw~e force.. (8-1 9)
'Ductility, (B-17) '1.lectrori heam mnachining. (C-I17). 10-14
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'Eectron beam welding, (C-23). 1246 Evaluation tquitmffi (systemeuriuq).2

__ (*}~Jprodsctiooqpobm -12.1 tExtoliation, (9.19)
*Eeto ifiito'01)Expansion Coofficient, (8411)

Wehnmirsoy,(.9 Explo!:4on bulge, (8-17)

CElectronic comixonents. reference sources, A*S. 'Explosive bonding. (C-23). 124

A-6, A-10. A-12, A-18 production problem,, 12-14

'Electroni coufltei"01111MG, reference sources, *Extrusion, (C4iS).,10-7
A-S production problem. 10.42

Electronic stmucur. (C-20) surface roughness, 10-26
*Elecronics, reference sources, A-6, A-$. A-11, Extrusion bonding (C-23),,1248

A12. A-13. A-19 *Fabrication, (C-1S). (C417). 10-1
'Eectrophoretic coating. (C-24) bibliography. (C-2)
MEetroplating. (C-24), 13-5 *Fficilities, (B-15). (D-3)

m~aterials and uses, 13-9 *Facing, surface roughaness, 10.27

riiuction problems, 13.14 Failure analysis modes and rates, referelcv
reference' sources, A-i8sucsA.A9SA1.A1

'Eectropolisbing. 11-10 'Fatigue, (B-17)

'Eectrostuiction, (B-18) Fatigue corrosion, (B- 19)eeec ~ A1

Electrotinning, (C-24) Feasibility engineering,rerncsocsA1

Electrotyping, (C.16) 'Feff ites, (C-i 0)
*Embossing, (C-IS) reference sources, A-l1, A-17

Emission microscopy. (C4 0  *F~ritic stainless steels, (C-7)

*Emittence, (B-18) 'Feffous metals, (C-7)
*Employment, (B-3) bibliography, (C-1)

*Emulsion cleaning, (C-22), 11.11 *Fiberbards, (C-13)

'Enumseling, (C-24) *Fibers. ( C-13)

Energy stacking faults, (C-19) 'Field emission microscopy, (C-19)

Engineering change proposals, 2-21 *Filing, surface roughness, 10-27

revision notice, 2-27 Finish annealing, (C-20)
Engineering design test pian, (B.3)'Fnse

*Engineering, reference sources, A-6, A-8, A-9, bearing surfaces (rotating), 10-25

A-10, A-li, A-17 bearing surfaces (sliding), 10-24

Engineering test, (-)contact surfaces (stationary), 10-23
*Enthalpy, 18-19) interference fits, 10-21

*Entropy, (B-19) nonmating surfaces, 10-21

Environmental conditions, referen' e soivrces, 'Finishing, (C-i17),10-21

A-6 *Fire control, reference sources, A-S , A-6
*Environmental testing, refe'ence sources, A-Il1- A-10

*Epoxs' (C1 1)'Flame cutting, (C-17), 10-19

costs, %%16 'Flame hardening, 11-6

forms and uses, 9-3 Flame jet cleaning, 11-9

hazards, 9-3 'Flame-sprayed coatings, 13-3

*Equilibrium constants, (B.19) metal suitability and application, 13-4

*Erosion. (B-1 'Fagig IC18

Etch pitting microscopy. (C-19) 'Flash welding, (C-23). 12-4
'Etchng, (-i?)*Flax, (C-13)

'Etyl eluloe,(C-l)Flight mecnaniuj, reference source-,, A-4.

Ethylene propylenes, (C-12) Al

Eutectics, (C-21) *Flight simulation (B-15 )
Eutectoid diffusion, (C-21) *Flight tcstr,. (13-13)
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'Flow bra4lg (C.23)i 1210 Glass (cont'd)
S'1ow charts , 3-reference sources, A13. A-16, A-17 '
Fluid properties, reference sources, A-13

so~rc5,Glass bead peening,(C0*Fluocsd~s, (-12)*Gold, (C-9)
costs, 9.37 clad, 9-29
forms and uses, 9-33 plating. 13-9
hazards, 9-37 powder metallurgy, 9-31

Fluoroelastomer coating, 13-12 standard fors, 9.26
Flumslicoes, (-12)*Gov"mmrnmt-famised property (GFP), 2-7

Fluorspar, strategic material, 9-1 *Grain growth, (C-20)
*Food, reference sources, A-6 *Grain size, (C-20)
*Forge welding, (C-23) *Grain structure, (C-19)
'Forging, (C-15), 10-2b Grain textures, (C-19)

production problems, 10-38 *Graphite, (C-14)
surface roughness, 10-26 reference sources, A-13
temperature ranges, 10.3 strategic material, 9-7

*Form, (C-18) Green sand casting, (C-15)
*Formaldehyde, (C-11) Green staining, (B-19)
*Forming, (C-18), 102b *Grinding, (C-17), 10-14, 11-8

production problem, 10-35 process characteristics (new), 10-14
Forsteite, (C-10) production problems, 10-36, 10.45

'Fourier analysis, (C-19) surface roughness, 10.27
*Fractography, (C-19) *Grit blamuini, .C-22)

Free energy. (B-19) *Ground suppot equipment, (B-15)
Frequency control, reference sources, A-5 *Gun barrels

*Fretting. (B-19) matert Is prmblem, 9,82
Friction bonding, ( C-23), 12-8 productioi pri.ble.', 10-35, 13-17
Friction sawing, (C-17), 1-21 *Gun barrels .... , production problem,
*Fuels, reference sources, A.6, A-17 10-35
Functional area, (B-3) *Gun barrels (un--' fj rina, production problem,
Functional interfaces, (B-3), (B-11) 10-35

*Fungus resistance, (8-3), 2-8 *Guia components, producto n problem, 10-36, 11-14
*Furaldehydes, (C-1) Hacksawing, (C-17)

Furnace bonding, (C-23) *Hafnium
*Futnace brazing, (C-23), 12.9 flame-sprayed, 13.4
Furnace soldering, (C-23) hazards, 9-37

*Fuzes, reference sources, A-S, A-6, A-7, A-8 powder metallurgy, 9-31
*Galvanic corrosion, (8-19) refereice sources, A-IS
*Galvanizing, reference sources, A-17 Hafnium boride. (C-10)

Gas cacburizing, 11-6 *Hammer forging, (C-is)
*Gas weldirg, (C-23), 12.4, 12-6 Hammer peening, (C-17)

Goar generating, (C-17), 10-12 *Hammer welding, (C-23)
surface roughness, 10-27 *Handbooks, (8-3)

*Gears, production problem, 10-42 Hard anodizing, 13-8
*Geology, reference sources, A-6. A-9 Hard rubber, (C-12)
*Geophysics, reference sources, A-S, A-6, A-I1 Hardboard, (C-13)
*Germanium, reference sources, A-17 Hardenable carbon steel, (C-7)
*Glass, (C-14) *Hardening, (C-21), 11-1

bibliography, (C-2) *Hardwoods, (C-13)
production problem, 12-14 Harrison forging, (C-IS)
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AMCP ?W100@
*Hastelloy, (C.9) *Hydraulic engineering, (13.3)
*Hazardous materials, (8.3), 2.2 reference sources, A-l7
*H~azards. 2-o" *HWdrometallurgy, reference s'jurces, A-16
*lleat of activation, (B-19) Hydrostatic extrusion, (C-15)
*Heait of combustion, (B-19) 1-lyoscine, strategic miateria). 9.8
Hleat of diffusion, (B-19) Hypalon coating, 13-12

ikFat of formation, (B849) *Ice, reference sources, A-6
* ieat of fusion, (B.19) *ldentifzatjon, (B-3), 2-8
*Heat of hydration, (B-19) immersion bath cleaning, (C-22)
MHeat of mixing, (8.19) Immersion coating, (C-24)
*Hleat of reaction, (8I-19) Impact extruding, (C-15), 10-7
*Heat of solution, (B819) Impact friing, (C-18), 10-2b
*Heait of sublimation, (B-19) *Impact strength, ( 1-17)
Heat of vaporization, (R-19) *Imnpedance, (B-18)

*tfeat..resistant steels, (C-7) *Impingement, (8.19)
Heat treatable aluminum, (C-8) *Inconel, (C-9)

*H~eat treatment. 11-1 *Index of reliaction, (P?-18)
designer-created problems, 11-13 Indexing services, A-27

*Helicopter, reference sources, A-6 Induction annealing, (C-20)
*Hemp, (C-!3) Induction brazing, ( C-23), 12.9

hazards, 9-37 induction heat treating. 11-5, 11-6
Henequen, (C-13) *Induction soldering, (C-23)

*High energy rate forging, (C-15), 10.3 *Induction welding, (C-23)
High pressure data, reference sources, A-16 Industrial glass, (C-14)
High strength alloys, production problems, 10-37 *Inett gas welding, (23,12--', 12-4

*High strength steels, (C-7) Infiltration compaction, (C-16)
High velocity forming, 10-2b *Iniormation analysis centers, A-6, A-4

MHobbing, (C-l7), 10-12 subject index, A-19
*Homogenization, (C-20) *Information 7etrie'a!, A-1
'Honing, (C-17), 10-23 *Information sciences. reference sources, A-11

surfaco roughness, 10-27 Information sources, A-11
Horsehair. (C-13) *lnftared, reference sources, A-9. A-10, A-17

*Hnlt dipped coatings. (C-24). 13-5 'Infrared bra?.ing, ( C-23)
materials and uses, 13-7 Infrared soldering, (C-23)

*Hjot extruding, (C-15) ilnjection molding, production problem, 10.35
'N-ot forging, 10-I Inorganic coating, (C-24)

fHot plate soldering, (C-23) Inspection requirements t(TDP). 2-21
Hot powder extrusion, (C-I5) *Instruments and instrumentation, reference
Hot press bonding, (C-23), 12-8 sources. A-5, A-6, A-lI, A-17. A-18

' Hot pressing, (C-16) "Insi";ting boards, (C-1,)
materials problem. 10-40 *Insulaitor%. references sources, A-Il
surface roughness, 10-26 *Interaction, (B-19)

*Hot rolling. (C-15) Interchangeabilitv. (13-3). 2-8, 4-1
Hot wall bonding, (C-23) Interface management, fi3-I 5), 4-4
11ot work deformation, (C-20) Jnterferen..e finishes, 10-21IHot worked steel, (C-7) 'Integtanular corrosion, (B-19)

'Human engineering, (B15-I) Interstitiail defects, (C-19)
1-luman factors, 4-3 Interstitial Impurites. (C-1 9)

reference sources. A-S. A-6, A-8 i*we-"tmcnt casting, (C 10 l-2a
Human performance. M1-3), (13-8), 2-2 'iodine, strategic materlt, P-8
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AMCP 706.100

Ion spattered deposition, (C-24) *Leaded brass, (C-8) (9
lonosl-here, reference sources, A-5, A-11 *Leaded tin bronzes, (C-8)

*Iridium, (C-9) *Leather, ( C-13)
standard fomur,, 9-26 Library of Congress Cassification System, A-3

'Iron, (C-7) Life sciences, reference sources, A-6, A-1I
coating, 13-4, 13-5 *Life support, (B-3), 2-2, 4-3
cosfi., 9-38 Light microscopy, (C-19)
hazards, 9-37 *Linseed oil, 13-13
powder metallurgy, 9-31 Liqtu.d metal embrittlement, (B-19)
reference sources, A-12, A-17 L.,st of Materia!s, 2-13

Iron aluminum coating, (C-24) 'Lithium, hazards, 9-37
Iron phosphate coavLng, 13-8 *Locking, (C-19)
Ironing, (C-18) *Logw ics, (0-3), 4-1

Isostatic bonding, (C-23), 12-8 reference sources, A-S, A-7, A-10, A-!I, A-12
Isostatic c. mpaction, (C-16) Logistic environment, (2-3), (D-1)

*isostatic, essing. (C-16) inf rmation exchange (DLSIE),A-7, (D-l)

*Isothermal transformation. 11-1 Logistic faciiities, (D-3)

Ie-eative process, 3-1 *Logistic management, (B-15), (D-3), 4-4
*l.ci, (B-17) Lotistic materials, (D-3)

Jet annealing, (C-20) *Logistic operations, (D-3)
*Joining, (C-23), 12-1 Logistic organization, (D-3)

bibliography, (C-4) Logistic personnel, (D-3)
designer-created problems, 12-12 Logistic resources, (D-3)

*JotL:nals, A-3 *Logistic services, (D-3)
*Jute,-(C-1!) *Logistic 3upport, (B-15), 1-4

hazards, 9-37 Long time properties, (B-17)
*Knurling. (C-17) Loos;e powder sintering, (C-16)
*Kyarite, strategic material, 9-8 Low pressure welding, (C-23)
*Lacque.s, 13-i1 *Machinabilhty. 10-8

reference sources, A-6 index, 10-9, 10-10
!U "cing, ( C-i 7) *Machining, (C-17), 10-8

*Lapping, (C-17), 10-23 cost and finish relationships, 10-11

*Lapping (pol shin',. .C-1 7) operatiors tind tools, 10-4

surface rougt,ness, 10-27 process characteristic. ('new), 10-14

Laser beam machiining, (C-17), 10-15 production problems, 10-34, 10-36, 10-.i7, 10-39

*Lase. welding (Co-23) *Magnesia. ( C-10)

'user. -Magnesium, ( C-8)

l-cJucti ), problem:. 10-39 flame-sprayed, 13-4
,eference sources, A-6, hazards, 9-37

"Lartuct. defects, (C.19 I reference source' A-12

Lattice structure, (C-19) standard forms. 9-23

Laurtch systems, reference sourzce., A-10 strategic matettil, 9-8

*Lead, (C-4) *Magnetic., (13-18)

:lad. -29 -Magnetic annealing, -C-20)

cost-. 0-36 *Magnetic cores, reference source,. A-17

hazards, 9-37 *Magnetic effects. (C-20)

r;,eg: materials. 9-8 Mnagnettc hvst (es.', (13-18)

*lead coa inig. (C A' 1 3-4. 13-7 *Magnetic" particle te,,ting, 9-40

'L'a1l.".,1%. (-.l' M;,gne ic per nheabI i\. (H-1 )
*[.v'ad time. l-. Ni * agnetic npretrtles. ¢ -8
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*Maintenance and maintenance engineering, (B-3) Mechanica; coating- (C-24), 13-11
reference sources, A7, A8, A-9, A*t, A-e, surface roughness, 10-28

A°12 *Mechanical engineering, (B-3)*Maintenaence 2, sources, A-, A8, A-12,A-13, A-16,

*Management (D3) A-17*Management analysis, (D-3) *Mechanical fastening, 12-1
*Management planning, (Dc3) perM duction problem, 12-15
*Manganese *Mechanical finishing, (C-17)

flame-sprayed, 13-4 Mechanical joining, (C-23)
hazards, 9-37 *Mechanical popeties, (2-17)

strategic material, 9-8, 9-9 Medium density board, (C-13)
Manganese phosphate coating, 13-8 NMelamines, (C-1i)

*Manila, (C-1J) costs, 9-36
*Manuals, (B-3) forms and uses, 9-33
*Manufacturing, reference sources, A-12 A-18 hazards, 9-37
*Maraging, 141-4 *Melting, (C-21)

*Marine en-.ineering, reference sources. A-9 *Melting points, (B-18)
*Martempering, 11-4 *Mercury, strr'egic material, 9-9
*Martensitic processes, (C-21) Mesomo z materials, application problem, 9-80
Massive transformations, (C-21) Metal electrode welding, (C-23)
Material availability, 9-1 Metal removal, (C-17)

strategic materials, 9-3 (see also specific production problem, 10-39
materials, e.g., Aluminum) Metallizing, (C-24)

typical mill forms, 9-18 (see also specific *Metal' ography, (C-19)
materials, e.g., Aluminum) reference sources, A-15, A-16, A-17

Material Inspection and Receiving Report-DD 250, Metallurgical coatings, (C-24), 13-3
6-7 Metallurgical joining, (C-23). 12-1

Material removal, 10-8 *Metallurgy, reference sources. A-I, A-14, A-IS,
Material selection 8-1, 11-1 A-16, A-17, A-18

cost-effectiveness, 8-2 *Metals, (C-7), (C-8)
criteria, 8-1 bibliography, (C-I)
factors, 9-1 reference sources, A-11, A-12, A-13, A.15,
method, 8-4 A-17, A-18

*Material testing, reference sources, A-13 shapes, 9-2
*Materials, (B-15), (C-6) 2-8, 9-1 *Mieteorology, reference sources, A-5, A-6, A-11

bibliography, (C-i) *Nfica, (C-14)
costs, 9-32 hazards, 9-37
designer-created problems, 9-78 strategic material, 99, 9.10
hazards, 937 *Mitcoscopy (C-19)
inspection, 9-49 *Military science and history, reference sources,
producibility objectives, 9-1 A-11

Sproduct candidate listing, 9-5 Military Specifications, (B-.3) (see also
reference sources, A-10, A-11. A-12. A-13 , A-15, Specifications)

A:-18 Miltary3 Standards, (B-3) (see also Standards)

*Matei-ls handling, reference sources, A-12. A-13, Mill products, 9-2
A-16 *Milling, (C-17), 10-1B

*Materiel, (D-3) su'face roughness, 10-27

I--.L
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Milling (cont'd) *lrls(.2
*tool problem, 10.34, 10.40, 10.45 *Noise, (B-3), '-2

*Mie wrfae, efeenc sorce, A16,A-8Nonheat treatable iAluminum, (C-8)
* Miner wad res, reference sources, A-16 - Nonferrous metals, (C-8)

Mierl nd ie, reference sources, AA 16 .1 bibliography, (C.1)I
*Minralgy, efeencesoucesA-1, A-6, -17 Nonhardenabit- cdrbon steel, (C.7)

*Missiles, references sources, A-5, A.7, A-8, A.9, Nonmating surface finishes, 10-21

B- S)-1, -12 *Normalizing, 11-5
rociups, 45*Notch strength, (B3-17)

*Modlusof eastcity (817)Notes (system descripiion), 2-9
Modl ting (feaciS), (B17) Nuclear effects, reference sources, A-5, A-6,

A-11
*Molybeumeh, (-9) *Nuclear engineering, (B-3)

*Moyt~denm (-9)reference sources, A-14, A-IS, A-17
costs, 9 \38 lear fission, reference sources, A-14

flamespraed, 1-4.!Clear medicine, reference sources, A-14, A-15

powdr meallugy, .31*Nuclear physics, reference sources, A-5, A-11,
reference sources, A.12 A-14, A-15, A-16, A-17
standard forms, 9-26 Nuclear production, reference sources, A-14
strategic material, 9-10 *Nuclear properties, reference sources, A-16

Miolybdenum beryllide, (C-10) *'Nuclear reactions and reactor systems, reference
Molybdenum boride, (C-1O) sources, A-14
~Molybezrium sulicides, (C-10) Ncersft niernrft esucs

*Monet, (C-uler9)tyegnernreeec sucs
A-S. A-14, A-15

*Mras refevence -sources, A-6 *Nuclear structure, (C-20)

Natulg enviomn,(1) - forms and uses, 9-33
Natual eviromen, (B3), -2 Oceanography. reference sources. (A-9)*Natural rubber, (C-12) Oil hardening steel, (C.7)

*Necking, (C-18) *0ils,refcrence sources, A-18
*Neoprenes, (C-12) Open fire annealing. (C-20)

coating, 13-12 Operability, (13-3), 2.2
*Neutron crosfs sections, reference .,ources. Oea e nerto,(33

A-1, A15Operat ional chatracitri st ics, (13-j)
*Neutroni diffraction, (C-1 9) Operat tonal factilit ies. (H- 3)
*Nickel, (C-9) Operational eonl.(-3

coati, 13-4 135Operations research, reference sources, A-S.
coatsn, 3- 135-
powder -~1-u 9-1Opium, strateric Material. 9-Il
stowderd fotlrm, 9- 1 *Optical lp('prt iecs and equipment , (B3-18)
starategicmsri. 9.11 production ptroblem, 10.43

straegicmatevit,9-11reference sources, A-0. A-1S, A-17
super alloys, reference sources, A-I 2 *Order-disorder tansforniations, (C-19)

Nickel-aluminum coating, (C-24). 13-6, *Ordnance. reference sources, A-S, A-7. A-8.
Nickel-phosphorous coating, (C-24) A-9
Nickel-siver-copper, (C-8, 0O ai co,.ting4, ( C-24)
Nitrides, (C-1O) (t~nLmltas C11

retere,xce sources, A\-12, A-13 hh~gah. C2
*Nitriding. (C-24), 13-0 Orlgan. ion (-)

production ptublem, 13-18 'Orit ni aion (- q

1-12
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'OsMium Phenioxy materials, (CI)
hazards, 9.37 costs, 9-37

k..Jstandard forms, 9.26 forms and uses, 9-33
*Oxidation, (13-19) Phono-drag t hermopower, (B-I18)
'Oxide coatings, (C.24) *Phosphate coatings, (-24), 13-8
'Oxides, (C-10) *Phosphor bronzes, (C-8) -

reference sources, A-i1, A-12, A-13 clad, 9-28
Oxyacetylene coating, (C-24), 13.3 *Phosphorus, hazards, 9-37

*Oxyacetylene welding, (C-23) *Photochemistry, reference sources, A-il
Oxyhydrogen metallizing, (C-24) *Photo#(,1ecttic effect, (B-18)

'Oxyhydrogen welding, (C-23) Photopotentiol, (B-18)

Pack carburizing, lk.6 Physical characteristics, (8B.3)4
Paint stripping, 11.12 *Physical metallurgy. (C-19)

'Paints, 13411 bibliography, (C-4):1production problem, 1.3-19 *Physical properties, ( B-18)
reference sources, A. A-17 Physical sciences, reference sources, A-6, A-11

'Paladium *Physics, reference sources, A-8, A-9, A-11, A-14,

h~azards, 9-37 A-i 5
standard forms, 9-26 'Pickling, (C-22), 11-12

Palm oil, strategic material. S-11 'Piercing, (C-18)

'Paper, (C-13) 'Pitting, (8-19)
Partial dislocation, (C-19) *Planing, (C-17), 10-13

'Particle boards, (C-13) surface rouglintss, 1 0-27
Parting, (C-17) 'Planishing. (C-17)
Parting corrosion, (B849) surface roughness, 10-27

*Parts, (B-3), 2-8 *Planning, (B-15)
lists (TDP), 2-13 short- and long-range comparison, 8-7

'Patina coatings,, (C-24) Plasma aic coating, (C-24)
Pearlitic diffusion, (C-21) production problem, 13-15

*Peening, (C-17) *Plasma arc machining, (C-17), 10-18
surface roughness, 10-26 production prohtm, 10-41

'Penet~dnts, 9-49 'Plasma arc welding, ( C-23), 12-5
'Percussion welding, IC-23) Plasma electron beam welding. (C-23)
* Perforating, (C-17) Plasma physics. reference sources. A-S. A-6
*Performance, (B-3). ' .2 'Plasma npraying, 13-3

ob ectives. 2-9 sPlastic coatinp, (C-24)
Periodic reversal electroplating. (C-24) Plastics, (C-i 1). 9-31

*Periodical, A-3 bibliography, (C .2)
*Permanent mold casting, C-) S) form~s and uses 9-33 4

IPersonnel. ( B-3), (D-3) reference s.outces, A-0, A-1l, A-13. A-17,

features. (13-3) A-18S
prerequisites, (13-3). 1-5 Plated materials, 9-2

*PERT. (13-16), 3-6 'T'Iatium. (C-4)

Petroleum base coatings, (C-24) clad, 929
'pH. 8-19)coating, 13-4. 13-Ift*Phase diagrams, (C-21) hzr:,93

Phases. (C-21) starndard forms. 9-26, 9-29
Phellohics, (C-l1)Staei.ae)IL,91

costs, 9-36 strttgC- maDiL -
forms and uss 9-33 'lxga,(-l

'Plyvwood. XC-13)

1-13
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PU, (B-16) Powder properties, (B-18)

Point defects, (C-19) Powder rolling, &--16)

*PIsson's ratio, (8-17) Powder sintering, (C-16) ---

*Polishing, (C-17) Powder brush cleaning, (C-22)
surface roughness. 16-27 *Powder factor, (B-18)

*Polyacrylates, (C-12) Precoated and preplated materials. 9.2 -
Polyallomers, (C-1 1) Precompacted sintering, (C-16)
, Polyamides, (C-11) Preliminary Design keview, 4-5

:v jforms and uses, 9-33 Preparation for delivery (sys.tem description),

*Polybutadiene, (C-12) (EB3). 2-9
*Polycarbonates, (C-11) bibliography. (9-14)

costs, 9-37 *Press forging. (C-IS)
* ., 'Polyesters, forms and uses, 9-33 *Pressing, (C-23)

*Polyether. (C-1i) *Pressure casting, (C-15)
costs, 9-37 Pressure compaction, (C-16-

*Polyethylenes, (C-11) *Pressure gas welding, (C-?3)
costs, 9-37 *Pressure thermit welding, (C-23)
forms and uses. 9-33 Pressureless compaction, (C-16)
hazards, 9-37 Primary fabrication, (C-15), 10-1

*Polyimides, forms and uses, 9-33 b-bliography, (C-3)
*Poly.soprene, (C-12) designer-created problems, 10-31
*Polymers *P.,oba.ility, reference sources, A-S. A-6

production problem, 9-81 Probability stacking fault, (C-19)j reference sources, A-IS , Process annealing, 11-5
*Potyolefins. (C-il) -Process selection. 8-1

Polyphenylene oxide, forms and uses, 9-33 cost-effectiveness, G-2
*Polypropylenes. (C-1 ) criteria, 8-1

costs. 9-37 method, 8-i
forms and uses, 9-33 *Processes, (B-15). 1-5, 2-8

*Polystyrene, (C-11) 'i tocurement, 1-5

costs, 9-37 Producibility
forms and uses, 9-33 benefits from value engineering, 7-10

Polysulfide coating. 13-11 checklists, 4-8
Polysulfones, forms ond uses, 9-33 concept formulation phase, 1. 1

'Polyurethane, (C-12) definition of. 1-1
*Polyvinyls.(C-il) definition phase, 1-4

forms .nd uses, 9-33 development and production phase, 1-4
hazards, 9-37 objectives. 1-5. 3-1

*Porcelain, (C-24) planning, 4-1
Pot annealing. (C-2C') *Production, (C-1), 1-5
Powder extrusion. (C-i5) soil types, 11-7
Powder forging, (C-15) Production Baseline, 2-1

*Powder metallurgy, (C-16). 9-24.10-2a Production description, 2-1

codes. 9-31, 9-32 Production envwonment, (B-3)
compositions, 9-31 bibliography, (C-i)
material hazards, 9-37 *Program control, (B-15)
production problems. 9-82 *Program management. (8-15)
reference sources, A-17 *Prog:a, plan, (B-IS)
surface roughness, 10-26 *Projection welding, (C-23),
yield strengths, 9.34 *Propellants, reference sources. A-6. A-12

1-14
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' " .Properties (materials), (84I5), *Refractory materials, reference sources, A-42; zl
~Proprietary items, 1-5 A-16, A-17

use proble-n, 13-15 *Regulations, (1B-3)
*Propulsion, reerence sources, A-6, A-fleA-2 *Reliability, (3-3). 2-2. 4-2

*Publications, 034), bibliograh,(-7
*Pncbin, (C-1) refee -e sources, A-5, A-7. A-8, A-9, A-10,

$ Pyethrum, sttategic material, 9-12 Reliability tests, (B-3)

: .- *Pytoelectric coefficient, (1348) "Remanence, (B-18)
oPyrolytic graphite, (C-14) Rene, clad, 9-2S, 9-29
*Pyrmetallurgy, Keferee souces. -15, A-16 *Repeatability, 1-'

i *Pyrotecntics, eferece sources, A-6, A-17 Replaceability, 2-8, 4-1
Qualified parts, Replica microscopy, (C-19)

SQualitative MaterieI Development Objective *Requirements (B-3), 2-1
eA W lcat(QMDO), (-1 4 bibliography, (B-6)

SQualitative Materiel Requirement (QMR), 1-1 inaintence, 2-7
*Quality assurance, (B-15), 2-9, 4- perormance. 2-2

Sudata (TDP), 2-13 0ersonnel, 2-7
reference sources, At, A.8 Rhysical chalt cte stics, 2-7

*Quality control, (IS), 4-5 primary functional areas, 2-7I recsreference s oures, A-5, A-8 pab!ications, 2-8
*Quartz supply, 2-7
Qpiuctie ptrbsl Dvo e O ceqements (sy construction standards , 2-8

Qistratep)c material, 912 system definition, 2-7

'Quartz glass, (C-14) system design standards, 28

dQuaterary phase, (C-21) training, 2-7

*Q-jenching, (C-21). 11-1 value engineering. 2-8
mattials and uses, 11-2 Resistance annealing, (C-20)

*Quinsdine and quinine, strategic materials. 9-12 *Resistance brazing, (C-23), 12-10

#Radar, referene sources, A-10. A-12 *Resistance soldering, (C-23)
*Ruiation damage, (C-19) *Resistance welding (C-23). 12-5

reference sources, A-6, A-1 I production problem, 12-15

*Radio commumtcat ions, reference sources, A-5. *Resources. (D-3)
Q A-1I Retentivity, (B-8)

s*adiography. 9-49 Revision .ystem (TDP), 2-21

reference sources. A-6 *Rhenium. reference sources, A-12

.*Radioisotopes. reference sources, A-14, A-IS vRhodium
Q*Radiological defene, reserence source!, A-0 hazards, 9-37
'uate*Ramie h (C-13) plting, 13-10

Sate aths standannl forms, 9-26I "areference sources, A-105 *Rveting, ( C-23)

staei materta-s. 9-13 production problem. 12-15
Reactive premg. (C-16) *Roll bonding. (C-23), 12-8

*Fteamrtg. (C-I. 77),10.1 *Roll forming, (C-18), 10-2b
surface toughness, 10-28 *Roll welding , ( 1C-23)

!' Recoi mechanisms, referenc sources. A-.6 *Reolhng (C-15)
*Recovery. (C-20) contout. 10-3

*Rcrystalizaton. C-20) production problem. 10-43

I Riedrwmng. (C-18 uface oughn- s. 10-28
Reduction coating. (C-24) Rolofi bing. (C-,'), 120-"

1 -1
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#Rubber, (C-12) Sheet dirawing, (C-i5) i
'iazad5. 9.37 'Shellac, 13.12 1

prodri.;tion problem, 10-35 strategic material, 9-14
aisegic inaterial, 9-13 *Shell mold casting. ( C-i5)

Rub.abkr die forming, (C-18) *Sherardizing, (C-24), 13-6
'Ruby. srtgcmaterial, 9413 'Shielded arc welding, ( C-23)
'Ruthenium, standard formts, 9.26 *Shielded metal arc welding. (C-23), 12-4
'Rutile, strategic material, 9-13 *Ships and ship systems, reference sources, A-9.
*Safety, (8-9), 1-5. 2-2. 4-3 A-9, A-10
*Saline water corrosion, (8-19) *Shot peening, (C-171, 11-6
Salt bath annealing, (C-20) 'Silica, hazards, 9-37
Salt bath carbutizing, 11-6 *Silica, glass, (C-14)
Salt bath cleaning, (C-22) *Silicides, (C-10)

nSand blasting, (C-22) reference sources, A-12, A-13
'Sord casting, (C-iS), 10-2a Siliciding, (C-24). 13-6

Pproduction problem, 10-44 *Silicon
'Sanding, (C-22) coating, 13-4, 13-6
iPSapphice. strategic material, 9.13 hazards, 9-37
'Sawing, (C-17), 10-19 *Silicon bronzes. (C-8)

surface roughness. 10-27 'Silicon carbides, (C-10)

SBR, (C.12) strategic material, 9-14
'Scaling, (-i9) *Silicon dioxide, (C-10)
Scientific organizations, A-27 *Silicon nitrides, (C-10)
Scope (system description). (B-3), 2-1 *Silicones, (C-12)

bibliography, (84I) costs, 9- 36
*Scour, (C-22) form-, and uses. 9-33

Scrap recovery, 9-32 'Siticonizing. (C-24), 13-6
Scraping, (C-'22) *Silk, (C-13)

surface roughness, 10-28 hazardr,. 9-37
-Screw machining, surface roughness, 10.27 strategic material, 9.14
'Screwing, (C-23) 'Siver. (C-9)
'Sea water corrosion, (8-19) clad, 9-29
'Seam welding, (C-23), 12.4 coating, (C 124). 13-4, 13-10
'Secant modulus, (8-17) powder metallurgy, 9-31

Secondary fabrication, (C-17), 10-7 staindard forms, 9-20
bibliography, (C-3) strategic material, 9-15

*Seebeck c"w'ficient. (B-18) Simplicity of design, 1-5
'Segregation, (C-21) 'Sisal, (C-13)
*Seismology, reference sources, A-5. A-14 hazards, 9-37
05elenium, strategic material, 9-14 strateg~ic material, 9-0l
'Self-diffusion, ( C-19) *Sizing, (C-18)
Somicentrifugal casting. (C-I15) 'Slip casting. ( C-16)
#Semicotiductors, reference sources, A-1 l, A-12 Slip deformation, (C-20)
'Semicontinuous castiv%. (C-15) 'Slotting, (C-17), 10-13
'Sensitizing, (C-24) surface rougbrness, 10-28
Service engineering. (B-3) 'Slush caqting, (C-15)

'Shaping, (C-17) 10413 Small Develo,,mcnt Obje'ctive (SDO), I-1
sutrface toughness. 10.28 Snecd antlesling, (D-20)

surface roughness, 1(1-28 Soaik cleaning. 11-11

1-16
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*Soda time glass, (C.14) *Steatite. (C..i0)
d ( ~ *Soldering, (C-23), 12.7 'Steels' (C.7)

i Iproduction problems, 12-15 clad, 9-29
Solid die compaction, (C-16) coating, 13-4, 13-SISolid die pressing, (C-16) costs, 9-35

'Solid solutions, (C-21), (C-23) powder metallurgy, 9-31
*Solid-state bonding 12-8 production problems, 10-38, 12-14, 12-18

production problem, 9-92 reference sources, A-12
*Solid-state physics. (C-20) *Stitching. (C-23)

reference sources, A-S, A-9. A-li, A-iS, A-16, *Storage, (B-3), (8-12). 2-7, 2-8
A-17 'Strain, (C-20)

'Solidification, (C-21) reference sources, A-18

&,Solubility, ('2-21) *Strain aging, (C-21)
Solute atoms, (C-21) 'Strain hardening, (C-20)I

*Solution annealing, (C-21) Strand annealing, (C-20)
*Space engineering, reference sources, A-il, 'Strategic materials, 1-5, 9-3

A-12, A-13, A-17 'Stray current corrosion, (B-19)

*Spares, (8-15) *Strength, (8-17)I
'Specific heat, (B-18) 'Stress relieving, (C-20), I11-S
'Specifications, (B-3), 1-4, 2-8. 5-2, 6-1 Stress-strain, (B-19)

high reliability, 6.4 'Stretch fonn'.g, XC-18) :
NIL-STD-143. 6-3 'Strike plating, (C-24)

reference sources, A-9. A-10, A-13 Strip annealing, (C-20)

in TOP, 2-13. 2.21 *Structure, (C-19)
trees, 6-S 'Stud welding, (C-23)

Sperm oil, strategic material, 9-15 *Styrene, (C-1il)

'Spheraidizing, 11-s 'Submerged arc welding, (C-23), 12-4, 12-5

'Spinning, (C-i8), 10-2b production problem, 12-17
surface roughness, 10-28 Substitutional impurities, (C-19*

Splat cooling deposition, (C-24) *Substructures, (C-19)
'Spot welding. (C-23). 12-4 *Sulfides, (C-12)fSpray cleaning, (C-22). 11-11 reference sources, A-12, A-13
'Spray soldering, (C-23) 'Superconductivity, (B-18)

SST 'teels. (C-7) reference sources, A-Il, A-17 '
'Stabilization, (C-21) 'Superfinishing. (C-17), 10-25
'Stacking faults, (C-19) surface roughness. 10-28h i*Stamping, (C-18) Supplementary Quality Assurance Provisions,
*Standardization, (8-15), 1-5, 44 (SQAP), 2-13

DOD manual, 6-3 *Supply. (P-3). (B-10)
'Standards. (B-3). 2-8. 6-1 Surface grinding. 10-19

MILSTDi'I.., 6-3 *Surface roughness f production methods. 10-26
referenc - sources. A-9. A-16, A-18 Suzuki dislocations, (C-19)
in TDP. 2-21 *Swn'ging. (C-18)
tree%, 6-S surface roughness. 10-26

'Stapling, (C-23) .Synthetic rubber, (C-12)
Static annealing, (C-20) *System analysis. 1-4
Static casting, (C-IS) ~ - reference sources. A-1 2

production problem. 10-44 System definition, (8-3)
'Statistics, reference sources. A-9. A-11. A-12 System description. (13-3), 1-4. 2-1, 2-9
Steam cleaning. 11-9 bibliography. (B-1)
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System description (cont'd) 'Test, 1-5 (ytmrqieet)
comparison with development description, 2-9 Test and evaluation (sse(euieet)
coamtraints, 2.9 (B-15), 1-4. 2-8
evaluation, 2-9 bibliography, (8.13)
objectives, 2-9 reference sources, A-S, A-6, A-8, A-10, A-11,

System Development Plan (SDP), 1-4 A-13
System effectiveness, 1-4, 2-9 Test planning, (8-3.)

'System engineering, 6-1 *Thennal fatigue, (B-17)
System evaluation, (B-3), (B-15) *Thermal properties, (B-18)
System integration. (B-15) 'Thermit welding, (C-23), 12-6
System major assemblies, (B-15) *rhermody.-aimic properties, (B-19)
System support, (B-15) reference sources, A-13, A-15, A-16-
system test, (B.15) Thermo-drag thermopower, (B-18)
Systematized design, 3-1 'Thermophysical properties

analysis, 3-7 reference sources, A-12, A-13
apprech,3-6Thermoplastic adhesives, 12-11

evaluation, 3-7 *Thernioplastic coating, (C-24)
refinement, 3-8 *Thermoplastic joining, (C-23)

Tactical land vehicles, reference sources, A-6 *Thermoplastics, (C-il)
*Talc, strategic material, 9-15 costs, 9-37
*Tangent modulus, (B-17)Thnowe,(-)

Tankpoer cleaning 111
Tank leanng, 1-11Thermoset coatings, (C-24)

'Tannins, strategic miaterial, 9-16, 9-17TemotjingC23
'Tantalum. (C-9) Thermosetting adhesives, 12-11

flame-sprayed. 13-4
hazads. -37Thermosetting materials costs, 9-36

hrefrnescs , 9-37 Thermosetting plastics, (C-li)
refeencesoures, -12'Thompson coefficient ,(B-18)

standard forms. 9-26 *Thoria, (C-10)
strategic material. 9-15 'hru

Tantalum heryllides, (C-10) hazards, 9-37
',Tantalum borides, (C-10) strategic ma~erial. 9-16V

'Tantalum carbides. (C-10) 'hedrg l7

Tantalum disilicide, (C-10) 'i C
Tap water corrosion, (B-19) clad, 9-27

*Tapering. (C-I8) :oatinp, (C-24). 13-4, 13-7
'Tapping. (C-17) hazards, 9-37
*Tarnishing, (r19) reference sources, A-18
Technical Characteristics (TC's), 1-4 standard forms. 9-26
Technical data package (TISP), 2-1 2-12 strategic material, 9-16

preparittion goals, 27 *Titanium. (C-9)
problems, 2-27 costs, 9-36 '

Technical argauizations, as information sources, flame-sprayed, 13.4
A-27 hazards, 9-37

'Temperature coefficient, (8-18) powder metallurgy, 9-31
Tempered steel, (C-7) production problem. 10-4

*Tempering, 11-1 teference sources, A-12
*Tniestrength. (B-17) standard forms. 9-24

'Ternary phase. (C-21) strategic material, 9-16
Terne coating. (C-24) *Titanium boride. (C-10)

I'Terylene. (C-1I1) 'iaimcrbd.c-o
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AWLPS-0 -jo V

iTairw nit rids,(CI0). ra(otd 'k

-Tob~stIs,-C-7 forms arnd uses. 9-33
Tlool stel;-7) hazards, 9-37

zi! problem, IM~2, 10-4 I Urethanes, (Ci)I -Torch brazing, (C-23), 12-9 / coating, 13-11. 13-12
'Torsional modulus, (1347) hazards, 9-37
Trade-off, 1-4, 3-7, 8-1 Useful life, (B-3), 2-2

'Trade associations as information sources, A-27 * Vacancies, (C-19)
*Training, (B-3) '- Vacuum annealing, (C-20)
*Training- devices, (B-IS) Vacuum bonding, (C-23), 12-8
*Transducers, reference sources, A-18 V acuum cpiting. (C-15)

Iransformations, (C-21) Vacuum engineering, reference sources, A-1 7

Transformer board,-(C-13) *Vacuum welding, (C-23)
*Transitioning, (94,6) *Valence, (B-19)-

ATransportability, (B-3), 2-2, 2-7 -Value engineering, (B-3), 1-1, 4-4, 7-1
*Trepanning, (C-17), 10-13 /bibliography, (13-13)
*Trimming, (C-18) checklists, 7-10

Tubedrawing; (C-1i) fringe effects, 7-10
Tube-redticing, (C-16) j ob plan, 7-1

*Tumbling, (C-22), 11-10 1 producibility improvemen~ts, 7-10

*Tungsten, (C-9) worksheets, 7-10
coating, 13-4, 13-5 *Vanadium
costs, 9-38 costs. 9-36

hazards, 9-37 ,hazards, 9-37
powder metallurgy, 9-31 strategic materials, 9-16

t )reference sources, A-12 Vapor degreasing, (C-22), 11-1i

standard forms, 9-26 *Vapor depositted coatings, (C-24)

strategic material, 9-16 -Vapor deposition, (C-24)j*Tungsten carbides, (C-10) *Vapor pressure. (8-18)
Tungsten disilicide. (C-10) *Vaporiz'altion, (C-21)

*Turning, (C-17), 10-14 *Varnishes. and varnishing, (C-24). 13-11

surface roughness, 10-28 reference sources, A-6

~. I*Twinning, (C-20) Vehicle dynarnmcs, reference sources. A-S. A-13
Udimet, (C-9) Vehicle traicks, production problems, 10-38

*Ultimate strength, (8.17) 'Vibration. 2-2

Ultrasonic bonding. (C-23) Vibratorv cleaning, (C-22)
-Ultrasonic brazing. 12-10 4\'ilbatoty compacting, (C-16)
*U:.rnsonic cleaning. (C-24), 11-11 Vibratory finishing. (C-1 7)

*Ultras 'nic_ inspection. 9-49 IV irlyls. (C-Il)
refereuici. sources, A-6 cost%, 9-37

*Ultrasonic machining. (C-17), 10-14 WViscositv. (B-18)

production problem. 10-44 *Warhead-, reference sources. A-5. A-6
*Ultrasonic welding. (C-23). 12-7 Waspalrw. (C-9)
*Undlerground corrosion, (B3-19) Water ho.rlening steel. (C-7)

*Upset forging. (C-15), 10-2b 'Weapon sy'siems. refetence sourreF'. A-S. A-6.
surface toughness, 10-26~ A-7, A-8. A-9, A-10, A-] 1, A-1 2

*Ujpset welding. (C-23) ~Wemr. (13-17)
*Upsetting. (C-18) MWell deposition coatings. (C2-24). 13-5
"Urea, (C-l1) materials. 1 3-S

fK 1-19
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*Wefdlng; (C23), 12-1 Yr6bght precious metals, (C-9)

pocesses vs joint design, 12-4 - Wrought steel, (C-7)

Iprocesses vs niaterii. 24 Wrought titanium, (C-9)

production prol~lems, 12-13. 12-14, 12.15, 12-16, *X-.ray diffraction, (C-19)t
12-17, 12-18 X-ray topography. (C-19)'

reference sources, A-17 Yellow brass, (C-8)

surface toughness, 10-26 *Yield strength, (B-17)

Wheel polishing, (C-17) *Zinc, (C-9)

Wire brush cleaning, (C-22) clad, 9-27

*Wire drawing, (C-is) costs, 9-38
Wire fotming, (C-18) hads-3

production problem, 9-80, 10-33 srerecmsources, 9-17
VWood, (C-13) srtgcmtra,91

reference sources, A-18 *Zinc coatings, (C-24), 13-4, 13-7
*Work elements, (B-16) *Zinc phosphate coating, 13-8

Workmanship, (B-3), 4-1 *icnu Cb
Wrought alloy iron. (C-7) - costs, 9-38
W~iought aluminum, (C-3) flame-sprayed, 13-4

- Wrought ingot iron, (C-7) powder metallurgy, 9-31
* Wrought iron, (C-7) reference sources, A-15

- Wrought lead, (C-8)staeimtral94
Wrought magnesium, (C-8) srtgcmtra,91
Wrought nickel. (C-9) Zirconium beryllide, (C-10)
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